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INTRODUCTION

Streeter Blair was born at Cadmus, a small farming

village in eastern Kansas, on July 16, 1888. He was

the son of Edward Blair, a former schoolteacher turned

manager of the Cadmus Grange store, and Lulu Hiatt

Blair. Streeter 's boyhood was molded by eastern Kansas

farm life at the end of the last century: tending to

the family animals; plowing and harvesting for neighboring

farms; working in the Cadmus Grange Store on Saturday

mornings; going to picnics and community socials; and

playing in the Cadmus Grange band, in v;hich Streeter

was snare drummer at the age of fourteen.

About 1903 the Blair family moved to Kansas City,

Kansas, where Streeter ' s father had accepted a job as

a bank teller. However, banker's hours and city life

did not sit v.'ell with the family, and the Blairs soon

moved again, this time to Spring Hill, a town of seven

hundred, thirty miles south of Kansas City. There Ed

BlaJr was once again manager of the local grange store,

and Streeter attended high school, graduating as valedic-

torian of the Spring Hill High School. Streeter attended

the University of Kansas, where he majored in the classics,

in addition to being steward of the La Sorella Club, a

maiiber of the University of Kansas band, and trap drummer
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in a small dance and theater orchestra.

After graduating from the University of Kansas, he

began the first of his varied careers as a Latin teacher-

cuin -football coach for the high school in Sabetha,

Kansas. During his two years in Sabetha he loet his

future wife, Caniille Hook, then a high school student.

Around 1914 he accepted a position as principal of the

high school in Junction City, Kansas, where he moved with

his bride, Caniille. He quickly became disillusioned

with his job in Junction City and decided to leave ed-

ucation and make a new start in the clothing business.

Following a bad venture with a clothing store in

Junction City, he raoved to Fort Scott, Kansas, where he

opened a larger, more successful store. A key to his

success in Fort Scott lay in his use of newspaper ad-

vertising, a medium almost completely neglected by the

town's established clothiers. Gradually he became more

and more interested in advertising, until he finally

sold his clothing store and devoted all his energies

to the advertising business.

He was hired by Woolf Brothers, a large and famous

retail firm in Kansas City, to manage their mail-order

operations and direct their advertising. In this capa-

city he developed a classified mailing system which

identified customers by various common traits—a fore-





runner of jiiodern computerized advertising methods. He

also published a boys' jnagazine, supposedly v/ritten by

a young boy named Tim, which was distributed nationally

through retailers licensed by Blair. These efforts

became so successful that he left Woolf Brothers to

operate independently.

Shortly after the stock market crash of 1929,

Streeter, Caraille, and daughters Sazette and Betsy

Lynette moved to Southern California, which beceime the

new base of operations for the advertising business.

However, he was unable to spend a great deal of time in

Los Angeles, where they had rented a house, because of

the need to service advertising accounts all over the

United States.

During these business trips, he came into contact

with and developed an interest in American' antiques.

While in the East he would buy furniture and other iten^s

at country auctions and then ship them to California

to furnish the house they were building in West Los

Angeles. But when a neighbor bought up the first ship-

ment almost iramediately--at double the price--Streeter

began to think of antiques as a possible business.

Buying and selling antiques took more and more of his time,

until by the late thirties he was out of the advertising

business entirely, and the Blairs were in the antiques
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business, with a shop on a ranch near El Cajon.

As the antiqiues business grew, the Blair s moved to

a larger and better location in Leucadia, more accessible

to the Los Ancjeles markets About this time, Streeter

became interested in t\vo hobbies, bread making and painting,

which were to fill the last eighteen years of his life and

bring him national and international fame. The two

hobbies were interrelated, as painting occupied his time

while waiting for bread to rise and bake, and perhaps

the physical effort of bread making helped provide a

relief between stretches of painting.

Soon after he began to paint, a customer in the
«

antique shop bought one of his paintings. Realizing

that people wore willing to pay money for his works, he

pursued his hobby with even greater zeal, sharpening

his technical skills, but avoiding any formal training

or even contact with professional artists.

His first public recognition came in juiry art shows;

to his surprise, his works were accepted in twelve of

the first thriteen shows to which he applied. His first

one-man show v;as at the Carlbach Gallery in New York

City in 1951. Later one-man shows were at the Galerie

St. Etienne, the University of Kansas, the Ferus Gallery,

the Robles Gallery, and the Sari Heller Gallery. The

Smithsonian Institution chose six of his paintings for
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a sixty-painting exhibition which traveled throughout

Europe in 1958. Through Vincent Price and Sears-Roebuck,

a collection of fourteen of his paintings was on tour

for a year in the United States.

His first paintings, and the paintings for which

he was roost famous, were those in which he chronicled

American life, principally farm life, in the period before

the widespread use of motor power. He felt he had a

duty to record this era in his paintings so that a visual

record would remain for future generations. But unlike

many primitive artists, Blair continued to paint after

he had finished his autobiographical paintings about

turn-of -the-century farm life in eastern Kansas. He

experimented with new subjects, doing landscapes and

still lifes in addition to historicals, and in his later

works used a sophisticated palette. VJhen he died November

3, 19 66, he had completed raore than five hundred and thirty

major paintings.

' In the pages which follow, Streeter Blair recounts

in his own rich, idiomatic, and homely style his childhood

experiences in eastern Kansas, his education, and his

four careers as teacher, clothier and advertiser, antique

dealer, and artist. These recollections are part of the

Fine Arts series of the UCLA Oral History Program. Records
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relating to this interview are located in the program's

office.

Selden S. Deerner

Los Angeles, California
A'-iaust 1973
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TAPE NUMBER: I, SIDE ONE

April 15, 1965

BLAIR: About 1923, Ray Havens, International Rotary presi-

dent, dlro chief potentate of the Shrine (his father before

him having been chief potentate—the only time in history

a father and son held the same high office) , was a printer.

He published a leather-bound, one hundred -page book. On

the outside of it, in gold, was the title, V7hat I_ Know

About Women . This book could be read in five or six seconds.

The pages were all bliknk, but the message was very vivid.

Now, here I am talking into a tape. I didn't know it could

hear; I do not believe that it can talk, but they tell me

that some girls with earphones can listen in. Now you can't

see the words any more than you could the v;ords in Ray

Havens 's book, but, like the telephone, you cannot see the

words go along the wire; but they say there are hearijig

stations in people's homes where you can plug in and got

the words. If this tape can carry the v/ords and you can't

either see them or hear them we'll have it on faith that

this talk is not for nought, but maybe just as well be.

The beginning of the story I am trying to relate starts

long before I was on earth. Therefore I cannot vouch for

any of the truths until I get to the point where I'm probably





.four to six years old. Everything up to that point is

hearsay. My father and mother were very truthful; they

•could not tell a lie--the town they lived in was so small

you'd get caught at it. But later on a man that they said

was my grandfather confirmed a lot of the things they told

me. At that time this man was not my grandfather; neither

was he my father's father. But the hearsay is that he and

a bride moved from somewhere in Ohio and homesteaded eighty

acres of land, south of Kansas City, very near the Missouri

-border. He also was a blacksmith and opened a blacksmith's

shop, the first one south of Kansas City for ninety-six

miles. They came in a mover wagon. Now, what is a mover

wagon? A mover wagon is the precedent in a way of today's

house trailer. It was pulled by horses. The tires never

went flat, either on the horses or the wagon. The tires

on the horses were steel, the tires on the wagon were steel

—

they never had a flat tire. [tape recorder turned off]

My dad said he was born in a log cabin. Later on, I

remember that when I visited Grandpa James Blair and Grand-

ma, they lived in a cottage, but behind the cottage was a

log cabin connected by a platform. The log cabin had a

fireplace and so did the cottage. Now this pioneer farm

and blacksmith's shop was six miles from Fort Scott, Kansas.

Fort Scott, Kansas, today is just the naune of a town; but at

this period, before the Civil War and during it, it was a

fort. " '

'





My grandfather was a horseshoer in the Union Army;

-and, whether after that or before, I do not know, he told

'about the fact that when General [Sterling] Price raided

eastern Kansas from Missouri, the news came that he was

headed for their homestead and was burning all barns and

houses. Grandpa put his family in the mover wagon, tied

a cow on behind and they fled to Mill Creek for safety,

but General Price turned north and their homestead was

left intact. I do remember that what was, in my time, a

place where they milked the cows, was really a fort by it-

self, where the family could get in this stone high wall

and there were apertures or openings where you could

shoot Indians if necessary. [tape recorder turned off]

Apparently I had several uncles and one aunt on Dad's side;

there was Arie, John, Nixon and Aunt Lizzy.

Crossroads on the prairie at that time were just

trails and Grandfather's blacksmith shop was at the south-

west corner. Dad had a horse and tells about a Fourth of

July celebration six miles from there. He rode early in

tiie morning, arrived at eight o'clock and had a dime to

spend all day. But they were just making lemonade and be-

fore eight o'clock he spent his dime for lemonade and had

nothing the rest of the day.

It was a custom then, and for a while much later, for





a farmer to give a boy a calf, thinking he would take more

interest in the farm work. It was also customary that when

±he calf got big enough to sell, the farmer would sell the

calf, keep the money and give the boy another calf. Dad

didn't care much for farming; he was a little bit of a

poet. As a young fellow he wrote some poetry and would

drop the poems in the mailbox, without his signature. It

turned out that forty years later a book was published

called The Hundred Best Poems of America , and his poem was

in that. Anyway, Dad kept his calf long enough to sell it

and get enough money to study at the Fort Scott Normal

School for about eight weeks . This made him an unusually

veil educated man in those days.

He got a job teaching school about thirty miles north

at a place called Cadmus, Kansas. He got fifteen dollars

a month and paid three dollars a month for board and room

at a farmhouse. The only thing that made the town was a

schoolhouse, a church, a blacksmith's shop, and a coopera-

tive store organized by the Grangers—not because they

-thought that private business was charging too much for

merchandise, but so they could have a store conveniently

located because they did not wish to drive six miles west

to a town on a railroad, Parker, Kansas, nor east to La

Cygne, Kansas, which was seven miles.





A farmer could not drive more than four miles to do

his purchasing and take in his produce (eggs, chickens, and

butter, which he traded for groceries and even clothing)

,

and get home in time in the evening to do the chores

—

especially if he had to have his horses shod at the black-

smith's shop. It was slow travel because they never went

to town unless it rained and they couldn't plow, and so the

roads were muddy.

Anyway, these farmers ran their store for a year and

lost seven hundred dollars. It seems that they didn't

realize that if you bought something in Kansas City whole-

sale, shipped it down to Parker, Kansas, and had a team

and wagon pick it up there and haul it six miles to Cadmus,

and then pay a little bit in tax money, and hire a clerk,

you couldn't sell that dollar article for a dollar and a

quarter and make any money. Now my dad, having been a well-

educated man and smart— 'cause he was a school teacher—was

hired in 18 86 to manage the store. Dad took over and paid

dividends on the stock each year of the fifteen years that

we lived there before we moved to Kansas City. [tape re-

corder turned off]

About 18 87 it seems that a girl by the name of Lulu

Hiatt came to Cadmus. Now I never knew Lulu Hiatt? when I

knew her her name was Lulu Blair. Not long after this.





when I was probably about five years old, about 189 3, I

began to remember things. A family lived a mile west of

Cadmus, the crossroads town, and when Dad and Mother went

anywhere overnight—which usually was when they went to

Kansas City to purchase goods for the store—they would

leave me with a family called the Loves. The Love family

consisted of Anna, Lulu, Delia, Hattie, and Orin—one of

those was a boy.

DIXON: Orin. [laughter]

BLAIR: It seems that Anna and Lulu, from the time I must

have been a year and a half or two years old, had me sleep

between them. And, for some reason, I made a great dis-

covery which seemed very exciting, and ever after that

they had me sleep with Orin. [laughter] That's one of

the first four things I remember.

Another was that one day our horse and buggy was
.

hitched up—we were going to visit some farmer, it was

a hot July day, I had on a new, blue sailor suit—and Mother

said, "Take the little bucket, run down to the spring and

get us a cool drink of water before we get out onto the

dusty road. Be careful. Do not get your. new suit dirty."

Well, I fell into the spring.

DIXON: Naturally.

BLAIR: I remember that, and I remember that when I was





going to attend school, my mother took me to the front gate

and told some farmer children, who were walking to school,

three-quarters of a mile away, to kinda look after me. As

I went out the gate, she shed a tear. To me that was some-

thing terrible and I said to her, "I'll just go one day and

try it, and if I do not like it I'll never go again."

The fourth thing I remember is I climbed up a porch

post and got on top of the porch of our house. I was in

the heavens ; I was beyond the universe ; I was up higher

iJian the catalpa tree adjoining the porch. When I slid

down this pole it felt good, and I climbed up three times

more and slid down again- And then, conscience! A terrible

conscience I had; anything you want to do is wrong.

DIXON: It's either illegal, immoral or fattening.

BLAIR: Uncle Love, as we called him, was the Cadmus black-

smith. He walked every day to his blacksmith's shop, down

Elm Creek, which surrounded [Cadmus] on three sides, but

on the north was the borderline of our acre. He carried a

gun, would shoot rabbits, and every now and then drop a

rabbit off to us. He was the best friend— I even thought

he was my uncle for a long time. Now his blacksmith's shop

was at Cadmus—Cadmus was too small to be in. [tape re-

corder turned off]

The life at Cadmus, for the fifteen years, was so

varied. Who knows which was first, so let's forget sequence.





-And let's forget dangling phrases. [Marcel] Proust, Gertrude

^tein, [James] Joyce broke through all the rules of rhetoric--

^and what is rhetoric? What is grammar? It's amazing to

think that all the classics were written and all the master-

ful paintings were painted before there was a grammar or

a. rule book for painting. Maybe, if this were being written,

it might start a new fad—pay no attention if you use dan-

ogling phrases.

Grammar, of course, was one of the things my dad taught

-^when he was in the Cadmus school. He tried to get the farm-

-er children to improve their grammar. One day he said,

"Do not end a sentence with a preposition. That is incor-

rect. Do not say, 'Where's it at?' Say, 'Where is it?'"

There was a great silence and soon John Hope said, "Where's

vhat at?" Dad also made a rule that boys could not chew

tobacco and spit on the floor in the country school. Dad

had a spittoon. He chewed tobacco from the time he was

-eleven years old. By the way, he lived to be about ninety,

snd he had perfect teeth till he was seventy. One of the

boys, who resented the idea that yoa couldn't spit on the

floor, came in a little late the next day, dragging a cigar

box behind him, on which he had four spools as wheels, and

the cigar box was filled with wood ashes . That was his

spittoon. [tape recorder turned off]
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It happened that I continued going to school , whether

I liked it or not. I became a very famous individual. I

was janitor of the schoolhouse. My job was to get there

—

particularly on cold mornings—build a fire in the coal

stove, sweep out the schoolhouse, and have it as warm as

possible (which was not warm) for the not "scholars," but

"pupils" who attended.

I also had another great honor. I was janitor of the

church. Now the church had two big coal stoves and hang-

ing lights, thirty-six in number, and each Sunday it was my

job to sweep the church, build the fires, get on a ladder,

clean the lamp globes, fill the lamps with coal oil, and

have everything cozy when the twelve members, or attendants,

came to church. I was paid a nickel a week for that. I got

twenty cents a week as janitor of the school. The church

passed the hat every Sunday, and I was supposed to put the

nickel in the collection box; but for the first time in my

life I stood pat and didn't do what everyone thought I

should do. I stood up for myself and kept the nickel.

That was my breakthrough to being an independent individual.

One time a missionary came, or rather an evangelist,

although Cadmus was so situated you might have thought it

would take a missionary to find it. One time he asked each

of the congregation to stand up and tell what they were





tiiankful for. The last one was an elderly woman who said

she was thankful that she had two teeth. The evangelist

^aid, "Here we are: a sister more thankful, never have any

of us. We have told about we were thankful for health, a

•good horse and buggy, a new washing machine or washboard,

or something like that—and she's thankful that she has two

±.eeth. May I ask her why did she select this?" And she

-Said she was thankful because they hit.

Now the same evangelist said -that he was also a phre-

nologist, that by feeling a person's head he could tell

what they should be or should have been. I was one of the

first to respond. He felt my head and said I should be a

lawyer. [tape recorder turned off] I did not know what

a lawyer was. I didn't know whether I would want to be one

if it was something. The evangelist also said that no two

people were alike. He said, "If we were all alike, all of

you men would have wanted my wife." An old fellow down in

front said, "And if they'd all been like me none of them

Ttfould have had her.

"

Dad did not want me to work in the store because if

he'd let me work there, some farmers would think their boys

should work in the store. They did let me count eggs on

Saturdays and sell nails. Later on I was promoted to sell-

ing thread out of the -thread box^
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Theodore Macintyre, a farmer boy, was Dad's first as-

sistant. He kept the books and was a good writer, but he

was new at selling merchandise. There was a sale, so to

speak--at least things were marked down for a period, really

things that were out of date—and my dad told Theodore that

anything in that group or anything that was damaged to sell

at half price. A woman came in one day and asked to see

^ome drawers. This store carried everything from groceries,

coal oil, tar, cultivators—anything really a farmer could

^se excepting a threshing machine which involved a big

separator and steam engine, but even those could be ob-

tained on special order. Anyway, when Theodore took down

-the drawers to show the woman, he noticed that there was,

he thought, a rip down the front. When he saw that he said

to the woman, "These are damaged. You can have them at

Jialf price."

I spent most of my summers plowing. When I was ten

years old I was supposed to be a man--that is, if I could

plow an acre and a half with a walking plow in a day.

Everything in the country was based on how much work can

you do. It was so impressed on me that I felt guilty if

I were going to a picnic and saw a man plowing. I did not

Jcnow then, of course, the glory there is of running your

own farm, plowing your own soil, and while you're doing
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that, see the seedlings come and bear into grain and fruit.

The experiences of plowing for farmers at fifty cents a

day at the time had no interest excepting the fifty cents.

One farmer I worked for—who prayed louder than any-

body else at the church—gave me a job of running a com

binder. He also had a team with a second binder and when

one of the horses balked, he jumped down, grabbed a whip

and whipped one of the horses, and said, "You are the

goddamnedest creature God ever stretched a hide over."

This fellow was the loudest prayer member in the church.

He also told me that women didn't dare monkey with

him. I didn't know what that meant, but he said they were

laying carpet and the neighbor woman came in to help him

lay carpet. Now all carpet was homespun, woven on a hand

loom; it had to be stretched and tacked, with tacks around

the four walls about every six inches. He was down tacking

and stopped, and it seems the neighbor woman pushed him

over. And he said, "Women don't monkey with me." He

pushed her over and his wife hit him with a broom. With

all these things going on in life it disturbed me a little

because I didn't know what they meant [then] and maybe
«

don't now.

Another farmer I worked for had a stepson, George

Soursby. His sister lived in the same farmhouse, too.

George had the finest team of horses and finest sleigh and
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the finest buggy of anyone in eastern Kansas. He was a

^reat penman. He could write beautifully Spencerian style,

-which, by the way, when I got into school was the thing

until I was about in the fourth grade, and then vertical

writing came in. When vertical writing came in and we

iiad to change, I ended up neither. But the training was

-<good, because it still holds with me to this day—neither.

People would drive miles to have George Soursby write

calling cards for them, or at least cards. They could see

their name in writing, if never in print. One woman drove

±zom La Cygne , about seven miles; George was there, he took

-the order, went into his den or room and came out after'

t-wo hours and said (he talked in a very low voice) , "I can-

not write your cards today. Sister Emma has moved my table

and I cannot get my feet in the proper position." The

woman left without her cards but she came back and got the

cards later. He was a sensation, this genius.

With his sleigh, when the snows came, he would hitch

xip his fine horses and go to certain farms and take the

young women a sleigh ride. Particularly he went to the

Macintyres, a mile and a half south of Cadmus, where Maud

and Mabel lived. He would go to the door and rap. If the

girls came, fine; if the mother came to the door, he would

say, "I have come to take your daughters a sleigh ride, but
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j; want it strictly understood I have no matrimonial in-

tentions." [tape recorder turned off]

-Going back to Uncle Love: he really wasn't my uncle,

so far as I knew. However, he was a Republican and my dad

-was a Democrat. When the Populist movement came along. Dad

-^nd that group—particularly since the Populists repre-

^sented the farmer—all got behind the Populist movement.

TJnCle Love, being a Repioblican, did not like this, so he

.succeeded in getting the post office removed from the

«t.ore to an old building he constructed next to his black-

-smith shop. Dad was glad of that; he was tired of having

±.0 sell a stamp and charge it on a busy day.

Xn the store everything was charged; nothing was cash.

When farmers harvested a crop they would bring all the

money in to Dad and put it in the safe. If they brought

produce at the time for more than what they traded out,

Dad gave them a due bill which was cash—they could bring

it in and spend it like cash. Sometimes a farmer's bill

would run as high as seven and eight hundred dollars at

the end of a season, and if he had a poor crop, no state-

ments were presented. We hoped that the next crop would

be good, and if it was, they brought the money in and in-

stead of a bank they'd just come in and say to Dad, "I want

ten dollars," or five dollars, and it was charged—no bank.
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^ith this credit business, in the fifteen years under Dad's

-ananagement , the store lost less than one hundred dollars.

' farmer boys were gradually leaving the farm and going

±o Kansas City where they could get a dollar a day in cash

•working in the stockyards. They were tired of getting up

at five o'clock in the morning, milking, doing chores,

diarnessing the horses, having breakfast, plowing or working

-xmtil sundown, and then milk and do chores. No entertain-

-roent unless someone gave a dance, and once in a while there

-was a picnic, grange picnic. Of course, the boy who had a

horse and buggy of his own would take his girl for a ride

-^.and all that, but no cash, nothing to spend. And yet, they

J-ived in good homes, had good barns, good clothing, every-

thing very comfortable from the point of view of just living.

It worried the farmers and some of the young women that

-these farmer boys were going to Kansas City and getting a little

cash in their pockets. They wondered who was going to run

the farm.

Now, at fifty years old you were supposed to be an old

jnan in those days. Nearly every funny story started out

—

-and it always got an immediate smile— "One time an old man

-.about fifty years old ..." I can remember my dad saying

lie had always hoped he would live to be forty-five.

Roy Payne didn't like farming and so his dad said that
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he ought to go to the agricultural college at Manhattan,

Kansas, and learn something about scientific farming. The

Jaiggest joke in eastern Kansas was that a boy would go to

college to learn to farm. Anyway, Roy went to college about

three months and came back and he had learned something; he

knew how to waltz. Prior to that all dances were square

dances. Roy taught the Macintyre girls, Maud and Mabel;

they taught some others and pretty soon, when there was

a grange hall dance, the young people waltzed. The older

people, sitting around the edges of the hall (there were no

babysitters, all babies and children were brought and would

be asleep on the little stage platform or on chairs) thought

that this dance was very immoral and almost caused a split

in the Grange. The boys almost threatened to go to Kansas

City and get a job if they couldn't have the dance. They

compromised, with each alternate dance being a square dance

or a round dance, as they called them, a waltz.

To break up this trend to the city my mother, who

managed Cadmus and all the surrounding territory like my

dad managed the store, got an idea: make life so good for

the young men they would never want to leave the farm. She

got the grange women together and they made a banner twelve

feet long and three feet high out of felt. They took yellow

ears of corn and sliced off inch-thick sections which made

a sort of a wheel with a white center and a golden outside
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with the kernels. They mounted these on the felt, put it

up in the grange hall, and it said, "Stay on the farm, boys!"

-What else did she do? She told Dad, "We need a new

grange store and a new grange hall. We've got to make it

interesting to keep Cadmus the culture center, or to make

it one and to make the young people want to stay on the

farm. What do you think?" Dad said, "Well, that's good,

hut I have a better idea, or at least another idea. We

need more room in the store." The old store building was

made up of three sections, one added onto another as busi-

ness grew; but it was a firetrap. One time, as he recalled

to Mother, the store caught on fire, late one night, some-

where in the ceiling where the hot fumes went up in the

big stove on the first floor. They had dug a well at

Cadmus by that time, and with one pump, men with buckets

had put out the fire.

So, to have a fireproof building was Dad's main inter-

est, and a large one. Dad got the directors of the store

to vote that all stockholders would waive dividends for one

year—the six percent on their stock—and that with the

cash reserve that he had, they could build a stone store

building forty feet by a hundred feet, two stories, and

use the old store for machinery and furniture and things

that might not be such a fire hazard. .

Uncle Love owned two shares of stock in the Grange.
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That was twenty dollars' worth; one share was ten dollars.

If you joined the Grange, which you did when you were

fourteen, you had to own one share of stock, ten dollars.

Uncle Love had two shares and wasn't going to get his

dollar-twenty dividend, but that was not the reason. He

hated Populists. He caused a lot of trouble, quit coming

-to Grange, and the board of directors stood steady—if they

gave him the dividends, then others would have the same

right.

-One day Orin came at full speed and rushed into the

store and said, "Dad has gone to Parker to get a gun. He .

says he's going to kill you," that was my dad and Dory

(Theodore) [Macintyre] , the bookkeeper. He said, "I

wouldn't let him have a horse but he's gone on foot."

Well, consternation.

Why, Cadmus never had a police, an officer. There

was no law whatsoever; everyone was honest. There was

only one law that the farmers of Cadmus knew: the United

States mail has the right-of-way. Now the United States

mail was carried from La Cygne to Cadmus in the morning

and on to Parker, a trip one way of thirteen miles; and

then returned in the afternoon, thirteen miles. The mail

carrier was Hosey, a small colored boy, and he drove a

mule. The farmers knew the United States mail had the

\
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right-of-way. Many a time in snowdrifts, in mud, here

would come Hosey with the mail, meeting a farmer with a

heavy load of grain or hay; and when they saw Hosey come,

they would pull out to the side of the road and the United

States mail. Uncle Sam, went by. [laughter]

Orin said he would try to catch the old man if he

really was coming back from Parker with a gun. There were

two ways he could come from Parker to Cadmus. Orin took

the right way, caught Uncle Love and took the gun away

from him, but after that. Uncle Love, the greatest friend

I had, was my greatest fear. He no longer went to Grange

or came in the store, and in his letter he had said, "I

will raise hell in your family because you have raised hell

in my family." The hell he referred to in his family was

the fact that the children and Auntie Love were for the new

progress of the store, the grange hall, and that argument

in the family is what he called "raised hell in his family."

Going back to some of the pleasing things, though, and

the wonderful Uncle Love period, when he would take me fish-

ing— I was hoeing popcorn one day (we raised our potatoes,

popcorn, garden, everything, on our acre of ground); Uncle

Love stopped and said that the Marais des Cygnes River was

flooding acres and acres and it would be a good time to

catch some big fish. The Marais des Cygnes River flowed

\
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vithin five miles of Cadmus and went on through La Cygne

<meaning, the swans) and thereon into the Missouri or

Mississippi, I do not know yet which. Mother said I could

go with Uncle Love. He had his team and wagon loaded with

"trout lines and fish traps which he had made. When we were

.about a mile from the river, there was a fork in the road.

One road goes to the right, and we took the left road.

After we went about a hundred yards, here is a stream, a

xoaring torrent; but it was not the river, of course. There

vas no bridge; it was a ford. We could see where the road

came out on the other side, and Uncle Love knew pretty well

±here was a rock foundation to cross on, over which water

flowed in normal times. He picked out the course and

started in. It happened that the two right wheels of the

wagon missed the rock work, and the jagged edges under the

water caught in the spokes and the team stopped. They

x:ould not go forward—yes, they could have, but not without

breaking spokes—and they couldn't go back. There we are,

"the water running through the wagon box; what would we do?

Uncle Love had no rope, but he had an ax. He immediately

tossed the ax back to the bank; he reached down and pulled

out the kingpin that held the doubletrees. Gently he

gathered the horses with the doubletrees around to the left

of the wagon and back onto the bank. When they went far
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=enough, he made a jump, landed partly in the water, and

told me to jump. I jumped and landed more than partly in

- ^Jie water, but got out by grabbing a bush. There we were

—

-310 rope, but an ax. How would you solve this problem to

^^etting your wagon? Uncle Love selected an elm tree, a

iiickory tree, a willow tree; these trees all had a section

of probably ten feet before there was a major limb. Around

the bottom, he cut the bark; and up as high as he could

reach, he cut the bark. He stripped this bark off the

different trees until he had probably fifty or sixty strands,

He had me hold about five of them together, and he braided

the five. Every few feet he would install another bark

strip. When he got through braiding, we had a rope about

-thirty feet long, made out of bark. He cut a pole and

placed it, one end on the bank and the other down under the

water on the axle of the wagon. He tossed one end of the

rope into the wagon, crawled out on the pole, reached down

and tied one end of the rope left center on the back axle.

Why left? He hitched up the team to the rope and steadily,

cr, though they knew what they were doing, they tightened.

And at the first pull, because the rope was tied to the

left of center of the axle, the wagon veered a little to

the right, and released the spokes from the jagged rocks,

and the wagon was pulled out.

\
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We hitched up and we went back, took the other road,

and in a short distance came to flooded fields. There,

living in a little shack, was what I would call a hermit

who fished. Uncle Love knew him. He had a rowboat, so we

loaded up the trout lines and fish traps and started rowing

over cornfields. He tied one end of the trout line to a

tree where we started and it probably reached another tree

about four hundred feet away. The trout lines were baited,

and then on the return rowing trip (the water was not swift;

it was backwater over these fields), he put his fish traps.

They were handmade, with a hoop for the opening, and then

smaller hoops on down to the last, which would let a large

fish through, and then came out into a larger space. In

there. Uncle Love put corn bread and some liver or other

fish bait; and then we went back to the hermit's cottage,

and there he made coffee. I was allowed to have one • :.

demitasse—as we call it now; to me it was a toy cup

—

full of coffee every other Sunday. But here I had a real

cup of coffee and, of course, I would have to tell Mother

—

I must tell her everything—but I had the coffee. The next

day or two, the old hermit-fisherman was to bring some fish

to Cadmus. Just as we left, I noticed that the cupboard

in this shack had the words on it, "Cadmus Grange Store,

Ed Blair, manager," and I wondered then had he paid the
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nickel for that big pine dry-goods box when he got the

box from Dad. Very likely he did. But in a few days came

ithe old fisherman with big fish, and all Cadmus had fish.

But no fish was as large as [the one that] Jim Kuntz, the

one-legged man, brought in one day from the Marais des

Cygnes. He had a ninety-pound catfish, and everybody had

fish.
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- TAPE NUMBER: I, SIDE TWO

April 15, 1965

BLAIR: In the country, the farmer children went to school

till they were twenty years old or married. The older they

were, the more years they'd gone to school, and the fiirther

they got in the same books. Arithmetic, penmanship, geog-

raphy, and the readers, which ranged from first reader to

fifth reader, constituted the whole course of study. It

seems it took about eight years for a youngster to get old

enough to quit school, but they were not considered grades.

Spelling was very important. We would all stand up

—

that is, each class or each group—and the teacher would

give us words. When you misspelled a word, the next one

was given it, and then they kept a book on headmarks. Now

the headmark meant the one that was the top of the class.

Of course, the game was to try to spell him down and the

next one get in. Sometimes, if three miss a word, why, the

person would move up three or four positions. It was a

good deal like a parlor game. I can remember my chum,

Clyde Pulhamus, and I were nip and tuck for headmarks the

most in the year.

The way they had us study, you would repeat it over

and over, without thinking, repeating the words as you
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studied under your breath and spelled every letter. You

didn't study it mentally, and you didn't read mentally

—

you spoke the words in a whisper as you read. Anyway, in

the spelling lesson was the word "said." Clyde and I were

sitting side by side in the country school's desks, which

were a great improvement over the time when my dad had

taught in that school, where everyone sat on benches.

Clyde was studying the word— I could hear it under his

breath— "S-i-a-d, said, s-i-a-d, said, s-i-a-d, said,"

and I knew he was learning it wrong. Of course, my con-

science smote me somewhat, and I thought, "I should tell

him, but no, if he happens to get that word, he'll miss

it." And that's what happened. He got the word "said," .

and spelled it s-i-a-d. And the teacher gave it to me,

and I got s-a-i-d, and I went to the head of the class.

I got the headmark.

Ada Brottrell, a farmer daughter, walked to school

from a mile and a half west. Of course I walked east,

half a .mile to the store and then a quarter-mile north to

our acre. She would borrow my penknife to sharpen a pen-

cil oftener than she would borrow the knife of any other

boy. We were taught manners by the teacher: if you loan

your knife to a girl, open the blade and hand it to her,

not blade forward; and when she's through with it, she

should close the knife and return it. Ada. received many
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favors [from me] at times, such as picking up a pencil for

her. But the great, great romance did not develop until a

little later when it comes time, in the program of progress

and culture at Cadmus, to practice Christmas carols for the

community Christmas tree.

There was no well on the school grounds. They had re-

cess at ten o'clock, an hour at noon, and recess at about

two- thirty; and school was out at four. We who had pretty

good grades were permitted to take a water bucket, a large

tin one, which was carried between two boys on a broomstick.

We would go down the dusty road and could get water at the

Caraptons', about two-thirds of the way to the store. But

a rumor came one day that they found a rat in that well, so

from that time on, we went on to the store for our water,

a half a mile away, where there was a pump.

This pump was quite a new thing at that time. Farmers

watered their horses as they'd come to town at Elm Creek,

which practically surrounded Cadmus, as we've said, on

three sides. And then there was a little spring (that

always had water in it) on the south, that flowed into

Elm Creek. So there was not much need. The spring, in

which I had been baptized, was about the same distance

from the store as our house. But after this pump was put

in, there was a water trough for horses and we would go

there for our water. \
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-When we got back to school it was an honor for some-

one else to be able to pass the water bucket to the thirty

students of all grades in the scnool. There was one dipper

and the one passing the water would go down one aisle and

up the other. There were so many dregs and maybe some

bread cjrumbs in the last few dippers of the water that the

fellow who got the last drink might have had part of his

lunch at the same time.

Now, in games, we played baseball and what we called

football. Baseball was just the opposite from today. It

was called . . . well, just baseball. No sides. Every

time anybody got out, so to speak, everybody moved up one.

So at all times, each one would eventually be a catcher

or a pitcher, and then there 'd always be somebody at the

bat. When he'd batted, then the next one would move up.

1 was pitcher, and a good one, for the reason that I could

throw the ball right over the plate nearly every time and

make it easy for somebody to hit. When I learned later on

that baseball played in the big towns was just the opposite-

you were supposed to throw the ball so nobody could hit it--

I never could understand why that wouldn't take all the fun

of it. But I was so good that one day I threw a nice, soft

ball right over the plate and the biggest boy there, Harry

Wishert, knocked a beeliner, and it hit me on the temple,

[tape recorder turned off] '
.
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As to football— there were two stakes at each end of

tJie playing yard, and two fellows would choose up to see

twho would be on his side. The idea was for the members on

one side to try to kick the ball between the stakes of the

«ther, and that was great sport. We got a football by

^several of us donating a nickel apiece for about a dollar,

or dollar and a half in those days (which would be about

-.equal to ten dollars now) . The big boys kicked it pretty

-iiard, and, of course, it would puncture by being kicked

into the hedge. But we had a way of patching it with some

cement and a piece of rubber. Then we would blow it up,

through the tube, bend it over and tie it, poke the little

^lozzle down and lace it up. One time, they kicked it so

Jiard, one of the boys did, that the whole bladder inside

±)urst, and it was about ten percent full of bread crumbs,

because they always blowed it up right after lunch and no

water.

Anyway, the teacher that I remjember going to first

was a man. He was a farmer, lived across Elm Creek, east

of Cadmus, and his son went to school. His son was some-

what mischievous, but because he didn't want to be prej-

udiced, if any two boys got to arguing or got into a fight,

he would come out with a stick and whip his own son first.

He told us that he did that so nobody could say he was
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prejudiced- So his son always got a licking, and most of

the times deserved it. His name was Solon Shinkle. He

xeally had no conscience. He could lie if he wanted to,

and one of the Pulhamus boys could; but Clyde and I, we

always told the truth. But anyway, Solon (not when his

father was teacher, because they had brought in a woman

teacher, and Solon had a lot more freedom) , one evening

after school, said he wanted to talk to me. Well, I knew

right away that I should go right straight home or be

questioned. But he, after all, was a little older, so we

sat down under a hedge tree at the edge of the schoolyard,

•and he said, "Do you know where babies come from?" And I

said, "No, not necessarily." "Well," he says, "I know."

He says, "You know, I just had a baby sister, and I know

-when it all started. I saw my mother and father go into

the outhouse at the same time and they came out laughing."

And he says, "That's when it started."

Now the other thing he says, "What do you think of

rugby and American football?" Well, I had never heard of

rugby football, and I didn't know the football we played

even was American football—which 'it couldn't have been.

Well, I felt very guilty to think I'd never heard of rugby.

But anyway, he explained it to me, and he said, "You should

be in favor of one of the two." He said, "The rugby football
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is fairly safe, but American football is murder. It's

rough. They kill people. Are you in favor of that?" And

I said, "No." So that was settled, and we went home.

That night, of course, my mother said, "Why are you late

home from school?" And when I told her that Solon said

he wanted to talk to me and we talked for a while, she said,

^What did you talk about?" I only told her about the

football.

The Pulhamus boys, three of 'em—Clarence, Clyde and

-Emmett, the oldest one—all went to school at the same

time, and as they would go down to the store, before they'd

built the new store, they would go in the front door.

^They'd turn to go south and walk the full length of the

store, about a hundred and ten feet; and as they went down

-the aisle and came to the grocery department, each would

-^grab a handful of dried peaches or prunes or whatever was

eatable. Well, Theodore, the bookkeeper, lived in the

same section of ground (Maud and Mabel were his sisters)

,

and he knew the Pulhamus boys pretty well. So one day he

took a bar of soap, cut it up into little cubes that looked

like some kind of candy, put tissue paper around them, and

put them on top of the prune box. As the Pulhamus boys went

through, they each grabbed one. By the time they got to

the back door they made a dash for the pump, and they were

frothing at the mouth.
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Mixed in with going to school, of course, was the

summer. I really was to work. First job I got— I must

hav"^ been eight—was pulling kale out of flax, for Uncle

Love, on his farm. I got twenty-five cents a day. To pull

Jcale out of flax you have to pull it at a certain time—
you go by the bloom. The plant looks the same, but the

Jcale has a purple bloom and the flax more of a yellow. So

-you would take a swath about twenty feet wide and walk from

one end of the forty-acre field, or more, and back to the

-rpther, and that was that. I got twenty-five cents a day.

Then I got a job plowing for the Davises— that's where

-^^eorge Soursby, the fellow who could write so well, lived

—

•^.^nd there I plowed with the walking plow. One day, we were

-taking a cultivator out where I was to cultivate corn. The

tongue was tied into the wagon box at the back, and George

was driving the team. Old man Davis was sitting to the

right of the tongue, and I was sitting on the other side.

And he goes to turn a corner, and the tongue swings toward

Mr. Davis. I jumped up and told George, "Be careful. Don't

-turn so short; Mr. Davis is likely to get pinched." And

George says, "If he wants to get pinched, let him get

-pinched." Well, of course, as the tongue swung toward him,

he'd put one hand in the wagon box, raise up; and when we

got straightened he sat down again. Little things like •

that, not important in the history of America, but anything
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that had to do in Cadmus—anybody criticizing anybody or

not caring— impressed me greatly. In fact, in some cases

it was the beginning of a fight—of course, a fistfight.

The next job I had for plowing was in a field which

adjoins Uncle Love's farm. This was after Uncle Love had

threatened to raise hell in our family. I'd never seen him

really, except at a distance, after that, until this time.

I had a sixteen-inch plow and two big powerful horses.

Just like in life, we sometimes are glad to pull a sheet

off the calendar, for some exciting event anticipated; at

the same time we do that, we pull off a sheet that makes

us nearer, equally, to something we are not so eager to

have maybe, like the day for paying income tax.

In this case, when I had plowed toward Uncle Love's

farm, when I was about a hundred feet or so from finishing

that field, each furrow brought me sixteen inches closer

to a large clump of sod. This clump of sod had been there

ever since Adam and Eve; no plow had ever gone through it.

It had within it whatever wildflower was there hundreds of

years before, if any. So I decided with this big team I

would turn over this sod, by taking a few inches at a time.

Now I knew that it was none of my business. All the other

plows had skidded around it, and each time they did, it

grew a little. So I , in my great trying to clear my con-

science that it ought to be done, would say this: that in

\
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.time that clump could take the whole field, growing a

J-ittle every year. If I could just get that out of there,

•I could reclaim some soil and have better crops and more

of them. Well, we get closer and closer, each time, six-

teen inches closer to the big hedge fence—and just across

the road from there was Uncle Love's home, and he might be

there, he might want to kill me. When I take hold of the

first eight inches of soil, the team stops. They know;

they'd been there for a good many years. "Why," I think,

"now's my chance." So I tap the lines, and they pull and

they go; but the plow stays, the doubletree breaks in two,

and I'm left holding the plow handles. There is the great-

est catastrophe known to mind of man or me at that time.

What will I do? I've broken, unnecessarily perhaps, this

doubletree. Nobody in the world could fix it (I don't

know where you could buy one) but Uncle Love across over

home, if he happened to be there. I would be afraid to face

the farmer. Right away, I cancelled all he owed me for the

week's plowing—probably the whole of two dollars and a

half. If I could only get away and never let him see me

again . . . but the horses had to be taken in and I had

to face him.

In the meantime, I would risk my life and go across,

for some reason, and tell Uncle Love. I didn't know why.
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I go through the hedge, go through the white picket gate,

walk down to the front door, and with all my courage I rap

•on the door. It opens, and there is Lulu. "Well, Streeter,

where did you come from? Come in. Pa." "Oh, she's going

to get Uncle Love," [I thought]. He comes to the living

jTOom door. "What is it?" I tell Lulu, not him. He says,

""Come with me." Right then, I know that's it— I shall be

TOurdered. But that's better than going home to the farmer

with a broken doubletree. So, he goes out the back door

±.0 the woodpile. Gets an ax. "Well," I thought, "that's

a.s quick as any way." Then he goes to the coal house--a

shed—and gets his gun. Which is it going to be?

-Be turns over toward the hedge across the road, crawls

through the hedge, and he begins chopping in a hedge tree.

It's the hardest wood ever known, harder than olive wood,

«qual almost to what they call ironwood. It's difficult

to find a piece of hedge. Osage orange, great, big, won-

derful, green, bitter, sticky oranges. I thought, "Well,

he's chopping a limb to put a rope over or something—maybe

I'm going to be hung." First thing I know, he has a piece

of hedge wood shaped a good deal like a dpubletree—all with

an ax. Goes to the house, gets a wrench and a brace and

bit, comes back, takes the iron off the broken doubletree,

drills some holes, puts it back; and again I'm plowing. .
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Z tiidn't say good-bye; he didn't. I didn't say thank you--

I'd escaped with my life; I couldn't have said anything.

I plowed, but I still had to face the farmer— I broke

his doubletree. I get back that evening, and first thing

T tell him, I says, "I wasted at least an hour and a half

or two hours without plowing. You don't have to pay me.

I broke your doubletree." And he says, "Broke it?" He

says, "I hoped that thing would break some day, then we'd

get a new one. Why look what you've got there. Where 'd

you get that?" I said, "Uncle Love made it." He said,

"Money could never buy one as good as that." And he paid

me for the. full day. [tape recorder turned off]

The main things that keep going on in life are going

-on at tlie same time at Cadmus. For instance, there is

a community Christmas tree. There is the box supper

where young men bid on decorated boxes--inside is a

chicken and cake. Then there is the cow pasture. The cow

pasture bordered on each side ... in other words. Elm

Creek ran through the cow pasture for three-quarters of a

mile, but this creek travelled three-quarters to go only

half a mile. At the back of our acre was a bluff--lime-

stone rock, ledges like almost laid by a stonemason--and

there grew flowers, wild coliimbine, daisies, and all that

sort of thing. It was a sort of decoration to the pool

of water below, which at least must have been thirty feet
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long, two feet deep and ten feet wide. It was an enor-

mous place in Elm Creek. I even had a boat there one time,

a mortar box.

I wanted a bicycle when I was about eight years old.

I had seen a bicycle in pictures only; but one day I'm

out in the hot dust in July, and something comes along

real fast that makes only one track. It went so fast, and

I knew it had to have one wheel—there was only one track.

From that time on, whatever it was, I wanted a bicycle.

I told my parents, and they said when I was twelve years

old I could have a bicycle. If you want to live a long,

long time of four years, next time you're eight years

old just have somebody promise you a bicycle. You could

live a lifetime.

All right. This Elm Creek wiggled around and, of

course, came by the schoolhouse, where our pasture ended.

This schoolhouse was on the main road west to Uncle Love's

from Cadmus, but the half-mile road, which was unusual,

went down north till it hit Elm Creek and a farm down

there. In fact, that's where the man lived that hired

me to plow this field that brought me the great catas-

trophe of the broken doubletree. But in this whole cow

pasture, there's never been a plow. It was bordered on

the north, full length, with a stone wall, not laid with
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^mortar, but the field beyond was good soil. This stone

wall was built by the early farmers "there, with rocks

picked up in the cow pasture, but principally from stones,

loose stones, in the ground that could be plowed. It was

a beautiful, winding affair, not square on top; but the

whole top was held down and all the stones below, with

one rock leaned against another for the full length. In

that pasture, not far from our back gate, our cow and

horse were pastured right from our acre, and other farmer

Jiorses were pastured in there at times; there was water

all the time, at least somewhere. Even in the droughts,

some of the pools had water, tadpoles and a few little

fish, and always a few frogs and a turtle.

Anyway, there were two big black walnut trees not

far from our gate entrance to the pasture, and one enor-

mous elm. That elm tree was my fort, if I wanted to live

up in the tree. The two walnut trees, each year, bore so

many walnuts, I could take my little wagon, go down there,

and haul in five or six loads of wonderful black walnuts,

more delightful in flavor to me always than any of the

so-called English walnuts of California. In fact, I

thought a walnut was a walnut. You know, it's a great

thing when you learn something to find out there sometimes

are two kinds of a thing. When they talked about English

walnuts later, I thought, "Well, they ought to have another
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iname, they're so different from walnuts."

Anyway, in this pasture were some big boulders, lime-

stone, and up through them grew [tape recorder turned off]

four locust trees. There was my real fort. I could get

-in among those boulders, under the protection of those

=uinbrella-like locust trees, and I was safe, absolutely

safe from every danger in the world—the principal one of

*/hich would have been a jack rabbit.

When I was old enough, I was sent after the cow. You

Jiad to bring the cow in and milk her. And if you wanted to

-go anywhere and needed the horse, you had to go and get

your horse and bring it in. In order to catch the horse,

you'd have to hold the halter behind your back and have a
.

part of an ear of corn in your hand, not because the horse

-^aidn't want to be caught, but [because] it didn't want to

be caught without getting some corn. Anyway, my dad, who,

^s we've said, didn't particularly like the farm, would

^o out in the pasture--it was a Sunday morning—come back

;and tell Mother, "Our horse Billy was not in the pasture."

So she would go out, and the first horse would be Billy.

Dad didn't have much of a talent for telling his bay horse

from any of the others. In fact, one time later, when we

-moved to another town. Dad rented a livery stable team and

drove to the county seat, Olathe, Kansas, to pay his taxes

or something. On the way home, about three miles from
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Olathe, the sheriff caught up with Dad and stopped him and

-said, "Ed, where 'd you get that team?" He said, "I rented

'dt at the livery stable in Spring Hills. So what?" He

said, "No, you didn't." "I didn't?" "No," he said. "The

-team you're driving home belongs to a farmer in Olathe, and

your team is still hitched to the racks."

Dad didn't care much for horses excepting he liked

horses. And when poor Billy, the family horse, got a nail

in his foot, a rusty nail, and there was not such thing as

a horse doctor (there was not even near Cadmus a family

doctor) , poor Billy was given "all the things that they

rput in a bottle," as a farmer said. "Hold up the horse's

head, and turn the bottle, and pour it down his nostril."

But it didn't cure Billy; he died, with lockjaw.

Dad wrote a poem about Billy—he loved Billy, the same

as the rest of us. When I was old enough to read, I thought

how great it would be to read Dad's book of poems. He was

a poet; he had a book of poems published, and they were

all about Kansas days. I stumbled onto the poem "Billy,"

and being so proud to read, I started reading it out loud to

Mother while she was baking bread. What I read had no

meaning; it was the words I knew. I was so proud to know

the words, so I just went along and pronounced the words.

Pretty soon my mother was crying, and then I realized that
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she was thinking about Billy, which I wasn't— I was just

thinking about the words.

As to poetry—Dad, in building the business in this

country store, advertised in the La_ Cygne Journal and the

Parker News , [both] weeklies. He had always believed in

-advertising. The local merchants in those towns didn't

believe much in advertising, because they said everybody

-knew where they were. But here comes the thought: they

ring a church bell every Sunday; everybody knows it's

Sunday; everybody knows there's a church; but there is some

psychology there that you're being called, your attention

is being gotten to church. But Dad, to build this busi-

ness, not only wrote a little verse in his ad (farmers and

city people would cut out these little poems and paste

them on the kitchen wall, like they used to have calen-

dars) , he also, to build the business, where in these

other towns on the railroad they would give five bars of

Lennox soap for a quarter> Dad gave six. You could get

fifty pounds of flour for ninety-five cents instead of a

dollar. It's true that people would sometimes drive

iJirough Parker, Kansas, and come to Dad's store to buy

a plow or a cultivator. This grange store, six miles from

the railroad, was the most successful store of the whole

Granger movement, prior to the time of when the government

respected the farmers.
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The Grange was primarily responsible for good roads

in the nation and rural free delivery. Rural free delivery

and good roads did not fit in with the capitalists in New

York, who loved to loan money on Kansas farms. When they

Jfarmers] had a poor crop and couldn't pay the interest,

bingo—closed. Woodrow Wilson stopped that when he put in

government control of Wall Street and a few other things.

But anyway, good roads and rural free delivery came due to

the Granger movement. For the first time, fellows running

for governors, for representatives, for senators, and for

presidents listened to the farmers and were lucky and glad

•

-to speak.

William Jennings Bryan was one. By the way, William

Jennings Bryan came to La Cygne to talk when he was running

for president. Of course, somebody had to introduce him,* . --^

so one of the locals got up—he'd never made a speech in

his life—to introduce William Jennings Bryan, and he

istarted out, "The next president, and the great farmer of

Nebraska who raises wheat and all those different things."

And 'when he got down to the name, he said, "William J.

Brennings." [laughter] And the people knew whom he meant.

By the way, do you represent whom? Now, that word

"whom," it's a bugbear. If you represent somebody, you

don't want to say, "Who do you represent?" You should say,

"Whom do you represent?" Well, you know it's in just as
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-'good sense to say, "Be sure you get it in the accusative,"

.^hich is Latin, or the objective case, to say, "Do you

represent whom?" OK. That's great history. Now we've

.handled the cow pasture, the walnuts and some of the

politics. By the way, do you know what a callithumpian

parade is?

. DIXON : No

.

BLAIR: A callithumpian parade is a parade of no theme ex-

cept, "Don't vote for one party, vote for the other." Now

t±ie boys at school, most of them were Republicans for

-McKinley, and they wore a cap with gold letters on it. He

*fas for the gold standard. But the Populists that voted

for Bryan, we wore caps with silver letters. I wore a

-silver letter. I was for Bryan, but I didn't know why.

But the Pulhamus boys, who were my best friends, wore

HcKinley caps. They said that if Bryan was ever elected,

they'd kill him; the Republicans would kill him. Well,

that made me know that [even] if I could vote for Bryan,

I wouldn't dare vote for him— I didn't want him killed.

[tape recorder turned off]

The callithumpian parade, so far as I know, didn't go

through a town. It went miles and miles in front of the

farmhouses, made up of those who were in favor of a certain

party. They never had a callithumpian parade where anybody
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could be in there unless he was for one party or the other .

One of the main features, which drew the biggest crowd,

^as this: a fellow had a hayrack, pulled by horses, of

<:ourse—all of these so-called floats [were] . He turned

a crank, and it turned a wheel that ran a belt. He was

standing, turning this [crank], and behind him was a boot

on some kind of an affair, so that every round the boot

Jcicked him. He was kicking himself because he had voted

the Republican party.

By the way, a callithumpian parade and a shivaree . . .

1 can't find the word "shivaree" in the dictionary. It's

probably because I didn't know how to spell it.

DIXON: That's because you didn't look under c-h-a-r-i-v-a-r-i

BLAIR: I learned, however, the actual meaning of it; it's

-too soon to talk about it now, but I did specialize in

Latin and taught. [Anyway], I couldn't find how to spell

-charivari, but I did find the word "chivy," meaning to

follow, almost persecute, disturb. And then I knew of

course, of the goddess Eros, meaning the one that confounded

and disturbed. By putting the two together I could get out

the meaning the word charivari: to follow and disturb.

Well, I still dont' know how to spell it; but, anyway, I

^ased it in some writing I did.

Next door to us, or rather to the house at Cadmus, at
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the end of our acre towards the store, lived two women--

sisters. One of them was the schoolteacher at Cadmus

after Solon Shinkle's father went back to farming. Now

this very fat one was the teacher. Students would come

home from school— I wasn't the only one—and tell their

mother that she smelled bad. I would hear the women

gossiping a little bit, "She doesn't take a bath often

enough, or something."

Anyway, I stayed all night there on grange nights

sometimes (I wasn't old enough to go to Grange—perhaps '

I was then about ten) . When I did stay, I slept on a bed

in the living room of the cottage. Well, one night Floyd

Cady came to take the schoolteacher to Grange, or it was

a date— I didn't know. (There were no such things as

dates. If a young man went with a girl five times and

she didn't give him "the mitten"—whatever that was—they

continued to go together and were married. When she gave

him "the mitten," they didn't go together anymore; meaning,

no marriage.) Anyway, it happened I was asleep in this

bed in the living room. Before I went to sleep, Floyd had

come to visit, or take the schoolteacher to Grange. She

had to join the Grange, if she could, when she. came there

-

Everybody joined the Grange if you were fourteen years

old. Now if you didn't join, it means you couldn't. Every
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new name was presented, and when they got ready to vote on

a candidate (which had to be recommended by three members)

,

they would say, "White balls elect, black balls reject.

Vote for the good of the order." Well, only one person that

I know of in all those years was rejected. So, the school-

teacher was elected.

Before I go to sleep, the lights are turned very low,

I suppose so I could sleep. And you know, the schoolteacher

-and Floyd were trying on each other's shoes, and it was so

much fun they laughed— I could hardly go to sleep. [laughter]

So, I thought, "Gee, when are they going to Grange?" VJell,

anyway, after a while the lights go out, and do you know,

I was greatly frightened later. I hear some terrible groan-

ing going on, down on the floor somewhere, and I'm fright-

ened. But if I would make myself known that I knew, it

would be bad, so, I didn't know it. But the next morning

the other sister, who slept in the bedroom adjoining the

living room, said to her sister, "You kept me awake nearly

all night." Anyway, this teacher was a good teacher, and

later on Floyd and this teacher were married.

Well, the shivaree was natural, so the neighbors and

some of those not so close gathered together in front of

the bride's home that night. They beat dishpans, they blew

horns, they yelled, and they made all the noise they could
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^^o carry out the part of chivy--which means disturb and pur-

:sue—and not a one came to the door for a treat. You were

-supposed to come to the door for a treat. Finally the

ilacksmith—not Uncle Love but another blacksmith that had

:3noved in, who couldn't join the Grange for some reason

—

got a double-barrel shotgun, and put in two barrels loaded.

at. had two triggers, and he pulled both of them at the same

time with the shotgun against the weatherboarding of the

house. And Floyd came to the front door, and he says,

"Goddamn it, Ed" (that's my dad) , "take 'em down to the

grange store and buy 'em some candy and charge it to me." .

He slammed the door. Well, that's what they did. We had

candy. [tape recorder turned off]

A town like Cadmus (which is not a town) would be a

i)ig one, because according to acreage it would be four miles

:north, south, east and west. These farmers did not go to

Parker to trade; they did not go to La Cygne—they came

to Cadmus. They all belonged to the Grange. They had a

community Christmas tree in the church, put on by the

grange members, but not as grangers and certainly not as

church members. The church members were grangers first and

church members second.

We had no evergreens. There were two farms I can

remember had evergreen trees, but they were big trees--
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nobody's going to cut them down. We didn't know an ever-

green Christmas tree. Young men would go out, up the

creek, and find a deciduous tree, perhaps it could be oak,

but what they thought would be a good shape; and they would

install it on the platform of the church. Women would meet,

and they would string popcorn on threads, probably a hundred

yards of it. This would be draped on the deciduous, leaf-

±>arren tree, and then the Grange would buy candy, all of

it at least ten cents a pound, those days, which would be

pretty good candy today even, maybe eighty. Then out of

cheesecloth, in colors, little bags would be made and candy

put in there. Every child got one of those sacks of candy.

The popcorn was a decoration. No matter what gift you were

giving, it would be brought to the church, put on the floor

around the tree; or, if it could be hung, it would be on

the tree. This would include combs, brushes, looking glasses,

bracelets, anything; even, I think, sometimes an engagement

ring would be put on the tree. It included washboards,

axes, guns, knives--anything that was needed was first as a

Christmas gift. It did not have to be just a treat. When

-the songs had been sung, two or three young men would go

to the tree and take down a gift, read the name, call it

out loud, and hold it up for everybody to see. The ex-

pectancy, of course, developed, was great, particularly if

\
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your name hadn't been called for a while.

Well, getting ready for this particular tree, I remem-

ber my mother played organ in the Grange, and had Christmas

carol practice at our home. She really taught some of the

farmer boys and girls how to sing by note. She asked me

if I would go and get Ada for this Christmas carol practice-

the one who had borrowed my knife. I'll admit, I'm sure

that a note or two [had been passed that] had some three

words in it, like, you know, "I kind of like you," or

something like that.

Well, I hitched up the team (poor Billy was gone; we

had a team of small ponies and a surrey with a fringe on

top) . So, in the cold snowy night, I was very glad for

once to hitch up the horses; and in the two-seated surrey,

I go after Ada, who [lived] a mile west of the store and

about a mile south of Loves'. I brought her to Christmas

carol practice, and then I had to take her home. I didn't

have a date—this wasn't a date—but on the way home I

wondered, "Am I going to get out of the buggy and help her,

or should I just let her get out when we get to the farm?"

I decided I would get out and help her down. Well, you

know, the terrible thing happened. When she stepped on the

step, the iron step of the buggy, it was slippery; and she

fell right into my arms, and her lips fell right on mine.
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Well, I want to tell you, I knew then I was married. She

goes in the front gate; I go home.

DI'XON: How old were you?

BLAIR: It really was sort of an early date to be married.

I was about thirteen, because I hadn't yet been able to

join the Grange. But I was old enough to be in Christmas

carol practice. In fact, I sang bass, so-called.

Now the Christmas tree comes along. Cadmus grew

twenty-five percent in thirty days. To begin with, they

had a church, a school, a blacksmith shop, and a store.

That was increased twenty-five percent because a cabinet- .

maker came to Cadmus and opened a cabinet shop. He made

his own jigsaw. He took a bicycle wheel, or a wheel like •

it; and as it turned, it pulled a belt, which turned some-

thing else; and a little fine saw jiggled up and down.

He could saw circles; he could saw fancy things like the

human mind had never known. He made it all. He made the

wheel—that's right—out of hickory when the sap was

running, bended it with spokes and all that.

After a time, he died. They had an auction. I'd

never heard of an auction. He had no relatives apparently,

but somebody had reason; they sold everything he had. When

this saw came up, I went down there, and I had no money.

They started out bidding a nickel, a dime. I had no money,

"\
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but I bid twenty-five cents and everybody stopped bidding.

"Sold!" Oh, there I owned this wonderful saw, but no money.

On a dead run I go to the store. Dad was not there, but

Theodore (Dojry) is there; and I tell him, "I've got to

have a quarter. I bought this wonderful saw down there.

It's worth a million; I got it for a quarter. I want a

quarter." And Dory said, "I can't give you a quarter unless

your dad's here." I said, "Well, he won't care." I said,

"I've got to have it." Dory says, "Well, I'll give you a

quarter, and then we'll tell your dad." I take the quarter

and I go back and pay for the saw. I run home and get my

wagon; I come back, get the saw; and for fear that some-

thing might happen, I run home, pulling the wagon, and the

saw is mine. I get it home. I could make things like comb

cases with little curlicues, and a little shelf and a

bracket.

I had this little shop of mine in an empty corn crib,

adjoining the barn. In the corn crib I had what now I

know was an early flour box, with a sled-open lid. Each

year I would husk my popcorn, which I raised on the acre,

and would put it in there. I was ,very wealthy when I had

that full of popcorn. Now I had this saw. But anyway, I

made, in order not to be prejudiced, a comb case for my

mother. We hung it in the kitchen dining room, and you
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could put a comb and brush on the little shelf. There was

no mirror. I made one for Ada. Making one for my mother

was a cover up; in other words, it was just an ordinary

procedure on my part. Well, when this was held up at

church, "Ada Brottrell," it was a glorious time for me.

J]veryone knew she got a comb case, but like every good joy

-there's always a counterpart- Who knew who gave it to her?

Anyway, we might go ahead with this. There's quite

a lapse of time in there because we do move away from

Cadmus, but that's something else. No, we'll let that go

until we do move away from Cadmus. Eventually, when we

did move away from Cadmus, it turned out that I was released,

reluctantly, from having to marry Ada. She saw to that.

Itape recorder turned off]

Box suppers required money; you had to at least have

-twenty-five cents to buy one. Well, I went to one at the

schoolhouse. I didn't buy anything; I was just there.

But south of Cadmus, at the home of the Wilkies, there was

a box supper to raise money for the church. The grand-

rmother Wilkie could move around; she was quite well,

heavy set, and spent most of her time knitting in a large

rocking chair. But I have twenty-five cents to bid for

a decorated box. Most of the boxes went for thirty cents

and some of them as high as forty-five cents , and my
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quarter would soon be out of the race. Gets down to al-

-, most the last box, and I don't know which one it is, and

" I get it—whatever they're holding, whatever they're bidding

on— for a quarter. When I get it, it is a Sells shoe box

with no decoration, not even a colored string. And am

I embarrassed! I was at least thirteen or fourteen. It

turns out to be Mrs. Wilkie's box. I never had fried

chicken, or anything like that, so unwelcome, as my having

to sit by this elderly, heavy-set woman and eat out of the

Sells shoe box when all the young men were with girls with

beautifully decorated boxes.
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TAPE NUMBER: II, SIDE ONE

April 15, 1965

BLAIR: Cadmus was eternal—provided eternal went back-

wards; that is, Cadmus to me had always been there. Every

tree had always been there. Everything that existed was

there, had been, was, and always would be. The only thing

bothered me . . . towns were different sizes. A tree

gets larger by growing; a boy gets' larger--certainly towns

must. For instance, I had been to Fort Scott; they had

streetcars. I had been to Kansas City; they had street-

cars. I could not comprehend anything but the small areas:

in each town which I contacted. I was always puzzled;

which was the larger. Fort Scott or Kansas City? But the

only reason Cadmus was not large enough must have been that

even though eternal, it wasn't as old as the other towns.

But give it time; it would grow. [tape recorder turned off]

It's true that now we've gotten rid of the pasture,

box suppers, Christmas tree, plowing, we still have some

other things that we must do. One is that each summer,

when Billy was the horse at least, Dad and Mother, my sis-

ter and I would get up at five o'clock in the morning,

shaking to get up so early—excitement. We were all going
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'to get into the surrey and drive thirty miles to [the home

of] Grandfather James Blair, the pioneer farmer and black-

smith, and stay there a week. We would take our dinner

to eat at noon (you had supper at night) ; we would take

-some apples- It was a picnic. Uphill, downhill, pulled

i)y old Billy, muddy sometimes, regular roads, natural,

in other words, roads upon earth.

By the way, rains had a lot to do with life. They not

only supported life to the crops, but handicapped many

picnics and trips. In fact, my dad used to get up in the

morning, and if there 'd been a rain he'd say, "Well, we'll

be busy today. It rained." If Saturday came, the princi-

pal busy day, and everything was fine outdoors—no rain

—

Dad would say, "Not much business today." No farmer would

come to town if he could plow. When it was muddy, and he

couldn't plow, he'd come to town. But things change--

automobiles come in. Dad would get up in the morning

after a rain, and he'd say, "Well, no business today. The

farmers can't get to town." They couldn't travel in an

old Ford in the mud. But things changed again.

"Proust says everything becomes its opposite eventually.

The illegitimate daughter of a Guermantes could never appear

in a Guermantes mansion, at a salon, even though her father

and mother were married eventually; the father passed on
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•before he ever saw his daughter admitted to the Guermantes

-i-anansion. But things change. Eventually a Guermantes

i-^narries her, and she becomes Princess Guermantes, the top

post for a woman in Paris.

So things change again; they had good roads due to

^he farmers getting into politics. My dad would get up in

1:he morning and say, "Well, it rained last night; we'll be

JDUsy today." The farmers could come to town on good roads.

This particular trip to Grandpa Blair's, about twenty

-miles from Cadmus, we would try to make between five-thirty

j.n the morning and maybe two o'clock. [It was to] Mound

City, the county seat. We would turn into a livery stable;

iJiey woiild feed oats to Billy; and we would eat our chicken

and dinner in the livery stable office. One year, we

•decided it would be great sport to drive on a mile beyond

Mound City, have a picnic lunch, and take oats along for

Billy. Just before we got into Mound City, there was a

xed bridge; and the minute we hit that bridge, Billy, even

though he had had trouble pulling the buggy uphill and down-

hill, the minute he hit that red bridge, he got full of

life. You could hardly hold him; -he made, it straight for

the livery stable, right through town. That wonderful

rhythm of ta ta ta ta ta ta ta— a fast trot, not quite a

gallop. This time Billy didn't get to turn into the livery
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stable, and Dad almost had to use the whip. We went on

to this beautiful stream, a mile beyond, unhitched Billy,

spread our dinner, gave Billy his oats, and he did not eat

one nibble. He would not eat one nibble of oats. We felt

sorry for Billy. His heart was broken; he didn't get to

go in the livery stable. But my mother got him to eat about

a tablespoonful of homemade cake. Well, we put the oats

back in the buggy, hitched up Billy, we drove the other

ten miles, and Billy could hardly pull the buggy all after-

noon. We got him there, however; and he got us there.

[We] put Billy in the barn and fed him some grain, but he

didn't care to eat—Billy was sick for three days. [tape

recorder turned off]

One time we went down to see Grandma and Grandpa a

little earlier than usual. Grandma Blair was sick. She

and Grandpa Blair were great companions. They both

smoked. Grandma Blair I didn't really think was a woman.

She was wiry, active, and smoked a clay pipe. To me she

was Grandma Blair, but not a woman. But she baked wonder-

ful pumpkin pies and everything that goes with it. But

Grandma was sick. We arrive, she's sick in bed, and the

doctor said, "What you really need, would be some beer

once in a while." Well, in Kansas you couldn't buy ciga-

rettes—no man could sell papers with pouch tobacco that
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could makG a cigarette—but somehow or other Grandpa knew

where in Fort Scott to get some beer. So Dad and Grandpa

and I and my other cousins, who lived nearby, went to Fort

Scott, the great city that had streetcars. We came home

with beer in bottles. What beer was, I didn't know--it

was medicine so far as I was concerned. They hung the beer

in the deep well, where it had cold va-^^r. The first day,

Grandma had a bottle of beer, a little at a time, and a

little the second day. The third day, my mother went out

to the well to bring up the beer, but the beer v/as all gone.

Grandpa had had it.

One time Grandma and Grandpa decided to quit smoking.

They quit, but it seems that in a few weeks both of them

got the toothache at the same time. They used to enjoy

sitting in front of the log fire, smoking a pipe before

going to bed.

A fireplace was a wonderful thing. Just think of it,

a fire built on the floor of your house--I had never seen

such a thing. Why, that was going back, as I later learned,

earlier than the Franklin stove, the first stove, and it

was placed iri a fireplace. Of course, the great progress

between just a fireplace and the Franklin stove was this:

a fireback made by a man they called [Henry] Stiegel. This

was the beginning of universal heat, so to speak. You could
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build a fire in the fireplace, but there would be a bedroom

behind this fireplace. The fireback was a decorated, in

relief, sheet of iron, with no wall at that point between

the fireplace and the bedroom. Therefore, you got some heat

in the bedroom.

Anyway, this was one of the old fashioned fireplaces;

it didn't have a fireback, nor did it have artificial logs,

arid neither did it have gas. It had the unusual thing of

wood burning in a fireplace. With these terrible tooth-

aches. Grandma and Grandpa decided to smoke. And the

toothaches went then, forever.

There was always one thing that bothered me, though,

about grandmas and grandpas; I had two grandpas and three

grandmas— that I could never understand. Now the other

grandpa, whose name was Hiatt, had a sawmill. Once in a

great while, my mother and I would go to see him when we

were on this trip to Fort Scott, but not very often. I

couldn't understand, if Grandpa and Grandma Blair were Dad's

parents, why Grandpa Hiatt and his grandma (to me) , our

mother didn't care too much about. Well, after [a while]

I'd figured out that the real grandma to my mother lived

in Kansas City in a little house by herself down in

Armourdale, took in washing, had her front yard full of

flowers, sold them for ten cents a bunch, and had a quart
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jar full of dimes. This grandma, we all visited, and when

my parents were buying for the store, I would be left with

this grandma in Kansas City. But later on, it seems as

though there was some reason why I had three grandmas and

two grandpas, and it came about that one of the former

hired girls of Grandpa Hiatt became the third grandma,

[tape recorder turned off]

Grandma in Kansas City was a wonderful person. She

had bananas on the table. One time, when the folks had

gone over into Kansas City, Missouri, with a streetcar, to

do their buying, she let me have all the bananas I wanted--

and that was too many.

Grandma Hiatt really ran a good deal of territory in

Armourdale, Kansas, one block from Central Avenue, where

the streetcars take you across the Kansas River and up the

bluff to Kansas City, Missouri. West one block were the

railroad yards. Engines and freight cars all the time.

A train was the greatest thing in the world.

The next greatest thing in the world was a steam

threshing machine. Here is a steam engine that had no

track, that went right down the country roads and pulled

the big separator. Sometimes, coming up the hill by our

Cadmus house, where there were some rocks on this steep

little hill, the wheels would slip. That was the greatest
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joy of my life. They had to back down; they had to do this,

do that; and with great puffs and huffs, it finally took a

toehold with the cleats on the drive wheels and pulled the

old separator. This small engine, shuddering, shaking, and

panting, climbed the hill and pulled that separator like no

horse or team of horses could do. They would go somewhere

to thresh, and if it didn't rain I would spend hours seeing

those wonderful tracks where a steam engine had gone. But

of course later, I got old enough to help thresh and had to

'drop that for a while.

But to go back to Grandma Hiatt. I could walk down

past the few houses to the railroad yard ... I knew what

I should do, what I should not do. I always knew that; that

was my trouble. I was robbed of so much, it seems, by

knowing what I ought to do and ought not to do. But the

terrible thing was I couldn't do, as a rule, the things

that I should not do. But here they're switching freight

cars right along on the track next to me real slow, and I

ran out, grabbed ahold of the little iron ladder going up

the side, and by the time I had ridden about three feet a

policeman saw me. That was exactly my guidance all the way

through life.

The Pulhamus boys could steal watermelons; I couldn't.

One time there was an ice cream social at the Pulhamus boys

'
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home. They had a watermelon patch, and Clarence, the mid-

dle one of the Pulhamus boys . . . (He really lived a great

life. He could lie; he could cheat; he was wonderful.

Clyde was more like I was: he was honest part of the time.

My hellish life was I had to be honest all the time. To

my chagrin, anything was all right with the other boys if

they could get me to do it. That put a great burden on me

because I would refuse.) But in this case, Clarence said

to me, "Let's us go out to the watermelon patch and get a

watermelon." And I said, "Did your dad say you could?"

He says, "He won't care." Well, I said, "Did he say you

could?" He says, "He wouldn't care; it's our watermelon

patch." So I says, "Why do you v,ant me to go?" "Oh," he

says, "you . . . you go, it'll be all right if you'd go."

I said I would go as far as the fence. I would not go in

the patch; I would not eat any of the melon unless their

dad said we could. I sat on the fence; the boys went in

and had watermelon; and the old man caught me sitting on

the fence

.

So, back in Kansas City, true to Hoyle, I could go to

a picnic when I would drive the horse and buggy— a Fourth

of July celebration somewhere—and there were rows of big

trees at a park. A big sign said, "Do not hitch horses

here." I would drive up, and every tree had a horse hitched
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and a buggy hitched to it but one. I would be cautiously

tying my horse to this tree, and honest to goodness it never

failed: an officer would come and say, "Can't you read the

sign?"

DIXON: That's your luck.

JBLAIR: It was either my luck or bad luck, I do not know

-which. But, it's [better] not to have to be good naturally

than to be good because you have an unconscientionousable

v-conscience. Now that word is not in the dictionary. There

ds the word unconscionable, which means to have no mercy,

but that means something else. But when you have a con-

science that is unmerciful to itself, I have created the

•word "unconscientionousable conscience." It's hard to

spell and harder to say. Anyway, I do not regret such a

-<xjnscience, because it was kind of wonderful in life, when

you really grow up, to still have a lot of things new in

your life, not having had them all, not knowing they were

unusual

.

Anyway, Grandma Hiatt takes me over, as usual, some-

time during the day, to Kansas City, Missouri. We are on

a streetcar, and there is a sign in the front [which] said,

"Do not pull bell cord; call conductor if you want to get

off of the streetcar." In front of us sits a man with a

derby hat and a black alpaca coat. They wouldn't call it
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alpaca now—today there's a more high-class name for it

—

but it was, in those days, an alpaca coat. He had a cel-

luloid collar—boy, they were great inventions; you never

had to wash them.

In those days, everything was "how long will it wear?"

Style had nothing. "How long will it wear?" If it would

wear like iron, that would be the best tie there was. Who

wanted an iron necktie? A suit would wear like iron. One

firm came out with a suit you could punch a pencil through

and jerk it, and no hole. That would wear forever. That

was the problem about boys' suits, too. No boy ever had a

suit that fit him. He was growing, and they wanted to get .

a suit that would wear a long time, so they had to buy it

±hree years older, for size, than he was. He hated it while

it was new, and when he got big enough to wear it, it was

worn out. Clothes, shelter, and food were the necessities

of life—never anything for joy.

Anyway, the man in front of Grandma and me decided he

wanted off of the streetcar. He stood up and reached for

the bell rope. Grandma had always carried an umbrella with

a hooked handle. She reached up, -hooked the handle over the

back of his celluloid collar and jerked down on it, and he

sat down quickly. The celluloid collar broke into pieces

and the collar buttons flew, and she said, "Do you see the
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, sign?" She was running the streetcar company, the same as

,iny mother ran Cadmus and the surrounding territory. [tape

'•recorder turned off]

The trips to Kansas City, of course, and the trips

down to Grandpa Blair's were the great events of life before

fourteen, when you could join the Grange. Getting up in the

morning to catch a 6:30 M.K.&T. [K.&M.T.; Kansas and Missouri

Railway and Terminal] train from Parker to Kansas City, I

would begin to shake, dressing, just like the engine did as

-it would come into the station, shaking, breathing, vibrating,

Did you ever feel lonesome or sad when they took away steam

engines?

DIXON: Yes.

BLAIR: There is a record, the only record anybody ever gave

me that I liked. I have my own types of liking. I even

like some people better than others. But I do not decide,

do I like you or not like you—you don't either on purpose.

Not long ago, we had an open house at Christmas, and a

dentist friend came with a sack, pulled out a bottle of

something that was wrapped, put it under our little tree,

looked in the sack and said, "My goodness, where can it be?"

And I said, "What?" He says, "I brought you something that

you're going to love." He rushed out to the car and came

back in with an eight-inch record. I thought, "Oh my, a
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record. Who picks music for me?" After the party I put

it on my Magnavox player. You can turn on the treble; you

can cut it down; it has two horns, three speakers—you can

almost pick up individual instruments of an orchestra or

band. This was the actual record of a railroad engine—

I

say "actual record"; it was so real that if you could have

heard an engine puffing and snorting, and had music at the

same time, it would be this record. But this record was

made by an orchestra, and in a thousand guesses you would

not know what the drummer did that made the engine real.

You'd say the rhythm: ta da ta da, ta da ta da, ta da ta.

da—I've played drums all my life, so I know. But he did

something else. In that exhaust of steam coming into the

cylinder in which lies the piston, when the exhaust from

that piston comes, and a new group of steam comes in, the

old engine boiler breathes, shakes, trembles, and you can

hear it along with the puffing and the steam exhaust. The

imitation of the shudder of the engine in addition to the

rhythm of the steam coming and going was so perfect I was

puzzled for a while. But soon, having played trap drums

almost all my life, I realized this fellow had loosened

the bass drum. I mean by that the heads of the drum. The

cowhides, or calfskin hides rather, or maybe kangaroo, were

loose enough that when the foot pedal hit it there was a
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vibration in the drumhead beyond the striking of the drum-

stick. With my Magnavox, I can tune out most of the trekle,

and I emphasized the bass. And if you hadn't heard the

orchestra at all, you would believe you were listening to

an old steam engine, speeding along the best it could, and

all of a sudden getting over a grade and going downgrade

with increased speed—but the same rhythm, speeded up, and

the same tremor of the engine boiler, [tape recorder turned

off]

If you are not sorry or lonesome for the steam engine,

you probably are pretty young. The fireman and the engineer

—

the little steam engines, after the up- and downgrade

puffing, [would] glide like a feather into the yards—they

would get out; they would mop the sweat off the engine;

they would pet it; and when (even though [just] another

steam engine) they were transferred to a newer engine,

they were sad. But how sad could they be when they put

them on diesels? If you have ever loved the old steam engine,

almost like the engineer and fireman, then you have missed

knowing what a certain type of love can be. [tape recorder

turned off]

Everyone at Cadmus was honest and good. They all be-

longed to the Grange but one, and he was really not of that

district. Not all the people in the territory of Cadmus
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were particularly smart, but I believe they did more good,

some of them, being good, than if they'd been smart. Any-

way, we had a hired girl by the name of Jenny Fritchie.

She had gone to the country school and had taken the exam-

ination five times to get a certificate, if possible, to

teach in a country school, but she failed each of the five

times. She was our hired girl afterwards. (My mother was

busy at the store a lot of times.) One of the reasons,

perhaps, that Jenny Fritchie didn't pass the examination

—

there might be a little clue here— is she could not tell

time by a clock. Now her brother, Henry Fritchie, was just

as bright as she was, and he certainly didn't worry a great

deal; he must have been happy.

Trimming hedge was a must in eastern Kansas. This

osage hedge was planted in the early days by the pioneers

for a quick but hard-growth fence. The trees grew so tall

that at crossroads, believe it or not, one horse and buggy

might run into another, because you could not see around

a corner then any more than you can today in a block corner

in a city where you have automobiles. Kansas passed a law

that every farmer had to keep his hedges trimmed to waist

high—well, what did "waist" mean? I know a fellow, he

was so short if the hedge was three feet high it would have

been all right, and other fellows had a waist so high I
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don't think you could have seen over that. Right at this

moment, I shouldn't throw this in—disturb things—but

there was a very short man at Cadmus. He was so short, he

married the tallest woman in the district. Well, there

was a wisecrack or two.

Now, Henry Fritchie was a good hedge trimmer. He got

a dollar a day, and he had worked a week, finished his job,

went to the farmer and said, "How much is it?" And the

farmer says, "Six dollars." Henry said, "You want me to

pay you in cash or work it out?" [tape recorder turned off]

We can go back to the same Christmas where I gave a

homemade, do-it-yourself comb case to Ada. That night I

received the greatest gift known to the mind of a boy--

a drum. Yes, it was a toy drum, but about the biggest toy

driom you could have. It had snares on it. It probably

cost two dollars, but it was at least fourteen inches across

the head. Clyde got one too—my chum. As soon as we got

them, we left the Christmas tree—nothing else counted—we

went out in the snow and beat our drums such as we knew

how, then back in to see what else we got. On the way

home that night (we walked down the hill from the church

to the grange store, and then we would go on a quarter-

mile further to our house), on the way down the hill, it

was slippery. I fell and landed on my drum, and thereafter
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±t was oval shape, not round. [tape recorder turned off]

A doctor moved to Cadmus. Dr. Dallas, a wonderful

friend, lived on a farm four miles west of Cadmus and two

miles east, of course, of Parker. He was the family doctor

for that area. He had a beautiful farm; he had a hired

man, and a burro and cart. When we would go there for

Sunday dinner, it was like going to a new world. I remember

they let me ride the burro. I rode down the road, and

when we got to a certain point, he lay down on the road,

saddle and all. I was frightened, but I got him up, I got

on him, and he was all right. We went back to the house.

I told Dr. Dallas about it, and he said, "Well, don't give

Tip, just go on. You can make him do that." Well, I tried

again. We get to the same spot, he lies down in the iden-

tical spot again, and we ride home all right.

I was beginning to part my hair a little. I had a

very bad pompadour, as they called it then, and a cowlick

too. With a cowlick you couldn't part your hair, and he

[Dr. Dallas] knew that worried me, and he said, "Well, if

it ever parts, don't part it in the middle." He said,

"No man that ever parts his hair in the middle would marry

my daughter." Well, if my hair would have parted in the

middle I would have done so. I did not like his daughter.

Now Cadmus has a doctor all its own. He came with a
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vife and two daughters, one about sixteen, one perhaps

eighteen. Dad rented him a little space in the old grange

store—all this before the new store was constructed. Soon

-after, there was a smallpox scare, and the weekly paper

said, "Get vaccinated." That was a new word in Cadmus.

But this doctor said he would vaccinate people for a dollar,

in some cases less—children less. All [in] the surrounding

territory were vaccinated. No one had a sore arm from it,

and nothing happened except the little blood that squirted

when he vaccinated on the arm. Several mentioned this to

the doctor and he said, "Well, maybe my vaccine was too old."

But that was all right; nobody got the smallpox. Most of

them believed they would have had it even so, but they went

through [with it] and here is a thought: they had no fear

of smallpox because they were vaccinated. We know that fear

can bring upon us sometimes the thing we fear. President

Roosevelt brought that out.

Anyway, [the doctor's] two daughters were very exciting.

I was just about fourteen. One of these daughters had a

bicycle. The other daughter was too sedate to have a

bicycle. She really helped her father a little, such as

going to Beagle, Kansas, with horse and buggy to get cer-

tain drugs that he needed to have in his doctor's kit. This

was the eighteen-year-old one. She used to let me ride
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with her to Beagle when we would go after medicine sup-

plies for Father. I really loved her, I suppose, and she

always told me how good I was. I didn't like that word

"good," but coming from her I didn't mind.

. Now the other daughter was living the present. When

Elm Creek was frozen over, and the Pulhamus boys and a

bunch of us would skate down there, she would come down and

skate with us. One time she stretched out on her back,

flat on the ice, and the boys skated all around her.

Emmett, the o-ldest Pulhamus boy, said later he wished he

could have fallen on her—by accident. Anyway, she rode

this bicycle, and there was a lot of gossip about her in

Cadmus. A terrible thing. It shocked all the women, in-

cluding my mother. And here was the terrible thing. They

weren't sure, these women, but they were very sure that

when she rode the bicycle she wore nothing but a long

,

heavy woolen skirt; she did not wear a petticoat under that

skirt. I tell you, she couldn't have joined the Grange if

she had tried. There wouldn't have been just three black

balls, but many.

DIXON

BLAIR

DIXON

BLAIR

Oh, she was a wicked one.

Oh, yes.

Oh, my. [tape recorder turned off]

If you do not remember that I'd been promised a
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bicycle when I would become twelve years old, I remember

it. I am now (at the time the doctor moved to town) at

least thirteen. But I had passed, according to the calen-

dar, my twelfth birthday. I was so certain that I was going

to receive a bicycle I could hardly dare think of only a

few hours ahead. But I saw a new buggy, a brand-new buggy,

on the porch in front of the store, for sale. In place of

old Billy, we had two small so-called ponies. They were

small horses. Bird and^ Bud. Bird was a light sorrel;

Bud was a lazy bay. Well, here is this buggy. Could i_t

be for me as a birthday [present] , instead of a bicycle?

In a few days more I would know. On the morning of my

birthday I was told, "We have a wonderful gift for your

birthday; it's a boat." Not a bicycle.

Elm Creek had the Bluegrass Hole and another hole

without a name, but there were probably three what they

called "holes" of water at least forty feet long and eight

or ten feet wide in normal times. They told me my new

boat was down across the pasture, below our cow pasture

but after the stream had crossed the road at our boundary,

and that it was mine. I went down there, and here was a

boat. It was a boat that I had helped a carpenter build.

Well, a boat was a boat— I could get right out on the water.

I could take people a ride.
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Solon Shinkle lived right above it, and the only

place where there was a tree was on his side where their

farm joined this hole. So I put a chain and lock on it,

because Solon I didn't think was too trusty. It turned

out that I made a deal with him, that if he would watch

the boat, I would give him one of the keys. Well, Solon

didn't care much for boats, but anyway, I had the boat

and a lot of fun. But prior to that, I'd had a boat I

liked just as well.

When our well was dug at Cadmus, they blasted rock,

they struck water, and one of the rocks was lifted out of

the well and fell a hundred and fifty feet from the well,

directly behind our house, and landed almost in Elm Creek,

but up on the bluff. Much of this rock was used later as

a sort of gravel, chert, to build a foundation somewhat

for a cellar and the floor of a cellar—a cyclone cellar

where the canned fruit and potatoes can be kept—and in

case of a cyclone we could run down there. Well, these

stonemasons left their mortar box; they didn't want it.

I got some boys to help me, and we pushed it and pushed

it and rolled it on round pieces of wood and got it into

the hole of water right directly behind our acre. It

leaked, but I patched it with many things and pounded fab-

ric into the cracks and got it where I could row a little
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and have a boat for at least thirty feet.

Well, the new boat was nice, but it was no great

[novelty]. However, that didn't bother me long because

there was a cloudburst up the way. Elm Creek became so

wide and so furious, no man could cross it with a horse

and buggy, or wagon, or on horseback. When the water went

-down, my boat was gone. I suppose in a few days it was in

the Gulf of Mexico. [tape recorder turned off]

After Uncle Love made the' better-than-usual doiibletree,

and after I gave up trying to reclaim land, once in a while

Uncle Love would appear at the back door of our house with

liis gun and a rabbit. I still was afraid of the fact that

he had a gun, but the rabbit didn't seem to fit in well

with going to kill somebody. His blacksmith's shop resumed

his attention, but all this was prior to the actual building

of the new grange store and grange hall.

Building this was quite an undertaking, since rock was

quarried half a mile south of Cadmus, out of a pasture, near

the little stream that flowed south of Cadmus and then into

Elm Creek. There was a new work, very important, that came

to me—that was to take the bay pony and carry water in a

jug from the grange store pump to the men working in the

quarry. There was no electric drill then; no one had heard

of electric light (unless it were an Edison, having it as a
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dream). I carried water for twenty-five cents a day.

All the holes for the dynamite were drilled by one man

holding the drill with his hands—no pliers or tongs—and

another man with all his might striking the top of this drill

with a sledgehammer. After each stroke, the man holding the

drill would turn it a little to the right—about a quarter

of an inch—so that the next smash would chop maybe an

eighth of an inch further in the hole. Then the dynamite

was placed in there arid tamped down. That was what I

couldn't understand—they could tamp down things on top of

it and yet they would say that dynamite would go off with

a jar. Then a man would light the fuse with a match, and

everybody [would] run. After the blast, once in a while

some fellow would be too eager to see what a big bite or

a little bite the blast made. Sometimes he would be missed,

barely, by a small rock falling after he had run thirty or

forty feet.

Anyway, the farmers got a dollar and a half a day for

the teams to haul this rock to where the new store would

be, just across the road west from the old grange store.

A stonemason was going to get two dollars .a day. The men

who did the blasting got two dollars a day.

In the years that my dad ran the store, there was one

fellow who always owed the store ten dollars; he never could
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get his bill lower than ten dollars. It didn't bother Dad

^ lot, but he said, "If somebody would give that fellow

ten dollars, he could pay cash the rest of his life."

Every now and then, he'd ask this fellow why he didn't pay

up. And he says, "Ed, I make a lot of money when I work.

•Don't worry." Well, Dad says, "I don't worry, but you

ought to be able ..." "Well," he says, "You know I make

-a lot of money when I work." Trouble was, this fellow

vould seldom work.

Those were the good old days when no one ate at a

restaurant. If anyone went into a restaurant, you ordered

ham and eggs, the same as you had at home. And who would

pay for a sandwich? Why, you could buy the best sandwich

in the world, if you wanted to buy one, for a nickel.

Those were the days when Fred Harvey was an absolute thief

and robber; he charged a dime for his ham sandwiches on a

train and in the eating houses. It was really a great

treat though, since Cadmus had no restaurant, for a farmer

to come in—especially Joe Lawrence, a bachelor—and about

noontime he would say, "Ed, I'd like a nickel's worth of

cheese. Throw in a few crackers, Ed." Well, my dad would

cut a piece of cheese, put out some crackers, and take the

nickel. Later on, Joe would say, "A few more crackers,

Ed." Anyway, this fellow always had a good cracker and
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cheese dinner—it was never in the evening— for a nickel.

-Dad and Dory sometimes were almost glad when Mother would

be gone during the day, and they would have to eat in the

-store. There was nothing more wonderful than some crackers,

canned salmon with a little vinegar put on it, and cheese.

-Sometimes the menu was changed to crackers and sardines

-^nd cheese. A wonderful variety from three home-cooked

^eals a day.

I do remember though something about a war. The Kansas

City Star came to us in the afternoon. Hosey brought it

from La Cygne , where it was delivered in the morning. We'd

"get it around a little after noon, before he went on to

Parker. One day. Dad said, "Take the paper home to Mother."

It was on a Saturday; I happened to be around the store.

I glanced at the headline, which said, "WAR WITH SPAIN."

I ran for my life. Spaniards would be behind every rock

and every tree; could I ever make it home? I got there in

safety. Mother told me not to worry, that it was a long

way off. I went back to the store. Some farmers were

talking, and they said, "We haven't a thing to worry about.

Let Spain come on, attack us; we can raise a million men

with shotguns overnight." Of course, it never dawned on

them that these million men might want something to eat.

But we were safe. ',
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DIXON: That's good for a small boy to think about.

BLAIR: Yes. I felt safer. However, the weekly papers

came out with the same story a little later, and I was

frightened once more, but not so much.

By the way, the poetry lines that my dad used in his

advertising ran something like this. This particular one

was copied in the New York Times , the Kansas City Star ,

.

all over the nation; but this little verse was typical of

the way he advertised. Produce was his toehold for busi-

ness in a way. If you can get a farmer to bring you your

produce, he naturally was going to buy his groceries there.

This one ran something like this:

Cackle, cackle, Plymouth Rocks,
Ye can have the smokehouse and the barn.
Take 'em, we don't care a darn.
For every time you lay an egg,
Down the mortgage goes a peg.

Dad wrote a song called "Sweet Roses of June." He did

not mean roses in a garden; he meant wild roses. Wild

roses to me to this day are more beautiful than any culti-

vated, over-beautiful, tame rose. What is more beautiful

than something peeping from behind a rock early in the

spring? A violet says, "Here I am again." How wonderful,

wild gooseberries! Things that you don't cultivate. Free!

Wild grapes. Climb a tree. Wild grapes. Wild gooseberries

And now and then, a wild strawberry. No charge. Even
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shumac [sumac], the bitter red berries of shumac, sour,

iuzzy, but free. Eat all you wanted.' And persiminons . Ke

had a little persimmon grove behind the blacksmith's shop

.and it was wonderful to come home from school after the

first frost and make for the persimmon patch, and eat

wild persimmons.

-Such thoughts as this come: one might say, "I was

walking amidst the treetops. I looked down and saw a path

through the woods, and thought how wonderful it would be

to walk down there." Sometimes things are so common to us,

we fail to see that they would be unusual to someone else,

and should be even to ourselves . A path through the woods

needs no signposts. You turn when the path turns; there

is no other way to go. So a path through the woods, a log

fire in the woods, coffee in the woods, maybe fried pota-

toes or hot biscuits, whatever it can be, is something,

perhaps, that gave people (who today would have to take a

vacation for miles) , the early do-it-yourself Midwest peo-

ple, a vacation- One night, camping out, especially if you

slept on hard rock, could make you feel you'd had a vaca-

tion for several weeks. [tape recorder turned off]

We used to have Sunday dinner with the Macintyres,

where Maud and Mabel lived, and Dory, who worked in the

store. Robert had become a good bookkeeper (he was a great
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penmanship writer in the Cadmus school) , and got a job with

the flour mill to keep books. Joseph, he outdid everyone.

He moved to Kansas City and got a job as a postman. He

iwore a uniform; he lived in town; he was the great product

of that period of Cadmus.

Grammar and arithmetic should never be mixed, as I

found out. Joseph and I were walking down through the

fields after dinner at the Macintyres one Sunday, and he

said, "You've been going to school, haven't you?" "Yes."

-He says, "Are you good in arithmetic?" And I said, "Yes,

pretty good, I think." Well, he said, "How are you in

grammar?" "Oh," I said, "I don't know, I think I'm pretty

•good in grammar." So he said to me, "Would you say that

six and five are twelve or six and five is twelve?" Well,

T knew the answer to that one. I said "are . " "Oh," he

says, "I don't think you're right." "Oh," I said, "yes."

"No," he says, "I always thought six and five were eleven."

J. learned then a little not to believe everything you hear,

and don't answer too soon. But I really felt for a long

time that Joseph felt I was not good in either grammar or

arithmetic.

DIXON: We all have to fall for that one sometime.

BLAIR: "Watch" was a word meaning a timepiece; few people
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had those. But around Cadmus, if you watch me, it means

you'll look out for me, you'll help me. "Look out, watch .

watch me." I mean, "If you fall, I'll catch you." Well,

I believed the girls, and I believed the big boys at the

school. There was a big snow, and we were to build a fort.

Built a fort out of snow, the boys did. I was quite young;

I was on the girls' side. Maud and Mabel were there, and

they dared me to run up and throw a snowball over the fort.

I'd get pelted maybe. I said, "Well, you watch me." To

Maud and Mabel. Why, they were the best friends I had.
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TAPE NUMBER: III, SIDE ONE

April 23, 1965

BLAIR: As far as I remember, since the last [interview]

they were building the grange store, the new stone building,

forty by a hundred feet; I'm carrying water on a horse to

the men, and the farmers, who all of a sudden become quarry

men, [are] getting the limestone rock out of the ground.

But in the meantime, other things were going on, so we'll

go into that while the grange store is being constructed.

My mother, of course, and the Grange women had already

started to campaign to keep the boys on the farm. They had

made the big banner and decorated it with slices of ears of

corn, spelling out "Stay on the farm, boys!" The program

consisted of several things. I think we've already told

about the community Christmas tree; they'd had that some

time but it was beginning to be now a major thing. Anything

to cause more social life and more activity to keep people

interested in the local community, particularly the boys.

Next step is the band.

[We were] going to have a grange band. The Grange

bought the tuba and the bass drum. My dad, at the store,

ordered the instruments from Jenkins' Music Company, Kansas
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city, Missouri. One might be surprised to think in that

community they had about eighteen young fellows who wanted

to learn to play some kind of an instrument. Some of them

were good singers and all that; [they] could follow notes

and sing.

But to have a band in name is one thing, and to have

it in reality is something else. My mother knew there was

a good band at Osawatomic, Kansas, twelve miles north. The

director of that band, and teacher, was Professor Rex, a

real German bandmaster, who, when you came to the end of a

piece you went dum ta da dum--every time, no matter what

piece it was that the Germans called a march.

The Grange hired him to come every Tuesday to teach

these boys their different instruments and direct the band.

They made a deal with him; he would get two dollars every

week. He drove his horse and buggy twelve miles from

Osawatomie on Tuesdays, winter and summer, blizzard or not.

He stayed for fifty cents a night, including breakfast and,

of course, dinner in the evening, at a farm home, Camptons '

,

about a quarter-mile away. Professor Rex was the director

of the Cadmus band.

The first job he had was to teach some of the boys to

be able to march to a bass drum in the grange hall, the old

one. Then when it came to teaching them the instruments.
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there really were some almost natural-born players there,

particularly our clarinet player and a cornet. Anyway, the

band made great progress, at least everyone there thought.

Some of them, when they'd get into a march, instead of

beating time for them, he would get behind a chair and

move their shoulders from left to right to get them into

the rhythm and to stay with the rest of the band; but it

worked out pretty good. Right at the beginning, I had a

great disappointment. I was not old enough to belong to

the Grange, and therefore I wouldn't get to play the snare

drum. No one wanted to play snare drum, none of the older

boys, and I was under fourteen. But Solon Shinkle, the

ex-schoolteacher's son, got the job. He was fourteen. He

didn't belong to the Grange, but he joined the Grange, and

he became snare drummer. This all happened about the time

that I'd gotten my large toy drum—it was a Christmas

present, and on the way home I'd fallen down on it, off of

the slippery snow from the Christmas tree, and made it an

oval-shaped drum. But I took advantage of the fact that

for twenty-five cents a week Professor Rex, on the night

before band practice, at this farmhouse, would teach me how

to read snare drum music and how to make a roll and do

whatever they teach in drumming. I used this toy drum for

a little while, but my dad realized then that I was going
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to be serious, and he got a snare driim from Jenkins, more

of an orchestra drum, but maybe large enough for a small

band. There I was, learning to read music, play a roll,

and naturally, in the old-fashioned way of teaching a roll

he'd have the left [hand go,] man man and tat tat, with

the right, mandatati, mandatati, mandatati. He'd get it

fast enough and it'd sound like a roll, and then later

on naturally you'd break into a vibration of each hand so

that it did make a roll.

Anyway, I learned to play music all this time, and

believe it or not, after about a year and a half, Solon

Shinkle practically quit coming to band practice. Ke lived

just east across the creek. I would go over and listen. I

was sorry when they didn't begin right on time or some one

player didn't come. If the tuba player didn't come, it

threw the whole band. But Solon was the one that missed

most of the time, and finally they said to Solon, "Why don't

you come to band practice?" He says, "Well, why should I?"

And they said, "Why, it's a band. We all need each other.

If one instrument's missing, it's bad." Well, he came

once and then he didn't come again, and again they said to

him, "Why don't you come; we need you." He says, "I don't

need to practice; I know my part." He had absolutely no

enthusiasm. Well, to me, there was an opportunity. They
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soon let him go. I had learned to play by note, and I got

the job of being snare drummer in the band, even though I

wasn't old enough yet to join the Grange. [tape recorder

turned off]

The Cadmus band then got uniforms; the Grange bought

the uniforms. They were red coats trimmed with black braid,

grey trousers with black stripes down, and a cap, black,

red and grey, with the emblem sort of a wheat shock or

something that said "Cadmus Grange Band" on the front.

Now, for a crossroads town to have a band [was some-

thing special] . It was coming along pretty good, at least

all the grangers thought so. They had no band in La Cygne

.

They had a band part of the time in Parker, but here Cadmus

crossroads now has the best band in the area by the fact

that it is practically the only band.

Now, the big picnic comes up, the annual picnic of the

Grange. That had been going on for some time, annual pic-

nic on the twenty-sixth of August. They didn't celebrate

the Fourth of July except in just a family picnic. Well,

the Prairie Home Band, about twenty miles from Cadmus had

always gotten the job to play at the. picnic for thirty

dollars. That was a good deal of money. All right. Well

it wasn't long until the band boys and some of the grangers

said, "Well listen, our band is just as good as the Prairie
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Home Band." Well, how about that? My mother well knew

that they weren'

t

as good. If they had two bands, that

was going to cost money; but if they didn't have the Prairie

Home Band, it'd hurt the picnic. So, they decided the first

year to have both bands. The local band, because they

didn't have to come, was to play for twenty dollars, and

the Prairie Home Band would get their thirty dollars.

The picnic grounds were east, about a mile and a half

on Elm Creek, of Cadmus. They would go down there, the

farmer boys and some of the men, with their teams and clear

out the brush that had grown up, trim up trees, build two

outhouses, put up a bandstand and tables for the ice cream,

and build a stand for the things that they would sell from

the store. The store would run a refreshment stand. They'd

even have bananas there--that was unusual; they'd have

bananas and things that you ordinarily didn't see in the

eastern part of Kansas.

Anyway, they hire both bands this time, and people were

surprised when it came time for the Cadmus band to play--

they played pretty good. And I know Orin Love, who played

the alto horn, said that the band played much better than

the Prairie Home Band ever could play. Some of the fathers

were a little bit concerned about this—their boys playing

in the band—and they told the boys they were young men,

of course. •
.

"
•
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One embarrassing situation was when the cornetist

;. gave the toot for the band to assemble and play (that's

the Cadmus band) and everybody came but the baritone player,

Carl Paine. Well, Carl Paine 's father was used to telling

the son what to do. When they tooted again and he didn't

come, the old man was very [perturbed]; he got up on the

bandstand and says, "CARL." [very loud, yelling voice]

He called him like he was calling some hogs. Well, Carl

was right close, but he wouldn't come then; he was so mad

at his father, embarrassed, and they almost had a big argu-

ment there. But anyway, Carl got there and the band played,

and things were fine. After that, why, they did depend

on the Cadmus band at the grange picnics.

The next spring, the women of the Grange decided to

have an ice cream and strawberry social. They were going

to sell ice cream for a nickel a dish and, I think, a dime

for the combination, to raise a little money maybe for the

Christmas tree decorations the next year. Anyway, they

asked the Cadmus band to come and play at the ice cream

social, and my mother said, "Of course. If you vote to do

it, why, you wouldn't have to pay for your ice cream and

strawberries." Well, it was all one family; it was just

like somebody at home says, "I'll wash the dishes and you

let me have dinner free." You know, one of the family.
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They voted, of course, to play. The band was kind of

excited—it'd be the first time that the local people would

see the band in their uniforms except at the picnic, and it

was getting to be quite a thing now that Cadmus had a band.

We all voted to go but one, and that was Orin Love, alto

horn player. They asked him why he didn't, he says, "I'll

play for nothing, but I will not play for a dish of straw-

berries." Well, anyway, they did play. Orin, though,

being, I think, one of the two alto horn players that went

half the time un tat, un tat. Orin wasn't too good a

player. If he got lost in the music he always had saliva

so that ... he could have played, you know—if he wasn't

lost—but he had to stop and wipe his lips till he found

out where he was again.

We now go to the next appearance of the band. The

cemetery was a mile and a half north of Cadmus, and every

time anyone passed on in that area, farmers or somebody

went up and dug a grave, regardless of weather. It didn't

happen often in the community, but every time there was a

funeral, why, the whole district, you might say, was con-

scious of the beyond . . . like one big family. The

hearse was a spring wagon. Some of them stopped at the

church for a ceremony, and others, being Grange they had

a Grange sermon. If [the deceased] was a granger, my dad
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was the one that wrote the good things about the party, a

little history. And even though they had a preacher or

somebody at the church, why, if they were a member of the

Grange, my dad was the one that said the final things.

I can remember that whenever there was a funeral I

knew it; they always went by our house, right north of

Cadmus. For me, because I didn't know what a funeral was,

I didn't even know what a death was, it was something awful.

And I can remember that when they'd go by and I'd see this

box in a spring wagon, pulled by horses, that I hoped I

never would die; because I wouldn't mind dying, I wouldn't

mind being buried, but I was so sure that if I did, I would

suffocate and wouldn't be able to breathe anymore.

I remember one time the wife of I think it was Mr.

Cady—an elderly couple for those days—his wife passed on,

and my dad had the final words at the grave for her. He

would reach over in the grave and pick up a clod of dirt

and drop it in on the box, and say, "Dust to dust, return

to dust." That's when everybody cried louder than ever.

Old Mr. Cady, he had tears in his eyes, and just as they

left, my dad went up to him and says, "Well, don't take it

too seriously." He says, "It happens to everybody, but

you're sure going to miss Jenny." And the old man says,

"Yes, Ed, I'll sure miss her. She never missed getting
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my breakfast in forty years." [tape recorder turned off]

J

The first real public appearance of the band, aside

from sort of playing second fiddle at the grange picnic,

was Decoration Day. The whole community met and put

flowers on graves. There were many of the old blue uniforms,

GAR members. They had never had a band to play for them

on Decoration Day, so [here was] the Cadmus band, in its

uniforms, and even Professor Rex was coming down from

Osawatomie, and the general public would get to see the

Cadmus band lead the soldiers through the large cemetery.

They mowed the cemetery every year just before Decoration

Day; otherwise the grass would be twelve, fifteen inches

high. They mowed the wide paths where the band would go

and [people] would go to stop to put flowers on graves.

Things were about ready, you might say, to begin. The

band was in front; there was a piece of music put out for

them to play as a march. The old soldiers, as we called

them, were behind. It was a hot day, very hot and moist.

One of the old soldiers said, "Be sure and play a dirge,

a slow march," Well, the Cadmus band didn't know any

dirges. I am in the band; I'm the snare drummer at that

time. Professor Rex says, "We all know 'Enter Ocean' very

well; we'll play it really slow, really slow." He came.

over to me and nodded that I was to set the pace. The bass
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drununer, in those days, generally played one, one, bum,

bum, bum, and I just did a little beat and he said, "Fine."

He told the band, "We're going to play a dirge and take

short steps. But we're going to play 'Enter Ocean,' a

march." Well, the snare drum, more than the bass drum

really, controls the speed of the band--if the bass drummer

follows suit. Today they use the snare drum nearly all

alone, instead of any bass drum with it, for a march.

Anyway, I started out with the rhythm and they go along

pretty good. "Enter Ocean" was a quickstep march, and way

up in front they got to speeding up a little. I tried to

hold them back and my bass drummer would, too, but we were

playing [separately by] then; what more could you do? Each

fellow for himself, and some in front began to take long

steps and slower, and others took short steps and faster.

It wasn't probably about two hundred or three hundred yards

until we were almost to the fence on the other side of the

cemetery. By then, those in the first three rows were up

to the hedge fence; which way should they turn? The rest

of the band was partly being held back by the drums and

Professor Rex. The old soldiers, some hopping, and a

quickstep, and then it was hot in the hot uniforms. They

were stepping out of the lines, and the whole thing was one

grand commotion— the band scattered all over the cemetery

—
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and a catastrophe. The band trying to play a quickstep

—

about the best march they knew, and one of the few they

did know—and play it as a dirge. Well, they go ahead

and put the flowers on the graves, and the band is going

to show them they can really play. So Professor Rex

assembles them all, out on the country road in front of

the cemetery gate, and they are going to play. Well, we

do, in a circle, and they play "Enter Ocean," all out, like

it should be played. The horses are tied along the hedge

fences there; a lot of them had never heard a band. When .

the first crash of the cymbals and drums came down, three

horses jumped loose with buggies and ran down the road.

One fellow who was riding by on horseback was thrown off,

but the band went ahead and played. And then here came a

load of hay, some farmer, and on top was his son and another

one, a youngster, [with] a big load of hay, and the last

we saw of that was hay scattered all down the road. The

team of horses jerked loose from the wagon finally, dragging

the farmer down the road. Because for the first time, not

only a lot of the Cadmus people had heard the band play,

or maybe any band play, but certainly [it was] the first

time any of these horses had ever heard us. Well, that

was Decoration Day. [tape recorder turned off]

\
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The Cadmus Grange picnic had attendance of three or

four thousand people, by horse and buggy. It was said

that anyone you wanted to see, if they were not there they

were sick in bed or dead; they all came. This year after

the band was started, my mother decided they should have

a little parade. Well, anybody in the parade would be the

only ones who could see it. But anyway, they got two hay-

racks. They put the band on one hayrack and lined up and

met at the front of the store. They were going to drive

a mile east to the picnic grounds on Elm Creek. Then they

had another hayrack. That made a parade. Well, there were

people coming and going, and the band would play as they

entered the picnic grounds, and the children were decorated

with ribbons of some kind—badges.

I remember I was very important. My mother gave me a

package of pins; and as the youngsters got on the hayrack

and they were given the badge, I was the only one who had

a pin, so I was very important. I passed out the pins.

Another thing made me very important. The outhouses at

the picnic had been constructed, and my mother told me to

paint two signs: one said "Women" and one said "Men."

Well, I worked and worked at home; she got some ordinary

paint. I had these wrapped up in a newspaper, and I felt

very proud. •
'

'
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Now Maud and Mabel Macintyre, that lived south, they

were the oldest ones on the hayrack. Maud and Mabel, of

course, were my favorites, and we got started on the parade,

The band was playing, and I decided I wanted to show Maud

and Mabel my great art work, or whatever it was. Well,

for the first time in ray life, Maud and Mabel didn't just

think what I did was wonderful. I unwrapped these two

signs, to show them, and some of the youngsters began to

laugh and all, and they hushed me down and said, "Why,

wrap those up." I didn't understand why. I thought the

lettering was pretty good.

As we approached the picnic grounds, I saw something

I'd never seen before: a big rack of dolls, down in

amongst the trees. Dolls--at a picnic! My sister was on

the wagon, and I said, "There's something you're going to

like." And she looked and said, "Oh, yes." We get into

the picnic grounds, and those dolls are not for sale;

they're dolls you throw a baseball at, and if you can hit

one and it turns around, you get a cigar. That was the

first time Cadmus had ever seen anything like that. This

was run by the one-legged man v/ho caught the ninety-pound

catfish. Dad had given him the right to come in and run a

doll rack and give cigars. Roy Payne didn't even smoke.

He wasn't as tough and strong as a lot of them, but he
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could throw the ball and hit a doll and make it turn nearly

every time. [tape recorder turned off] Roy Paine, who

didn't smoke, got so many cigars that Toots wouldn't let

him throw anymore, but then here comes the big man, the

strong man that really could knock them over. And the

strong man, he was sure he could do it if Roy Paine could.

Vain strength ought to solve everything; this fellow had it.

He was the strong man. He threw eight balls and didn't hit

one. So that caused a little philosophical discussion

amongst people. Main strength and awkward, as they said,

was not the great capital that one should wish for.

Also this year my dad let a snake charmer into the

picnic. He had a tent and about a five-foot-high bin,

and in there were the snakes. A senator was to speak--the

principal speaker. When the people assembled at the

speaker's stand and the speaker started (the senator), here

came a cry through the woods, "wrahw, wrahw, wrahw, wrahw,"

[shouting] and everybody ran; they thought somebody 'd

been bitten by a snake or whatnot, and they left the

speaker, most of them. It was the snake charmer, who wanted

to get some business. So my mother had to go down and

handle that and get him to close shop until afterwards.

Of course, she told Dad that he should never let him in

there. . '^
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Anyway, one of the main features of the snake charmer

show was that there was a woman i n an orange blouse and a

short skirt, and she was the charmer. And the biggest

crowd that assembled there (you saw the snakes where you

went in the tent for the main show) was when this woman

climbed over the fence, with a low-cut blouse and a short

skirt. That drew the biggest crowd. My mother saw to it

that that show would never come again.

Now the fellow with the throwing balls at dolls had

a new thing, something in a bottle. Several of us youngsters

who didn't have a nickel to spend for that, he gave us sips

out of a bottle. He had vanilla, chocolate, lemon,

sarsaparilla, orange, why, any flavor you liked, any color

you wanted for a nickel, in a bottle. It had a wire sticking

up out of the top of the bottle; you hit it with your fist

and it would push a rubber cork down into the bottle instead

of out of the bottle—whoever thought of that? If you were

going to [close] the bottle again, you could pull the wire

up, and the rubber cork came from the inside of the bottle

to the neck. He called it soda pop. I ran to my mother

—

I liked it—and said I wanted a nickel to buy some soda pop.

She says, "What's that?" She came over to see. Anything

out of a bottle was wrong; only whiskey was in bottles.

She did not give me a nickel, but she was convinced it was
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not whiskey. So she went to the stand and told Dad about

it, and he said, "Well, let it go this time; we won't let

him in anymore with anything." But that was the beginning

of soda pop here, at the grange picnic, way ahead of Parker;

because later on I tried to get some soda pop at Parker,

and they made it out of something [else]—soda water and

some flavoring—not out of a bottle. It was not soda pop.

Another new event, another new era, you might say,

began. A fellow had a machine there, you couldn't hear any

noise, but if you put two tubes in your ears and listened,

you could hear a voice laugh and say words; you could hear

noises; you could hear some music. It was a talking machine-

of all things, a talking machine. That was the first time

in eastern Kansas anyone ever heard a talking machine, and

the last two words were the only words you could really

understand: it said, "Edison record." That caused many

jokes to go about.

The meatpackers were noted for not wasting anything.

Whatever was left from hogs, cattle, things slaughtered at

the packers, was turned into fertilizer one way or another;

nothing was wasted. But when the talking' machine came out,

they said, "Now the packers will not have to waste any-

thing. They're going to use the squeal, too, for the talk-

ing machine." [tape recorder turned off]
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One feature developed by ray mother that kept young

men on the farm to a certain extent, in addition to the

band, was a pitchfork and broom brigade: sixteen girls

decorated with the grange colors, pink, green and yellow;

sixteen young men carrying pitchforks, the prongs of which

were decorated in the pink, green and yellow. The girls

carried brooms decorated with pink, green and yellow. She

drilled them in the grange hall every week in addition

to band practice, prior to the picnic. They went through

maneuvers; they learned it by marking chalk on the grange

hall floor so they could crisscross and one go between

another, between two others, and really they had what

you call a drill team. I think it was the beginning of

the drill teams they use in the big football games now.

The boys, the first time this was going to be shown at the

picnic grounds, went down a few days ahead and skinned off

all the grass (it had been a beautiful big croquet ground,

you might say) . But that was the same size as the grange

hall floor—in fact, larger--and I got to play the snare

drum, and Clyde, my chum, the bass drum, for them to march

by. They didn * t use the band for that. Well, the Cadmus

band and this pitchfork and broom brigade caught so much

attention that a special car, once in a while, would be

sent out on the Frisco railroad, seven miles east of Cadmus
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in La Cygne . And then hayracks and other horse-drawn

vehicles, with the pitchfork and broom brigade and the

band, would have this special car, and they would ride

north or south to a county seat in one county or another

and would be the Fourth of July feature of eastern Kansas.

Here, a crossroads town, really taking the lead in which

you might call entertainment or culture. My mother made

dresses; she sewed them with silk out of the store, wedding

dresses. She had a millinery department; she made hats.

Cadmus was really a town almost as large as Los i\ngeles,

but not concentrated at any point except at the blacksmith's

shop and the store. [tape recorder turned off]

In time the grange store was completed. Downstairs

was the general merchandise—the dry goods toward the front,

the groceries down the left side and in the back, hardware.

Upstairs a grange hall with a stage. The store was forty

feet wide and a hundred feet long, and the stage ran back

about seventy-five feet. There was an outside stairway,

and in the back of the upstairs was a clothing department

—

men's suits placed on tables. You could go up there from

the hardware department on the first floor. On the south

of the store was a shed for cultivators—farm machinery of

all types—and then a flour room.

My dad would buy a carload of flour at a time; that
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was hauled out from Parker. The John Hope family had

three wagons, good teams, and they ran a farm; but they

went to Parker at least every other day and got the freight

from Parker, Kansas, and brought it to Cadmus. Whenever my

dad bought a carload of flour, all three teams worked that

day and for another day or two. My dad always said that

if he had played the grain market he could have been a

millionaire. He could have. He would buy flour-- [he] seemed

to know when flour was cheap and when it would go higher.

If there was a bad crop of wheat in Kansas he knew the

price would go up. Believe it or not, he bought flour and

witnessed the raise in price to the extent that merchants

in Parker, Kansas, on the railroad, would send a wagon and

buy flour off ray dad, at some kind of a discount or over

the retail, and take it back to Parker; and [they] could do

that cheaper than to buy flour which would be shipped and

unloaded right there on the regular market. In other words,

he became a wholesaler six miles from a railroad. [tape

recorder turned off]

The stage in the new grange hall was put to use. My

mother organized a dramatic club—dialogues. Anything to

see on the stage was as exciting as a circus, which never

came to Cadmus

.

\
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Once in a while a medicine show would come. I re-

remember one of the things they sold was a bar of soap to

keep your scalp clean; you could have a shampoo and wash

your hair. I didn't have a nickel, but I borrowed a nickel

from one of the band boys sitting by me, and I bought a

bar of this soap. But before I was sold on the fact, he

asked for someone to come up and have their hair washed.

Well, I went up, and they lathered my hair and rinsed it;

and then he asked somebody to come up and look to see if

my scalp wasn't perfectly clean. He called up an old man

I know that couldn't see good, and he said it looked clean.

That's when I was sold; I bought a bar of soap. Well, I

borrowed the nickel and finally paid back the band boy.

But when I ran out of that soap, I wondered where I could

get some more; it must be wonderful. Before, I had used

Lennox soap on my hair to make it stay down--I had a cow-

lick, a pompadour—and that would hold it down, but it

didn't look good. This was really something to clean your

hair. I remember going to Parker, Kansas, one time with

John Hope, going after freight. I went around the different

stores trying to buy the same bar, this kind of soap, and

I couldn't find it.

The dramatic clubs kept young people busy. Farmer

boys can be good actors, too. The oyster supper and dance.
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or some kind of a dinner in the evening, and the dance

every other Saturday night, and the grange meetings kept

life very interesting, not only for young people, boys,

to stay on the farm, but everyone. Did I tell you about

Roy Payne going away to school?

DIXON: No.

BLAIR: OK. Roy Payne—the one that could throw a baseball

and hit a doll nearly every time for a cigar, but didn't

smoke—didn't like the farm; so they decided that Roy should

go to the agriculture college in Manhattan, Kansas, and

study scientific farming. If anything seemed silly to the

farmers: a boy should go to college to learn to farm--that

was beyond anything they could think. But Roy went. He

stayed about eight weeks, came back home; and what else

he learned we do not knov;, but he had learned to waltz.

Now the only dances at Cadmus, prior to that time,

had been square dances . The John Hope family was the

orchestra. Lucy played the organ; Arthur played the big

bass; and Thad, the brother, played fiddle. And that was

the music. Well, they knew how to play a v/altz. Roy

taught the Macintyre girls how to waltz; they taught some-

body else; and first thing you know, the young people were

beginning to waltz instead of joining the quadrille. The

old folks sitting around the side didn't like that. Remember
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there were no babysitters; they brought babies, children,

who would sleep on chairs, around, or up on the stage. Well,

this threatened to break up the Grange almost. The young

people wanted to waltz, and the old people said, "It's im-

moral, and they can't learn it." They compromised, though,

to keep the boys on the farm. One quadrille / one waltz,

[tape recorder turned off]

How do children grow? They say, "How tall are you?

What do you weigh?" But you grow also in your mind, maybe

somewhat. One incident: a cow was a cow. I knew the

shape of a cow; I could tell a horse from a cow. I knew

a man; I knew a woman. Everything was judged by shape or

appearance. My mother made dresses, as I've said. And to

me, a man had legs and walked; a woman had shoes and walked.

I was hoeing my popcorn in the garden; and I happened to

notice that the watermelon vine had a little watermelon on

it. I ran in the house to tell my mother when she was

fitting a dress on a farmer woman— I was always sent out to

play or to work when she was fitting a dress— and behold!

For the first time in my life, women had legs. Before,

they walked with feet. So we live and learn.

We did not stay at Cadmus forever. I had joined the

church and would play ... I beg your pardon, I mean the

Grange. I was playing in the band and [John W. ] Breidenthal,
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who had run for governor in Kansas, but did not win, on

the Populist ticket (the Populists are the ones that

brought it about, through national organizations, through

the grangers in a way, that we had rural free delivery and

help from the government on good roads) , wanted Dad to leave

Cadmus and come to Kansas City, Kansas, and open, as cashier,

the Riverview State Bank in Kansas City. He offered Dad

$100 a month. Dad's top salary had been $32.50 a month at

Cadmus

.

There was one other man, though, they said made $10

a month. He drove from Osawatomie, twelve miles, in an

hour and thirty minutes to attend the tenth anniversary of

my mother and father. He was a travelling man who sold

Dad goods. He brought a cut-glass pitcher and goblets,

more brilliant, and probably worth more, than diamonds. No

one had ever seen any real cut glass. That fellow made

$100 a month. That was a good exciting evening. They had
.

lanterns from China, with candles in them, and a bunch of

bananas—and it was not the grange picnic. That was the

biggest event in Cadmus up to that time.

Mother says, "Let's take the job and move to Kansas

City." My dad said, "How can we leave these people?" She

said, "Sometime we must make some money." And Dad says,

"Well, we haven't got it yet, but if we ever had $1,000, we
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'could retire." And Mother said, "No, five thousand." Dad

' agreed to go to Kansas City as cashier of the Riverview

State Bank. It was a shock to all Cadmus, a real shock.

Theodore, Dad's assistant—Dory—was the only man, of

course, to take his place. So Dory was hired. But it

took a while to get going. They had a final grange meeting;

my dad read poems; my mother played the organ and sang;

I learned to play the imitation of a railroad train leaving

a station and an imitation of a battle on my snare drum;

and my sister recited a piece. This joyous farewell grange

meeting was a solemn, tearful event. Ada I would probably

not see again, the girl who had slipped off of the icy step

and whose lips fell on mine. During that evening we, for

somehow or other, went down the outside staircase, around

behind the building--I don't know why--it was dark back

there; we might even hold hands. And can you believe this,

some big farmer— it was dark back there--came back, and as

the men used to say, let off some steam. Were we embarrassed!

Oh, not to see the farmer, but would he see us? A young

girl and a boy in the dark alone. That could be a catas-

trophe--to be seen. He went upstairs, didn't see us. I

said to her, "You go first. We can't go back together; we

don't want anybody to know we left the grange hall to be

alone." She ran upstairs and I walked around and whistled.
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and finally I ' d go up--we hadn't been down there; every-

thing was just dandy. Anyway, the Macintyre girls said,

when I played my drum solo (I was at that time at least

fifteen) , they said, "Now you're just getting old enough,

we can all have fun, and then you're going to move away."

Dad, Mother, and my sister moved, after an auction.

We sold everything 'cause Dad could replace furniture at

wholesale in Kansas City. But the farmers didn't bid;

they didn't need it. But they didn't bid, hardly anything.

But they sold it. And one farmer came around and says,

"Ed, you know why they don'_t bid? They don't want to see

you go." "Well, thanks for the compliment." My ponies,

the team, came up. They sold Bird, the sorrel, right away;

she brought twenty-five dollars. But the bay—it merely

held up the tongue and didn't pull much, on the buggy

—

had a hard time getting a bid; he brought ten dollars. But

a young boy was bidding on that, and when it got up to nine,

a farmer came over to the boy and said, "Whose money are

you bidding with?" The boy says, "f^ money that you got

for the calf you sold last year and gave me a new calf."

This boy got the bay. "
'

My parents moved to Kansas City and rented a place, of

course. It was on Central Avenue, near the 1200 block,

Kansas City, Kansas, But I do not go with them because
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I am to play with the Cadmus band on the Fourth of July

in Parker, Kansas, so I stay at the Macintyres . My folks

had moved to Kansas City a little before June 1.

There was a flood in Kansas City; Armourdale is

flooded, bridges washed out— I couldn't 've gotten there.

Grandma's house, I knew, was in Armourdale, but I know

nothing of the details at that time. No mail came from

Kansas City. But I stick it out, naturally, and go with

the band to Parker, I had a wonderful time living at the

Macintyres' home for almost a month or more. And then

the time comes when my dog. Funny, who was with me, and I,

whenever trains would again run into Kansas City, I was

going to leave from Parker. Finally, the Kansas City Star

said that trains now— a few—were running into the Union

Station. •

From here on will be life as it changed when the Blairs

move from Cadmus and begin life in a big city where they

have streetcars, trains, and have had a flood that demolished

every bridge except a few railroad bridges across the Kansas

River. The Missouri and the Kansas joined. It didn't rain

enough to make a flood there, but it rained north, it

rained west, and the Missouri River and the Kansas River

flooded from rains elsewhere. That was the big flood, I

think, of about 1903. [tape recorder turned off]
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About the time the Kansas City Star published that

trains were again running into the old Union Station (we

called it the old—it was the only one then ) , a letter

came from Mother saying that in the flood Grandma's house

had been washed away. She had escaped with an umbrella,

a small handmade rug, and a setting hen with ten chickens.

They had all rented—not far from where Dad's bank would be

on Central Avenue; in fact, this was 1200 Central Avenue

—

two flats. One flat [was] partly furnished (when the folks

had moved, of course, they had taken some things) and they

were living in the same building [with Grandma Hiatt] . It

was a three-story flat, except the top story was a store

run by the man who owned the flat. The floor below, the

roof of which would be the top level of Central Avenue

where they'd graded in a fill, was where we would live;

and below would be Grandma Hiatt on the first floor. But

Grandma's house had been washed away--that I couldn't

believe. However, I must get to Kansas City myself for

the story.

Funny, my dog, and I were taken to Parker by the

Macintyre girls; I was leaving forever, supposedly. Funny,

in a little crate, was going to ride in the express car,

and people said, "Do not let him out of that crate when

you get off the train in Kansas City—he'll run for his
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life." Well, we go, get off of the train. The only baggage

I have was my snare drums and a small suitcase—or a bag,

I do not know which. Who heard of a suitcase in those days?

I go to the express car at the Union Station, of course.

Funny can hardly wait to get out of the crate. I hang on

to him, but he hangs on to me; he doesn't run. I know

enough to take the proper streetcar to go to Kansas City,

Kansas, and I have to cross the Kansas River. But the

streetcar stops at the river; there was no bridge. We are

told to wait, that a ferryboat will pick us up. The ferry-

boat doesn't come. I know my mother will be waiting on

the other side of the river. People are waiting and waiting;

so I get out my snare drum and I play the imitation of a

battle and an imitation of a railroad engine and cars

leaving a station, and the ferry comes. Funny and I and
.

my drum get on with the others. Mother meets us at the

other side; there are streetcars. Wonderful to ride on

the streetcar and know you're going to live there, you could

ride on them maybe every day. At 1200 Central Avenue.

There we are,, the flat across the street from where we

get off. There's Grandma below; there's my sister; Dad

isn't home from the bank yet. There we're going to live in

town, but where can I practice my drum in a flat? That

becomes my biggest concern. There is a garden, or a little
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forest, below, but that's no place. But there is a little •

triangular plot of ground where we go out of our second

floor, up some steps to the street, so I can practice my

drum outside, not in the flat. And as I practice, crov;ds

gather, so to speak, and I feel very important. [tape

recorder turned off]

My mother and I decided to go down to Armourdale to

see if we can find Grandma's house. There are no streets

really; you can tell where they had been, but there were

as many houses in the street as on the lots on each side. .

We figure out the direction of the current and walk north

on Fourth Street, and we find the house, three blocks from

where it had been, but turned around--everything perfect.

You could look in the muddy windows, and there was a side-

board with some rotten bananas. We break open a window,

get in, and our next job for several days is to shovel

six inches of mud out of the house. And how it happens,

one never knows, but the water system worked; with the hose,

[we] washed, cleaned, and scrubbed. Furniture, some un-

glued, we left; and later on some house movers come, put

the house on wheels, take it back, put it on Grandma's lot.

She rents it and says she'll never live down there again,

but rents it to somebody. '
"

\
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Jumping ahead a little, after a year she was sued for

having maintained a whiskey still. The renters were boot-

leggers, and she was stuck for a payment, so she gave them

the house and that ended [the matter] . There was a law in

Kansas against renting any property to anybody that could

make liquor. Kansas was strictly prohibition--you couldn't

even buy a cigarette.

Grandma Hiatt, being very brave, lived happily in her

flat, particularly because Mr. Johnston, the widower that

owned the building and owned the store above, liked the way

she cooks. He had lived alone with a mangy dog. I remem-

ber he had a machine that would grind bones for dogs. He

and old Schnick lived alone, but Grandma cooked meals for

Mr. Johnston; he paid some board. And they were living very

happily. We were living happily. I was in a town; school

hadn't begun yet. It wouldn't be long, but I was going

to go to a high school in Kansas City, Kansas. My dad was

getting along well in the bank, and yet, as we will explain

later, he did not like the bank, due to one thing par-

ticularly that was the difference between deciding do you

want to be in a bank or not be in a bank. We'll hold that

up later. In the meantime I had to get a job during the

summer, and get ready to go to school. Well, I do get
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a job, right across the street. Johnson, another Johnson--

no "t" in it, just Johnson—had a grocery store. I get a

job riding a bicycle, which he furnishes, around Kansas

City, Kansas, over hills; and taking orders for groceries,

filling the orders; and then, driving a light spring wagon

on a big grey horse, deliver all the groceries in the

afternoon. I'm to get a dollar a day. At the first payday

they have watermelons, and they are a dollar apiece. He

sells me one. I take it home; we cut it; it is green, but

there is no refund--he did not guarantee it was ripe,

[tape recorder turned off]

I learned a lot though. I quit that job because school

was going to start, but I wanted a job on Saturdays. I get

a job over at the Jones Dry Goods Company, Kansas City,

Missouri. I'm going to get a dollar a day there selling

in the furnishing department. I ride a streetcar over--by

that time they'd put in a bridge, just a trestle bridge,

so the streetcars go slowly. The first Saturday I work, he

said my sales in the furniture department equalled their

top salesman. And the next time, when he paid me, he said,

"You took in a lead dollar." And I said, "How would I know?"

He said, "It turned out to be." Well, I said, "It went

through the cashier downstairs and back." "Yes," but he

says, "I'll show you how nobody '11 lose." I said, "Oh, all
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right, what do you mean?" I'd already spent twenty-five

cents to get a steak dinner on a Saturday night 'cause we

kept open until midnight at the Jones Dry Goods Company.

I had to ride home, and I never went with enough money ex-

cept to get home and have a steak dinner. That particular

time I had nothing left, but I was going to get my dollar.

He says, "I'll pay you in the lead dollar. But I'll tell

you how you won't lose." I had been honest, too honest in

my life. I said, "What do you mean?" He says, "Give it to

the streetcar conductor, he will give you ninety-five cents."

Well, there I suffer; there I am. I have to get home, back

to Kansas City, Kansas. I feel like a thief; I'm afraid of

policemen. I get on the streetcar; I give him the lead dol-

lar; he gives me ninety-five cents. Thank God I got to 1200

Central Avenue that night and didn't get arrested. But I'm

through working for the Jones Dry Goods Company. I had

learned this, though— that the more apparent diamonds that

a woman wore, when she came in (we had women's underwear)

,

the cheaper she bought. The more diamonds she wore, the

cheaper the underwear.
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TAPE NUMBER: III, SIDE TWO

April 30, 1965

BLAIR: At this time in Kansas City, Kansas, high school

was approaching. I did not know what was a high school.

Prior to coming to Kansas City, I had ridden one of our

ponies six miles each morning to what they called a ninth-

grade school in Parker, Kansas. It happened that there

was a tuition fee to go to that school; we were not in

District 26— just a country school of Cadmus. But the

principal, when I told him I played snare drum and could

beat time for the students to march out at recess and noon,

which he told me they did, gave me free tuition to play

my snare drum. Now, I am in Kansas City thinking of high

school, and that's something else. I did not know what

a high school was.

Before I begin my enrollment in the high school, we

might add this: I was too good, at least up to that time,

to ever be happy. I was miserable because I was too good.

But amongst the experiences I had working for Johnson (the

grocer across from where we lived) , and with the experience

I had about the lead dollar at the Jones Dry Goods Company,

I really felt more ill at ease being good. One incident

[happened] when I rode my bicycle for Mr. Johnson 'round
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over the hills of Kansas City, Kansas, to get orders for

groceries. I was glad when I got some big orders, and I

came back with one unusually large. I filled all the

orders, put them in boxes on the floor in the grocery store

as usual, and Mr. Johnson, of course, checked over the

orders. He said, "You sold too much to a certain woman.

I've taken out some of the things which were on order." I

said, "What '11 I tell her?" Well, he says, "You tell her

that little Oscar, my two-year-old son, plays around on the

floor of the store, and he probably took them out." In

other words, Mr. Johnson again told me to lie. After filling

these orders I had to hitch up a horse as usual in the back

to a spring wagon.

Here's one thing that might be mentioned. After I

arrived at Kansas City, I got a letter from a little country

schoolgirl, Ada, saying, "We have made a terrible mistake.

What would my father think if he knew your declarations to

me?" I didn't know what "declarations" meant, but the most

could have been was that maybe on one of the notes she

wrote me I might have ended up, "I love ya." But I felt,

"Well, maybe I'll go to jail for that."

Anyway, as life is perhaps, next door to this grocery

store was a residence. It seemed that every time I went
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out to hitch up the horse to the spring wagon to deliver,

there was a blond girl came out on the back porch. I

didn't mind that, but I felt kinda guilty to think she

wasn't Ada. I don't think we had a word, maybe two or

three, but one day her brother came to me and said, "Why

don't you ever come over to our house?" [laughter] Any-

way, I loaded up my wagon, and when . . . I'm not going

to lie, I just know I can't. But when I get to the woman,

I gave her the extra big order and I told her, I said,

"The order is not filled completely." She said, "Why?"

I couldn't lie; I had to tell her the truth. I said,

"Mr. Johnson said that until you paid something on your

bill, this order was too large." She gave me three dollars,

and when I got back with that, Mr. Johnson was happy; and

the next time he filled the larger order.

Another experience: I took an order each day or two

from a woman living in the opposite direction, you might

say, of the town (which makes no difference) . And she

said, "Come in and have a drink. Aren't you thirsty?" And

I said, "Yes, I would like a drink of water," I'd been

riding a bicycle up and down the August hills of Kansas

City, Kansas. And the drink she poured was beer! Now

that was in Kansas. I didn't really know what beer was;

I found out a little later. And yet, I knew it was something
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that they would call, back in Cadmus, "drinking." I gave

her a lecture on how she would be a drunkard and everything

else! [laughter] And I'm very sorry in a way, I think

maybe (I've heard of such cases, one a schoolteacher) if

anyone would ever know what being raped was, maybe I had

that opportunity. Anyway, after this lecture, I go around

the next day for an order or two, and she apologized. Then

I knew I had probably converted some soul to heaven.

Now getting back to entering high school. Before I

entered high school, we might record two things. After the

flood, I wanted a job to earn money, and I thought maybe I

could go dov/n and get a job washing out passenger cars in

the freight yards below where we lived. It seemed that you

needed a little training to do that, but I got a job at a

dollar and a half a day, which was big pay then— that was

as much as a man and a team at Cadmus, all day long. I

got a job of shoveling out silt from cottages that had not

been washed away; and then (they still had water pressure)

hosing down the walls and the floors; and then going to

another one and do the same thing. When one was dry, [I

would] put on a coat of varnish on the woodwork and on the

floors, and then take a comb and make zigzag designs down

through the wet varnish before it set. At the end of a

week, I had nine dollars. Now there was no such thing as a
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five-day week; I think I worked from about seven to six, so

that would be about eleven [hours a day]

.

So at the end of the first week, it was getting pretty

close to school time. This was down in Arraourdale. The

contractor took me and another worker or two in a spring

wagon with the team clear up over the hills, over into

Minnesota Avenue, Kansas City, Kansas, to a bank to get

the pay. I came home with nine dollars, feeling very rich.

Another job I had was taking brass coal-oil lamps out

of cartons by the hundreds in a wholesale house down in

Armourdale. The lamps were not really damaged, but all the

cartons had been wet and were muddy. So I worked at that

for a week.

Then it came time to go to high school. I take a

diploma, that I had from Linn County, Kansas, which showed

I had been valedictorian of the county, as to grades. So

I feel that whatever high school is, I won't have any

trouble getting in. I go to the principal's office, and he

says, "Well, take this up with a certain teacher, at a

certain desk." I did, and with great glory laid down my

diploma. She looked at it and says, "We don't recognize

any diplomas from grade schools in Kansas; you will have to

take an examination." And I said, "Well, all right."

They gave me an examination in arithmetic only. The
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problem was to figure out how many rolls of wallpaper it

would take to do a room sixteen by twenty, including the

ceiling and the walls, but make allowances for so many

windows and doors of a certain size. They gave me how many

square feet and inches there was in one roll of wallpaper.

Well, I worked, and I got a 100 percent. So I was in.

Then they said, "Are you going to college?" I said,

"No, of course not." "Well," they said, "then you don't

have to take Latin; you'll take word analysis." I didn't

know what Latin was; I didn't know what word analysis was,

but whatever it was, I decided I had to take it. Word

analysis, I didn't like. They had a lot of words with

endings on the words, and [they] changed a lot of things.

But I got a pretty good grade.

And then they said, "You have time to take charcoal

drawing." That, I thought, would be fun, because if you

were caught drawing in the country school at Cadmus, you'd

be punished for wasting time. First thing they had me do

was some kind of a plaster of paris shaped like a canta-

loupe, and we worked with charcoal every day on that for a

while. Then they had a thing we squirted on it (it was

fixative, I know now), so that the charcoal wouldn't run.

Well, along about six weeks before Christmas they told us

there would be a show of the drawings from this high school
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and other schools at the library in Kansas City, Kansas.

Mine was selected to be in the show during Christmas. I

really was kind of sorry because I wanted to take that home;

I didn't know what a show was.

Now, in the meantime, I wanted to play my drum some-

where, and I found out there was a YMCA orchestra over in

Kansas City, Missouri. I go over there; they need a drummer;

and they ask me, "Do you play both drums?" And I say, "Yes!"

"Well, fine. Come next Tuesday night to orchestra practice.

We're going to have a Christmas concert." I'm delighted

and take my snare drum and go over there, and I wonder which

they're going to have me play— a snare drum or the bass drum?

They said I'm to play both drums—at the same time! Well,

that was a mystery to me. They showed me a plank about

four feet long and about eighteen inches wide, and on the

end of the plank was a bass drum; and then there were two

sets of pedals—a pair. One pedal, if you pushed, hit

another pedal, and that made the drumstick hit the bass

drum. If you touched the other pedal, the cymbal screwed

on the side of the drum [played] ; and if you put your foot

on both pedals, you played both at once. Well, I thought

that was a great invention. They let me try it out a

little bit. I rehearsed the first night, and they told me

to come back— I'd make it all right by Christmas. One
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piece particularly they were going to play called "Laces

and Graces" had some retards in it and some speed-up allegros.

I was really being a trap drummer, unknowingly.

We'll stop here a moment to see why we didn't stay in

Kansas City, Kansas. My dad was getting along fine in the

bank. He got home about four or four-thirty, but for three

or four nights, he didn't get home till about seven-thirty.

Mother said, "Well, how long is this going to last?" Well,

he says, "I don't know." He says, "They put a damned adding

machine in there, and it makes mistakes." Now, my dad was

a good mathematician. He could add cross-wise these long

pages in the old hand-entered ledgers [used] then. He didn't

like it. More than that, there wasn't any place to fish,

no place in a big river, no woods. He was a poet; he was

writing poems too.

One day, three men came up from a town thirty miles

south of Kansas City called Spring Hill. It ended up they

told my dad that they knew he was a great success managing

one of these cooperative grain stores at Cadmus. They had

a store and a good Grange in Spring Hill; the store was

losing money; the manager had committed suicide; his son

was running it; and the son knew nothing about 'the business.

They asked Dad how much he was getting at the bank, and he

said $100 a month, which was a lot of money then. They
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said, "We will pay you $100 a month; come down to Spring

Hill. "

Dad talked it with Mother and that's where they went,

a town of about seven hundred. It had natural gas in the

town, a gas well in the park. (They were using artificial

gas in Kansas City, I think, manufactured gas.) And wo

decided to move down there. They have a high school, they

say. Everything looks fine. It's on the railroad to

Frisco. Dad resigned from the bank. The committee said,

"We will send up for all of your household goods, and we

will have a house that you can rent, at least temporarily.

How soon can you come?" Dad said, "A week from today."

Three o'clock in the morning that day, somebody pounded

on the doors of our flat. There was great fear, almost,

and here was a big hayrack with a team of horses and a man

after all of our household goods. You can imagine my mother,

she wanted to get ready! The man said he came early in the

morning with another helper because he delivered all the

freight from the depot down there to the grain store in the

afternoon at four o'clock, and he had to get us during the

night and get it back to Spring Hill, thirty miles—thirty

miles is almost a day's drive with a team.. But he was

there. They started carrying things out of the kitchen

and out of the dining room and putting them on the hayrack.
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My mother going frantic— the dishes weren't washed. Anyway,

by sometime that morning, away went the team and wagon

with our household goods. We got on the train.

We stayed with Grandmother; we wondered what to do

with her. She was supposed to go down there with us, maybe,

but Grandmother Hiatt told Mother that Mr. Johnston, who

owned the flat we were in and the little notion store above,

said he couldn't get along without her. I guess what he

liked was three meals a day, or something anyway. So they

were to get married, and we go on our way to Spring Hill.

So then I do have the extra grandfather that was missing.

[laughter] Now it's three and three—three grandmothers

and three grandfathers.

It's getting near Christmastime. I was really almost

heartbroken to leave right then, because I would not get to

play trap drums in the. Kansas City, Missouri, YMCA Christmas

concert. I would not get to go to the show that had the

charcoal drawing of the cantaloupe.

We get down to Spring Hill; there is a big two-story

brick building forty by a hundred: grange hall above,

store below, just the same as it'd been at Cadmus, in a

way. The house [that] has been rented for us temporarily

has four rooms, but they do have gaslight and gas heat.

Away from downtown—which was one block of business buildings
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and two streets running east and west on each side of that

block—was Old Town, [with] a beautiful park with the gas

well and a bandstand. The reason it was called Old Town

was, that was the original town when the Frisco railroad

came through. They wanted Spring Hill to put up so many

thousand dollars worth of bonds to get the railroad to come

there, and Spring Hill wouldn't do it. So they ran the

railroad just a half a mile east of Spring Hill, and then

all the businesses moved down there. That left the park

up in Old Town, where people who were not farmers worked

[and lived] . [tape recorder turned off]

The first thing I was interested in, of course, was

to get into the high school. The school building is the

total school. The top floor has eighth grade and a high

school of about thirty students, and below are the other

grades. I go in there to enroll (and the second term

doesn't start, of course, till about the middle of January

there) , and I find out that they don't teach word analysis.

Professor Brooks, who was not only the principal of the

high school but the only teacher in the high school— taught

all four grades—told me they didn't have anything but Latin

to take at that place, and that I should go to- college and

take Latin. Well, word analysis, as I learned then—the

endings of words and all—turned out to be Latin, of course.
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And he said the freshman Latin class had not done very good

work, and if I would study extra hard, he would have the

class begin all over in Latin. Other [classes] —arithmetic,

higher arithmetic, algebra, and those things—didn't bother

me.

Well, I asked one of the freshmen if all of those dif-

ferent endings in the Latin book—they had page after page

of different endings for words— I asked him if I ought to

learn those; and he said, "It would be better if you did."

I don't think he had learned them. But anyway, to make

a long story short, I was so eager to make my grades that at

church, Sunday school, wherever I was, instead of listening

to what was going on, I'd keep going over the conjugations

and the declensions. It ended up that I was valedictorian

at the end of high school—again! I liked Latin, because

I had learned it thoroughly, and it was easy for me compared

to what it was for those who didn't take it seriously. I

had to learn to keep up at all.

The first morning I went to that high school— that is,

in the beginning of the second term—according to the custom,

the eighth grade of the year before, which had the north

half of the high-school floor, was assembled there. Then

they would ring a bell, and the eighth graders would move

into the high school as freshmen. The other classes, juniors
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and seniors, are already assembled in the high school, and

then the seventh grade from downstairs would come up to the

eighth grade. So, being considered as eighth graders, the

would-be freshmen, all in a new class (although it had been

going on for a half a year) assembled again in the north

half of the high-school floor. On the way marching into

the high-school room, I bumped into a blond girl. We looked

at each other, and somebody bumped into me, and we went on.

She was just coming in upstairs from the seventh grade into

the eighth grade. It turned out her name was Vera. Her

father had a little jewelry store in Spring Hill. They

lived on a farm; they leased the farm right near town.

That thread will be picked up a little later.

But Spring Hill—what about a band? I make inquiries

if they have a band, [and they do], led by a fellow named

Reuben, who played alto horn. So I thought the great Reuben,

if I meet him, maybe I'll get to play snare drum. I met

him, and he said that he could use a snare drummer. And I

said, "Well, maybe I can't play good enough." Well, he

says, "You come in the first band practice and we'll find

out."

Now Reuben was the type, a single fellow, [who was]

always embarrassed. He would put on a carnation and stand

in front of the church. When church was over, he'd watch
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the people come out. He was kind of a town character.

Well, we're all characters, but he was Reuben, distinctly.

First band practice, I find out that they're playing

what they call a "Beginner's Band Book"—not marches, but

practice strains for the band. Some of them only sixteen

measures long, and then a quickstep, and then something

else. Well, anyway, I make good as a snare drummer, but

I think it's too bad that they don't have a real band in

that town. And Reuben sat down—he didn't direct, there

was nothing to direct; there were about ten or twelve

players. He played alto horn; and he would just count two

and then start tooting; and that's all the direction there

was. [tape recorder turned off]

Here I am in a town of seven hundred on a railroad;

it's almost an enlarged Cadmus. Farms around, farm jobs;

there is an elevator for grain, and believe it or not, the

man that owned that grain elevator made $100 a month—he

was rich. My dad was going to get $100 a month and didn't.

All these things going on, bands, working on the farms, the

big repeat of Cadmus, but I think we better first go into

the grange store.

Dad soon found out why they were losing money in the

grange store. He'd found toothpick-toed men's shoes that

had been invoiced for six years. None of them sold, but
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they'd never marked down the price. He put them out on a

table at fifty cents a pair. One of the directors of the

store said, "Ed, I'd like to speak to you." He was a farmer,

probably had helped run the store before. He says, "Ed,

you're losing money on those shoes. You know they cost

two dollars a pair, and you're trying to sell them for

fifty cents." Dad says, "Well, you've had about seven

years to sell those for three dollars a pair and maybe make

a dollar; they're still there." He says, "If you sell them

for fifty cents you're going to lose ..." "All right,

I'll give you an idea— if those sell at fifty cents a pair,

fine; if they don't, I'll sell them at twenty-five cents a

pair." And the farmer says, "That'll be worse, Ed!" "Yep,

but not as bad as you think." And he says, "Why?" "Because

I think they'll sell for fifty cents a pair. Because they're

out of date doesn't make any difference. They're good shoes;

you can wear them for work shoes. We have about sixty pairs,

and if we get thirty dollars out of the whole group, you •

know what I can do? I can take that thirty dollars and put

it in good work shirts, maybe get fifteen dozen or so, sell

them at a profit, and we'll get back that loss some day."

The farmer says, "That's a good idea, Ed."

Now, there's an old soldier . . .

DIXON: What's a toothpick-toed shoe?
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BLAIR: In those days, nothing was in style bat broad-toed

shoes. They were just real long, pointed shoes, dress

shoes ...

DIXON: Like they're wearing now?

BLAIR: They're coming to those again. They were much

more pointed even than that; this [would be] extreme for

right now.

DIXON: Back to the old soldier . . .

BLAIR: The old soldier was a wonderful fellow; he used a

crutch. He was one of the top directors in the store,

lived in town—retired, of course. He would sit in the

office, looking at Dad at first a great deal--more to loaf,

not to spy on Dad. [tape recorder turned off] He really

had been a businessman, in a way, and was Dad's main sup-

port, although there was no real conflict as far as running

the store [went] . The Spring Hill Grange had a deliveryman.

He was a nervous little fellow who lived in a shack up in

Old Town. He drove and harnessed the horse every day. He

didn't take orders like I did, because there was a telephone

there. Which reminds me that at Cadmus, when the first

telephone came in . . . did I tell you about this?

DIXON: No.

BLAIR: They put the telephone in. The phone had only been

in about a day, and somebody called over the phone. The
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phone was hanging on the wall. It had to be from Parker,

six miles away; it couldn't be from anywhere else. Now

Dory is the one that happens to answer the first ring; he

has it. Well here it rings; he's nervous--my God, how can

he talk six miles? I can remember as a youngster I was

there; and he went up, he took the receiver off the hook,

his hand was shaking, he put it up to his ear and he says,

"HELLO!" [yells] He had to yell to Parker. Well, the phone

is ringing now, in a few homes, so orders were phoned in.

Little Hookie delivered the groceries, and about the

fourth week we were there, Hookie (I suppose he got about

five dollars a week) came to my dad and said he was going

to quit. Dad asked him why. He says, "Because I can't make

anything." Dad says, "What do you mean, you can't make

anything?" "Why," he says, "at the end of every week all

my money's gone." In other words, he had bought stuff and

charged it during the week, so he said he was going to quit

work because he couldn't make nothing. He [had] to work

for a living, but he didn't realize that he was still living.

Anyway, that was one little experience. [tape recorder

turned off]

I find out that the Grange meets every other Saturday

night like in Cadmus, and they do have a dance going every

other Saturday night. They have an orchestra, so-called.
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that plays. They had someone who plays an. organ, again;

, and the grocery man (the competing grocery across from the

grange store) plays violin; and the druggist plays the

cornet; but they don't have drums. Well, I'm playing in

the band, such as it is, and they're improving, getting

along; but if I only had a contraption, I could play both

drums— I could play in the orchestra. They would never

have an orchestra with just a snare drum. So with this

great invention I saw in Kansas City [in mind] , I go down

to the little cabinetmaker's shop in Spring Hill. I tell

him what I want to do; would he loan me his tools? I could

get what lumber I wanted [from the lumber man] , and I was

going to make something so I could play both drums at once.

He said, "Fine."

Here's a thought: this cabinet shop is underneath

a second story, what had been, at one time, a photographer's

shop, maybe, and before that an inn. I discovered— the folks

remembered— that delegates from the Cadmus Grange years

before [had come to] Spring Hill, where they were having a

national grange annual meeting, and they stayed in this

little inn, so-called, above this cabinetmaker's shop.

I get the lumber, and with his saws and planes and

all, I make this drum-pedal trap. I take it up the first

time to the rehearsal of the orchestra that plays kind of
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for fun, as well as for the dance, and it was quite a

sensation in Spring Hill—somebody can play two drums at

once. We were rehearsing . . . there was a guest there,

so to speak, an onlooker. Turns out later, he's sort of

the half-wit of the town. While we're playing, he goes

around and bothers people. He looks down under the cornet

player; he looks here and he looks there. Finally, the

fellow who really directed the orchestra (the cornet player

of the drug store—a very good player) stopped, and he

says, "What's the matter, Henry?" Well, he says, "I'm

trying to find out who's playing that bass drum." We had

more instruments than people. [tape recorder turned off]

Of course, the Blairs were new in Spring Hill. They

permit me to work on Saturdays in the grange store, even

beyond counting the eggs, to work in the grocery depart-

ment. Vera, once in a while, would come in the store, but

she was under very strict management by her father; her

mother had passed on with consumption two years [before]

.

She had a sister, Mary. Whenever there was a party of any

kind, for some reason somebody would say, "You bring Vera."

Well, that pleased me, as having a date ... I had never

heard of such a thing. Vera was very much on my mind,

so whenever there was a party I would take her. More to

follow on that. . .
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At the first dance, it cost a dollar to go to the

dance, but I was not then playing in the orchestra, and this

was the first dance after we moved there. I didn't have

any money, of course. There was a travelling salesman

talking to my dad, and I go up and tell Dad that I want to

go to the dance. He says, "Well, why don't you wait a

while?" Why, I said, "Here we are, new in the town and

you're getting $100 a month; if we're going to be part of

the town, we certainly ought to be a part of it. I want

to go to the dance." The travelling salesman said to Dad,

he says, "Listen, be thankful. You'll find out that in a

few years, he'll be asking you for five dollars instead of

one." Well, Dad was just kidding with me after all. So

I have my dollar and I go to the dance. They danced

waltzes and two-steps--no square dances. In a short time,

I have my trap drums fixed up, and I'm playing for the

dances.

In the high school, Professor Brooks was a wonderful

person. Botany, by the way, was one of the subjects I

studied there. On Saturdays, he and I would go out into

the woods on Bull Creek, hunt wildflowers, shrubs, take

our botany and analyze it. It was a great experience to

put something you studied in school into a practical side.
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even though the practical side was knowledge or just plain

entertainment.

They had a high-school play every year. Jim Boring

was in my same class, but having lived there longer, he

kind of took over. But my mother got into it a little bit.

They picked out a play called The Lighthouse Keeper to do

for the school play; it was not necessarily a senior play.

Professor Brooks was going to help us and work with us.

We also had debate and things like that. But the high-

school play was going to be one of the big things. So, in

The Lighthouse Keeper Jim Boring seems to take over, and

he decides to be the lead, the lover, or something; and I'm

given the part of the lighthouse keeper. Well, never having

been in a play, I was kind of glad to do that, and the

lighthouse keeper was important; after all, that was the

name of the play. He had to have a beard. Well, we take

some wire, and we make some hooks to go around the ears and

come down around the chin; and then we get the inside of

an old buggy cushion for hair. [laughter] We put it on,

and I have a beard

1

We rehearse and rehearse. One of the high-school

girls is playing a part, and they put makeup on her; the

only makeup was talcum powder and red on the lips. Her
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old father—not so old, but in his thought, maybe—came

to pick her up one evening, after rehearsal, and drive out

two miles in the country. We rehearsed in the grange hall;

they have a stage in the grange hall, and we're going to

have the play there. He comes in, and we're rehearsing,

and his daughter's on the stage. He walks up to the stage

and says, "Stop everything! My daughter is never going to

have rouge on her lips!" They removed the rouge; we went

ahead and rehearsed; and after that, she wore no more rouge.

But on the final night, she was going to. We figured he

wouldn't have the nerve to come up and try to stop the play

because it would be a packed grange hall. He was the fellow

that I worked for on the farm, and if anybody ever prayed

any louder in church or was more concerned about rouge, he

only excelled that in one way: in being mean to his horses,

to his family, and to the ones working for him.
'

[tape

recorder turned off]

In this play, my job was to play the trap drums in the

orchestra for an overture before the curtain goes up; also

to be the lighthouse keeper with the beard; and between acts,

to go back and play in the orchestra without the beard.

The theme of the play was something like this: the

lighthouse keeper's daughter— I didn't know what it meant

then—must have had some kind of a love affair. That was
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part of the theme. And the old man, the lighthouse keeper,

when he discovered that there was something not according

to Hoyle, he had to make up a sort of prayer and lament

speech, expressing his great sadness. I did it so well

there were tears shed in the audience; I felt wonderful.

Jim Boring had the pleasure of the lead, but when I go back

on in the second scene, I kneel again to make this speech

to bring tears to eyes, and I feel— I forgot my beard! I'd

taken it off between scenes and didn't put it back on.

[tape recorder turned off]

Since the phrenologist at the Cadmus church said I

should be a lawyer, having felt the bumps on my head (which

were natural) , I thought I must be a debater or never be a

lawyer—that's all lawyers did, was to debate. We have a

debating group in the high school, and the subject is

"Which is the most important, the cow or a horse?" So I

take the side of the cow is most important. The reason

is this: snare drum heads could be made out of calfskins!

[laughter] And to prove how important it was to have

snare drums, I take my drum to the high school to use in

the debate, and to demonstrate it before the high school

—

Professor Brooks always cooperated. I played the imitation

of the battle and the imitation of the railroad train leaving
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the station on the snare drum, and my whole theory was that

if it wasn't for cows, they couldn't have calfskins for

drums. I won the debate. [tape recorder turned off]

Sometimes the shows came along to Spring Hill, and they

used the grange hall. One time a troupe came, and there was

a great gossip after the show. The lead man and woman

stayed in the little Spring Hill inn right next to the rail-

road, and the fellow who ran it said he never saw such a mess

in a room as that New York actor and actress caused. Every-

thing was moved around. There was bedding on the floor;

there were beer bottles (he didn't know where they got the

beer; you couldn't get it in Kansas). And he'd lost his

respect for the great actors and actresses from New York.

Something else people didn't like. Dr. Agen and Dr.

Thomas were two wonderful men. Neither had any children

in their family. Right in the midst of the play, they

turned the story into a "How many children do you have in

this . . . Well, say, does Dr. Agen have any children?"

"No." "Does Dr. Thomas have any children?" "No." And

there was a big discussion between the comics on the stage

—

"How does it come that everybody else has children and they

don't have any?"

In my farm work, out of Spring Hill, I helped thresh.

They had a bigger separator and threshing machine than I'd
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ever seen. My job was to drive a team and hayrack; others

would throw the shocks of wheat onto the wagon. I was to
i

place them and build up a nice load, haul it in, and drive

up [along] one side of the separator. But this was such

a big machine, they had another wagon drive up on the

other side. This machine you couldn't stall; you could

throw the wheat bundles in there just as fast as you wanted

to. Well, the man opposite me--I'm still a boy, I must be

at that time about sixteen or seventeen—the man on the

other side is throwing a bundle at a time, and I am, too.

But the owner of the outfit, the threshing machine--he '

s

paid by the number of bushels—came around, and he says,

"Throw two at a time." Well, I think it was the second

time in ray life I had to stand up for myself, and I had the

nerve to do it. I said, "When the man on the other side

throws two at a time, I will." He didn't bother me anymore.

Later on, this old fellow that was on the machine—he

was a bachelor—got married. I was working for him at that

time on his farm. I was running a corn binder, doing things

like that with a team, and I'm given a bedroom in his

house, a bachelor house. You had to go through one bedroom

into the one they gave me; and that night of that day this

old farmer and his bride came home from the marriage cere-

mony, they occupied the bedroom between me and the outside
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of the house. There was no bathroom; everything was out-

houses. Well, I didn't sleep much that night; I didn't

have the nerve to go through the bride-and-groom' s bedroom

to get outdoors. So that was a little indication of life

in Kansas. [tape recorder turned off]

Another job I had with a farmer (whose daughter

went to Spring Hill High School) was to scoop grain with

a scoop shovel out of the granary, after threshing season,

into a wagon. [Then I] drive the team in a mile and a half

to the railroad car in Spring Hill, on the siding, and then

scoop it into the freight car—bulk, nothing in sacks. I

worked with others to haul the grain from this big granary.

The others were farmers, helping each other as they did.

Two loads a day was a day's work; you had to scoop it from

the granary^ up over the sideboards of the wagon, drive

in, and scoop it out of that into the freight car. We each

made a trip in the morning and a trip in the afternoon.

Well, the week was over, and I was getting I didn't know

what. But the fanner came to me and said, "How much do I

owe you?" He was a granger, a friend of the family, in a

way. I said, "Whatever the others get." He says, "Well,

you're just a boy." I says, "Yeah, I know, but I hauled

as many loads as they did." Well, then he says, "All right.
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I'll pay you a dollar and a half a day, the same as the

others." He went into my dad later, and he says, "Ed,

these hired men, if they keep charging us more, some day we

won't be able to afford any hired men. He said, "When you

spoil a boy, paying him as much as a man when he isn't yet

a man, what are we going to come to?" [tape recorder turned

off]

Now, Dr. Thomas had a nephew who worked in the drug-

store; he wanted to be a pharmacist. He knew what he was

going to be . I didn't know whether I was going to be a

lawyer or not. The only things you ever got paid if you

didn't have money to have a business was to be a lawyer,

a doctor, or an engineer. I was puzzled: if I didn't make

good as a debater, I couldn't be a lawyer.

Anyway, Dr. Thomas and his wife had decided to go to

the World's Fair in St. Louis; this was in 1904. They were

going to take their nephew, Marvin. The folks said I

could go along. Mrs. Thomas fixed up baskets full of crackers

with some wonderful tasting frosting-like things on top,

and she had a big basket full. You're not going to buy

anything to eat on the train—why, they charge ten cents

for a sandwich! We couldn't go from Spring Hill to St.

Louis without going to Kansas City first, but Dr. Thomas
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figured out that [if] somebody would take us in a surrey

to the little town, Louisburg, not far from Spring Hill,

[we could] get on a train there that went direct to St.

Louis. We're in coaches, it's overnight, but you sleep

on a train—certainly nobody would ride and pay for a bed.

When my dad and mother left me with the Loves, at

Cadmus, and went two weeks to the World's Fair of 189 3

in Chicago, they were always being asked, "Did you see this

and did you see that?" Nobody ever saw what everybody else

did, outside of maybe some wild animals. This boy Marvin

and I, we decided that we were going to see everything, so

[if anybody] asked us did we see it, we could say yes. So,

when we get to St. Louis, we get a map, or a catalog, of

every building—what's going on in every building.

Well, the first thing we selected were the big rail-

road engines and some cannons; we had never seen a cannon.

The Kansas City Fire Department had an exhibit where a bell

would ring, here they would come, drop the harness on the

horses, buckle it; and in two minutes they would have har-

nessed two horses. And with the bell clanging, they would

drive out at full speed to a block where everybody could

see it, put up ladders, climb to the third floor, and save

somebody. Well, we saw that two or three times—that was

always at night.
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But, we said we must see everything, so we laid out a

schedule, how many buildings each day, what aisles; and hand

in hand, almost, we ran up every aisle lengthwise and every

aisle crosswise in each building, and we had seen every-

thing! And of course, nothing. We did, however, get a

ride on a horseless carriage for a block for twenty-five

cents. It went with no horses. We did see the Igorot

village; they lived on dogs—not dog food, but dogs. [tape

recorder turned off]

On the way home, my parents with a rented surrey and

team met us at the town of Louisburg, and as we approached

Spring Hill, of course we passed, on the edge of town, the

home where Vera lived. Well, I'd been away a long time; I

had an excuse. I had to tell about the Igorots and a lot

of things. I tell Dad to stop the team and I get out. He

says, "What are you going to do?" I says, "Oh, I'm going

in here a little while." They drove on. And that's the

first time, without having gone to a party or anything, I

really stopped to see Vera.

The grange store was going along very well, and one day

a telegram comes. Now that meant somebody died, ordinarily.

It was from Cadmus, Kansas, and it said, "Ed, the grange

store was struck by lightning and burned to the ground.
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Come down." The stone grange hall—merchandise and every-

thing—gone, completely. Dad got a horse and buggy and we

went down. Theodore (Dory) , who was the manager after Dad

left, was there. And Dad said, "Well, this is terrible.

Dory, but it won't take long, with the insurance, to get

things going again. Some of the walls can be used." And

Dory says, "You know, it didn't have any insurance." Dad

says, "It didn't have any insurance! I was always the agent

for all the grange farmers insurance; and when I left, you

were." And he says, "Yes, I am." He says, "You mean you

didn't have any insurance on the store, and yet you're the

insurance agent for eastern Kansas!" "Yes, I'm sorry,

but I didn't." Dad says, "Why not?" He says, "I didn't

think it would burn." [tape recorder turned off]

Eventually, of course, graduation comes for my class

in the high school. I'm the valedictorian of the class,

and we're going to have a senior play. But in the meantime.

Professor Brooks had been offered a better position. They

let him go, and they put another fellow in there to be

principal of the high school [during] my senior year. He

wore a cutaway black coat and striped trousers--the coat

was green with age. He wore a celluloid collar; he wore

a derby brown hat; he had a red, bitter face—chewing, you

might think, but he never chewed. Just teeth. The way he
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taught was this: we seniors stand up in front of the black-

board; he gets the lesson we were to have in the textbook

and asks you a question, you a question. You answer it; he

puts down the grade; he doesn't tell you whether you are

right or wrong. Everything is grades. We were sick; we

were insulted. Seniors standing up like children.

Time comes for the senior play. He has nothing to do

with it—nothing. It happens at that time a man comes in,

and he says he's from New York; [he] coaches home talent

shows. He was to get so much money [for arranging the

show], and he 'would stay there till the show came on,

then he v/ould be paid. All right, he selected the play,

Goethe's Faust . Well, are we going to do something ! I'm

going to be Valentine [sic] . We rent costumes from Kansas

City. We rehearse and start working. The professor never

comes near—where was Professor Brooks?

I'm in the grocery store on Saturdays, in comes this

fellow from New York, our coach, and he buys lemon extract

every day. Well, I'm wondering ... he's living in the

little hotel down there where that man and woman messed

things up. I tell my dad about it, and Mr. Kevin, who

worked in the store, said, "Listen, that fellow's drinking

that." Right away I said to myself, "In Kansas, drink?"
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That's still the old innocent thing I had: I was too con-

sciontious to be happy; I was too good to have any fun.

Anyway, he comes in again for a bottle of extract, and I

tell him, I said, "Listen, you drink this?" Oh, he says,

"A little." Well, I says, "You're not going to get any

more. Don't you know you're going to be a drunkard? We

can't have this; you're coaching our high-school play."

He says, "All right." I found out later, he goes just

across the railroad to a halfway druggist or something and

gets the real thing. That disgrace is so terrible. He

says, "I've taught you all I can. Why do I have to stay

for the show? I'll settle for so much and go my way."

The school board said all right. They paid him whatever

it was, and he left.

So we're on our own, with no support from the principal,

and we put on Faust—the play; no opera, of course. [tape

recorder turned off] Of course, we'd been rehearsing this

high-school play practically the last half of the year off

and on, and when the play goes on, he doesn't even come to

the play. Well, we had [the performance] early in the year;

it's not around graduation.

I am correspondent for the Spring Hill New Era . William

Wilkerson was editor—pals with my dad. His writings and
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little editorials in the weekly paper were copied and

quoted by the New York Times . I'm a correspondent; I write

high-school news. When this fellow didn't come to our high-

school senior play, I wrote all about the difference be-

tween him and Professor Brooks, and they printed it! The

people got in arms and they fired the fellow, who had better

grades and more degrees than any schoolteacher or principal

in eastern Kansas; but he was just an old-time pedagogue

and nothing more, and would like to have had a whip!

Then they get a fellow that comes in, and he's the one.

thank goodness, that is there when we graduate. He cooper-

ates; but of course. Professor Brooks was the real one in

my heart.

Our play was so good, we thought that we [would] go

out to another town--Gardner , Kansas—and rent a hall.

We're going to put on a play to make money. Gardner

probably never had a show before. So the Spring Hill High

School senior class is putting on Faust in Gardner. We

go over there; they have a packed house; and we make a few

dollars apiece. I am Valentine. Everything goes pretty

good, but I have another great embarrassment: I have one

great spot where I'm going to stab the devil, or whoever

caused the ruin of my daughter, Faust's daughter. I reach

for my sword to stab the fellow—my sword was left behind
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the stage; I didn't have it. [laughter]
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TAPE NUMBER: IV, SIDE ONE

May 7, 1965

BLAIR: Cadmus keeps bobbing up; in fact, it goes on into

Spring Hill. We always tried to raise watermelons on our

acre in Cadmus, but never had much luck. We raised potatoes,

and cabbage, and all of our own vegetables, of course. Pop-

corn I hoed, and pulled potatoes; but the popcorn I liked

to hoe better than anything else, because when it got time

to husk it, I'd have my little wagon, get small wagonloads

of popcorn, and put them in what had been an early flour

bin. I felt set for the winter when I had this full of pop-

corn.

But Mother, making dresses for the farmer women and

everyone, seemed to have overworked herself or something.

Anyway, she had a pain in her side for a long time. She

went to a hospital in Kansas City, which was almost unheard

of— for anybody to go to a hospital. Apparently it was not

too serious, but I had never been in a hospital or known

anything about that, of course. When she was about ready

to come home. Dad says we ought to go up and see her. We'd

had one watermelon that you might say was big enough to eat.
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In fact.it was the only one at all that the whole big vine

produced. The reason we didn't have good big watermelons

[was that] Dad dug a hole about four feet deep and two

and a half feet square and filled it full of manure on the

theory that the richer the soil, the bigger the watermelons,

So we planted the melons; the vines came up; and they ran

over the whole acre. All this produced just about one

melon. I was determined to take Mother a piece of this

melon in Kansas City; it was such a wonderful thing for

us to have a watermelon.

In the meantime, I got my first long-pants suit. How

happy Mother would be to see me in my new long-pants suit!

Anyway we go six miles to Parker, and we get on the train

to go to Kansas City [and] the hospital. When we go in,

I thought Mother would be elated with the watermelon, but

she begins to cry. Well, at that moment, of course, in her

mind (which I didn't understand) was that no longer was I

just a child. I was a young man. The watermelon, by that

time, was pretty warm and mushy, but she pretended it was

very good.

Now, talking about being sick: in the community of

Cadmus, it really was like one big family, as we said

before. If anyone was sick, there was always somebody to
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sit up all night with the sick. It seems to me, as a child,

this happened time and time again. Very often, it was

either my father or my mother. If someone passed on, the

Grange sometimes would have part of the ceremony, sometimes

at a church, but mostly that was just a custom of having a

sermon preached. Then they would go to the graveyard a

mile and a half north of Cadmus, or some of the farmers or

the boys had dug a grave in the red and yellow soil. Be-

cause it was in that graveyard, I always thought yellow and

red soil may never look good anywhere.

There was one case where an elderly woman had passed

on. Dad was to preach the final words of the thing, really

the message and comments at the grange ceremony. Well, then

at the grave, the last thing in the ceremony, he'd always

reach over and pick up a clod of dirt and drop it down on

the coffin box. Everybody cried louder than ever at that

moment

.

I can remember, as they would take the body up on a

spring wagon, they passed our house; and I knew there was

a funeral. I didn't want to look but I had to look. There

was only one thing that bothered me about the whole thing

of dying: when they buried me, I wouldn't be able to

breathe; that was the thing that I wouldn't like about it.
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After the woman passed on, the old man was there,

they turned away from the grave, and Dad was giving the old

talk. He says, "Jake, I guess it's going to be pretty bad.

You're going to miss Jenny a whole lot now, but we all have

to do it." And the old man says, "Yes," he says, "I'm sure

going to miss her; she never missed getting my breakfast

once in forty years." [laughter]

I believed everything that anybody ever told me. I

thought the whole world was honest. I remember one time

coming home from the Cadmus school, some of the big boys

said they were going to throw me into the hedge—that was

the hedge fence along the road—and set it on fire and burn

it. I believed it. I ran almost half a mile to save my

life. Well, that was a laugh, that was fun for the big

boys. I went by the blacksmith's shop—not Uncle Love's

—

and I almost ran in there for help. When the big boys came

down further, they were laughing out of fun, and I remember

the blacksmith went out and gave them a good scolding.

In the cow pasture which was about three-quarters of

a mile up Elm Creek (where Uncle Love used to walk down)

,

we had our two horses, small horses, after Billy died. It

was quite new for me to be able to ride, to ride a horse

of course, with no saddle or anything like that. (That
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was before I went to school in Parker, where I had a saddle.)

Instead of bringing the horses in from the pasture the

regular way, in through the gate at the end of our acre, I

decided to go through another gate, up through another

farmyard. I'd ride one horse and tie the other one around

the neck with a halter--no bridles--and come right down

through Cadmus to show people how great I was , riding one

horse and leading another. I got on the road that was about

halfway between the school and the Cadmus store. I'm on

Bud, the slow, red bay--he was the dull one that didn't

pull much in the buggy. I had a rope around Bird's neck

and a rope around the neck of the one I was riding. I go

down just nice to Cadmus, and the people see me riding one

horse and leading another, but just the minute we turn the

corner for home, which was almost a quarter-mile. Bird

breaks into a dead run to get home. Well, the horse I'm

on, I only have a halter around him, no bit or anything,

and I'm just helpless, but I stay on until they turn. The

minute they get to the gate, they turn to go in our farm

gate from the road, and I fall right off between them. I

still have a scar where probably a pebble or something hit

me. They were careful not to step on me if they knew it,

but Bird, one of the horses, stepped right between my legs
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and ripped my trousers all through the crotch. I was

knocked almost senseless. The hired girl we had at that

time rushed out, of course, and she helped me get in and

lay me on the couch. I didn't feel so much hurt, but when

I saw how my trousers were ripped and I was exposed, that

was the catastrophe of the whole thing. I'll never forget

that.

Sometimes one might wonder about milking today, if

they ever wonder. There's a procedure and something to be

learned about everything in life on the farro or anywhere

else, but I just wonder how many know which side of a cow

to milk her on. That's important.

DIXON: Well, it is_ important.

BLAIR: Yes, all I can say is this: if you don't know,

just start to milk and you'll soon find out. [laughter]

A mule kicks quicker than any other animal according to

all the farmers. But you can tell, if you're real careful,

when a mule is going to kick, because a mule will throw

back its ears and switch its tail just afterwards. That's

how.

DIXON: Just afterwards?

BLAIR: Yes, that's the nearest. [tape recorder turned off]

As to high school, aside from the senior play that was
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such a great success --Faust--graduation was another thing.

Professor Brooks was not there; the professor they hired

in the meantime they fired; but they had a very cooperative

fellow at graduation time. But it comes around for the

grading of the three years as to who shall be valedictorian.

That's something I didn't know much about. But I did know

that it meant you made a graduation speech, and that you

had the best grades from three years. It turned out that

in the graduation class, there was just one girl and seven

boys. I had the highest grades.

Well, just as time approached for the class to follow

custom and select their speech maker, their valedictorian,

one of the boys got up and said since we only had one girl

in the class, he thought it'd be a fine thing to make her

valedictorian. Well, to me that would be like destroying

the Constitution all of a sudden. I didn't want anything

as an honor; but I had earned it, and I wanted it, that was

all. That was probably the first time I stood up at least

a little bit in public for myself. I'm sure that if I

hadn't done this, the rest of them would have voted to let

her be [valedictorian]. I liked her; she was a good friend,

just fine, and a good student. Of course, she'd been there

the full three years. I was only there two years and a
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half, but even so, my grades had earned it. I got up and

said, trying to be impersonal, that it would be too bad to

destroy a custom that had been going on; that grades deter-

mined it; and if grades didn't determine it, then who would

care whether there was any Victorian [sic] to be elected,

if it didn't mean anything—only a plain honor. The class

voted, and I was made valedictorian.

I had to write a speech, and the idea was "The Impera-

tive Need of the Hour." The imperative need of the hour

was an honest man, in my mind. Probably the incentive for

that was the fact that just a year or two before, the

county treasurer of Johnson County had embezzled some money.

To me, that was just the seune as tearing the United States

apart at that time. So that was my speech, "The Imperative

Need of the Hour.

"

That night, after this commencement exercise— I played

the drums in the orchestra before and after the exercises

—

I walked home with Vera.

I was leaving the next day for Colorado. I'd had

malaria off and on because the suimner before, two boys

and myself (one furnished the team and wagon; I furnished

the groceries, wholesale, to camp with; and another boy was

to pay twenty cents) , were going down to fish and camp for

about three days on the biggest river south of Spring Hill.
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We did. We had potatoes to boil, and corn you could get

from the farmer to boil. Well, anyway, we ran pretty short

on groceries the last day, and we were tired of drinking

the creek or river water. We found a well, covered over

with boards, not far from where we camped. So we thought

we'd get some nice fresh water. We dipped the bucket with

the rope, and we had ourselved nice cold water out of the

well to drink.

That night we cooked potatoes— that's all we had to

eat—in this wonderful water, with the peeling on. Well,

next morning, when we got up, we found that the only thing

we had to eat was some cornmeal. We did have some salt;

we'd have mush. Well, into this same potato water, we

dumped the cornmeal, put in salt, stirred it, and we had

mush. Very bitter of course, with the green water from

the potato peelings. Anyway, I was sick with malaria after

that—that's [how] I got it— from this well, I suppose.

The well water was clear; we thought that was all that was

necessary. The other boys, I guess, had a little trouble,

too

.

I was going to leave the next morning after commence-

ment, go to Colorado, and work in high altitudes. People

said that if I would just get where the high altitude was
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that I wouldn't need any medicine—quinine was all they

knew to give you. So I was given a round-trip ticket

—

coach, of course—and five dollars; and I was to go to

Colorado somewhere, get a job, work in high altitude, and

get rid of malaria fever.

Well, Vera knew this, and we walked, after the exercise,

along the road along the railroad, and came to the picket

fence where her father lived. He leased the farm out to

someone else to farm because he was the little jeweler

there in town. It was kind of a sentimental thing to me

to say goodbye to Vera, and she sent her younger sister

into the house. She said, "Roll your hoop," The moon war

shining. Vera put her arms around me and says, "I love

you. Kiss me. God will take care of you." Well, right

then I knew I was set for life. That's all there was.

I go to Colorado on the train, and I get off at La

Junta. I think I'll get a job at a clothing store, because

I had worked in the grange stores and sold what furnishings

they had; but they didn't need anybody. I got on the train

again and got off at Rocky Ford—cantaloupes came from

Rocky Ford. Up to that time, they were what we called

"mushmelons. " I think it was "muskmelons ,

" but [we called

them] "mushmelons."
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I hear that there was a place where they hire people

to thin beets. I go to that place and they put me on. I

get an old room for, I don't know, a dollar maybe, for two

nights. But I'm going to earn money, and they say they

will hire me to thin beets for a third of a cent a rod, with

Indians and Mexicans, out in the irrigated part of Colorado.

The truth of it is, you can really see Pike's Peak snow from

there on a clear day. I get in a wagon with a bunch of

others that, they had hired, and they take us out to the

fields. It was something new to me; I had never seen beets,

planted, except the red ones, planted here and there, a

seed or two, at home. Well, these were sugar beets, seeder

drilled, thick— just like raising onions when you set out

to plant onions for seed. They gave me a short-handled hoe-

probably the handle was over a foot long and about a seven-

inch hoe [blade]. I'd walk on my knees, straddling the row,

chop once; and then with the right hand pull out, leave

one plant; then chop again, leave a few; and then with the

left hand—in the hot sun all day. I made five dollars the

first day. Yes. A third of a cent per rod. They hauled

us workers back at night. It was a Saturday, I guess,

[when] I got this first job. I was sick in bed for four

days, with fever and all, from this overwork, but I had

the five dollars. So, I think I'll get a different job.
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I hear of another place where the farmers come in to

hire some help. This is a place where they are hiring

some to go out and hoe cantaloupes—that sounds good. Here's

a nice looking farmer more like I'd see in Cadmus or some-

where, and he said, "Now what do you want? Do you want a

job?" I said, "Yes." He says, "You don't want to work."

I was dressed up perhaps a little better than some of them.

"Don't want to work! I always have worked." He said,

"What did you do?" "I've plowed; I've done this." "Well,

you don't look like you could work, but we'll try you."

Well, he took me home. I was the only one he hired.

I was to hoe cantaloupes, and he had some beets, too. Any-

way, I was to get my board and a dollar and a half a day

on that job. Well, the hoeing was easy. He had a son and

a daughter; and the wife was just as friendly and nice as

any farming woman I have ever seen anywhere; and I felt

very much at home

.

But there was another fellow already working there. The

first day or two we hoed cantaloupe, and it was fine. It

was a whole lot easier than thinning beets. I remember

the second night, this fellow wanted me to walk in to Rocky

Ford, about three miles, after working all day, and go to a

tent religious meeting. Because I didn't want to go, he
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thought I was certainly on the road to hell. It hurt my

conscience a little—maybe he knew more about it than I

did. Anyway, I felt guilty about it because it was always

hard for me to say no. But I didn't go. I was paid at the

end of the week. He roomed in the same room with me in

this farmhouse. I had a five-dollar bill given me, and I

put it in my suitcase. Finally, on Saturday night—we weren't

going to have to work Sunday—he persuaded me to walk into

town to this meeting, and we did. We got back, I guess,

around midnight. Sunday we were around there; we helped

do the chores. When I come in from work Monday evening,

this other boy, this fellow, has quit. [They said], "Yes,

he went into town today; he quit."

Well, I went back to look through my suitcase, just

to see what I was accumulating. I had a plate camera with

twelve plates— I could take pictures. My five-dollar bill

was gone. So, the religious fellow, he sure had that. The

farmer goes to town to see if we can catch him anywhere, and

tell somebody. They said, yes, they said they knew such

a fellow; he came in there and stole a Victrola out of the

shop, then got away with it, and he was on the way to get

on the train. They caught him at the depot with the Victrola,

and he was arrested and in jail. But I didn't get my five

dollars back. Well, that was that. [tape recorder turned off]
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Jim Boring, whose father was a stonemason in Spring

Hill, went with me to Colorado on that trip. And I almost

forgot about him, because he didn't want to work. He had

two sisters working, one of them in the telephone office,

which was very new in those days. He didn't have to work

much. He was to get a job like I did, and I didn't see him

after the time I got off at Rocky Ford; but he did get a

job playing for a dollar and a half each Saturday night

in the Rocky Ford band—he wouldn't take any other job.

His sisters must have sent him some money, so he stayed

and loafed around quite a while just to get the dollar

and a half to play the trombone in the Rocky Ford band on

Saturday night, [while] I was working and saving my money.

We had planned that when we got to Colorado we'd go and

climb Pike's Peak; we'd go up to the mountains together.

Well, I began to save my money, and I told Jim. So he got

a job too, supposedly, hoeing cantaloupes somewhere else

out of Rocky Ford. I worked about a month or more at this

place during the summer, and I supposed that he was doing

[the same], and getting his money. I got where I had

thirty-five dollars saved up.

Part of it was done this way: this farmer had beets

as well as cantaloupes. He was paying a third of a cent
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a rod to thin them, just the same as the other people. But

there was such a thing as a contractor, where a fellow would

take the whole thing. I made a deal, wanting to be boss

or something. I would do so many acres of beets. So I

took the contract then and quit hoeing cantaloupes. The

contract was that I would hire the Indians and Mexicans,

particularly Indians around there. You might have wondered. .

I still had to pay a third of a cent a rod, and that's all

the farmers were going to pay. Some rows, or sections, of

a field wouldn't have very many plants. You could thin maybe

a hundred feet in some sections where in the same time, you

could [thin only] ten feet where they were thick— I had

that advantage. I took the easier rows; I was a contractor,

and I felt very good about it.

There were no creeks or rivers through there, [just]

these wonderful, wide irrigation ditches, just like a creek,

only they were too smooth; there were no stones and trees

growing up. I had my camera, and I went out to where the

Indians camped one time. There was one who had been doing

some painting on a board or something. I saw he got his

yellow from some of the yellow dirt that he had mixed up,

and the red I thought, and I still wonder, was brick dust,

ground up. I remember just as I went up--this Indian had
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been putting some colors on—he finished; and he took the

cup that the red was in and drank the balance of it. I,

to this day, thought he was drinking the brick juice. Since

then, I now believe it might have been wild berries of some

kind. That's probably what it was. [tape recorder turned

off]

I remember now that Jim Boring and I were to meet on

a certain day, and then we would go on together to Pike's

Peak. Well, when that time came, Jim said he hadn't

enough money saved up, and he hadn't gotten any from his

sister. I went on ahead with my thirty-five dollars. I

asked Jim why he hadn't earned more on the job he took of

hoeing cantaloupes. "Well," he said, "I got fired." "Fired?"

He said, "You know, I liked it out there, and he had a

daughter; and I just kind of stayed around the house instead

of hoeing cantaloupes, and the farmer fired me." [laughter]

[tape recorder turned off] Jim didn't have enough money

to go on to Pike's Peak, but he agreed that he would get

the money from his sisters or really work. So I go on and

I get a room and write him where I was staying.

On the way, I stopped at Pueblo—had to on the train

—

and then on up to Colorado Springs. Well, I stayed a day

there, and some young people there saw I had a camera.
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In the group was a hunchback. They said, "Would you take

our pictures?" And I said, "Yes, ten cents apiece." I

took their pictures, and I took one of the hunchback. They

all paid me ten cents apiece, and I was to send the hunch-

back ten prints. I would print them myself. I knew I

could develop a plate camera in the bathroom in the dark

and do ray own printing. When I got to Colorado Springs,

I did this—mailed all the pictures back to them and gave

them my address. I get a letter in a few days (I'm waiting

for Jim Boring to come, and I'm spending my money for board

and room) from one of the girls who had her picture taken.

They all liked them, but they said the hunchback looked

terrible, that I had no business taking money from a hunch-

back. He was in a chair, a jolly fellow. She said they

didn't think I was the kind of a thief that I would take

money from a poor hunchback, and for me to send that money

right back because he didn't like the pictures. Well, I

was a little frightened and felt guilty, so I sent them

back the dollar.

By the way, while I was waiting for Jim to come, I

decided I'd better earn some money. I was spending my

money, and he was supposed to be getting his together. So

I go out to Manitou [Springs] , to the railroad freight
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yards along there—not the narrow gauge railroad yards,

but the regular [gauge] railroad yards to Pike's Peak to

Colorado Springs— and I applied for a job in a freight

yard of some kind. They said, "Yes, you can get a job

helping unload bridge timbers." I think at that time

I must have been eighteen, I guess—seventeen or eighteen.

There were some regular railroad men unloading big flatcars

full of bridge timbers, about twelve by twelve, that they

build trestles and bridges out of.

My job was to get up on these long pieces [of timber]

on the freight car; and with an implement they gave me,

I bould hook it over and pry and stand on it until it

started to roll down off the side of the freight car; and

then jump to another one and let it roll on down. Well, I

stuck that out until noon. Blair had never been a quitter

before, but this time he thought he was lucky to be alive

by noon. So I told them I was going to quit. They didn't

owe me anything— just let me out of it. The foreman said,

"No, you can't quit, it is the rule of the railroad that if

you work even an hour you've got to take your pay; that's

the rule." Well, I said, "I don't want any pay." He said,

"You've got to go to the depot. It's about a mile up the

track on this side of the station. I'll give you this slip
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of paper; you go in there and get your pay." Well, I

thought I didn't want to go to jail for not taking my pay,

so I walked up; and the depot agent takes it, and he says,

"You were to get two and a half a day. You will have

coming to you about a dollar twenty, but insurance has to

be deducted from that, and a few other things, so that if

you do have an accident or anything, why, then the rail-

road company [isn't liable]." That was their own private

system; it's a good deal like unemployment or something

now. Well, I got thirty-seven cents after they took [the

deductions] out. Thirty-seven cents I got, but I was alive,

[tape recorder turned off]

Then I get a job carrying dishes, working in a grocery

store, getting a little money in, but it seems I'm spending

more. I did take some trips alone, up and down canyons.

One thing was pretty good. I would start up a canyon

—

these wonderful mountain streams there—and see people who

didn't have a camera. And I would introduce myself and

tell them that I had a camera; and if they would let me go

on their little party with them I wouldn't expect any pay,

but I would take their pictures sitting on a little foot-

bridge, sitting on a rock. Well, gee whiz, for people from

the East and Middle West, to have the pine trees, and here
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they are in the mountains ... So I told them it was ten

cents a picture. I would go with them to have company and

take their pictures, and then at night I would go back to

my room and develop and print the pictures. I made a little

money that way, and had fun, too— I had some company just

hiking

.

I don't know how it happened, but by the time Jim got

there— I guess I had quit work and was paying board and room-

my money [had about run out] . Jim finally came, but he

[didn't have] much money; he didn't have enough to stay

but one day. I financed him somewhat, so we could take

some hikes up and down [the canyons]. We got down to where

we had thirty-five cents between us, and we left Colorado

Springs with thirty-five cents and our tickets between us

to get back to Spring Hill, Kansas. [tape recorder turned

off] !

When I got back to Spring Hill, my mother was gone

for a day or two; and that night, when Dad got back from

the store, I slept with him. About the first thing he asked

me, "Did you come home with any money?" I told him I got

home with nothing, that we had left with thirty-five cents,

but I waited around and spent it. He laughed; he didn't

scold me. He would have been surprised if I had it.

The grange store in Spring Hill was making money.
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Everything there was just like the same [as] in Cadmus

—

Dad and Mother ran the community, you might say. But it

was a town; there was a banker and population of seven

hundred. At the same time, the grange store was the dominant

business. Dad found on the books that a man that owed the

store seven hundred dollars had moved down into the Ozarks

—

Arkansas. He wrote him some letters, and the fellow wrote

back and said he know he owed him some money, but he just

didn't have any money. Well, you never sued anybody in

those days. People were, I think, really ninety-nine

percent honest; if they couldn't pay, they couldn't pay.

I know Dad had a customer at Cadmus that always owed twenty

dollars. When he'd come in, he'd pay cash for things (Dad

didn't want to charge anything to him), but Dad wanted him

to pay something on the twenty dollars. This [man] was a

combination farmer and stonemason, and he would say, "Well,

Ed, you know I make good money when I work—I'm a stone-

mason. I get three dollars a day. I make good money.

Don't worry." But the point was, he never worked.

Anyway, Dad gets a letter from this man that had moved

to Arkansas, saying that he had a lot of acreage, and that

he would give Dad eighty acres of timberland for the seven

hundred. It was on the White River. He told Dad it was •
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full of trees mostly, but good acreage. Dad liked the idea,

so Dad paid seven hundred dollars into the grange store

account and took a title to the eighty acres of ground.

When the tax bill came, it said one hundred and twenty

acres. Dad was very honest, so he wrote to him, and he

said, "You, or somebody, must have made a mistake. Ac-

cording to this I have title to one hundred and twenty

acres instead of eighty acres. What is the reason?" The

fellow wrote back and said, "Well, I was tired of paying

taxes on it, and I just slipped in an extra forty on you."

[tape recorder turned off] Dad didn't feel sorry a bit

for himself.

Billy Wilkerson, the wonderful editor of the Spring

Hill New Era , and Dad decided they would go down there on

the train as far as they could and hitchhike and see that

ground. They did. They found beautiful black walnut

trees, hickory, oak, willows, and even some Southern birch

along the White River. [They] came back elated, and I told

Dad (later on, however) that if he ever sold that I wanted

it. Later on,- you'll find that I camped out a great deal

in my business, all over the nation. After Dad retired,

and I was helping him a great deal (and glad to, so he

could write; he was a poet) , one day I said, "What about
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the Ozark?" "Oh," he says, "I sold it and got my money

but of it." I said, "Sold it! I was to buy it." He says,

"You've done enough. I didn't want you to favor me any-

more." [tape recorder turned off]

Some gypsies camped out, south of Spring Hill, in a

wagon. [It was] the first time I ever heard of actual

gypsies being where anyone else was around Kansas. It seems

like some of the young men were going down there, and for

some reason that I didn't understand. Some of the men, a

little bit like an organized posse, went down there and

chased the gypsies away from Spring Hill.

Then there was a couple with a son that had a little

"dirty spoon" restaurant in Spring Hill. One day the

mother—they all worked in the restaurant—went to what

might be a justice of the peace. (I don't think there was

a justice of the peace, but there was somebody who had

some authority in Spring Hill. The village was not incor-

porated, you know.) She told whoever it was to have her

husband arrested for gambling. Well, that was unbelievable

in Spring Hill. He said "Well, on what basis?" "Well, on

the fact that he gambles." "Well," the justice says, "your

son gambles. Do you want him arrested, too?" "No."

"Why not?" "He wins." [laughter] [tape recorder turned

off] .
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The druggist, the young man that played cornet in the

Spring Hill band, was a little bit timid about business

relations: that is, he was supposed to know everybody

and all that sort of thing. One day, a farmer came in and

bought some stuff. Ke knew [the farmer's] credit was good

and all of that--he didn't worry--but he couldn't think

of his name. Feeling that the farmer would think, "Well,

you ought to know me," he said to him, "Just how do you

spell your name?" The farmer said, "J-o-n-e-s, just like

any other damned Jones." [laughter] [tape recorder

turned off]

My major farming experience out of Spring Hill was

when I went to work by the month at fifty cents a day, [with]

board and room, on the Newton farm, southeast of Spring

Hill, two miles from town. I was to plow, do anything I

could: get up at five o'clock; rub the horses; go down

and get the horses in; harness them; feed them; get the

cows in; milk; come in, have breakfast about six; and then

be out in the field cultivating or plowing or whatever it

was by almost sunup at times. I had thought that whenever

it rained, I might get an easy day. We had a big rain

during the night, and I thought "Well, today we can't plow."

That morning, Mr. Newton says, "Well, this is a perfect
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day to set out sweet potato plants." So I worked on my

knees all day in the mud, straddling the rows that we had

plowed, setting up sweet potato plants in long rows of

what they called hills, on the day I thought I might be off.

Through all of that, I would walk in the two miles

every Tuesday night for band practice; and then stay at

home after band practice, get up extra early, and walk two

miles back to the farm to be there to get the horses in

around five- thirty or six o'clock.

I am cultivating corn in a field east of the house.

The walking cultivator [had] two little shovels, one on

each side of each row, and the team goes along. They know

how to straddle the rows and follow. The nearer I get to

the fence, I notice some horses in a pasture from another

farmer keep coming closer. They see the horses I'm driving.

In that group was one of the most beautiful sorrels, young

colts, that I had ever seen; [he had] kind of a light mane

and tail and looked a little bit almost like a Morgan

—

although at that time, I never heard of a Morgan. The

fence was a wire fence, three strands of barbed wire, not

very solid. I kept noticing the horses getting closer, and

I thought they might try to come through the fence but

surely wouldn't. The terrible thing was, it seemed to be
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on my shoulders and my responsibility if they did, and yet

there was nothing to be done about it. They got within

three rows of the fence, and one of the horses stepped over

the lower wire and pushed the fence towards us; and the

first thing I knew, about six horses had their front feet

over the lower wire of this fence, including this beautiful

young colt. Well, I went over to try to make them step

back, and of course, the minute I moved, they jumped back;

and they were nearly all of them caught for a moment with

this barbed wire under the backside of their hoof. They

all jerked loose except this little colt, probably a year

old. I stopped. There he was caught; I could see blood

coming out underneath and behind his hoof. I had no wire

cutters, but I knew I had to save that colt if I could

—

he would die of blood poisoning or something from that

rusty wire. I found a wrench in the cultivator, and I

found a flint rock in some of the dirt. I got down on my

knees and went a little closer. By that time, I kind of

petted his nose. He felt I was going to help him, and he

stood still. Down on my knees, not knowing whether he would

lunge towards me and drag me up into the wire, I pounded

with the wrench into the barbed wire against the flint rock,

within an inch of his foot, and finally I got it cut in two.
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The minute that wire loosed, his foot dropped, he jerked,

and he came loose. I quit for a while, went into the house

where they had a telephone, and called the farmer about it

(I knew his name). He didn't take it too seriously, but he

said he would go out and get the colt in. As far as I know,

it got all right and didn't ruin him. That was one of the

tragic moments; it was as fearsome to me as the episode of

Uncle Love and my breaking the doubletree.

I was glad when I had fifteen dollars coming to me at

the end of the month. To do all that for fifteen dollars

—

I was pretty sure I didn't want to be a hired hand the rest

of my life. I looked forward to my pay, but when I quit,

nothing was said about the pay. I was back home working in

the store doing other things around to make a little, but

no pay. The farmer would come in—Mr. Newton, a fine man

—

trade, chat, and talk, but no pay. Finally, after about

eight weeks, I told my dad that I really wanted to be paid.

So the next time Mr. Newton was in. Dad spoke to him and

said, "By the way, Streeter kind of wondered when you expect

to pay for his work." "Why," he says, "Ed, you could have

paid him and charged it to me any time." [tape recorder

turned off]

I think we better step back to Cadmus for a moment.
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The man that introduced western Kansas to soda pop and to

'throwing balls at dolls at a picnic for cigars moved to

Cadmus finally. He could not join the Grange. His repu-

tation was a little too shady—he probably didn't try.

He rented a little house between the grange store--the new

grange store that they built—and the church south of town.

His wife wore a yellow blouse, quite a nonchalant type of

blouse compared to the high-necked ones my mother made for

the women; and she would come down to the store and get

groceries. I don't know what her husband did; I guess he

went back out to do fishing or whatever he was doing. One

day I'm in the store, and a young farmer that lives a

couple of miles south [came in] . Quite a live one. He

belonged to the Grange. Just a wonderful being, but he

was more talkative than most of the people. I heard my dad

say prior to that, one time at home, "If he doesn't be a

little careful, someone is liable to punch him in the nose."

However, this fellow is in the store on this certain day,

one or two other people in the store, I'm there, and in

comes Kuntz's wife. Behind her, she is holding something.

She walks up to this young farmer; she had a blacksnake

whip in her hand; and she lays it on all over him--

shoulders, legs—he takes it. [She] folds up the whip
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and goes back. Of course my mother, when that happened,

she got on the job. She went up to see this Mrs. Kuntz.

The report was that her husband said, "If you do not horse-

whip that fellow, I'll kill you . " The great crime was the

fact that this young fellow had made some remark about

Kuntz ' s wife and Kuntz heard it. Therefore, Cadmus [was]

probably the only village in all eastern Kansas that ever

had a real horsewhipping. It happened at Cadmus—this

sedate, big, one-family, crossroads town. [tape recorder

turned off]

We hadn't been in Spring Hill very long after moving

down from Kansas City until my dad said that when his

father took his family—Ira, Nixon, John, Lizzie, and of

course my grandmother— in the mover wagon from near Fort

Scott to catch a train in Kansas City, ninety-four miles

away, [they] left the mover wagon there, and took the train

to Ohio to visit relatives. But [on the way] they camped.

One of the camp spots—in fact, about the last one before

they got to Kansas City—was Spring Hill, this very town

that we moved into from Kansas City- Dad said about six

miles north of Spring Hill [his] dad realized he had lost

his penknife while camping [there] . He left the family on

the prairie, and he walked back the six miles looking for
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it; he didn't find it. He looked around the ashes and

places where he might have split some shavings to start the

fire, [which was] the last time he remembered using it.

There was the inn in front of which they had camped { [now]

owned by the Turner family— the same early Turners owned

it in those days; that was before the Civil War, I guess).

Well, he asked them if any of them had ever found a pen-

knife, and they all said no. Now, [when we lived in

Spring Hill] , the inn itself was no longer an inn or a

hotel; it was just full of baled hay and storage stuff from

farms. Dad told us about the fact that his father had lost

that penknife, a German penknife. I don't think they

made so many real good steel penknives in America in

those days. German [ones were ] the best. He told us about

talking to them and [how] they said none of them knew any-

thing about the knife. It just happens that later on, when

I come home from the University of Kansas on an Easter

vacation— the folks have their first Ford car; this is about

thirty-five years or more after Grandpa's trip to Kansas

City to catch the train—and we go out riding around in an

automobile to the same farms where we worked. In a couple

of hours, we've practically seen all the grange homes, you

might say, in the whole area. We come back home—mind you.
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thirty-five or forty years later—and on the front porch

;was an envelope. In it is this penknife. No name; there

is the mystery.

I might jump ahead here and say that later on in life,

I did some painting; and one of the paintings I did was to

record early American life as I remembered it: a mover wagon

on the prairie; children playing; a big strong man walking

back looking for a penknife. Well, today that painting

..and that penknife are in a box in glass forever at the

University of Kansas. [tape recorder turned off]

This will likely finish most of the Spring Hill inci-

dents. By the way, I told you about the fireworks, didn't

I? [tape recorder turned off] One summer, when the Spring

Hill Grange had their annual three-day picnic in the park,

nobody else wanted it, so I paid ten dollars and got the

rights for three days to run the refreshment stand. I was

to furnish everything at wholesale. George Marks, who had

gone on the camping trip with me when we got malaria, fur-

nished the team and wagon to haul the lumber free. We bor-

rowed the lumber from the lumber dealer. Then I got a man

who made ice cream at Gardner, where I had gone with the

play Faust . He was to furnish the ice cream and bring it

over. Each of us, I remember now, put up ten dollars apiece

in addition to the license fee to have the rights to the
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fair that three days. He brought the ice cream over; we

had buns shipped down from Kansas City; we had bananas; we

had the usual things for a picnic stand. We made lemonade;

everything is ready to go; the ice cream is there packed in

ice—homemade up in Gardner. George says, "I'm kind of a

little leery about this, whether we are going to get our

money back. You have to sell a lot of things— a sandwich

at a nickel apiece and all that." Well, I was a little

braver as a merchant, I guess. (Although I never got paid

the full twenty-five cents for the boy that went camping

with us on that other trip; he had paid twenty [cents] , and

he owes me a nickel yet today. It kind of burns me up.)

But anyway, I tell George I'll buy his interest out for

ten dollars and give him his money back. He had hauled

this stuff. This creamery man, who had made the wonderful

ice cream in Gardner, he says, "You know, I'm not much of

a businessman, and I don't see how we are going to get out

thirty dollars back and make much. I think I'd kind of

like to sell out." I said, "All right, I'll give you your

ten dollars." So I owned the whole thing. At the end of

three days, I had a hundred dollars. Yep. [tape recorder

turned off]

Also, by that time, I was not only playing one drum
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in the Spring Hill band when we weren't playing concerts,

I was playing trap drums, and I was really the band

director due to that.

Another thing in that period, the merchants were going

to celebrate the Fourth of July. They raised a hundred

dollars for fireworks—they never had fireworks [before]

.

They built a bandstand downtown at the end of the business

section. The band is playing, and they are going to have

fireworks. . "Under the Shade of the Old Apple Tree" was

about the only thing we played that wasn't a march, and

people loved it and cheered and we played more. The fire-

works were there. Nobody knew much about shooting fire-

works, but one fellow said he did, he thought he could do

it. We borrowed the cart from the depot that hauled the

mail up, and we put all the hundred dollars worth of the

fireworks right beside the bandstand. He builds a chute

where he can put skyrockets going up. Everything is there,

the band plays, and it's getting darker and darker. And

now the great event, a hundred dollars worth of fireworks

display; they advertised it all over eastern Kansas. Many

people [were] there. The first one he shot, of course, was

going to be a skyrocket. He lights it; it goes right up

the trough a few feet; something caught it; it fell right
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back into the cart and set off a hundred dollars worth of

fireworks on the first shot! People ran; horses jumped

and reared; and everybody ran for their lives, you might

say. There was the hundred-dollar celebration over in at

least two minutes. Some of them fizzled and shot sideways

and everywhere.

The band was hired to go to a town about eight miles

away--not Gardner— to play. Vera was not in town; in fact,

I am not so sure whether she had moved on to Laramie. Most

of the band boys were going to take somebody, and I asked

the girl that come into the store and hung around and had

me wait on her one of the first days I was in the store

after we moved out from Kansas City. I had never had a

date with her [before]. She's to go with me, and I take my

snare drum. (They had a bass drummer then.) I am quite

excited and nervous. And you know, the morning that I get

up early, a bumblebee stings me on the throat; and by the

time I call her up to tell her I can'

t

talk, I couldn'

t

talk, so I didn't go. I didn't have the date. That was

another one of those unexpected [things].
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TAPE NUMBER: V, SIDE ONE

June 4, 19 6 5

BLAIR: About five years ago, I had an art show of my

paintings at the University of Kansas. [It was] the fiftieth

anniversary of my class of 1911. It happened that the dean

of colleges at the state university, in Manhattan, Kansas--

that's the agricultural division--saw the show. So for the

last four or five years, I've received a letter from this

man, T. [Thomas] Marshall Hahn, Jr., president of VPI

[Virginia Polytechnic Institute], one of the big, old, good

schools. They own about 30,000 acres, and [originally it

was] based on agriculture, but it has for years been a

technical school. So, he liked my paintings, and he's been

buying one every year and paying for it during the year.

He says presidents don't get a lot of money--even though

he's president of a university. He owns about five now, and

he always gets them paid up before Christmas and buys

another one. He's been wanting me to come back there and

do paintings of the campus , or at least come back and see

VPI, and he said he'd do great things for me if I would.

Finally, due to an impulse, or information, rather, that

became an impulse, [I did].
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There was this Pippa Passes [Alice Lloyd] College, two

years, in the hills of southeast Kentucky where civilization

bypassed. The [people] came in there in the Pilgrim century,

and they still talk in a somewhat Elizabethan language,

seventeen thousand of them in the particular county of

Knott, Kentucky. They had never had any contact with civil-

ization except the last very few years. Just to draw that

picture, the seventeen thousand people in that county last

year bought only thirty-one hundred dollars worth of mer-

chandise during the year.

DIXON: Seventeen thousand people?

BLAIR: Yes. The total bank deposits from that area are in

a Hazard bank at the south border of the county. The total

bank deposits of all that last year averaged twenty-eight

hundred dollars. I was invited due to a friend who went

through the University of Kansas and met my granddaughter

there in dramatics. She had been begging us to come back

and see this two-year college which is the result of Alice

[Geddes] Lloyd, who came in there forty years ago [to get]

away from New York. She was a graduate of two colleges.

She came down there for her health, and told the natives in

a certain canyon there— they call them "hollows" instead

of canyons—that she would stay there and work with them if

they would build her a little shack. They did, and from
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that, she, with her own personal efforts, developed a

hundred grade schools in southeast Kentucky; and then about

thirty years later she started an accredited two-year

college. They screen the youngsters from the county, select

certain ones, and the enrollment today is two hundred and

fifty in that college. This man, Mr. Prosser, from the

University of Kansas, went in there to take charge of

dramatics. The plan is, and they are carrying it out, that

after the students graduate, they will finance them for two

years in a regular college to get a degree, provided they

will come back and spend two years helping in that county,

and helping the college for whatever payment is available.

It happens that there is no foundation [support] , no state

help, or anything; but from all over the nation, people

send money and things, and they have a budget of about

three hundred thousand dollars a year. They have two hun-

dred and fifty students and about twenty [people] on the

faculty. The wonderful thing about it is [that] faculty

people there are retired from major institutions with

doctor's degrees. They go down there, and they get their

living, housing, and a certain amount in cash to be the

faculty.

But my trip was bordered on that somewhat, and the
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fact that— this was the main urge—the president of VPI

,

because I hadn't come back there on my own, said, "We have

a visitor's scholar fund, and we have voted you to be a

visiting scholar; to come back, and explain your primitive

painting and certain things that you have done that seem

a little unusual to the architectural students and the

faculty, and to the art students and faculty." They said

the fee they would pay me was a thousand dollars. Well,

[with] that particular argument, I went.

I left here by train. I don't like planes; I'm not

in that big of a hurry. I took the [Santa Fe] Chief to

Chicago. I was talking to a man in the club car. We were

telling of our old times, and across the aisle was another

fellow— I didn't think anything about ages. Pretty soon,

he says, "You're just kids. You two are just kids." I

said, "What do you mean?" He says, "Oh, I got ten years on

either one of you to talk about old-time things. You're

just kids." I said, "By the way how old are you?" "Well,"

he says, "sixty-seven." I said, "All right, you're a kid."

He said, "What do you mean?" I said, "Well, you're a kid.

I am seventy-seven." He said, "No." Well, anyway, I had

to show him ... I did say this: I couldn't prove I was

seventy-seven; but I could prove I was forty-seven. Anyway,
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the driver's license settled it and that was just a little

incident. And I'm inclined to think that there isn't any

such thing as a calendar age, which we go by. The less you

pay attention to the c£ilendar and [the more you] are busy . .

well, I think maybe it keeps you a little bit more active.

You at least fool people to thinking you are younger than

you are.

By the vs'ay, when I stopped [in Chicago] , I went to the

Art Institute of Chicago, and I took my credentials along

showing my acceptance as a painter over the nation, in

Europe, at the Smithsonian [Institution], eight museums, and

all the different things. I go in, and I think it might

be fun to talk to somebody in the museum of art there. I

go in, and they say, "Yes, you can meet the man that has

charge of all the painting displays, Mr. [John] Maxon."

Well, he comes up, to my surprise, sits down and says, "I

know you and I know your work, and I don't like it." Well,

that's quite a shock when I was just getting paid a thousand

dollars to go and tell somebody about it. I said, "What do

you mean?" Well, he says, "I was at the University of

Kansas when you had that show during the fifty-year reunion.

I was out of town a few days, and the chancellor and Mr.

[Robert] Vosper, head of libraries, booked that show over
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my head. I resented it. I don't like primitives, and I

don't like yours better than any of them." And he says,

"I have not gotten over it yet." Well, I made up my mind

right then that I wasn't going to let him walk away from

me first, so I got up and I laid down about five pages of

international and worldwide acceptance for my paintings.

And I said, "You might look this over; I am in a hurry."

I beat him to the draw on that. He looked at me and said,

"Well, I'll put it in the files—kind of like to have it."

And I left him. That was a great jumping-off point, to go

where I was built up high, with great respect, and [then]

hear that.

I get on this train, the New York Central, to take me

down to Cincinnati. On the way, they have a flat tire on

the train, and it is two hours late. I missed my train

—

a Pullman— in Cincinnati that would have gone on to

Christiansburg, which is a few miles from Blacksburg,

where you get off the train. Anyway, the people out here

[in Los Angeles] made up my ticket first [so that] I was

going to have to get off at Bluefield. They said that was

the nearest railroad stop to Blacksburg in the Virginia hills

Well, then I got a letter from Dr. Hahn, saying the best

place to get off the train was Christiansburg. I found out
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later that the California people here (Santa Fe) would

have had me get off at Bluefield, a two-hour drive, or

more, from Blacksburg. So, they gave me an annex after

hearing from Dr. Hahn; the ticket went on to Chris tiansburg;

and I was met there by the head of the art department at

VPI.

I was given quarters in the photographer's home (he

was a member of the staff at VPI) next door to Carter's

—

that's the head of the art department. Dean Carter. The

reason they put me there for three days was Dr. Hahn and

his wife were away from their big home, and were not getting

back till the following Wednesday. So I stayed there, and

from that time on I was booked three to four big sessions

a day, showing color slides to all the art classes and to

the architecture classes, and then seminars with faculties

and faculties and this and that. [My schedule] showed a

luncheon here, and a luncheon there, and I thought, "Well,

that means a sandwich and a cup of coffee or something."

I get there, and there would be fifteen or twenty people

from the university, and a big chicken dinner, and I won-

dered, "Well, how are they going to have a real dinner if

they have this at luncheon?" Then at dinnertime you think,

"Well, how can they have anything exciting on Christmas
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or Thanksgiving?" Anyway, it was just one great pressure,

and I wondered if I could stand it, but I did.

Unknown to me, [due to] my getting in there on a

Sunday evening, on a Monday morning I am booked on television

at Roanoke, forty miles away, at nine o'clock. So that's

when it started; that kept on until the final, big evening,

which was open to anybody on the campus. They had about

three hundred people, and they had a big screen and a

powerful machine to show my color slides. [tape recorder

turned off]

At VPI, they are opening a workshop and they would

like me to come back there, and even Mrs. Blair. She does

sculpture in clay, and firing, and she does plaster work.

Of course she started with primitive painting, and now she's

in construction and collage and that sort of thing. But

now they are opening up at VPI what they call a workshop,

and there is a woman coming in this summer with a certain

type of weaving. They don't have to be accredited, degreed

people in this.

It is a touchy thing when you are showing your color

slides and talking about your own paintings—an untrained

and untutored individual— to dozens and dozens of youngsters

who have taken a four-year course, studying drawing and
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everything. I could see right away they were hot—why

take this course? Well, I had lectured on the psychology

of advertising and salesmanship, so I sensed that right

away, and I explained this. I said, "You young people here

are taking something I never had the advantage of; I

didn't know I would even be interested because I was in

advertising and other things all my life. You are taking

a four-year course, but I will warn you on something:

when you get out, you still won't know how you, as an

individual, would paint for maybe two or three years." And

I quoted names where that was true. "Therefore, really as

to whether you are going to be good or accepted or a master

depends on how you would paint—not how your professors or

instructors painted." Well, that dropped them down, you

know. Then I came in with this: "But, when the time arrives

that you are discovering how you would paint, you will have

the facility of what you are getting now. Study every day;

take a master's degree if you can. When you arrive at

the point of doing your own type of painting, it will be

like [no other]. No two people are alike; if yours is

what the world wants—not like the professor's—you will

have the facility due to this course and due to this work.

Take everything they offer you; then you can be great. In
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my case and in all primitive painters, we teach ourselves,

unknowingly, but always trying to do our best. We are not

guided by any rules, and therefore we are limited. As far

as I'm concerned, the limitations are not so great, but

what I have plenty to paint yet. I am not worried about

that. One thing, I just saw some paintings I did twelve

years ago. I painted fifteen the first time. To me they

were more interesting even than what I'd taught myself.

If I could do it, I would unteach myself a little to be

able to paint like when I first started." [tape recorder

turned off]

The main problem at VPI was how to get to Pippa Passes.

These hollows were small canyons; the widest spot was around

three hundred feet. Even the train went through three

hundred miles of them south Cincinnati to Blacksburg. And

honestly, there were twenty-four tunnels in the daylight

ride. You'd see little old houses along in the woods. You

don't see any dirt—the whole mountains are covered with

beautiful, beautiful green trees of every description and

type, and yet there would be little old houses in there.

I was puzzled, of course, as to what people did. Well,

they worked in the mines, and you can't see the hole in

the ground where you go into the mines. And yet in one
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area, where a little branch railroad comes into this road,

from one to two thousand freight carloads of coal come

out of there every day from back in those hills. Now this

machine-type of mining has put a lot of people out of

employment there. The government is taking care of them

to a certain extent, under welfare (I don't know what they

call it, or whether that's a recent thing). So, the question

was how to get to Pippa Passes. On the map it had Pippapass--

they didn't even know [how to spell it].

Anyway, this is where the group lived, and where this

college is. They had been bypassed by civilization, and

the main mode of travel is a mule and a wooden sled— two

logs shaped off like a runner up front, and boards. That

is transportation in the county around outside of Pippa

Passes. Well, [there was] a young man of VPI who flunked

out in agriculture— just one course, and that course was

one hour a week. He had to stay in school another semester

to go to class on a Friday once. He wanted to drive me

over to Pippa Passes; on the map, it is about seventy-five

or a hundred miles. He says, "All right, I'll take you

over there, and if you want me to stay a couple of days and

drive you back, great." Well, I get on the phone to Mr.

Prosser of Pippa Passes. He says, "Yes, you can drive
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that way, but it is two hundred miles of driving, because

it's all curves all the way." So, I said, "Well, is there

any way I could get to you? Suppose I started home from

VPI and get up to Cincinnati on the way home; where is the

nearest place the Norfolk and Western [Railroad] would go

to Pippa Passes?" He said, "It's at Williamson; that's

only about fifty miles." I said, "Fine, I'll get off

there." So he met me in the afternoon. But it's a hundred

and twenty miles even driving down that way.

He meets me and [we travel] the winding road coming

down to Pippa Passes, get in there, and I am given a little

apartment on the campus. You can't tell where the campus

is; there is a little house here, a building [there], and

they say, "There is the science building." It is a shack

about ten by twelve—after all, [they only have] two hundred

and fifty students. They have one eating place, a hall,

which they are getting ready to tear down, because it was

built out of logs years and years ago and the northeast part

of the eating hall fell here a few weeks ago. They braced

it up some, and they have a Quonset hut there now for an

eating hall for the students while they tear that down and

build a new one.

By the way, the architecture there is just as primitive-

\
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untutored and untrained. They are all wonderful buildings,

built out of stone and built out of logs. The college has

been going off and on now for the last thirty years. For

instance, here is a shack, and then here is a porch--both

of them just Gothic--with two posts at each side to hold up

the porch. They rest on rock, but nothing to fasten them

there. The weight holds them; you'd think you could kick

them loose.

Well, anyway, they are done; they just planned them.

The people in the county and those would-be students, when

they first started, built these places. There's a stream

runs along by the road that comes in from Willieimson. That

was running all the time, and across it are other buildings.

You could drive probably a mile through the campus , but you

will just think you are going through a village of shacks.

There is [only] one sign out; there is a flag at the post

office. The first little house that they built for Alice

Lloyd is still there, and they're going to move it and

preserve it. They are going to move it, because when they

build this eating hall, it is going to need some of that

area. They have no athletics, but when I was there on one

side of the stream there was a triangular plot, maybe about

an acre or half-acre, and a fellow was trying to teach these
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girls Softball. They'd get up there, and once in a while,

[the ball] would go over the base, and the girl would hit

it and stand [there]. He couldn't get them to understand

to hit the ball and run to first base. Anyway, that was

new there; they were just starting.

There is no band or anything like that. But they do

have a singing choir, and they have been sent to New York

twice. Now, they would like for me to come back there and

teach Latin, and have a workshop on guiding people in

painting who aren't taking a regular art course. The Latin

teacher is quitting now. I won't do that, but anyway [I

had] the incentive to go back and do some good there. I

saw a truckload of cartons of clothing and things sent from

over the nation come in, and the money comes in. There is

one fellow that puts up a big part of this money each year

that they think won't live too much longer. And they are

[hoping] I will make up what he can do. [tape recorder

turned off]

Pippa Passes, like I said, is on the map as Pippapass

—

whoever made up that map probably didn't read [Robert]

Browning's "Pippa Passes." I don't know why it would be

named that, but certainly it is appropriate for the "hollows,"

as they call them. When Alice Lloyd passed on, they changed
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the college name to Alice Lloyd College at Pippa Passes,

but it is one and the same thing.

One afternoon Prosser said, "We want to go and get

some strawberries up a hollow." Well, we drove two miles

on the pavement, then we turned off on the road to the

hollow--a creek. He didn't take his car; he took a large-

size pickup. We ride on the rocks, and on the bank, three

miles up the creek and then we turn off to the left and we

are going to the place where they can get strawberries.

(Now, it just happens there is a big movement on foot now

—

by the government, I think-- to spend a lot of money in the

southeastern states on roads and things. There will be a

road built three miles up this creek. The rock is there;

there will probably be fords with the water running over

them, but a good paved road.) Then you turn off about a

half a mile to this place where we are going to get straw-

berries .

Well, here is the typical Southern, two-story house

with the veranda porch—unpainted, of course. And here's

a little brook comes down running' into the creek. You look

up that, and there are little buildings, shacks, along it,

and about a hundred and fifty chickens drinking out of a

little brook. Compared to California, it looked very, very
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exciting. Then off on the little rolling hills around

this place, you see patches of cultivation. He had a mule

mill and a twelve-inch plow, not a sixteen-inch [plow] like

we plowed with in Kansas, and he has a little cultivator

shovel. He raises there corn, garden stuff, potatoes, and

whatever they need to live on; and you can tell right there

that they don't have to buy much if they are one of the

group that only spends thirty-one hundred [dollars] outside.

They don't use these, what they used to call "quarts"--

boxes of strawberries with a false bottom, so they could

pack them--the government stopped them. But you get a

quart, I mean a heaped-up quart [of strawberries] , and they

sell a big box worth, a gallon for a dollar. So I gave the

woman a dollar, just because I was glad to, and right away--

we were just at the truck— she said, "Well, listen, you

people don't have to be in too big a hurry, wait a minute.

I got something, just have some crushed strawberries." She

goes in and fixes up. There were six there altogether.

There was one woman who had walked up this creek from

Pippa Passes to get something, I d.on't know what, or maybe

just to visit. She was going to ride home with us in the

truck, back to Pippa Passes. She comes out with six white

bowls of crushed strawberries and homemade cookies, and we
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eat all that up standing up before we go. Then we get in

and come on down. When we get to Pippa Passes, this native

gets out, and though she knew the Prossers, she said, "How

much do I owe you?" Nothing is done there as a favor. If

anybody rides, they want to know how much they owe you.

It reminds me of the old Pennsylvania Dutch dutch treat.

A man that I spent twenty or twenty-five thousand dollars

with in antiques, over the period of time when we were in

that business, I met [one day] accidentally on the street

in Lebanon, [Pennsylvania], and he said, "Here's a res-

taurant that I go in. Come into it and have lunch. I'll

pay for it." That's a Pennsylvania Dutch treat. Over there

if you do anything for anybody, it's "How much do I owe you?"

DIXON: How much did she owe?

BLAIR: Of course, nothing. [tape recorder turned off]

The man that lived up at this property heard that

Prosser was a little interested in some property. Prosser

told me, "This road and creek goes through seventy-five

acres, mostly hillside." He could buy it for four thousand

dollars, but he said he couldn't afford it. He said there

is an old house that could be repaired on one side of the

stream, on flat ground; and if we wanted to buy that, maybe

pay twenty-five hundred dollars, he'd put up fifteen hundred
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dollars and get a bunch of acreage on the other side. We

could cultivate and have a summer home, and the things about

you, or a place to live. Well, that was four thousand dol-

lars. Prosser was telling this man, where we got the straw-

berries and had the mule, about this house and plot. And

he says, "Say, he says his brother has got seventy-five

acres, just adjoining this. Down there I think you could

buy cheaper." Well, Prosser inquired about that and he

thought it was interesting, and then the fellow said, "Would

you pay four thousand dollars? I'll sell you my whole

property here for four thousand. Seventy-five acres, with

the garden cultivated, buildings and all." Now, I had

talked to Prosser a little bit, and he said, "You know, that

fellow is about ready to quit; he has a little still up in

the mountains." [tape recorder turned off]

The next day I stepped out of the little place I was

staying in Pippa Passes and strolled up to the Prossers,

who wanted me to come up and have Sunday morning waffles.

Here I see a man on a mule. (I never saw a horse. The

first evening I was there I hear horse hoofs, and I look

out and here are just two country boys going along on two

mules— that's the way they travel.) Here is the same man

who had the four thousand [dollar] strawberry place. He's
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on a mule, sitting on a gunny sack stuffed with something.

I just thought, "Well, that's his saddle." And I said,

"What have you got in that sack there?" He said, "More

sacks." He had delivered eggs and some things that morning

with his mule down there. There were only three little

stores in the whole mile, and you wouldn't know they were

stores—you couldn't buy a steak or anything like that.

They probably had flour and sugar— I don't know what they

had--but he does take eggs and berries down; and then he

trades for groceries which he comes down for later, with

his sled and a mule, and carries home. [tape recorder

turned off]

The girls of this college dress in white lace sailor

blouses and blue skirts and blue shoes. The boys wear

white shirts and trousers and a tie. They pay forty dollars

a year tuition to come there. But if they can't pay it--

and, like Prosser said, some of them never saw twenty dol-

lars in their lives—why, then this fund takes care of it,

and they work. [They have a] dining hall (where they

don't have enough tables for all of them to eat at once

—

they apparently have different hours) . There will be

breakfast and three meals a day. Two girls do the cooking

for a semester, but they have help. There is a faculty
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table, which will seat about twelve, but they won't all

be there at one time, because they have their own homes.

So you go in to the faculty table, and they put on the

table for breakfast a big box of cornflakes and a half a

gallon of milk. Then they have fruit that is like you can

get at any market; there's a truck that comes down from

somewhere with supplies. They have fruit instead of orange

juice or anything like that. Then they serve a big bowl of

gravy and hot biscuits, but there is no meat. That is

breakfast. I was a little puzzled about how they made the

gravy, so I asked. "Well," he says, "they burn some lard

or whatever fat they have from bacon or one thing or another,

and make a gravy." Students come in, and if one runs out

of anything like milk, or flakes (gravy they wouldn't;

they had a great big bowl— I don ' t know what they did with

so much of it) then you go out and look at the other tables,

and if there's any more, then you get it and bring it over.

One of the exciting things there, in a way, is a poet.

His name is VJilliam Howard Cohen, and he has a book of poems

published in Southern Illinois—a young fellow. To my mind,

he is really a wonderful poet. He [became] so excited

over some of my paintings, which were simple subjects, that

he'd come up and say, "That's great, that's great, that's
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the way I write." He was just working on nerves, and I

felt sorry for him. But even at the faculty table, if

he happened to come in, he'd pull a chair right up between

Prosser and myself, which made a corner, and start re-

citing poetry. He teaches English.

By the way, the main subject the students take, next

to English, is Latin. [Their speech goes] back to Elizeibethan.

For instance, they say—this is just a sidelight, one little

incident--suppose a person had a flat tire, on a car, and you

come along and help him. They say, "I holp him." H-o-l-p

is past tense of help in that language.

Just before I left, they had an art show of only sup-

posedly qualified, could-be winners. It was a jury show to

see who could get first prize in sculpture and first prize

in painting. When we got there, there were four stacks of

paintings, all done by four different people. They were

the tops, selected probably by the man who ran the depart-

ment. Over here is one, a plaster sculpture of Lincoln's

head, and then about eight wooden pieces of sculpture.

Well, they wanted me to be one of the jury. I didn't want

to, but they made four of us [judges], and one was this

young poet. Right away, he was determined that this on

the left was the best pile of work. We agreed it was the
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best pile , but we were not judging by piles; it was one

painting out of the pile. I saw a flower picture on top

of the group on the right-hand side that I really liked.

I thought, "Well, I'm no jurist, but I like it." So I

would just vote on what I like, which is not anything

technical. Well, anyway, there was quite an argument, and

others got onto this flower painting. It was two [each]

,

and I said I wouldn't vote; I liked one pile, and the poet

the other. The prize was twenty-five dollars for sculpture,

first prize, and twenty-five dollars for painting. That

was all. When they all got ready to vote, there are two of

us [each], and then Prosser, who is running the thing, says,

"I'll make the deciding vote." They picked the flower

painting for first prize. I was afraid to say that must be

the best, because I just judge on what I like very much--

it was colorful and all that. Of course, the Lincoln head

got first [prize for sculpture]. Well, here is the poet

with his pile down here. He is so emotional, he is crushed.

He says, "This is a great pile." So I, all of a sudden,

thought, "Well, my gosh, what's twenty-five dollars?" I

said, "I'll give twenty-five dollars for a second prize."

Then the poet says, "I'll give five dollars, and that will

make thirty dollars; we will have a fifteen-dollar second
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prize in sculpture and one in painting." That's the way it

ended, and when we voted, he got second prize for a painting

out of his group. In sculpture, the wood people got a

second prize; it was a kind of form cut out of maple or

something, with some holes carved in it—very way-out and

abstract.

I finally got up to have waffles with the Prossers

.

The only time that all the family eats breakfast together

is Sunday morning. They have two young boys, very wonder-

ful, and we had waffles and bacon for breakfast. That was

fine, but I'll say this: much as I like waffles, partic-

ularly for breakfast, I wish that the waffles that were

served were cooked at least a little brown. It isn't so

good to eat waffles that aren't brown and brittle. [tape

recorder turned off]

It was decided by my mother that I should go to KU

[University of Kansas]. I asked some of the boys about

KU, and they said it was a big engineering school. I didn't

want to be an engineer; I was supposed to be a lawyer

—

that's what the cranium reader had told me when I was nine

years old, at the little church [at Cadmus]. He had inter-

preted the dents in my head that I should be a lawyer. Any-

way, my mother says, "You'll have twenty-five dollars; you
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go up there and get a job.

It turned out that Marvin ... (I went with him

and his uncle to the World's Fair in 1903 in St. Louis;

we ran through the aisles of every building, so when we got

home people could say, "Did you see this?" And we could

say yes. So many people we had heard had gone, and they

didn't see this or that. So we ran, and we saw everything,

but nothing.) Marvin is the nephew of the Dr. Thomas, and

he wants to be a druggist. The little drugstore there was

owned by a KU graduate. [Marvin] is going to have money

to go--the doctor will send him— so, we get on the train.

First thing I had to do, of course, was to enroll.

We went up about two weeks ahead of time, and I am supposed

to enroll and get a job. Well, I enroll, and they tell me

that I came from a three-year high school and I have to make

up a year of high school, but that I can do it on the campus

and I can do a year's work in half a year. That credit I

needed was to be history of some kind—medieval, perhaps.

I enroll, and then I go to a place where [I asked], "Where

can I get a job?" "Well, go down to Mrs. Willis at such a

place; she wants somebody to wait on tables. You can get

free board there." I get a job with Mrs. Willis.
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I can play three pieces on the piano which I had

learned in Kansas City when I thought I was going to play

in the YMCA Christinas concert in Kansas City, Missouri. I

had a drum trap which I made so I could play both drums at

once, and did so for dances in Spring Hill.

So we'll jump from here; Marvin and I go back two weeks

later to begin school. I take my drum, with this big long

board that holds both drums, back with me, and I have my

twenty-five dollars. I have a plate camera which the drug-

gist had given me; it held twelve plates, and you could take

a picture of something. My job waiting on tables is to get

up in the morning and set the table for twenty-four, about

twelve girls and twelve boys, that eat there. They put the

plates through a little peek hole in the kitchen, and I

serve people when the time comes

.

I decided I would take my camera and make a little

money; taking a picture of anything was unusual in those

days. So I start out, and I take a picture of a colonial

house in Lawrence. And I rap on the door and tell the woman

that I did. Would she like some? "Yes, I would." I said,

"They will be ten cents apiece, and I'll get them for you."

She says, "I'll take a dozen." Then she said, "Where are

you from?" I say, "Spring Hill, Kansas." And she said,
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"We are, too. We moved up here so our daughter could go

through the university about four years [ago]." She said,

"You're the Blairs from there. Your father runs a store

there." "Yes." "Oh, wonderful," she says, "now, listen.

Right behind me are some close friends, and there is a

girl there that I wish you would meet. We are going to

have a party at our place. Will you come?" I said, "Well,

I guess I can, if I don't have to wait tables too late."

Anyway, I have contacts there, and I sell some pictures.

Meantime we enter school. I have an eight o'clock

class, by the way, so I had to wait on tables early in the

morning, get up and get the tables set, and get up this long

hill. Mount Oread. [tape recorder turned off]

I see an announcement on the bulletin board in Fraser

Hall, where most of the college work is done—about a •

fifty-five- or sixty-room, big, stone building— "band

application." I finally was going to belong to the KU band.

Well, I got up with my drum, and Professor [J.C.] McCandless-

"Mac," everybody calls him--gives me music to play by note.

I do it. He has a set of bells there. "Can you play the

bells?" "Well, I can read the notes, but I played very few

pieces." "Well," he says, "that's fine. You're in. You're

the drummer." There were sixty-four pieces in the band, and
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I mean they were all there to play; they didn't just carry

instruments. They played , and they played in the spirit

of winning. So I write a letter back home to my dad and

to the Spring Hill New Era that I am the only drummer in a

sixty-four-piece band. It comes out in the newspaper that

I try out with sixty-four drummers and I am the only one

that makes it.

Going to college was not nearly as important to me as

getting to play drums somewhere. They have a symphony

orchestra, so I try out for that. They have timpani, which

I had never seen. But they told me that you just loosen

and [you get a] G, and [you can play] the timpani. So I

am in as the sole drummer in a symphony orchestra of about

fifty pieces, playing traps, drums, and timpani.

The next thing is to try out to see if I can play

where you get paid. I hear they are going to have a dance

right away, Shanty's Orchestra. Well, that was top, I found

out. It turned out it was made up of Shanty (his name was

Newhouse) , violinist; and McCandless, the head of the band,

played cornet; a plumber played clarinet ;. and one of the KU

fellows played trombone. And I mean, they all played .

There was a union, so I found out I also had to join the

union. Shanty said, "I can use you on certain nights.
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whenever the theater has a show." [This was] the Bowersock

Opera House, which was [on the] Shubert circuit, one-night

stands out of Kansas City each week. But [for me] to play

trap drums at sight in the theater was something else—
shows like Midnight Sun , Merry Widow , Red Nell , and all

those—so he said, "You can play at the dance, and the other

fellow can play at the show, when they both come on the same

night." We were to get two dollars till midnight and a

dollar an hour for [each] half-hour after that. If we

played till one o'clock then we would be able to get three

dollars.

Well, first thing, of course, is a dance. He says,

"You have a trap? You play both drums?" I say, "Sure."

The big dance is in the Fraternal Aid Hall, one of the

great ones in Lawrence, with a spring floor for dancing.

Well, I hired a horse-drawn taxi for twenty-five cents--

we'd call it today a cab—and I loaded in my trap. They

are to have a bass drum there. I am just a little late--

that is, not for the dance, but I'm not one of the first

there. They are in the hall, and they are all sitting

around waiting for the orchestra to assemble. And I go up .

to this long—sixty or eighty feet—dance hall, carrying

my snare drum in a case and traps and then this wooden
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thing to play both drums with two separate sets of pedals.

As I walk through there to get to the stage, there is more

curiosity and a few snickers. I walk in there, and Shanty

says, "What's that?" "Why," I said, "I play both drums

with this." He was kind; he said, "Well, if you can do it,

great." So they played the first piece. Those were the

days, by the way, when the waltz was the great thing for

the orchestra to play, and they had whole waltz parties,

maybe only one one-step or two-step dance, but they one-

stepped to the waltz. That made a gliding thing that

really was great at KU. You cut corners and all that, and

you really did a one-step, never a catch-step. You never

changed, just a slow waltz. We opened up with a one-step

march, and after the first piece Shanty said, "Ok, you've

got perfect steady timing." I was in.

During the intermission, he said, "You know, I told

you I would put up the money for you to join the union;

I'll take out twenty-five cents a dance until you pay the

two dollars. But," he said, "you know, you can get a trap

that you can fold up and put in your pocket to play both

drums. You just attach it." "I can? Well, how much is

it?" "I can get you one for about eight severity-five,"

he says. "We'll get that, and you just forget about your
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other one. I'll have one for you next time."

By the way, in the KU band, I was, I said, the only

drummer. Well, for the first rehearsal or two, they did

have another snare drummer, and he was the one that played

trap drum for the theater. But he leaves, and now I am top

guy in the KU band--sixty-four pieces! They have no drummer

if the show and the theater come the same night, but when

the theater is important, we go. So I play at sight and

make good at it, [doing] one-night stands in the Shubert

circuit theater.

So all through school I am running a boarding club;

I am playing in the symphony; and we have rehearsal every

week in the KU band. I sell suits, made to measure for

boys. Then, after the first half-year of this, the steward

of this club (who was manager; all he had to do was collect

the rent and keep the club filled up so the woman wouldn't

lose money) [joined] Sigma Chi, and he quit. He was going

to marry the daughter of the woman that ran the boarding

club, but he went over to live in the Sigma Chi house. So

I became steward at the end of the first half-year. They

got another fellow to wait on tables. By the way, [the

steward] had to make ice cream. I had to make ice cream

when I was carrying dishes every Wednesday—homemade; I had

to turn the freezer and do all that.
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Mind you, I had to make up a year of high school and

specialize, of all things, in Latin. Why? Well, here's

where logic comes in; it's just wonderful, logic is. You

know the earth was absolutely flat. I mean it was flat--

till they proved otherwise. The logic was this: people

don't like Latin, and there might be a shortage of Latin

teachers. I knew I wasn't going to be a lawyer; I was

fairly sure of that. And I certainly wasn't going to be

an engineer. I had no money to be a merchant. So what

else was there? Well, teach. Then, if there is a shortage

of Latin teachers because people don't like Latin, I'll be

sure of a job. I didn't figure that if people don't like

Latin, they don't need many Latin teachers. That's the

second time the earth isn't flat. Anyway, I do specialize

in that, which will come up a little later when I get

through school. •
'

Why didn't they have another drummer in the KU band?

I was so excited with the spirit when I found out what KU

was in football and all of that, which I knew nothing about,

that when I played my note I put so many things in my drum-

ming that Mac would never let a second drummer come in

there. He got me an oversized snare drum and never let

a second drummer come, because if you have another drummer
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you've got to play the note. I had the spirit, and I

developed the drum beat that became quite recognized wherever

the band would go. Even when I got out of school later,

and went around in the advertising business, I stopped at

the University of Pennsylvania, where I had the privilege

to go because I was writing magazines at that time for

high-school boys. I gave this [demonstration] --of course,

I can't put this on the tape—but I'd get the applause on

the simplest drum beat ever invented. [gives a vocal

imitation of his drum beat]

From that time on, of course, I was playing at all

the dances and at the theater, and I could make my way

through school with drums. I didn't have to work in the

summertime, and I was steward of the club, social secretary,

you might say. [Being steward] was a little bit embar-

rassing at times. I knew very well that if a girl in the

club, when we put on our own dances, didn't get a date,

she might go to some other boarding club. Well, when I

realized it was my job to keep the boarding club filled,

Mrs. Willis said, "You ought to go up now when they are

enrolling for the second semester and see if you can't

pick up somebody who would like to board down here." So

1 did, and when I saw a good-looking blond (or perhaps a

brunette) standing in line, waiting to enroll (I was
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already enrolled) , I just walk up and say, "Do you have a

place to board yet?" "No." Well, I would say, "I have a

club down here with about twelve to sixteen girls and boys."

So she said, "I have a roommate. Can she come, too?" I

said, "Yes." Right away, I had two for the club. They

turned out to be Ruby [Souders] and Chloe [Corey] — Ruby

was the one I had talked to. They were in my club the whole

time through.

Ruby, I found out, was engaged to a fellow from her

hometown in Kansas. As I mentioned before, [there was] the

night at the auditorium when I thought I was engaged to

Vera--she said she loved me and God will take care of me.

I thought that meant I was engaged. Ruby and I had a talk

and a walk, and she told me about [her boyfriend] , and I

said, "Well, I tell you what we ought to do. We'll kind

of go together, and I'll kind of protect you. You be loyal

to your man and [I'll be loyal to Vera]." A lot goes on

after that, but that was the deal.

Chloe was really the one that I liked very much; and

when Easter came, Chloe and Tim Shotts , the assistant

athletic director there (he used to stand on his hands and

do everything; he sold aluminum in the summertime to help

go through school) , and Ruby and I all went down home to

Spring Hill for Easter. Down there, after I went back later.
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my mother told me that Chloe told her she was in love with

me. Anyway there it was, but I [couldn't] go with anyone

I liked; I had to keep my club full. I waited until the

last girl did or did not get a date, and then I took which-

ever one [was left] because of business, you know. That's

just a little bit of the, you might say, social life I

had at KU.

DIXON: Did the club have a name?

BLAIR: Yes, I called it the La Sorella Club. "La Sorella"

was one of the pieces I learned to play on the piano,

[whistles tune] I had heard that in the bands out at

Colorado Springs when I went out there. I learned that on

the piano, and every time I joined a band later in life,

they would play "La Sorella," so it was called the La

Sorella Club. We had the importance, by the way, almost

better than a fraternity as far as social life. People

wanting to get in. [tape recorder turned off]

I still had an idea that I might have to be a lawyer.

The University of Kansas was going to debate Oklahoma on

whether or not we should have postal savings banks. They

were going to debate Colorado on the same thing. I tried

out for the debating team. By the way, the husband of Mrs.

Willis, who ran the boarding club, was a retired (nervous
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breakdown) lawyer. He was all right, but he couldn't do

'much else. He told me never to have a set speech; just

study the thing, get up there, and talk. I did that, and

believe it or not, I was selected one of sixteen, one of

eight, and then one of four. They only send three to

Oklahoma, so I am an alternate. So I don't go; nobody got

sick. Now they tell us that for Colorado it's the same

question. Well, I am one of three, but they only send

two debaters to Colorado; I am an alternate. I gave up

trying to be a lawyer. I thought being a lawyer you just

debated; I didn't know anything. If I had known there were

contract lawyers, I would have been one. Anyway, it is a

pretty good profession. [tape recorder turned off]

In Latin, my professor was Dean [Arthur Tappan] Walker.

I took all the Latin they had and some Greek that I had to

—

my major was classics— and I enrolled in a course called

Educational Classics under Dr. Schweigler. I didn't know

what it meant, but he covered many things in life; and the

one thing he hammered on was this: the behavior of the

human will. It's not anything in the world, but a variable,

just like the sixteen film sections [frames] going through

per second. All psychology centers on understanding the

behavior of the human will. A strong-willed man or a
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weak-willed man is not like your arm. Every new evidence

that comes in changes the decision right at that moment

if you have to make one. He said it's all based on past

experience, plus environment, plus the urge to be up and

doing--that ' s the divine urge—but prior to that a little

of the hereditary influence.

Knowing that, I gained self-confidence. I knew that

selling could come in there. If you could own a clothing

store, with only forty-nine percent of a man's apparel mind,

and another store owns fifty-one percent, I knew that if you

had the finest way of presenting your advertising and you

had prestige; [then] the time could happen [when] you could

own fifty and one-tenth percent of that man's apparel mind

and the other fellow own forty-nine and nine-tenths. And

[the customer] could not go to his old store; he would have

to come in [to your store] . [tape recorder turned off]

This thing seemed to crystallize in me and gave me self-

confidence. You were not set to be smart or non-smart, or

this or that; it's all based on the things we just mentioned,

Your decisions were based on actual things that can be

bought and paid for, you might say.

So, it comes graduating time, and I don't make Phi

Beta Kappa, [although] everybody thought I would. My Latin-
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grades were good enough, but I slighted some mathematics.

I didn't flunk in anything, but I was not a Phi Beta Kappa.

That didn't mean anything either to me then. So what £im I

going to do? I am going to graduate. I specialized in the

classics, and my spirit is football. I knew the rules,

[although I] never played a game in my life.

They send me to Sabetha, Kansas, to get a job, and

they say I should get ninety dollars a month for nine

months. They wanted a Latin teacher and an English teacher

and somebody interested in football for the Sabetha, Kansas,

high school. [It was] the most modern little town. They

had their own municipal laundry and municipal everything.

It was 'way out in front, a town of about twenty-seven

hundred in northeast Kansas. I go there and meet with the

school board— a banker and two doctors. They say, "It's

wonderful. We want you as much because you can teach Latin,

[as because] you say you can coach football and basketball.

We need that. But we can't pay you but eighty dollars a

month, not ninety." I said, "Why?" Well, they said,

"Our principal only gets eighty dollars a month. We can't

pay a teacher more than a principal." I said, "I'm sorry,

I have to leave." I went down to the depot to return to

KU. A messenger comes and says, "The board wants to see you
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again." So I go back up and they say, "Well, we will do

this. We will make a concession. We'll explain if we have

to, but our principal is all right." The superintendent,

however, ran the schools there—one big brick building,

grades down below and high school above, with several rooms.

It was quite a large school compared to Spring Hill. Any-

way, I got the job, and they were going to pay me ninety.

I go back, and I still have a few more weeks of school,

so what will I do in the summer? I can go to Colorado or

play in orchestras. But it turned out I decided to go to

Colorado, and a fellow by the name of Clark (who went with

Chloe, it seems), and Ruby's people happen to decide to go

to Colorado, too. And then Chloe decides to go. So here

Clark, a fellow in my club (a wonderful fellow; his father

had a furniture store in western Kansas) , and I go; and

then here come the two families, Chloe 's and Ruby's families,

all in Colorado Springs. I am playing in an orchestra.

We hike in the mountains, the four of us, and all this time,

why, I was kind of wishing I were with Chloe, but Ruby is

wonderful and all that. But we're being faithful, you know,

to each other's charge. I spend my last few minutes at

the depot when they are all leaving in the fall talking to

Chloe. Well, I get a letter written on the train from Ruby
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saying, "You made me so miserable, but I admit I didn't

keep my part of the bargain." And that was that. [tape

recorder turned off]

I go home after graduation. My father and mother came

up to see me graduated at KU. Go back to Spring Hill for

a little while, of course, and then this interlude we just

mentioned of going and playing in the mountains before

school. I get home about ten days before [it was] time to

go to Sabetha, Kansas, and take over my new job. At that

time, I was still drum-minded. Sabetha was a town of

twenty-seven hundred, a very modern town for that time.

That's going to be the next chapter.
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TAPE NUMBER: V, SIDE TWO

June 11, 1965

BLAIR: Likely you remember that I mentioned the fact that

my grandfather drove ninety miles from his blacksmith shop

south of Kansas City with his family and wife and a basketful

of doughnuts, to take the train and go back and visit rela-

tives in Ohio. They camped out in front of Spring Hill, and

then they got six miles north and he missed his penknife.

He left, you remember; he walked back, and he didn't find

it. When I'm a sophomore at the University of Kansas, I go

home one Easter, and my mother and father have a used Ford.

First time they ever had a car. In fact, there was only

one other car in Spring Hill, Kansas. This was about 1912.

The jeweler had a car, a Ford. So, we get in the car one

afternoon to drive around and visit the farms. With a horse

and buggy we couldn't visit but one a day, but we could

visit five or six because we had an automobile.

I think I have mentioned the fact that when we first

moved to Spring Hill, my dad remembered that's where his

father had lost his penknife—somewhere in there. He went

to the old Spring Hill Inn. It was full of hay and grain
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and stuff but was still there. He asked the Turners, who

were grandchildren or some descendants of the original

Turners that owned the inn when my grandfather had camped

out (they couldn't afford to go into the inn), he asked

them if any of them had ever found a penknife, and they

said no. That was when we first moved to Spring Hill. So,

after about three years in high school and one year in col-

lege at KU, this was about thirty-five years later when my

folks get this Ford and I am down there for Easter vacation.

We go out and visit friends in the country, some of the places

I had plowed when I was in high school, and when we got home

there was an envelope on the front porch. In it was that

penknife. Thirty-five to thirty-eight years later. We

didn't know who left it there. Of course, now we feel that

all the time they had the penknife, but for some reason their

conscience kind of got after them. So that winds up the

penknife episode. [tape recorder turned off]

After I started painting (my main interest, of course,

was folk life before motor power) , I did a painting of the

old Spring Hill Inn— it is still there, I guess—which showed

that there had been a campfire in front of it. I showed a

mover wagon way up the prairie six miles with the children

and the family waiting, and my grandfather, quite a husky
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fellow, walking back looking for his penknife. I did that

painting, which the University of Kansas today owns. It's

in a museum, and also the knife in a glass case beside it

forever. [tape recorder turned off]

Getting back to the four years at KU, where I made up

a year in high school, specialized in Latin, ran a boarding

club, and got free board after the first semester, that

first semester I waited on tables and played in orchestras

and all that, but I did have an eight o'clock class. We'd

get up and get the tables ready for thirty-two people in the

morning and wait on them. They, too, had to make eight

o'clock classes, of course, but I had to clear the table

and get up the hill [as well] . Oread is really quite a

mountain for Kansas. That was really a strenuous period.

Of course, some of them didn't meet every morning. Maybe

twice or three times a week was about as often as they had

classes

.

I took advanced botany; I think I had that in the

afternoon for two hours where we did experimental work.

We did research, and we made drawings under microscopes.

Perhaps there is where I showed some talent, maybe, with

painting. [I did] my notebook in color--the insides of

plants, and yeast, and all that sort of thing— the growing
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of so-called matter. [These] were done in color, and I

got a top grade on it. Maybe that was an indication that

sometime I might paint. Climbing the hill. Mount Oread,

in the snow ... I want to tell you, it was so steep that

when there was ice we had to hold on to things to get up

it to make our eight o'clock classes.

I kept my club social in order not to lose members.

• In fact, some of the [students] would rather belong to my

club than to a sorority or fraternity because we had social

life. I had never guided a sled except coasting down a

little hill in Spring Hill or in Cadmus, but I rent a bob-

sled that will hold ten. There's about twenty-four in the

club. We get on a brick street that comes down Mount Oread,

not so steep as the one we climb to go up, and I have to

be the hero ; they don't want a guide because we are going

to cross several streets and one streetcar line, and you

don't know what is going to be crossing it. You can't stop

a bobsled. It was pretty icy. They loaded up on the back,

and I'm being the hero; I had never guided one in my life.

We start down that hill; everything was clear and bright;

and can you imagine, a streetcar— just as we are going, I

expect, sixty miles an hour; I didn't know it was ice and

not snov;—goes across. I just swerve a little and miss it..
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The next block, here is a woman with a baby buggy going

across. She rushes a little, and I miss her. When we

get to the top, I am through! The other sixteen or ten

don't get a ride. [tape recorder turned off]

Going for my first job--not principal of the high

school at Sabetha, but getting ten dollars more a month than

the principal because I can coach football , teach Latin and

English— I arrive there two or three days early. I find

out that Sabetha has a girls' symphony orchestra of about

thirty members, directed by a Mrs. [Flora] Murdock, the

wife of the outstanding doctor of Sabetha. (In fact, he

had his own little hospital.) Where is everybody? They

say that there is a celebration and fair down the railroad

track toward St. Joe [St. Joseph, Missouri] about twenty

miles. They are all down there, and there is a train

going, so I go down. Sabetha, which was the most cultured

center in northeastern Kansas, just like Cadmus was the most

cultured center in the eastern southern part. Here I see

a girls' orchestra playing. There's firecrackers going

on. It wasn't the Fourth--it was in the fall—but it was

really a celebration.

Well, I make myself acquainted to Mrs. Murdock, who

directs it. She says, "I hear you play trap drums." I
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said, "Yes," Well, she says, "We have a girl playing trap

drums; she does pretty good. But maybe if you'd play a

number with the orchestra—you are going ,to be a teacher at

the high school—why, maybe it would teach her a little, or

she would get an inspiration." They played one of these

Hungarian rhapsodies or something (I don't know the name of

it) which increases in tempo, and she directs. I can almost

whistle the piece, but I can't describe it. Anyway, I am

used to playing under a director in the Shubert circuit

theater at KU. I take them through, and I give them some

drums I guess the rest of the orchestra hadn't hardly had

before. So they think I am great. Well, I didn't mind

that, whatever they thought. All afternoon, I am just

standing around, and at different times young people will

go by, take a look, and then dash away. And then they will

steal another look. They undoubtedly know that the Latin

teacher of Sabetha is there. That night, we're going back

to Sabetha, and all the people that went down from Sabetha

are on that train. Murdock is sitting two seats in back of

me, and I heard her tell someone, ."Isn't it wonderful?

We're going to have somebody in the high school who can

take part in student activities." [tape recorder turned

off]
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The morning of the first assen±)ly of the high school,

there were around two hundred and fifty or three hundred

students— a lot to me. The teachers were on the platform

to be introduced. We were told by the superintendent—not

the principal, but the superintendent, because the grade

schools were in the lower floor— to write on the blackboard

the next day's lesson. Well, what am I going to tell them?

Study in Latin? I tell the Latin class to read the preface,

whatever that was, and then I tell the English people to be

sure they have the right textbook and to read the preface.

After we are introduced, and I make a little talk and

all that sort of thing, there is a big fellow sitting right

down in the front row, and he beckons to me. He says, "Are

you going to help us in football?" His name was Harry

Patton. I said, "Well, yes. I certainly am." He says,

"When are we going to meet?" "Day after tomorrow. Where

do you meet?" He says, "Half a mile south of town." We

went out there, and although I know the rules and some plays,

I don't know anything about teaching to tackle or anything

[else] . Forward passes were new, and I knew that a forward

pass could be made provided it was made five yards—that's

fifteen feet—back of the line of scrimmage; otherwise you

would be penalized. So I see this big fellow, and I think
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of Tub Reid, who played guard at KU. He was so big they

never tried to come through his side of the line. I still

thought that might be a great idea, but I knew something

else. I didn't know that the backfield could do just this

and that and not other things, but it comes to me—there

are four men in the backfield: a quarterback, two half-

backs, and a fullback. I put Patton in the right halfback,

to carry the ball. I could play him sometimes in the line.

He could be jerked out of the line according to the rules

then, and put five yards back— fifteen feet— and carry the-

ball, but that gave him a disadvantage. Well, I thought

if he does that, he's got fifteen feet to go before he hits

where the line was, and they could block him. So .1 put him

in as right halfback, he could stand up as close as he wanted

to the line and play at right halfback. I have three other

fellows who can carry the ball: the quarterback, the full-

back, and the other half. Do you know, we won some games

the first year, and the second year we were champions?

Yet when they first heard around the town of Sabetha

that I put this heavy fellow Harry Patton in as right

[halfback], they said, "He doesn't know anything about foot-

ball. What we want is a football coach." You know the way

I figured it? You got four tries to make ten yards. If
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you don't make it on the fourth down, you've got to kick

and give it to the other team. You can't win a game if

you don't have the ball. Many times teams would get three

of the four downs— they could only lack three inches, but

they've got to kick. They can't gamble; they might lose.

Then, if a team gets the ball behind your own line because

they blocked you back there, you don't even have to kick

to them. They've got it right there. I figured out this

guy could fall five yards. He'd start running with the

ball, and he could stumble five yards. He did; he made the

downs; and we won our championship on that basis. [tape

recorder turned off]

Something happened during the two years I was there.

I could have stayed forever, but something else comes up

later where I leave. It seems in the junior class was a

very dark-haired, naturally curly-headed girl. Mind you,

I'm not ever to have any dates . . .

DIXON: You're a teacher.

BLAIR: . . . but here comes Halloween, somebody's going

to give a Halloween party, and I'm not going to take any-

body. There were two or three young women there from KU

(I had never seen them at KU) . I'm going to the Halloween

party, and this fellow Patton, the big guy, I knew was a
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close friend of the curly-haired brunette. He says to me,

"Who are you going to take to the Halloween party?" I

said, "Nobody." Well, he said, "Why don't you take Camille?"

"Camille?" "Yeah, Camille Hook."

There was an inn between Sabetha and St, Joe, and one

of my paintings shows that whenever a stagecoach comes over

the hill (a grey horizon; a day and a half drive out of

St. Joe to Sabetha), the people of this country inn, which was a

farm, could say, "Now, it is going to be an hour and a half

before they get here. Plenty of time to kill the chickens,

pick the chickens, make angel food cake, peel the potatoes,

and have a big dinner when the [stage] arrives." Well, it

happened that Camille 's mother, who did live in Sabetha

([Camille's] grandfather had been a chairmaker from the

East) , would go down there and help the Hook [House] Inn

people get served and all that. She later became a Hook.

Anyway, Patton says, "Why don't you take her?" "Aren't

you going to take her?" "No." Well, I was a little uneasy

about it, but Patton is the big guy in the school—he is the

football hero—and so I asked Camille if she wanted to go

to this Halloween party. She was in the Latin class. I

found out later that she didn't like Latin and had a poor

grade in beginning Latin. But she tells me now that when
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the different ones were being introduced that morning, she

said, "Who's that?" Somebody said, "He's the new Latin

teacher." And she says, "I'm for Latin."

Here's what happened. At this Halloween party, I

walk in with her a little late, and these teachers from

KU . . . there's a dead silence. After that, Camille was

flunked almost in everything she took from those teachers.

Well, the mother, Mrs. Hook, realized that things were

kind of serious. I never had a date with her, really,

after that, but sometimes I would go over there. Her father

died shortly after, and I went over. The odd thing was,

she came into my office one day and said, "May I be excused

this afternoon from classes?" I said no. I wanted to be

right strict to the line. She didn't tell me why. Well,

her father had died; and so, when I found that out I went

over one evening to apologize and explain. Then I would go

every once in a while, but her mother would give me the

milk bottle at ten o'clock and say, "It's time to put the

milk bottle out. Get out of here."

After that, Camille didn't get good grades even in

domestic science that one year; it was kind of tedious.

I learned out later that during that period Camille knew

she wasn't a good student, and she had a pony. In other
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words, she cheated right away. But she did make her grade

[in Latin] , because I graded greatly on grammar, and she

did get the understanding. Right at the moment we will

let her go.

During this first year, the first snow has come, and

I am standing out on the porch of where I roomed in that

town, and I hear the fire bells. Well, if there's a fire

I ought to go down and find out. Down the main street,

here comes a homemade fire [engine] pulled by men, with a

pump that they can work. Nobody is on the front end of

the tongue, and being the new guy in town, I want to be

[helpful], so I go over and grab the front end, and all

the rest of them let loose. Here I go downgrade with the

new fire wagon alone, and I run by the fire a half a block.

Another incident. I hear somebody calling in front

of where I roomed. Here is a laundry delivery wagon and

a horse, and in it are Camille and a girl [Muriel Whitman]

that roomed at her home. They are driving this laundry

wagon. Mind you, I am one of the teachers in the high

school. I go out. "Come and take a ride with us." "Well,

are you delivering laundry?" "No, we stole it. It belongs

to Harry Wiggins. We saw it, and we just took his horse."

They're just kids in high school. "He was somewhere, and
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we just got in. We're driving around, and we'll take you

for a ride." I was really very, very embarrassed, but I

said, "Well, I'll ride around the block." Nobody saw us,

I'm sure. [tape recorder turned off]

In the contract signed with the teachers' committee in

Sabetha, I was not to dance; teachers were not supposed

to go to dances. But I'm playing in the band and all that,

and somebody in the high school is having a dance in the

Odd Fellows Hall in Sabetha. They wanted me to play trap

drums, and [they] paid three dollars. Well, I had signed

up not to dance, so I go to the bank president, who is one

of the three on the teachers' committee. I say, "You know,

I've signed up not to go to a dance, but I am offered a

job to play in the orchestra Friday night. What about this?"

"Well, all right." I say, "Are you sure?" "Yes," he says.

"That's business." So I played the dance, and Camille was

there with Patton. [During] one encore, Patton says, "Why

don't you dance a little with Camille?" Well, I do, but I

expect to lose my job in the high school the next day. But

it didn't happen. [tape recorder turned off]

Since I had specialized in Latin and Greek and the

classics at the University of Kansas, I got an idea of

writing a play. Now, as high school people go along today,

they probably think of Caesar and Cicero as friends. They
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were originally. But Shakespeare, in my mind, really over-

looked a great bet when he didn't write a play about the

'relationship of Caesar and Cicero. So I worked and worked

and wrote a play called Cicero . We held little tryouts in

the high school, and made up the cast. I did it, well,

more like Shakespeare would have done it, let's put it that

way.

Here is the story. The truth was never told about the

relationship of Caesar and Cicero just by reading what

Latin [we get] in the schools. Maia is Latin for May Day,

and May Day was women's day in Rome. The queen—not neces-

sarily the queen; the head woman of the world--in this case

would have been Julius Caesar's wife . . . You have all

heard the expression "Caesar's wife must be beyond suspicion."

Well, that- had never really been put in words, so I wrote

this play, and May Day is the opening scene. Nobody dared

be there but women. In this celebration and reception,

someone like a woman stoops to kiss Caesar's wife's hand,

and she knows it is not a woman, jerks off the wig, and it's

a man. It turns out later, however, that this very man

became tribune of the people, more powerful than any king.

It goes on from there. Caesar is in Gaul and the Rubicon

has not yet been crossed, but he hears about this thing.

By the way, Pompey had been off in a campaign in the north,
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and [when] he came in he was against any law of any kind

in Rome for any general to ever parade his army through

Rome. They were a democracy, and he didn't want any dic-

tatorship taking the town over. Rome was the nation, you

might say. Pompey keeps getting closer and closer, when

news comes that Caesar has stopped his victorious armies

from Gaul on the other side of the Rubicon. He told them

that if Pompey marches he will cross the Rubicon. That's

the story.

We know that Cicero believed there was still a democracy,

Caesar knew there was no more democracy ever, and that

Pompey would rule like a dictator. He knew that if he got

in there he could bring back the democracy. Poor old Cicero

didn't believe in that; he believed in democracy. Well,

this fellow at Mai

a

, who became tribune of the people, was

in with the bunch that did not want democracy; and as tri-

bune of the people, he exiled Cicero and his daughter Tullia

onto an island out of Rome. Now isn't that a typical Roman

or Greek tragedy? (By the way, Cicero had the first short-

hand secretary that ever lived in the world. He could take

down Cicero's talks in some figures that he could read.)

Cicero and Tullia are on this island, and ho hears that

Caesar is assassinated. He likes Caesar; but he is elated.
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He thought Caesar wanted to be king, but Caesar was really

coming in to keep Pompey from being king, and to save what-

ever could be made into a democracy. He knew there was no

democracy.

Want a reason why? There was no trial in those days

held in Rome that was fair. People could sit in the upper.

balcony and spit on the judges, and nothing was done about

it. There was no democracy.

Well, when Cicero hears that Caesar is assassinated,

he grieves for Caesar, but he is joyful for Rome. There

will not be a king or a dictator. He gets a little boat,

and against the rules of the so-called "Maia tribune" he

^returns to Rome] with his secretary. He comes in to meet

with the conspirators, thinking, "Now we shall have a

democracy." Then I have a scene in this show--all dark,

and here are the conspirators, just candlelighted , and they

are going like this: "Ten thousand sesterces for you, ten

sesterces for you." They are dividing up the spoils.

Cicero comes in. He thinks they are going to arrange a

good government. He can't believe it. He shows that, and

they know he's not with them anymore. They draw knives, he

realizes, and he flees for his life down to the little ship

to get away. They assassinate him before he gets on the
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ship. That's all in the play, [tape recorder turned off]

The play was about an hour and a half long. Unbeknown

to me, there is a representative there from the University

of Kansas. I always was publicizing my own activities, and

they sent a representative out there. He congratulated me

and said it was true, in his mind, that maybe I had in my

way written a play that Shakespeare really could have done

in his classic manner. [tape recorder turned off]

I was hired as principal the second year in Sabetha.

Mrs. Hook, realizing that Camille was not getting good grades,

she decides that Camille (who is a wonderful flute player;

she is in the girls' symphony orchestra there) should enter

KU. They moved to Lawrence, Kansas, and Camille enters the

fine arts school as a specialist in music. Well, she joins

the KU band, and plays flute in it, the first girl that

ever plays in the KU band and in the symphony.

I am in Sabetha. I didn't know we were engaged, but

it seems we were. I was so dumb. I realize this at the

end of the first year, when I go home to Spring Hill for

two-weeks vacation at Christmas. .1 feel yery uneasy, and I

come back to Sabetha a couple or three days earlier than I

had to. I hunt up the Hook family and Camille, and I rent

a horse and sleigh at the livery stable and take Camille
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out for a ride. I know she isn't going to be [in Sabetha]

this coming year; they were going to be in Lawrence. So

we're out taking a sleigh ride in the moonlight, and just

as we go over a culvert (you don't see those anymore--a

wooden culvert over a little stream), the horse stops, and

I really have the nerve to kiss Camille. I say, "Now I've

kissed you. You can tell the school board, and I'll lose

my job." [tape recorder turned off] That doesn't bother

her; she doesn't think about a thing like that. Well, that

part is over. That is Christinas, at the end of the first

semester. After that, we go along fine, and then summer

vacation comes before she is going to move. So we go out

one day for a little picnic with a horse and buggy during

the summer; no school is on. So I think, "I'm going to ask

her if she'll marry me." I remember we're having lunch

under a tree in a pasture. Why, she says, "We're already

engaged." "Engaged?" "Yes, you kissed mo .

" [laughter]

I-^go back to Spring Hill after that and think, "Gee,

I must get a diamond ring." There is a little jeweler in

Spring Hill—the only one who had an automobile. I say I

want a real diamond, and I ask, "What do I have to pay?"

He said, "I can give you a real diamond, and a nice one,

for ninety dollars." Well, that's just about all I had

saved up out of the first year of school. I remembered he
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shows me this ring in a black derby hat; it looks great

in there. So I buy the ring.

In the meantime, Camille and her mother have gone down

to Oklahoma, where they had relatives, to spend the summer.

Well, I go down there, and they run a store in Okmulgee,

Oklahoma, I have this ring, so I decide that I am going

to give it to her then. We take a walk. There is a school

there. We sit on the steps of the school, and I give her

the diamond ring. Then we go back to the store and she

shows it. We all come back on the train; I get off at

Spring Hill and they go on to Sabetha.

Thj s fall, she goes with her mother to KU, and I'm

principal of the high school. About when half the football

season is over, there is a convention at Topeka, Kansas,

where the teachers of Kansas meet. I go to that. I had

written a song, a piece of music, called "My Spanish Lady,"

which was published; and my play had been printed; and I am

taken as quite a literary [figure] at that time. Topeka

is not too far from Lawrence, so I go down there from Topeka,

but I get on the wrong train. Camille knows I am to come;

she is to meet me in a horse-drawn cab at the depot about

nine o'clock in the evening. By golly, I find out I am on

the Rock Island train which does not dare stop at Lawrence,
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because they use the Union Pacific tracks between Topeka

and Kansas City. Well, here I am. They slow down going

through [Lawrence] , and one fellow on the train says, "Well,

sometimes they stop for water." I am hoping they are; and

you know, just about the time I think they are going to stop,

they begin speeding up. I jump and hang on to a suitcase

—

should have thrown it and jumped. Do you know, I slide with

the damned suitcase on gravel. I just miss a cement pillar

by six inches with my head; I am full of cinders all down

the right side of my face; and my arm is almost limp, but

not broken--full of cinders. Camille is just about ready,

thinking I didn't come on the train, to leave. I call or

something, and they find me.

By the way, there was a big ball, a junior prom or

something like that, and I was supposed to take her to that.

We get home; they put me to bed at her home (her mother keeps

two or three roomers there—girls rooming to help pay ex-

penses) . I am full of cinders. They call a doctor, and

he spends most of the night picking out cinders and putting

my arm in a sling. I have to go back the following Sunday

to Sabetha as principal of the high school [tape recorder

turned off]

They have a chapel meeting every morning for a few •
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minutes in the high school, where I make announcements and,

I think, somebody said a little prayer. So I appear as the

principal of the high school the next Monday morning with my

arm in a sling and all that sort of thing. It got around

town, of course, that I had jumped off of a train at Lawrence,

but that was about all. It didn't make much difference,

because I am on pretty good terms with the women teachers

now, because Camille is out of the road.

I decide I should write another play, a mythological

play. I decide on the subject of the river god. Now the

river god, in mythology, wanted to marry the king's daughter

in Greece, but the king wouldn't allow it; so he dried up

the river and there was a drouth on. I start from there.

In the first scene, tv;o rustics come onstage with a bucket,

and they are pedantic. I give them Latin names. Hue and

Illuc, for the names of the two rustics. They are used for

comedy. Hue means "here" and Illuc means "there"; so. Here

and There. They come on singing. I write music for this

show. I don't play piano, but I worked out these tunes,

and I play the piano whenever the chorus sings. [It is]

purely Greek, with a chorus in the back, and acted just

like a Greek play.

I was teaching a course in mythology (got no credit

for it) just because the [students] were interested. By
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the way, there were two boys, both football men, in the

play. One day in a class—not in mythology class, which

was voluntary--they started laughing; and I asked what was

going on. They said, "We've just discovered we're cousins."

I say, "What do you mean?" "Well, in this play, if certain

ones are the descendants of this [person], why, according

to those parts we're playing, we're cousins." These

youngsters, by getting into this thing, really got some-

thing more than might be expected in the routine classes.

So Hue and Illuc come on singing, "Hue, Illuc, nor prince,

nor duke, some water we would get. The river is dry, the

river is dry, the white river is dry, but wet likes dry

and dry likes wet." Then they laughed at their own comedy,

and the first thing you know, the whole audience was

howling. That was the first thing on the stage. [tape

recorder turned off] .

'

Well, I bring Hercules into the plot, and the old river

god finally agrees that he will permit the river to flow if

he can have any fair chance to win the king's daughter.

This scene is at Piraeus, Greece. The play goes on and on

for the chorus, and it turns out that they have an agreement

that there will be a fight between the river god and Hercules

The river god is dressed up in different costumes, animal-
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like, kind of a vulgar-looking fellow. Hercules was Patton,

the big football guy, of course. Carrying through the

Greek style, the chorus is onstage and the fight is going

to be offstage— they never had them onstage. (By the way,

the first time that anything mechanical was ever put on a

stage was when a god would appear from the heavens; they

let him down in a kind of a pulley affair and then he would

appear. The Greeks did that.) I stuck to the tradition

that there wouldn't be any fight onstage; I didn't know how

I would have done it anyway. Hue and Illuc are going to be

the messengers to tell the chorus what is going on at the

fight, and they did a wonderful job. They'd run in, "He's

got him by the neck," and this and this. The audience got

tense; they wanted Hercules to win, of course. Well, that's

the way it turns out, and Hercules goes further into the

play. But when I finish my first year of high school, I

realize I am making a success, and I want a master's degree.

So I enroll at the University of Chicago, and go back to

work summer school. [tape recorder turned off]

SCHIPPERS: Before you go on to that I would like to ask

you a question. How did you come on to the idea of doing

a play for the high school?

BLAIR: [During] my study at KU (where we didn't have Cicero
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or Caesar— that was m high school), all through [Tacitus's]

Agricola and Terence and all of them, [this idea] is hounding

me all the time. Shakespeare and the classics were being

studied at the same time, and I kept thinking that I could

play Julius Caesar [this way] . But I just had the desire

to do it, for no particular reason except I thought it ought

to be recorded. By the way, on this second play, the

mythological one, I saw possibilities. They had a repre-

sentative from KU out there, and I didn't know it. I got

a note at the intermission of the second [play] saying, "You

have uncovered a lead. Drake." Well, I didn't know what

a lead meant. He meant this was a whole new area of plays.

Mythological themes—putting them [in dramatic settings]

and making them modern.

SCHIPPERS: Had you seen any formal productions?

BLAIR: Nothing except Faust . When I was in high school,

I did go to see Faust , which had nothing to do, really, with

this.

DIXON: You had never seen how they do Greek tragedies?

BLAIR: Oh, no, I had never seen a Shakespeare play.

DIXON: Or a Greek or a Roman?

BLAIR: No, but we studied those. I even knew how a Roman

house could be built, with a fountain and a little water
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in the center and [the house] all built around it. I had

very specific ideas on Roman and Greek life but never saw

anything that portrayed it. These [ideas] were strictly

original. I don't know whether that answered your question

at all.

SCHIPPERS: Fine. What sort of finances did they have for

these productions you did? And what sort of stage did you

have to work on?

BLAIR: In the auditorium at Sabetha High School, there was

a pretty good stage. In fact, I organized a high school

band and a little high school orchestra. There was always

a piano player and a few [others who] played on there, but

it was not a [real] stage. We put up temporary false cur-

tains, of course.

As far as costumes ... I remember now; I'm glad you

brought it up. The women and the girls all made Greek

[costumes] for the chorus out of, not chiffon, but some

sleazy white [material] . I had pictures, from my classics

work at KU, so I knew how they dressed. By the way, the

men all wore togas, but the king wore a—what's the other

one? the toga is the big one— short [tunic] that comes

to the knees. Well, isn't that too bad, I should know its

[name] . Anyway, they were all dressed appropriately, and

they made their own wigs. (They did a better job than I
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did when I was in high school; I had a beard made out of

wire and the inside of a buggy cushion. That hurt.)

That play was such a hit that it got wonderful reviews

in the local paper. After the second year, I was back down

at Spring Hill, and I organized a group there. Camille

came down to play the part of the lead character in the

mythological one. We put that on at other cities around

[Kansas]. We rented costumes from Kansas City. It was

very high-class.

SCHIPPERS: Did all the town folks come to see this play

when it was at the high school?

BLAIR: Oh, it was packed. In fact, I think we ran the

mythological play a second night.

So at the end of second year, I am engaged to be

married. Here is what the deal was. At the end of my

second year at Sabetha, right in the middle of class, I

get a long-distance call from Junction City, Kansas. He

says, "We understand you have made a great record there.

If you will come to Junction City, we will pay you twelve

hundred dollars a year." (They knew I was getting ninety

dollars a month or eight hundred and ten dollars.) "If

you can straighten out our school, just mile and a half

from Fort Riley, and get them interested in school instead

of the fort and the soldiers, you name your own price; we
.
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will pay you twelve hundred. Will you come and talk to

us?" I went out. They asked me about religion and things

like that; but they said, "All right, you are hired."

I go back, and there is quite a sadness around Sabetha.

I was one of the family. I practically loved every one of

those students. Later in the season, they had a football

banquet, just the championship football team and not too

many. There were twins, the daughters of the Congregational

minister, and we asked him, he was a wonderful fellow. He

took charge of the banquet and introduced me. When I got

up to talk, the last time we were going to meet, I couldn't

say a word. Those people, and the football team, who were

there, I really loved all of them, and they loved me— just

one, wonderful family. I couldn't say a word. He got up

and said, "Just a moment, this is the most wonderful moment

that can happen to a human being. You're on one plane;

there is nothing to say." He called attention and said,

"This is an experience we may never have again in life."

We were just that close. Then I broke over and made a talk,

[tape recorder turned off]

They asked me, [when] I went to Junction City to come

out and interview with the teacher's committee, "Are you

married?" I said, "No." They said, "You'll have to be to
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take this job." "Well," I said, "I expect to be in August."

"All right."

Then I am all enthused about staying in school work.

I go to the University of Chicago and enroll in education,

toward a master's degree. Camille, from KU, gets a job

playing flute in a traveling girls' orchestra on the Red

Path-Horner Chautauqua [circuit]. That ends August 1, so

we set the time for our wedding for August 3. I engage a

cabin in the Rocky Mountains—where I had played when I was

at KU— from a KU man who owned a cabin in Estes Park

[Colorado] . We would be up there in August and then go

back to Junction City.

By the way, this might be interesting. I am getting

along fine toward my master's degree. At KU , I never took

psychology; I never had it in high school. But Dr. Schweigler

[taught] educational classics, and I took that because it

was credited toward my major--Latin and Greek. I didn't

know what it was, but all the way through, he hammered one

thing. The human will was no specific thing—a variable,

every tenth of a second based on little bit of inheritance,

past experience, environment, and the divine urge to be up

and do. That was the whole thing. When I get to the Uni-

versity of Chicago, I say, "I want to take applied psychology."
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Well, they said, "You can't. You never had any psychology

during high school or at the University of Kansas." Well,

I said, "I want to." "How can you? It's ridiculous. Of

course, if you can pass an examination, then you can take

it. We'll give you one if you want." I said, "All right."

Do you know what they asked mo? They [asked] only one

question, "Describe the behavior of the human will." So,

I make a hundred percent on the question they asked. I'm

in.

Applied psychology was interesting. I'll go into it

in just a moment. Here's what one thing was. They have

a machine, and you have a pen, hooked to the machine some

way with arms and wire. If you want to make a dot, maybe

the machine will make a straight line a half-inch long over

here. You think you are going to make a circle; it may

make a triangle, it might make a letter G. You don't know

any of that. So they give you a motto to learn to write,

and you are supposed to write, let's say, just one short

sentence. It is a hot day. You keep experimenting, and

you keep a tab on how many trials you make before you can

do that. Mine was about ninety trials, and I could do it.

Then they say, "Take your left hand and see how many [before]

you can do it." Forty-two. The difference there, between
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'ninety and forty-two, is transferred learning. He taught

education in this whole thing. The whole thing was based

on ray specialist education, you see.

DIXON: We've got to get his name on tape first.

BLAIR: [Charles] Judd. That is the man in Chicago who

handled the special course. Mind you, I need only about

four credits to be completed in a summer and a half for my

master's degree. Another thing he had us do was to take

handwriting [samples] from children from all the Chicago

area, and he had us study those and classify them. You

would find maybe a thousand handwriten little compositions

that they had written in grade school, and classify those

into classes, of this type, that type, and this type another.

That was one of the courses, and I got a good grade in that.

From that they drew certain conclusions, which I don't even

remember, indicating something of the child's nature. That

was what.-they believed . in, .at least; right or wrong, I don't

know

.

University of Chicago was one of the first to have an

actual grade school on the campus and experiment in improved

methods of teaching children. This fellow Judd was the one

back of it. When it came to language, you know what he did?

Instead of saying just learn the German, he goes to open the

door, and he says, "Offnen die tur .
" Right away, they know
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how to open the door; that was a new way of teaching it. I

felt that I was certainly on the way to go ahead and be an

executive in school work, and I loved it.

All this time, the weeks are going by; Camille is

traveling; and I am looking forward naturally to a month in

Colorado and then back to Junction City. I get a letter

about five days before the end of my work there. The

Homer-Red Path Company said that they were going to extend

her tour with the girls' orchestra for thirty days. They

told her that if she didn't go with the orchestra, never

again could she get a job with IIorner-Red Path. Well, my

God, that's the month of August! Thirty days more, and I'm

only four days from being on duty with five hundred students

and twenty teachers in Junction City, Kansas—having to have

a wife. Well, would you believe, the day I got that letter

from Camille, a letter the next morning comes from Mary,

the sister of Vera, in Laramie. (Vera is married.) Mary

says, "What are you doing? Where are you? I want to see

you." I almost sent a wire to Mary to come to Chicago,

"I've got to have a wife; let's be married," or something

like that. In this letter from Camille, she said, "After

all, I never had any freedom or anything like that. I'm

not too sure I really ought to be married right now." I
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was in hell for a while—my job and the disappointment

and all that. But another letter comes, and she says,

"Well, really we'll be married, but I have to keep this

job through August." We'll be married in Kansas City on

[September] 1, and I'm supposed to be in Junction City on

[September] 3. She had an aunt living in Kansas City.

Well, I don't know what [to do]. Here comes an an-

nouncement on a billboard at the University of Chicago:

"Santa Fe Railroad Company wants fifty University of Chicago

men to check freight and passengers for the provenance of

evidence for a lawsuit the government is bringing against

the Santa Fe Railroad for charging too much on freight

rates." They were going to hire fifty of us. They cannot

move one wheel on any train in the Santa Fe system without

one of us fifty on there— freight or passenger. Why? The

government had overlooked the fact that they haul back

hundreds of freight cars empty from California. They

couldn't move a wheel but we'd get on a passenger train and

check tickets, where they're going and where from. They

had forms, so it wasn't hard work. Then you'd ride in the

caboose, and the conductor on the freight would give you

all the way bills so you could note car number, counties,

where to, where from, and so on. Well, a guy that
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loves trains, I would have done it for nothing; but we're

getting paid pretty good— I think fifty dollars a week.

During that time, the Chautauqua that Camille's in

shows up not too many miles from my run, which is from

Argentine, Kansas to Marceline, Missouri. Then I'd come

back on another train, sometimes passenger, sometimes freight

Well, Camille is on the Chautauqua circuit, only about ten

miles from Marceline. I go to the agent, and I say, "How

far down the board am I?" "You're number twelve." "OK

then." I've got a couple of days in Marceline. There's a

taxi that runs over to this place—not a taxi but a bus. I

go, and we're together there.

I get back, and they are holding up a freight train

with a hundred freight cars because there is nobody to get

on it. It seems a special came through. They used up three

[before me] , and they have held that train up an hour and

a half for me to get there. I was in the clear; I had a

leave of absence. Well, sir, it's hot, and of course I am

uneasy, too. Finally, I appear, and the conductor [is

upset]; he doesn't know when I'm getting back. Nobody does.

I didn't know there was trouble. I'm holding up the Santa

Fe Railroad system, with trains behind them. But this law-

suit is important, and that was the deal. So I'm in there

going through the freight bills. Here comes the conductor--
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I think he'd been drinking something. He sees me, and he

has no complaints. He's hot. You know, they have an ice-

water tank in the front [of the car] with a cup. So he

walks in; he takes a cup and turns it on; and he [exclaims]

,

"God damn it!" It's full of soap; the brakomen had taken

the ice-water can and filled it with soft soap for hot boxes

on the train. This conductor got a half a swallow of pure

soap. Naturally, he swore. [tape recorder turned off]

Of course, I stayed and roomed in Marceline, Missouri,

when I was there, sometimes for a day or a day and a half.

I roomed with a widow, and she had pictures all over the

house of a beautiful daughter. I would sleep there, and

then I would be gone for two days. She didn't even serve

meals. Every time I would go there, she would say, "Oh, my

daughter went down into Alabama. I wish she were home; you

would just love to meet her." I heard that all the time,

but of course, I am one-hundred percent old Kansas, engaged

to somebody

.

When my trip with the Santa Fe is over, I go to Kansas

City, where I have ordered a wedding suit, a black suit with

just braid on the lapels. Now I probably had never had a

suitcase of my own before, but I buy a suitcase. Camille is

coming in on a Saturday. We'll go to her aunt's—we are

going to be married in her aunt's home on Saturday night--
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and then I am to be principal of the high school in Junction

City Monday morning. I get my suit and rent a room at the

Coates House, then the top hotel in Kansas City. I get this

suit in my suitcase--a new one—and I hadn't gone very far

with it until I think, "My gosh, it's locked, and the key

is inside." Well, there's my suit in there, and here is a

new suitcase. How can you get it open but to cut it or

something? I drove in to a place where they sell luggage,

and I say, "I am in a predicament. The suitcase is locked,

and the key is inside." The fellow just took it, moved his

thumb, and said, "It isn't locked. You have to lock it with

a key." Well, I learned that.

Then I get on the streetcar, and I'm going out to leave.

I don't know why I am on the streetcar, but I am going

somewhere. When I get off of the streetcar and it goes on,

I don't have my suitcase with my wedding suit in there.

Well, I think, "What can I do?" I knew the streetcar was a

certain—not a number—but a name. It was going to Pulitzer

Park or whatever; I can't remember the name now. But sup-

posedly they all keep going around on that circuit; they all

came downtown past the loop. So I figured if it didn't go

to the car barn and if the guy wasn't just off. duty, why,

it would keep coming. So I waited and waited, I expect for

an hour and a half, right where I got off of the streetcar.
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Here comes that car. I get on, and there is my suitcase,

under the seat. I get it and go to the Coates House.

We are married that night. The next day we have to get

on the train, two hundred and fifty miles to Junction City.

I had rented a little cottage for us to live in, there in

Junction City. We get there Sunday, and Mrs. Blair's

mother is there. My God!

I appear the next morning at the high school wearing

my wedding suit; it just had braid on it, wasn't too [fancy]

So here's chapel. I am introduced as the new principal.

They have about four hundred students and all the teachers

in a big assembly. They introduce me last, the new

principal

.
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TAPE NUMBER: VI, SIDE ONE

June 18, 1965

BLAIR: I had just been introduced as the new principal of

the high school in Junction City, Kansas. The teachers had

been introduced, and then the new principal was introduced.

As I remember, the first thing I said was this: "I am glad

you are all here. If you weren't here, I would not bo here.

I feel happy that I'm here already. Do you know why you are

here? My father got twenty dollars a month for teaching

school because his father had given him a calf. He didn't

let his father sell the calf and give him another one, as

was the custom; but he held on to it and sold the calf, got

the money himself, and had six weeks in the Fort Scott

Normal School. Therefore, he was an unusually well-educated

man. So he was teaching school for twenty dollars a month

at Cadmus

.

"Now here you are in a big building, with a lot of us

wonderful teachers. You are here. Why? Did you all have

a calf to sell? No. Your parent's, your neighbors, and your

grandparents in this whole area paid taxes, and some of the

money that they pay on property taxes for the state comes

in here. You have this wonderful building and this faculty,

and you are here.
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^'Now why in addition to that are you here? You must

•be a little above the average in intelligence or you

'wouldn't be here. A lot of people quit school when they

get to the eighth grade. Do you happen to know that for

any high school graduate who gets a diploma from a school

like this, one of the best in the state— that's why I'm

proud to be here--the rest of your life that diploma is

worth at least five hundred dollars a year earning power,

or in business (according to government statistics) , over

those who never go beyond the eighth grade. So let's be

glad we are here this morning.

"I want to tell you one very important thing according

to the customs. It used to be that the minute a new teacher

came in to a school, she or he stated rules. My dad had a

rule when he took over the school in Cadmus. No young man"

(I say young man— they went to school until they were married

or twenty-one) "would spit tobacco juice on the floor of the

school. That was one of the main rules. I have a very, very

important rule, and I mean I am going to stick to it, and I

am going to be severe on it. You people must know this rule.

Now, what is it? We won't have any rule. You are here be-

cause you are defined intelligent, and you know right from

wrong. You know that we are here for business so that you

can get your diploma and graduation recognition and go into
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life armed so much better than those who stop at the eighth

grade. Those who stop at the eighth grade in life are

going to be a great deal like the Indian fighting shotguns

with a bow and arrow.

"That sounds like a lot of work. Well, I like to play.

Don't you know that all work and no play makes Jack? Now

a man with a million dollars of Jack may not be very happy.

What we want to do now is do the work we must do, so we

have time to play. In that play, we may get relaxation and

something of life as important as a good good grade in this

school. But you must get a good grade. And we do not want

all of you to turn out to be geniuses. A genius is not

always so happy." Turn it off. [tape recorder turned off]

"It would be a very bad situation if all you got A-plus in your

grades. Let me bring out one point: there is A; there is

B; there is C; and I think there's an F, meaning you don't

pass. Don't ever get an F, but don't always try in every

subject to get an A-plus. At least, try to get good grades

—

B, or B-plus, or B-minus—and maybe get an A or so. Maybe

that A is your key to what you should be as a professional

or what you might do in life.

"Now about the play. We have over here a very highly

socialized fort life a mile and a half away. That is
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•wonderful, but right here in Junction City we want to have

one of the greatest high schools in the state of Kansas.

Not because of grades and facilities that your taxpayers

have provided for you, including downstairs a wonderful manual

training department; we want to be known also for a cultural,

living high school. So let us have the Student Enterprise

Association where each one [of you] is important. How will

you be important? You will fit into some of these categories.

You may be officers in this institution of student enterprise.

But we also want to have dramatics; we want to produce a play

once in a while. We want to have an orchestra; we want to

have a band; we want to have basketball. I want to tell you

something else: we may have a debating team. That may lead

to someone being a lawyer, even though they don't debate in

law. [Lawyers] have to learn to talk on their feet and not

from notes. Do you know something else? We are going to

have a football team." At that point they cheered. I said,

"Listen, you didn't understand me. We're going to have a

football team." And they yelled.

"I'm supposed to coach the football and teach Latin

and English. I think they hired me because maybe I could

coach football. But let me tell you something: I don't know

anything about coaching football, but the second year in

Sabetha, Kansas, where I came from, we had a championship
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team." (Do you know that later on--I'll tell you this now

—

I got a wire from Sabeth^i saying they were ever-victorious

in northeastern Kansas.) "Now I know a few of the rules, but

I can't teach any young man here how to tackle or run inter-

ference. But 1 can teach him one thing: you can win by

spirit. I see a big fellow down here--I don't know what

his name is yet--but people will laugh when I put him, if

,

he comes out for football, in the backfield. There was a

big fellov/ in Sabetha, Kansas. Three other fellows can run

from the backfield and carry the ball. When you play foot-

ball you must hang on 'to the ball, not give it to the other

team, or you never can win. If we needed a yard, or

two yeirds even, on the third down or the fourth down to

retain possession of the ball, I'll give the ball to this

big man that everybody else said should play in the line.

Well, if he's going to play in the line, they are going to

run around him; they are not going to try to tackle him or

try to run through him. But this big fellow back there could

fall two yards, and we'd have the ball." [tape recorder

turned off]

"I don't even know v/hat your school yell is, or your

school song. There is a war cry used by the Greeks that

frightened the enemy. Well, you on the sidelines backing

up your team may not frighten the enemy; but if you like
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this yell, I want to give it to you. Let's see how it

works. When you stand up at the end of it, as far as I'm

concerned we're going to get down to business and we are

going to do good work so we can have a lot of fun to play.

And here is the yell: 'ooo la la, ooo la la, ooo la la,

oooooooo, • and you rise." [tape recorder turned off]

After this chapel so-called, or assembly, was dismissed,

the students went out with a great, it seemed to me,

enthusiasm. So now they get down to business. The foot-

ball team came out, and as far as football was concerned,

this first year we did do one thing: we beat Abilene,

their main enemy, so to speak, in football.

Downstairs was a wonderful manual training department.

I discovered that only fourteen boys were taking manual

training. I learned from my work on my master's degree at

University of Chicago to inject so-called business principles

into teaching and managing schools. If I had stayed in

school work it would have been as an executive in school

work. Dr. Judd was the one who portrayed that to me . I

asked the head of the manual training department how he

taught his classes, if he taught them in classes all together,

Today, maybe they are learning to make a dovetail in wood, .

or they are maybe learning how to sharpen a saw, that's
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the next lesson. He said yes. Well, I said, "Do some of

them do better, and get through [faster] than others?"

"Yes." "Well, then, why do we not have more young men down

here?" "Well," he said, "there are classes in English,

Latin, history, and all the other things. They can only

come at the time when they have a free hour in the school

schedule." I said, "Could you go into piecework? Let each

fellow be promoted to what he was going to do?" He said,

"Yes." "Some might be making a nail cabinet, another might

have it morticed at the corners, and another might have

some chamfer work on it." He said, "We could run that way."

Anyway, we installed that immediately, and inside of forty-

eight hours we had seventy-six boys taking manual training.

On the strength of the promise of the school board

that if I could straighten out this school and disassociate

it a little bit with the social life at Fort Riley (espe-

cially the two upper classes) I could name my own price.

We bought the little cottage that we had rented for twenty-

five hundred dollars. I borrowed five hundred dollars from

the Spring Hill bank (back where I went through high school)

to pay down, and I was to pay each month [an amount] no more

than the rent we were paying.

We have plays; we have a band; we have an orchestra;

we have all these things. And I changed the bookkeeping
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from book records. Each teacher kept a book, and they had

a book in the office to keep a record of grades and all

that. I put in a card catalog system which I had learned

to use at the University of Kansas. It was [also] emphasized

by Dr. Judd to get away from the old-time bookkeeping method.

I hadn't been in school but about six weeks there, when

in comes Dr. Yates, one of the three doctors who comprised

the teachers' committee. When they elected me, it had to

be unanimous; the three had to agree on any principal or

any teacher. He came in one day and said, "I want to speak

to you. Professor Blair." I didn't like the word professor.

I said, "Fine, come right in." He said, "I want you to

know one thing. My daughter Irma has always gotten good

grades in this school--always . I just want you to know

that." Well, I was a little bit astounded, so I thought

I'll be tactful, tell him something that he can understand,

but don't say it. I said, "Dr. Yates, you haven't a worry

in the world. I happen to know. She is in one of my

English classes. She is a good student. You have nothing

to worry about, if this is on your mind. If anybody ever

came up those stairs and wanted any grade manipulations I

would have kicked them down the stairs as soon as I found

out what they were here for. Don't worry." He loft.

t

\
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We go on through with all the routine in the school,

and it's very successful. Just about thirty days or so

[before the end of the school year] they come to the dif-

ferent teachers with contracts to know who is going to be

there the coming year. I had asked for a five hundred

dollar raise. I was getting twelve hundred a year. When

my contract was submitted to me, they gave me a two hundred

and fifty dollar raise. I felt helpless. I had bought the

home; I signed. But I thought to myself, "What else can I

do? If politics is like this in school work, I don't think

I want to be in it any more."

My mother-in-law was after me all the time to get into

business. She thought schoolteachers were not paid much,

and they weren't; there's no doubt about that. She said I

had experience in business to a certain extent, with the

country store and all, and I ought to get into business.

But I signed up. She says that if I will go into business she wii:

loan me twenty^five hundred dollars at ten percent.

It just turns out there is a clothing store for sale

in Junction City. [tape recorder turned off] I tell my real

estate man, who had sold me this little house, about this

thing, and he said, "I can get you twenty-five' hundred dol-

lars at a bank and you" can have it as long as you want it.
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There's a store for sale here." I said, "What?" "Van

Leeuwen's." Two brothers owned this clothing store, and

they had also a clothing store in Oklahoma. The man that

owned the clothing department owned the store in Oklahoma,

and his brother owned the shoe department in this store.

He wanted to stay, but the brother that owned the [store]

in Oklahoma wanted to get rid of the clothing department

section at Junction City. They agreed to sell out for

around five thousand dollars down, and then I could pay

along as I sold merchandise. I decided I would to that, and

the real estate man brought me the note to sign from the

banker. He told me that I could have the money as long as

I wanted, but according to the regulations of Wall Street

and the government and all that, they could not take any

note longer than six months. But it could be renewed

every six months. I signed and bought the store. This

particular store was the one that outfitted the soldiers

being discharged from Fort Riley. They bought civilian

clothes and paid in gold. It was a good business. I

bought the store, and I resigned, after having been hired

at two hundred and fifty dollars a year raise, from the

Junction City High School. "hi?;

This came about, I think, a few weeks, maybe, after

this contract had been signed near the end of school the
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first year. A daughter, Betsy Lynette, was born, and the

doctor we had— I forget his name, but I think MacDowell , or

some name like that—came to mo and said, "You know, you

have resigned; it puts us in a bad position. Doc Yates is

very worried and angry with you for resigning. But I want

you to know why we didn't give you the five hundred dollars.

Doc Yates said, 'This fellow has bought a home and can't get

out of town; we don't have to pay him but two-fifty.'" I

knew then it wasn't the buying of the home. He was glad of

it; he had an excuse there. He didn't like the way I had

mentally kicked him downstairs when he wanted grades looked

after. [tape recorder turned off]

SCHIPPERS: You made a comment about the social life of the

high school being tied with the camp. In what way?

BLAIR: Well, it was like this. I had some duty, or the

possibility of taking part, in all the activities of the

upperclassmen; out of about three hundred and eighty students,

maybe only eighty or one hundred were upperclassmen. I had

them on committees; I had them so important, so busy, so

active, that they forgot all about Fort Riley.

DIXON: Well, wait just a minute. What did Fort Riley have?

BLAIR: Nothing more than this: over there were thousands

and thousands of soldiers and officers and social life.

They'd have fairs; they'd raise money for this and that. I
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remember we went over there once. A good many of the stu-

, dents were there. They were having some kind of a fund-

raising affair. The colonel's wife— I don't know what his

name was now, MacPherson or something—was a tongue-tied

person. She was selling cigarettes. Now you couldn't

sell cigarettes in Kansas, or buy, or even give away papers

with tobacco. But Fort Riley was government property, and

she was selling cigarettes, going around dressed up like

Fatima, with a short skirt--sort of risque in those days.

In other words, there was a social life there, and the

soldiers would come in to Junction City for dates and

things like that. That was one of the reasons they said

the school needed some straightening out. Well, I remember

I happened to hear this. There was an old fellow sitting

on the bandstand over there, and here comes Fatima, the

colonel's wife, "Cigarettes, cigarettes, cigarettes."

[laughter] The old man says, "I don't know what you're

saying." She says, "Go to hell! You understand that, don't

you?" [laughter] [tape recorder turned off]

I guess the answer is, we got the students' spirit

built up. That's the caption for all this: student enter-

prise. We were getting a pretty good football team. They

had something to do; even the little thing of making more
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boys interested in manual training themselves—that's

typical of this thing. They all had a special interest,

[tape recorder turned off]

When I resigned. Dr. Yates called me on the telephone

and said that I was a traitor. He would see to it that

never again could I get a job teaching in the state of

Kansas

.

I bought the store, and my mother-in-law loaned me

the twenty-five hundred dollars at ten percent. Now, why

at ten? Well, in the earlier days, after she was a widow,

she let a nephew in Oklahoma borrow twenty-five hundred

dollars from her to run a cab business, horse cabs instead

of taxicabs. He was paying her ten percent. But auto-

mobiles were coming in, and taxis were cutting out this

business. She got worried about the ten percent. This

nephew also owned a drugstore in Oklahoma. So she got

the money away from him and gave it to me, still getting

ten percent; she should believe in me some way. I took

over the store, and I started advertising.

By the way, while I was in town I took the Junction

City Band, which the chamber of commerce had [formed] , and

developed a new way to have a town band. The way it was

before, there were a bunch of fellows meeting and they were

calling themselves a band; the merchants didn't give support,
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So I went around to the other merchants, and I say to them,

"We could have a good band here. If the merchants contribute

even two dollars a month apiece we'd have a band concert

every Saturday night and bring people to town in the park."

I signed up enough of these [merchants] that we could hire

a director. It happened I got a KU fellow who had played

in the KU band. He was there on some other business. Here

is the unusual thing about it. A band is no good if they

don't have good band practice. Any man that plays in a

band, if he likes being in a band at all, will go to band

practice every night if the band is going to be there. But

if he goes, and only twelve out of twenty or twenty-four

come, he wonders why did he go. So we take this sub-

scription money, plus any jobs the band might get for going

somewhere and playing, like maybe fifty dollars or one

hundred dollars for the Fourth of July. We put it all in

one pot. But we don't pay. They all came out when there

was a pay job, you know, but they didn't come to practice.

Therefore, we didn't have a very good band. We had to pay

the director, I think, about thirty dollars a month. He

lived there anyway. I work out a plan that the end of every

month we take the money that has come in from the merchants,

plus any pay jobs, and we pay, not on the pay job— it counts

as one—but on attendance. A band rehearsal counted the same
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'as a band job. It would work out that at the end of the

month, these band members might get four dollars. But that

wasn't why they came to band practice. It was wonderful;

you had a full band. They all came, not for the four dol-

lars a month, or five dollars sometimes, but because it

was going to be a good rehearsal. [tape recorder turned off]

As life goes along, there is a war with Mexico. The

soldiers were sent to Mexico; Pershing was ahead of them.

My store depended principally on discharged soldiers buying

clothes and paying in gold. But my advertising was going

along, and farmers were coming in. I remember one farmer

would come in and buy; he'd say, "I want to get a su-it."

But he bought good things and paid cash. One day, he comes

in with a little package. He walks the full length of my

clothing department, and he says, "I want to exchange a

shirt." Well, I think that's all right. He's got a shirt

he doesn't like, so he wants to exchange it. He goes back

into the dressing room and takes off his shirt and puts on

another one he brought from home. He's in town; he wants

to have a clean shirt on. So he exchanged the shirt,

[laughter] [tape recorder turned off]

At the end of the fifth month, I take a check for the

interest and go down to the bank, and the banker, before I

can say anything, says, "I just wanted to see you." "Well,
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fine, I came down to pay my interest. It isn't due yet

for thirty days." "Well," he says, "there's a problem

here: money is very tight now in New York. We can't

renew your note. We can't renew this six-month note."

Well, I reach in my pocket, lay my keys down, and say,

"Well, you own a clothing store." "What?" I say, "Yes,

you own a clothing store." "Oh, no, no," he says. "You

can't afford to lose your money." I say, "I haven't any

money in the business." "You haven't any money in the

business?" I say, "No, I borrowed from you and my mother-

in-law. I never made a statement. I never met you until

today." Well, he says, "That man told me." I said, "Well,

all right. You own a clothing store." "On, no," he says.

"Don't worry, don't worry." I found out later he o\^7ned

a hardware store, a furniture store, and a mortuary depart-

ment the same way. Somebody had a few thousand in there,

he couldn't pay, and [the banker] gets that. I know I

can't stick it out there very long. What will I do? I've

got to move away. They don't know how long the war is going

to last. The man from Oklahoma who had sold me the store

agreed to take some merchandise—he was doing pretty well

down there—so I pay him off some with some of the mer-

chandise, like Society brand clothes, and Kuppenheimer

.

He sold me those suits which would have retailed then for
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about twenty dollars. I think I bought them for eight or

nine dollars; he had paid twelve and ho had wanted to get

out. He took back some merchandise.

Where will I get five thousand dollars, or at least

twenty-five hundred, to move out of town? The great thought

comes, let me find in Kansas somewhere a town that doesn't

have a clothing store. This is where logic comes in again

—

it doesn't work out. I go to Garden City; there is no

clothing store there, at least not a good one. It turned

out that this real estate man that made the deal with the

banker owned a cottage (so he said) , a lot, and a house

in Garden City. He said, "You have an equity in your cot-

tage here in Junction City." Well it's a long way out to

Garden City. And I don't really go, because I hear of

another place, which I think might be better, which doesn't

have a clothing store. The real estate man says, "I have

a lot and a cottage in Garden City and I'll trade you that

clear for your equity in the cottage which you bought here

in Junction City." I make the deal sight unseen.

I think I'll jump ahead here, because it turns out

three or four years later, when I'm in another town. Fort

Scott, with my clothing store, I get a letter from the city

of Garden City saying, "You are apparently the owner of a

lot so and so, with a cottage so and so. It has been declared
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a nuisance. Unless you pay twenty-five dollars you'll be

sued. If you pay twenty-five dollars and relinquish the

property, the city will take it over." I sent twenty-five

dollars. [tape recorder turned off] Of course we know my

grandfather had the first blacksmith shop near Fort Scott,

Kansas. My father was always [from] eastern Kansas, and

of course Junction City is at least considered to be western

Kansas. My dad says when I wrote him, why don't we do down

to Fort Scott? Well, I gave up the idea of trying to find

a town with no clothing store. I got to talking to the

Van Leeuwens, who were good merchants. They said, "Don't

go where there's no clothing business. Go where there is

a clothing business." Well, Fort Scott had three third-

generation, big clothing stores in a town of about fifteen

thousand or less, and they didn't advertise. They worked

on the theory that everybody knew they were there, so they

didn't advertise.

George Marble, of the Fort Scott Tribune , [was] one of

the sharpest editors in Kansas, quoted all over the nation,

including New York. My father and I go down there. We talk

to a bank; we tell them we have an inventory of six thousand

dollars or seven thousand dollars worth of merchandise to

ship down. It is clear, with the five thousand dollars I

had put in, and maybe a little profit I had shown, or perhaps
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the increase in value of the clothing. It turns out there's

an empty place between the bank and one of the oldest and

best third-generation clothing stores, right there in Fort

Scott. It's an airy room, about twenty feet wide and goes

back to an alley. The bank, knowing the history of my dad

and the family and all, said they would loan the five

thousand dollars, and take over the whole debt if I wanted

to move down there. The man that handles the deal was a

close friend of the banker. This room I can get for

seventy-five dollars a month, or something like that, right

next door to Lippman and Company, which the farmers called

"Leepman.

"

So I move my stock down there. I decided to run a

fifteen dollar clothes shop—nothing over fifteen dollars.

In those days Hickey-Freeman [suits], the best, could be

bought for twenty-five dollars. I open up, advertise my

opening, and I wonder who will be the first customer. Well,

the first customer was a young fellow who came in and said,

"I want a hat." He said, "My dad and mother run a little

inn down here by the railroad." It was a two-dollar hat,

and he said, "I can't pay for it right now." But the first

customer bought a two-dollar hat, and I charged it to him.

It turned out later I never saw him again, and I never got

the two dollars. That was the first customer.
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In comes a farmer woman, and she says, "Do you carry

boys' clothing?" I said, "Yes." "Well, I'll go and get my

boy." She brings in the boy; he's twenty-two. [laughter]

He wears about a thirty-eight long. I wondered where

Caesar got his army if he was a boy. They buy a suit for

fifteen dollars. I said to her, "How did you happen to

come in here?" She says, "Well, I have always bought my

clothing here." [tape recorder turned off] She thought

she was in Lippman's next door, the big clothing store.

They had a fifty-foot store and mine was twenty.

Right after that, in came Mr. Lippman, the older one;

he was the third-generation owner. He came in and said,

"I wish you well. I wish all young men well." No other

person in Fort Scott came in except the druggist. The

druggist (pool table-and-cigarstand man) came and bought

three shirts, paid cash, and said to deliver them. That

was smart. I thought it over; he wanted me as a customer

at the drugstore. Anyway, those shirts were Arrow shirts

at two dollars apiece; today they'd be about seven or eight,

When I went down, he gave me a check for six dollars. I

sold him a fifteen dollar suit. Mr. Lippman had wished me

well.

The next day Mr. Lippman came in. I had some wonder-

ful, what could be called hand-knit, sweaters; there was a
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process that was far different that somebody had developed

up in Milwaukee for knitting wonderful sweaters. [They had]

•big roll collars in white and colors. In comes Mr. Lippman

with a young man. He said, "This young man wants the

sweater in your window." I said, "Well, fine." And he

says, "Bring the bill in, retail, and I'll pay you." The

young man took [the sweater]. I said, "Mr. Lippman you

have sweaters; who is this?" He said, "He's working for me."

I said, "You come in here to buy him a sweater?" He says,

"I'm honest." He said, "I told the young man he was. to

sweep out, he was to do this, he was to do that, you know,

for so much. If you make good the first month, and you do

your work well, you can have any sweater you want." The

young man that worked there saw the sweater in my window,

liked it, and told Mr. Lippman the sweater he wanted. Mr.

Lippman stuck it out; he bought it. It's another case

almost like the woman who thought she was buying in Lippman 's,

but the young man knew better. He was a young country fellow,

and that's the sweater he liked. I want to say right here

that humanity seemed very good, expressed right in this one

man, Mr. Lippman.

Now about advertising. I went down to the editor

[George Marble] and said, "According to the retail clothiers

association [National Association of Retail Clothiers and
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Furnishers] , five percent of retail sales is legitimate

for a retail clothing store for advertising. I see no ads

in this paper for any other clothing store. If you would

allow me what space I need, I would gladly give you the

right to check my books and pay you five percent every

month of whatever I sell." He said, "That's fine. That's

a deal. I'll do that." Inside of six months, I had every

clothing store there advertising.

Now, what is advertising? It's worth nothing if you

don't get attention to it. Regardless of your space, you've

got to get attention. A second thing, it has to make a

favorable impression. Well, being original in a way, maybe

in other things I had done, I decided to lot a pup write

my advertising. I had an artist do a picture of a little

white pup with a black eye, and I called him "the pup."

He would write something every day at the top [of the ad]

to get attention, and then would be the merchandise. This

thing that the pup said had nothing to do with clothing.

For instance, one of the statements was "A black eye is OK

provided it is natural." That [referred to] himself.

"Lightning strikes but once in a place; once is enough."

The next day maybe, "All that goes up must come down, unless

it goes up in smoke." Things of that type.

Do you know, people got to watching those ads. One
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day, in c£une a man for a suit for himself, and he said,

"My boy wouldn't let me go to Lippman's. He wanted me to

come to the pup's store." A traveling man came through,

and he said, "You mean you are calling yours the 'pup'

store? Don't you know what that is?" "No, what's that?"

"Why," he said, "a pup all over the industry and the

clothing business is something you can't sell. It's no

good; you're stuck with a pup." I said, "Tvnyway, the public

doesn't knov/ it; I didn't know it. So v/hat?" Here's a man

comes in and buys a suit, not a boy's suit, because the boy

said, "Dad, I want your suit to come from the pup store."

Well, then I saw my advertising was clicking, and I was

doing a good business.

At this bank, all I had to do was pay the interest.

They were v/onderful fellows. They went so far as this--

cooperative buying. Here is something that maybe is his-

torical a little bit in business. Chain stores and big

buyers could buy cheaper than individual clothiers. Right

today, if we look about, we see there are very few small

markets, very few small individual stores; it is a chain-

store business. So a bunch of us (I had a little to do

with it), organized, out of Chicago, a retail clothiers'

cooperative buying organization, or something like that.

We would hold a meeting in Chicago, a ten-day convention
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with lines displayed in the different hotels—shoes and

everything--all the manufacturers would come; and the total

'sales of [our] purchases would be figured as though it

competed with J.C. Penney or anybody. If our total pur-

chases equaled that of a chain store, we'd get the same

price per dozen as they did.

By the way, the First World War was beginning; mer-

chandise was hard to get. Through this organization, I get

word I can buy a whole case of fleece-lined underwear for

men at a certain price, but I don't have the money. I go

over to the bank where I already owe five thousand dollars,

and say, "Look what I can buy. I'd like to have ten dozen

at least, but I don't feel [I have enough cash]." The

banker says, "Why don't we get the whole case?" For the

first time in my life I found humanity in a bank. [tape

recorder turned off] I had cooperation from a banker, and

it was wonderful. I felt proud when one day I had a sale

on something, and after hours I called the bank, "I had a

thousand-dollar day today." (I was selling for cash then.)

"I don't like to leave it in the store." That was the way

we worked with this bank. He was so happy that I had a

thousand-dollar day— for more reasons than one, probably.

I developed something else: direct mail advertising.

I started in keeping a list of customers. I knew something
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about direct mail advertising in general; people buy mailing

lists and they mail out something. I classified my mailing

list. I classified them [according] to age: young men,

boys, older men. I had different styled suits for the

different types of people. So I would send out a letter

or something direct to the young men on things they were

interested in, and to [older] men on the other [things].

I developed, I think for the first time in America, what

you call a classified audience.

Along with that, I got write-ups in the retail clothiers

association magazine, printed in Chicago, and I would send

in my advertising. I know one time I decided to have a

special feature sale. I hand-lettered some arrows, and I

went out through the country and tacked them on fences,

pointing to my store, and then a big arrow across the front

of my store. Well, I was surprised when the retail clothiers

association ran a two-page [story] . They reproduced the

front of the store and scenes of it, and said, "Here is

someone with some new ideas in getting clothing business."

I was getting publicity. Naturally, all the good stores in

America read those things. [tape -recorder turned off]

I think [the truth of] my dad's advice and others is

very plain: don't try to go to a town and open a clothing

store where there is no clothing store, on the theory that
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you would have a lot of business. The theory which brought

me to Fort Scott was to go where there is a clothing business.

Undoubtedly, for a town of fifteen thousand to have three

two-story, third-generation stores meant they were drawing

the clothing business from all over southeast Kansas. It

was a clothing market. I was very fortunate, even though

I had traded the equity that I had in the cottage in Junction

City clear for a clear nuisance with no mortgage on it in

Garden City. I think it was very fortunate that although

I lost my equity in the Junction City cottage plus twenty-

five dollars to get out of the nuisance deal, I'm in a town

where there is a clothing business and I am doing pretty

good. [tape recorder turned off]

Naturally, I joined the chamber of commerce. Some of

the clothiers didn't even belong. They joined, and they

began advertising. I was made secretary of the merchants

division. One of the first things I did, of course, was to

get a band organized on the same basis that I had in Junction

City. There was a twelve-piece band run by an Italian who

was a wonderful baritone player and ran a picture show.

Whenever anybody wanted a band, he would get twelve together--

they never practiced—and go out and toot. That was called

the Fort Scott Band. I go around and do the same thing [I

did in Junction City] . We get about a twenty-five- or
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thirty-piece band organized, merchant-support. They were

wonderful musicians. My wife played flute, and she played

alboradas everywhere with the most famous singer in the

town. We were in the musical world.

I remember we lived with our youngster, when we moved

to Fort Scott, over a plumbing shop for twelve dollars a

month. Everything we had was in the store. This place

where we lived upstairs had been a photographer's studio.

The north skylights were still there, and there was running

water; that's about all you could say. Behind where we

lived, there were empty offices. We would hear noises at

night, and we didn't know what was making [them].

Would you believe it? Here comes the mayor and the

president of the Fort Scott Life Insurance Company, Mr.

Tiernan, up those stairs to our twelve-dollar-a-month

place to invite my wife, Camille, to play flute alboradas

with the famous singer Mazie Walls, [tape recorder turned

off] at a big meeting of the Masonic Lodge. Here right

away we are accepted into the top society in Fort Scott.

Of course, I am playing drums in the band. Later on, I

organize a symphony orchestra. We want a real leader. The

merchants are delighted at the band concerts; we have a

band to march down the street.

I also organize, believe this or not, an automobile
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parade; now, that's odd. Automobiles were new; we had our

little old Ford. An automobile parade, with different cars

(there were some wealthy people there) , and the band would

draw a crowd of people from the country any time. [It was]

to get activity and get people [involved] with the town,

not just a cold-blooded merchandising thing.

Fort Scott years ago had had some national convention

or state convention. They had built a great or large con-

vention hall with a big stage. It was being used for

nothing there, not even for roller skating. We make a deal

to get that--I think it was owned by the city--for concerts.

Next thing was to get a symphony orchestra director. We had

a wonderful band director, just a wonderful fellow. He came

in there, and he taught music in the schools in Fort Scott.

We paid him about thirty dollars a month to direct this

band. So the band is going along, and now the symphony.

We find out there is an Italian director who had come to

New York City with an Italian band, a big band. [They]

advertised on billboards all through New York City. They

went broke. It wasn't Banda Rosa, but it was as good. The

Italian bands used to come to America. We get this great

director for fifty dollars a month. Well, he doesn't know

much about our ways, and he's on my shoulders. He doesn't
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have worthwhile clothes, so I sell him a Palm Beach suit

at cost and charge it to him.

He's the director. I remember the first time he ever

got them all together, he told them, "Sound a certain note,"

and to me that was the most glorious harmony: every instru-

ment doing something except the drums. There was the be-

ginning of the symphony orchestra. We rehearse in the

convention hall.

This fellow caused me a good deal of bother; he doesn't

understand things people say. One day he comes in and says,

"I will not stay in this town another night." I say, "Well,

what is the matter?" He says, "Little children; they would

kill little children. I read in the paper, they find a

crack in the schoolhouse wall. A man would build a building

to crack and little children get killed when it falls down."

Well, I explained to him this and this.

But we go ahead. By the way, the best cornet player

in town was the fellow that runs, not Western Union, but the

Postal Telegraph [-Cable] Company [of Texas]. But the mer-

chants never gave him any business; they all called Western

Union.

Now, mind you, I had a little trouble also with the

band, with this Italian that ran the picture show and had •
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his twelve-piece band. There was a good tuba player down

in the Frisco railroad yards. This was quite a railroad

town; the Missouri-Pacific and the Frisco both came in.

I had a lot of politics there, getting the band organized.

The railroad men didn't like the chamber of commerce; they

thought they represented capital. I guess there was a union

in the railroads. I go to these people and I talk to them,

and I say, "I have plowed, and I belonged to a union when

I was in school." I get the baritone player, who was leading

the picture-show orchestra, and I get the tuba player. They

find out they are all people: not railroad men, not union

men, not chamber of commerce men. They are people .

We have a darned good band. We are so good that they

hire a train to bring us to other towns like Pittsburg,

[Kansas], to come down and play on special things. All that

money goes into the pot.

Now then, as for the symphony, the toughest one to

crack was the cornet player who ran the postal station. I

give him my business, and I tell him, "Join the band; you're

going to get some business. Rex Walls will send every tele-

gram through you."

We're going to have the first concert of the symphony

orchestra in the convention hall. The baritone player and
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all the different players are there, and here is first

chair--the postal telegraph man on cornet. It's the day

before the concert. We are going to charge ten cents ad-

mission [for the] community orchestra. The director sees

it, and he comes in and says, "We will not have any concert

tomorrow night." I say, "What do you mean?" He says,

"Giagetto will play for nothing, but he will not play for

a dime." [laughter] I explain, I explain, I explain, and

I think I get his white suit pressed or something. Anyway,

he finally agrees to go on. The hall is packed. I expect

there are close to a thousand people in that convention hall

at ten cents a head; well, there's at least a hundred dol-

lars to Iveep the orchestra going. Here's the big stage,

and the orchestra is all ready. For the first piece, the

cornet comes out; it's his [solo]. We have to be easy with

him; he's very touchy yet, even though he likes it. The

first notes he has are ta ta ta daaa , on the horn. Here's

the Italian director and the fellow goes ta ta ta daaaa

[fanfare] . Right before the whole audience this Italian

director points and says, "Not ta ta ta daaaa; ta ta ta

daaaa." Before a thousand people!- I wouldn't have blamed

that cornet player if he had got up and walked out, but he

didn't. So what happens? We start all over. The cornet

player starts out ta ta ta daaaaaaa--so loud it makes
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people's ears ring. And the orchestra is a success. [tape

recorder turned off]

Rotary Club is organized, and I am immediately made

chairman of the membership committee. The rule of the

Rotary was this: any man that misses three meetings and

doesn't make provision for missing is automatically out.

Rotary had the same policy [as the band]; if they all come,

they are going to love the Rotary meetings, just like band

practice.

The life insurance man, Mr. Tiernan, missed three.

I called him up and said, "You're no longer a member. I'm

that kind of a guy. Tiernan," I said, "we're all alike.

This is terrible; we need you." Well, he said, "I did have

reasons, but I'll admit I was negligent." I said, "All

right, give me the reasons. I'll bring them before the

acceptance committee. Don't worry." Well, that's what

happened. But I was that strict with things; I wasn't afraid

of anybody.

Now, there is Rex Walls, this wonderful young fellow

married to Mazie, the singer. They have the finest ready-

to-wear store there. He's top in the Masons; he's every-

where; but he can't get in the Rotary Club. I don't under-

stand it. I find out that a child born to them was a little

early or something, years before, a beautiful young dancer
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who danced now with Tiernan's daughter. Here is this

Victorian thing at Fort Scott; it goes on and on.

By the way, my wife and I were made delegates to the

International Rotary convention in Salt Lake City. They

sent the Fort Scott group and us by special car. Camille

played flute, and I played my drum. We had banners, "We're

Fort Scott," and we were on the same train with the Kansas

City Special. We met Ray Havens, International Rotary

president-to-be at this same thing. That's a sidelight.

Anyway, here we are. One day I stand up before the

Rotary Club in Fort Scott, Kansas, and I say, "Listen, I'm

proposing the name of Rex Walls to join the Rotary Club.

There's not a finer civic worker, a more honorable fellow

in the world. I want to say this in addition. I'm not

only proposing it, but if he is not accepted, I resign

today." They stood up, accepted, and cheered.

The farmers around Fort Scott tried to raise corn all

the time. Generally there was a flood—too wet—or [else]

too dry. Seldom one out of five they'd get a good crop.

Well, a bunch of us got wise to the fact of dairying. They

always had corn big enough to make good silage. So, as

chairman of the merchants division, but with the cooperation

of all, we go around and sign up a hundred farmers to buy

tickets to take a special train to Wisconsin with our
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thirty-piece Fort Scott band and one hundred merchants . We

take them on this special train.

We stop in Chicago; Armour found out about it. We are

invited to stop there for a steak dinner. Why? Armour was

—

mind you, this is right after the war—getting a lot of ill

will from the public in general because big business was

interfering with little business. The small meat-market man,

doing his own slaughtering every day or two, was having bigger

competition. They gave us a wonderful steak dinner. The

First World War was over at this time . When the president .

of Armour got up to [address] these one hundred farmers and

one hundred merchants and our band in Chicago, he said, "I

will call your attention to one thing. We work the same

as any of you to try to make a respectable profit. But do

you know that during this last war, when your sons and your

brothers and fathers, perhaps, were over in Europe, we got

an order for a hundred carloads of meat to be delivered at

the wharf in New York within seventy-two hours?" He said,

"Do you think that all of the wonderful little meatmen all

over America could have ever done it in a year?" Then the

farmers and the merchants cheered.

We go on from there, and up in Wisconsin we are met

there by chambers of commerce in many towns. [They take]

all of us around on a tour through these dairy industries.
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The bankers are along, too. The farmers see silage. A

bank in a small town there had deposits as big as all of the

banks in Fort Scott put together, in a town of no bigger

size. They only needed corn to be big enough for silage,

not to have ears of corn to grind and sell. The farmers

bought bulls, and they bought heifers—pure blood. We

found out that the black and white gives the most milk,

and that's wonderful for cheese. But if you are not going

to have a cheese center, then get the richer milk. I re-

member the Swedish heifers, I think it was, with great

brown ears, were some of the best for ordinary milk pro-

duction. They bought some of each, and they shipped down

these cattle. These farmers owned them; the bank financed

them. Do you know, that inside of one year, Borden's came

in there and put in a plant, and Fort Scott was a prosperous

town. [tape recorder turned off]

In a few years, I had a one-hundred-thousand-dollar

clothing business. A place where there had been a ten-cent

store was available down in the best location, in the middle

of the main block. The man wants to rent it to me for two

hundred dollars a month, I believe. He will put in long

display windows. It's a deep lot, right in the main section,

on the right side of the street. I move my store down there.

I'm having a fellow hired to move my stock, and all of a
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sudden, here comes all of the Rotary Club. In one night,

they moved my entire stock down into this new building.

I had a Victrola. I liked a little music around my store;

it made it more homey than a big store. I'll never forget;

the banker and the president of the life insurance company

turned this [Victrola] on to a march record and carried

it a block and a half down to the new location. Everybody

was carrying shirts, ties, clothes, and everything else.

The cooperation and the spirit of the Rotary Club was

expressed in that. [tape recorder turned off]

I put in new Grand Rapids fixtures. The Rotarian

banker [did not have] my account, but he wanted it. So he

begged me, and they loaned me, supposedly, ten thousand

dollars more capital. A wealthy farmer has a young man

that he wishes very sincerely to learn the business. His

older son is a cashier in a bank in Gardner, another town

not too far from Fort Scott. The arrangement this time,

when I go into new fixtures and all of this, is that I

would have ten thousand dollars instead of five from my

Rotarian banker, and ten thousand capital put in from the

rich wheat farmer further west. The young man is going to

work with me and learn the business, and I'm to pay a cer-

tain amount of interest to those two. By the way, I had

windows put in at least fifteen feet back, so I had thirty
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feet of window displays in a twenty-five-foot building.

The setup this time is twenty thousand dollars capital

instead of five.

I remember when I couldn't pay a bill one time, I

wrote that I would be able, after next Saturday's business,

to send a check; I was pressed [for cash]. I used to write

that I would either have the money or the merchandise.

They knew I was honest. I thought that was all that was

necessary; I knew nothing about credit. So here comes a

big blizzard on this Saturday, and nobody comes to town.

I write this man saying, "I was to send you money, but we

had a big blizzard Saturday, and nobody came to town. I

can't send you anything." I got a letter back from this

fellow who handled their collections. He says, "One

sparrow does not make a spring; one snowstorm does not make

a winter. We want some money."
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TAPE NUMBER: VI, SIDE TWO

June 25, 1965

BLAIR: I had the new store with Grand Rapids fine fixtures,

a shelf for every shirt, and all that sort of thing, and

this cost around four thousand dollars. The Rotarians moved

my stock as a surprise. Now, why did this all happen? In

the Rotary Club was I.O. Trask. He knew my mother-in-law

in Sabetha some way; [perhaps] he knew some of her relatives

in Oklahoma. He was vice-president of the [Citizens]

National Bank in Fort Scott. The [City] State Bank was the

one that put up the five thousand dollars to get me out of

the hole in Junction City when the army moved away. In that

bank, it was a very friendly arrangement; I had five thousand

dollars as long as I wanted it at interest. The vice-

president who handled my loan account is the one who, later

on during the First World War, when I had a chance to get

a case of fleece-lined underwear for men, he said, "Let's

get the whole case." I don't know how old he was, but he

was plenty old--maybe eighty or eighty-five—but he could

outdance anybody.

Well, he didn't belong to the Rotary Club. That was

that. So this Rotarian, I.O. Trask, who was vice-president.
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(he was long, tall, and lanky, like Shakespeare's Brutus

or somebody), and the president was a Mr. [CD.] Sample.

He kept after me in the Rotary Club to bring my account

to their bank. He said, "What would it take to get your

account down here, away from [City] State?" I said, "Well,

if I had ten thousand dollars instead of five, I could go

ahead and do a lot of things. I've got a chance to rent

this store." So he arranged it. They gave me the ten-

thousand-dollar loan; they take over my account; and I

bought the fixtures on that strength.

About that time or before, I thought of having [more

than] just a fifteen-dollar clothes shop, all suits fifteen

dollars. I kept knowing about Hickey-Freeman clothes and

Woolf Brothers in Kansas City, with their great advertising

man, whom I envied and who helped them build a million-

dollar business on an ad in the Kansas City Star , never

bigger than a two-column ten, sales and all. The VJoolf

Brothers label was everything. For Hickey-Freeman clothes,

the top price then was twenty-five dollars a suit; and on

Johnston & Murphy shoes, five dollars was tops. They were

the best. That was the top price you could pay for really

handmade shoes in those days. So I decided to get Hickey-

Freeman clothes with my new store, and I do.

A young man by the name of Ray Homan came through
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from Kansas City, [Missouri] , selling clothes that I could

sell for fifteen dollars; I was still going to carry them.

I got to talking to him. His uncle was the manufacturer of

these suits that could be sold for fifteen dollars; they

were good fabric and all that. In fact (did I tell you

this?) , in them was fabric by the American Woolen Company

identical [to what] was in the Hickey-Freemans , [which] re-

tailed at twenty-five dollars. This fellow had them at

fifteen dollars. Well, being pretty dumb in the clothing

business after all, I think, "Gee, this is great." So I

buy some of those. I not only buy some, but the young fellow

says he does not like to work for his uncle, and he wished

he didn't have to travel, so I hire him to work for me.

Then he sells me this bill and sends his samples back to

his uncle. So in my new store, I have Ray Homan, who later

becomes, by the way, my brother-in-law.

These suits come in. So to show people what a great

value I had for fifteen dollars, I put this suit [with the]

same fabric in the window with a fifteen-dollar tag, and right

beside it a twenty-five-dollar Hickey-Freeman, I think I'll

show the people how great I am having a fifteen-dollar suit,

even though I have Hickey-Freeman. A farmer comes in. He

says, "Is there a mistake in the window? You got the same

suit, one for fifteen dollars, one for twenty-five dollars."
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I said, "No, I want to show you what a great value our

fifteen-dollar suit is. I put them in that way. Hickey-

Freeman is the finest you can buy." He wanted a suit; he

liked the fabric. He tried on the fifteen-dollar one,

looked in the mirror, and he said, "Let me try on the other

one." Well, I was surprised, but we put the Hickey-Freeman

on him. You know what he did? He bought the Hickey-Freeman

suit.

DIXON: The name.

BLAIR: No, not the name--tailoring. Tailoring. Hand done.

Anyway, I didn't have sense enough to know the difference,

but the farmer, not knowing anything, did; he felt it.

Well, then I began to recast my evaluation of tailoring.

Hickey-Freeman suits, even today, are the best you can buy.

I am told they sell for about a hundred and fifty dollars.

I learned that lesson. The young man stays with me.

[tape recorder turned off]

I feel very progressive and successful when I get this

new store with the new fixtures. I am paying so much a

month on the fixtures to Grand Rapids. [tape recorder

turned off] The Rotary Club is going fine.

In the meantime, Mrs. Blair and I— she plays the flute,

I think I told you—go to Salt Lake [City] as the repre-

sentatives of our club to the International Rotary convention
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I mentioned. Well, anyway, that's all in there.

The young man is getting along fine in the store,

excepi-lnq one thing: the only time I ever didn't lock up

myself, I told him to lock up; and he left the back door

open, and we were robbed that night. That's the one time that

we ever left it unlocked.

I have to stop here and win the First World War. At

least when it was over. President Wilson intimated I had

a lot to do with it. [tape recorder turned off] There is

this state Rotary convention in Kansas City, Missouri. Our

club goes up almost en masse from Fort Scott; it's only

ninety-six miles. One of the speakers in a big theater

there was from London. He was with the government. I

couldn't say he was prime minister. Probably not. The war

had already started in Europe. In his speech, he told the

awful thing that airplanes with boml^s were flying over them.

They were helpless. He begged the Rotary Club to get behind

[England] , to get the United States into the war and help

save England and help save themselves. We had never seen a

plane in the air, but planes were flying over London dropping

bombs. They were just helpless; there was no defense.

There were probably one thousand, or five hundred at least,

Rotarians listening to this; I was one of them. In this

theater (I think it was the Wilkswood Theater in Kansas
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,City, Missouri), he pictures how helpless, and what a

terrible thing [it] is: that you can be bombed from the

I, air, but you can't shoot back. Anyway, he sells the

Rotarians the bill to save ourselves; if they take England,

they will take us. So we hear about that. It sounds

terrible.

Later on, the war is going on in Europe, but so far

we are not into it. President Wilson says we are going to

be neutral at this time. Others want to crawl in a hole

and not take any part in it. Yet one day, we hear a plane,

an American plane, is going to fly from Kansas City to

somewhere in Oklahoma. Fort Scott is on the path. In the

town, the businessmen were kind of watching, when all of

a sudden here comes something through the sky, flying

through the air. It flies right over Fort Scott. It

could have dropped a bomb on us. We had a different under-

standing of what the London representative had been telling

us. [tape recorder turned off]

[When] the Lusitania was blown up, that's when President

Wilson said it was an overt act: we have been attacked; and

we are in the war. Immediately, of course, there is a board

to rate those eligible to go to war. Well my brother-in-

law (not a brother-in-law then), this Ray Homan , being

single and all, he was drafted. The draft board in Fort
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Scott carefully went over [each eligible young man] ac-

cording to their duties. It happens, however— I wouldn't

•want to infer anything, but it sounds a little odd—the

eligible young son of one of these three big [clothiers]

there immediately began to go around on a crutch. He

really wasn't drafted as far as I know, but there was a

little bit of wondering about it. He, all of a sudden,

got very much crutchified. But my brother-in-law- to-be

went.

So I am left at the store, and I go to one of the

other stores--in fact, to Lippman ' s--where old man Lippman

had brought his helper in to get any sweater he wanted.

There was a fellow in that store who was a very good

salesman. He had been there for years. I think he was

getting thirty dollars a month, after all those years.

By the way, he had been hit by an automobile, which

was a rare thing. An automobile parade in Fort Scott would

draw a big crowd any time; automobiles were that rare. He

was hit by an automobile one evening in the rain, and

knocked out. [He was] not able to work for several weeks

and months. The automobile was owned by the Roedeckers,

whose son was going around on crutches. They paid him

nothing on doctor bills; there was no such thing as auto-

mobile insurance.
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Yet the [insurance] company in Fort Scott was one of the

first (owned by another man and Mr. Tiernan) to have auto-

, mobile insurance. Right at that point, I wrote some ads

[on] how important it was to have automobile insurance.

All I did was have a drawing made of an automobile wheel

and a gloved hand. The copy was something like this:

"Does your future life, or all you have if you're sued,

depend on whether that glove slips on a wheel? Or should

you have automobile insurance?"

I go to this fellow and say, "I'll give you thirty-

five dollars a month." He leaves that store and comes

with me. He was a comedian almost. He really could have

been a good actor; he was in a lot of plays. He was a

humorist and knew how to handle country people. He could

do lettering; he could make signs. Well, that was a

miracle. He was working on a sign which said, "Special

Discount. Cotton flannel gloves, three pairs for a

quarter," or something like that. A farmer came in. This

fellow had his little piece of canvas there, and he had

taken a pencil and kind of outlined where the letters were

going to go. As I know now, he was not going to trace

those lines, but he did it to get spaced; he would have

those as a guide. The farmer watched him a while and saw

him with those lines. He came to me, and he said, "Say,
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there's a trick to everything. These fellows that can

paint like that— I knew there was a trick to it." "What's

the trick?" "Making the pencil letters first." [tape

recorder turned off]

The truth of it was, in those days, who ever saw any

kind of a painting? I think I mentioned once before that

some of the women had brass easels in the parlor, and they

would copy something. Nearly all of them were pictures of

a mountain, a waterfall, a deer, and a pine tree. You could

go into any home that had any painting, that's what it was.

It was a social thing. That was at the time, of course,

that I had my pup writing the headlines for copy. Of course,

I had the pup done; I couldn't even do it today like that

fellow did. So anyway we're in the war.

SCHIPPERS: How did you feel about entering the war before

you heard that speech?

BLAIR: Our attitude before what?

DIXON: Before you heard the speech.

BLAIR: Well, I think it was something like this. I re-

member as a youngster, when I read in the Kansas City Star

that we were at war with Spain, I ran home expecting

Spaniards were behind every fence. The farmers said, "Why,

we could get a million men with shotguns in twenty-four

hours." I think the attitude was a little bit like that.
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"There's a war over there; we have nothing to do with it."

But this man, in the speech at the convention, made us

realize that we were no longer isolated when they could fly

like that, even from Germany to England and back. I think

that we had more fear to realize that we were not isolated;

the world was getting smaller. Then, when this plane went

over Fort Scott, we knew very well that we were not completely

isolated if the air is going to be the battlefield instead

of shotguns and forests and fences. [tape recorder turned off]

During the war, I was made chairman of the rationing

committee; and through the chamber of commerce (I happened

to be secretary of the merchants division of the chamber

of commerce) , I was also made—automatically, you might

say—secretary of the committee to sell bonds. In the

sugar rationing, which was all the rationing there was,

my job was to tell people not to use sugar; and, if they

could, not to use sugar in their coffee. I ran ads in the

little county papers in the area.

The main job, however, was when it came time to raise

five hundred thousand dollars in bonds in Fort Scott. The

banks said that they would loan the money to people and keep

the bond until they could pay it out. We made up a posted

—

you might say almost a printed—list that we ran in the

paper, of what a person should pay based on a certain
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income and things like that, but we didn't use actual

names. Well, we had been on drives for charity and things

'like that, where a bunch of us leave our business and go

out and ring doorbells and give this for this. I said to

myself, and to my other two on the committee, "This is

everybody's war. We have been attacked when they blew up

the Lusitania . " I said to the editor, "If you will let me have

the space, we are going to do something that probably won't

be done anywhere else in America. We are not going to

solicit anybody by ringing doorbells. They are going to

be told, in copy that I will try to write, that it's their

war, their husbands', their sons'.

By the way, I wasn't in the draft until the fourth

draft, because I had a business and a family, a mother-in-

law and two girls, Sazette and Betz. After all, business

was supposed to be part of the [national] resources. Income

tax came out about that time, and I remember the first one

I filled out, they refunded me; I paid twice too much.

Anyway, I'm to raise these bonds. I run copy along

the line: "This is everybody's war. You can go to any one

of the banks,' and they will loan you the money necessary.

You find out what your quota is. We're not going to solicit

anybody, but we will know who buys and who does not buy."

When I opened my clothing store, I began to get
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conscious of overhead costs (unlike the farmers who ran

the Cadmus store; they thought if you paid a dollar for

something and sold it for a dollar and a quarter, you made

a quarter—but who ran the store?) . For some reason,

being concerned about [overhead] — I can't understand why

—

I happened to get into a kind of a three-ball shop, a little

clothing store down on the square, not one of the big stores.

The family lived upstairs, and he bought and sold. During

the war the government was after the retailers to show

their profits, so they wouldn't be taking advantage of the

war for bigger profits [because of] scarcity of merchandise.

Lakin-McKey overalls, manufactured in Fort Scott, [were] as

handmade as an overall could be, and farmers knew it. They

retailed for a dollar, [when] you could buy many [other]

overalls for seventy-five cents and even fifty cents a pair.

By the way, Lloyd Lakin played in the band and was one of

the businessmen. McKey was the fellow who really knew the

merchandising. Lloyd more or less financed the company,

but was active in it, of course. McKey was the one who put

over the selling and made an overall that fit a man just

like a suit of clothes almost. They jumped to two dollars

and two and a half a pair. Wheat jumped like that also.

In this survey the government put on to see if the

merchants were profiteering, we all filled out papers. We
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proved to the government that the overhead for a clothing

store at that time was 33 percent. A lot of clothiers didn't

do so well, because they thought they figured wrong. If

they pay a dollar for something and sell it for a dollar and

a half, they think they are getting a 50 percent markup.

When you sell, it's only 33 1/3 percent, and a lot of them

were not doing so well. The statistics showed, over the

nation, that the merchants had an overhead of about 33 1/3

percent, and they were lucky if they made 5 percent on net

sales, providing they could take discounts. You can always

get a discount from a clothing manufacturer if you pay your

bill in ten days for cash, but if you let it run thirty,

it's net. I was up against that.

I happened to be in this little store, and I asked the

fellow, "How do you figure your overhead?" "Overhead?"

Well, he says, "I pay two dollars or two fifty for a pair

of shoes and I sell them." I said, "What markup do you

take?" Well he says, "How do I know? Sometimes I get

three fifty, and sometimes I get two seventy-five." Well,

I said, "Don't you know that if you pay two fifty for a

pair of shoes and sell it for even three fifty you're not

making hardly anything? You lose money if you sell them

at two seventy-five." He says, "No, I have a quarter? I

can buy strawberries." [tape recorder turned off]
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Later on, it turns out this is the only fellow, in the

town of Fort Scott at least, who hadn't come into the bank.

There was only one day to go, four o'clock [the next] day to

buy your bond on this newspaper drive. He is the only one

that has not come in. So I tell my two other businessmen,

and we go down to see him. I wasn't so severe, but one of

them said to him, "If you don't buy your four-hundred-dollar

bond before four o'clock today, we're going to run you and

your family out of this town. You're in this war just the

same as the rest of us." The fellow says, "Well, what do I

do?" "Go up to the bank and buy the bond. We'll go with

you. They'll loan you the money." So he goes with us.

He goes into the banker, and he says, "How much is the

bond I should buy?" "Four hundred dollars." He said,

"You loan the money to buy the bond?" "Yes." "What is

the interest?" "Well, the interest is 6 percent." "What

interest does the bond pay?" "Three percent." "Do you

think I'm a fool?" He paid cash for his bond. [laughter]

[tape recorder turned off]

During this period, business was good; I built a busi-

ness there of a hundred thousand dollars a year. Pinch-back

suits, pleated in the back, were the style. They [were]

nearly all that the civilians were buying when the boys

were away. They were all in dark blue flannel. There was
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a concern in Cincinnati that featured these. That suit I

could sell for about eighteen or twenty dollars. I re-

member because the young man who was the son of the man

who owned this business in Cincinnati liked me. He started

me on this, and he would let me pay along as I could. I

got those suits when other merchants couldn't get them, for

some reason. I would sell practically all that type of

thing, and business was good.

When the armistice came--we are jumping a little ahead-

I was next up; but the armistice came just before I was to

be drawn. Of course, the older man who had worked for

Lippman ' s for so long was there and could run the store if

I had had to go

.

During that period, I took a trip to Rochester

[New York] to see Hickey-Freeman. This is a thought that

I think should be valuable to anyone. Here is Woolf

Brothers, who can probably buy half a million dollars or

more worth of men's suits a year, and here I am and can

buy maybe a thousand or two thousand. I think it was Mr.

Rickey that I worked with. Again, here was a combination:

Hickey was the financial man; and Freeman was a fine tailor

who was in with him in this big company. He managed the

tailoring. They were very cordial to me. I couldn't buy

but two or three thousand dollars [worth of clothing] a
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year, and I said to Mr. Hickey, "Why is it that you give

attention to us (accusative case objective; us, not we)

little fellows. There's Woolf Brothers." "Oh," he said,

"I'll tell you something, young man. You know, Woolf

Brothers could quit me overnight and I'd be in a bad way.

There's another store in New York; there's another one in

Atlanta. Any one of them could quit me anytime. But the

thousands of you little fellows are not going to quit

overnight. I'd still have a business." I thought that was

a good attitude, and I have always kept that in mind. The

little customer may have a lot of friends, too, you know.

You treat him fine. Just like the experience I had where

nobody would pay any attention to one of my customers; thay

all told me, "Don't waste your time." But I did sell him a

pair of socks or something. I was nice to him, and he

brought in two or three friends who bought more than a

lot of other customers.

There was no television or radio, but telegrams would

come from Chicago to George Marble of the Fort Scott Tribune .

A telegram would come about the war. My to-be-brother-in-

law, Ray Homan, was over there and carrying a gun. It just

happened that at the time of the armistice, he was in the

front lines, I think in the Argonne drive.

I'll jump now a little bit to what happened when the
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news of the armistice [came] , All the stores were closed.

The Missouri-Pacific and the Frisco [railroads] had prepared

a steam engine that could run on wheels. When we were sure

we were going to win the war, and we knew there would be a

big parade, they had fixed this engine up where they could

run it [on the street] . It was a smaller engine; it might

have been an engine they got out of some mine, I don't know.

But it could run. Anyway, the time comes for the armistice

celebration. The band gets out (I'm in that, of course);

everyone gets out. I remember the Baptist preacher came

down with a dishpan and a wooden club. As they celebrated

on this street, here comes this engine, here comes anything

that could be moved, you might say, with a flag on it. We

all had flags out. This thing went on for hours and hours.

I remember when it was all over, the dishpan wasn't any

bigger than about three tomato cans, but it still made a

noise. I won't try to describe that, but people were as

near hilarious and wild and happy as a whole town could be.

DIXON: Was your town taken in by the false armistice?

BLAIR: By the what?

DIXON: By the first false armistice that was a couple

days before that?

BLAIR: Oh, by the way, I had forgotten about that. Ap-

parently it wasn't very serious, because I did forget about
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it. I do remember that there was a rumor we believed. And

I believe there was some activity. One of these telegrams

came, or something that was false. I don't remember the

detail on that; it's odd.

DIXON: A lot of towns practically used up their supply of

everything on the first celebration.

BLAIR: Well, you know, all I can remember is, I know the

steam engine didn't appear, at least. And I don't think the

band got out. I believe there was a lot of activity. I

don't know how long it was before the correct news came by.

Was it hours, or was it days? •
.

DIXON: I think it was a matter of a few hours.

BLAIR: Well, I think during that period, it was assembling.

After all, this thing, spontaneous as it was, the news [still]

had to get around. There was no radio, you know. I think

that we didn't have a real, all-out celebration at all. I

certainly would have remembered the double. [tape recorder

turned off] The celebration, however, was something that

Fort Scott had never seen or heard of, even on any Fourth

of July.

The young men started coming home. I remember the

young man, Ray Homan. We loved to camp out on the Marmaton

River there. They used to say, "Anybody ever drank water out

of the Marmaton River, if they ever left Fort Scott, they
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would come back." But there were nice camping places.

About the first thing we did when Ray got home--of course,

[the soldiers] were not organized; they came back at dif-

ferent times (there was really no parade at that time of

the soldiers coming home like you might think) --would be

to have a steak fry for Ray. So we get everything ready

and we go out somewhere. There are some big flat rocks;

we are going to camp out all night. Well, you might think

in reverse on this, but our assumption was he just loved to

camp out like we used to once in a while. We'd make a

real deal of it. We all slept on those hard, flat lime-

stone rocks that night. Our youngsters and Mrs. Blair

and I, we were kind of sore the next morning, but Ray just

slept great. The people kidded us about taking a soldier,

who's had to sleep on the ground, [on a camping trip]. He

might think a feather bed was great, you know. (By the

way, they had feather beds then, too.) Ray just slept

great. We were the ones that were bunged up. [tape recorder

turned off]

Most of the boys within the year are home, probably

all of them, I suppose. I get an idea that these men,

these soldiers, should know what Fort Scott did when we

got the good news

.

I know these ideas don't fit, but you [may] wonder
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how I tended to my business. We had a secretary of the

chamber of commerce, Harry Russell, who was just driving

somebody all the time. The editor, George Marble, was

always saying, "Every time Harry Russell comes in, I know

I am going to do something I don't want to do." But he was

full of pep, and he backed me up on everything. By the

way, during that period every now and then I am selling my

advertising for the newspaper, just the cut and the copy

—

the pup. It looks like there is a business there, but it

is kind of a hobby.

Anyway, I get in my head that we ought to repeat the

armistice [celebration] . I go down to the editor, and I

say, "I'd like to run the complete notice of the first news

we got of the real armistice, and followed the news for a

week in advance, day by day, leading up to the armistice,

the write-up of the parade, and all that sort of thing.

And let's have a repeat Armistice [Day celebration], so

the soldiers can see what Fort Scott did." Well, he felt

that was a good idea, and we did it. He came out and

reproduced, with the daily news behind, the front page of

the paper: the complete news, reprinted,, just every word.

The news comes out, and we are going to repeat [the

Armistice Day celebration] . We think we will get the rail-

road men, the union ones, lined up. And I get word: they
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say they won't appear. Well, I had the same [sort of]

problem there that I had with the Italian symphony orchestra

director; he wouldn't pay for a dime, but he would play for

nothing. I had to handle all that. And then, remember the

postal union fellow and his cornet embarrassment? I go

down to the men in charge of the railroad company. It was

the Missouri-Pacific bunch who had the engine. "What is

the trouble?" "Well, we do not like to have our flag made

fun of." I said, "What do you mean?" Then he called him

a certain word, [the man who] had a big grocery store on

the street where you could buy stuff by the case, almost

wholesale but not quite. And he said, "Does that fellow

belong to the chamber of commerce?" I said, "Why, certainly."

Well, he said, "We'll never bring that engine up, if that

guy is going to be doing what he did." I said, "What was

that?" He said, "Well, he had a flag up over his store,

and we had a flag on our engine. You know, when our engine

went by, our flag had been out, it was dirty, and it was

soiled. During the war we said we would never take it

down. That fellow came out and made fun of our flag." I

said, "Now, just a minute. If that is true, I am for you,

but let me find out." He says, "You'll find out." I go

back to this fellow. He says, "For goodness sakes! Maybe

they didn't see it; I had a flag on my store that I even
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left out when I shouldn't. It was just as soiled and ragged

almost as the one on the engine. I went out and waved to

them and pointed to their engine and laughed and felt so

good, and then I pointed to mine. They didn't know what it

was all about. I was trying to say, 'Here's two of us

proud of our dirty flags.'" I told the union fellows, and

then they felt good and brought out their steam engine.

And we had another parade in Fort Scott, Kansas. Some of

the soldier boys said, "Maybe it's the first time we felt

how joyful it is to have the war over." [tape recorder

turned off]

After all of this, I received a signed certificate

from President Wilson congratulating me on being of great

service in the war. I guess it's because I told people not

to use sugar. Anyway, that was my part in the war.

Ray Homan gets back, and he marries my sister Mae,

who has graduated from the University of Kansas in fine

arts, [she] taught piano and played wonderfully. She

played classics so well that she couldn't play an ordinary

nice- waltz and popular piece like I liked with feeling;

she just played the notes. In classics, she was great.

Now mind you, I have this store. The bank has loaned

me ten thousand dollars, and that's why I am still paying

on my fixtures. So, in comes a farmer who is a good customer.
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He has one son who is cashier of a bank not too far from

Fort Scott, maybe eighteen miles. Remember, [there are]

hardly any automobiles; it's a country town. He has

another son who doesn't like the farm. (I have already

covered the point of another farmer who had a daughter who

didn't like the farm. She came in to work for me, and rung

up a "no sale.") He comes in to me, this farmer, and he

says, "You know, you're really going places. You have a

fine store. My son buys his clothes here, and he wants to

learn the business. Could you give him a job?" I said,

"We are doing quite a business, and I now have my brother-

in-law and this other man." The older man that comes, and

he wants to quit and do something else. I don't know what

he's going to do. So I tell him, "Listen, I don't have

the capital yet to make the money I should. I can't even

yet take discounts on paying for fixtures." He said, "Well,

how much would you like?" This was a wealthy beef farmer,

unusual in eastern Kansas; most of them are out west. Well,

I said, "If I had had another ten thousand dollars, I could

do this and this and this. If you want to do this, your

young man could come here, and I'll pay a certain amount.

With this additional money, I would give him a bonus based

on profits due to this additional capital as we go along.

I can take discounts then; I can take 6 percent on bills for
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clothing if I can pay them within ten days." He said,

"That's fine. That's all right."

Young man comes in and goes to work for me. And he

says, "I'll have the money for you very shortly." I get

a phone call from this [Citizens] National Bank that had

loaned me ten thousand dollars, which I could have as long

as I wanted, supposedly, through the Rotarians Mr. Trask

and Mr. Sample.

You know, I never got very close to him. Except when

Trask was just about to get my account, lo and behold, here's

Sample, the wealthiest man in town, and his wife come along

in a big car, and [they] take Mrs. Blair, my two youngsters,

and myself [for] an automobile ride out through the country.

That's before they get my account. I think, "Gee, I'm

really getting into high society here, running around with

the Samples .

"

All right, the phone rings one day, and it says Mr.

—

I can't think of his name right now— left ten thousand

dollars here. I said, "I'll be right down." The minute I

got down there, they gave me a piece of paper to sign, and

I signed it. You know what I signed? They take that ten

thousand dollars and pay off the ten thousand dollars I

already had. Now you talk about bankers! I don't care if

the world can know it! They're not all that way, thank
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goodness. I know a lot of wonderful ones. [It was a deal]

like the one in Junction City. They pay that note; I don't

get a dime. Well, you can imagine how I feel. Here's the

worst of it: naturally, I have to tell this farmer, who

left the ten thousand dollars with his own son, cashier at

this neighboring bank where they live, and he sends it over

there for me, and the bank pays themselves.

I wondered then, "What is business?" I didn't run my

business that way. I remember this man who had never had

any freedom at the big store he worked for. If business was

kind of bad, we'd leave, and he and I would go out on the

Marmaton and go fishing on a weekday afternoons out in the

woods. Business had to be fun, too. [tape recorder turned

off]

Right away, I call up the farmer who sent in the ten

thousand dollars, and I tell the young man, his son, working

for me. He says, "I didn't know what it was all about; I

just put up the ten thousand dollars. ' I had my son at that

bank send it over to [your] bank. I feel kind of worried."

I said, "Maybe you think I don't? You better come in." So

he gets his son, who is cashier at this small-town bank,

and they come in. Here I am. Well, I promise things

according to my desires. Sometimes that isn't good busi-

ness. So I make out this kind of a deal, with a carbon
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copy; we don't get a lawyer. Something like this every

month, I will pay him on his ten thousand dollars. He

wants his money. I still haven't paid for over half of the

fixtures. I don't even have the ten thousand dollars the

bank told me I could have, which caused me to buy the

fixtures and do all that. But now I am not going to have

the farmer's ten thousand dollars, because he's worried now.

And I don't blame him. I think I agree to pay 10 percent

of my sales or something like that to him every month; maybe

5, I don't know what it was.

DIXON: Ten percent of your gross sales?

BLAIR: Well, whatever it was, I promised to pay. It wasn't

so much a month; it was a percentage.

All this time, I am getting more and more response to

my pup advertising. Everything has been a hobby so far,

and this is another one. I write to the retail clothiers

association [National Association of Retail Clothiers and

Furnishers]. I think to myself, "Well, for God's sake, I

am going to get out of the clothing business if I can sell

my store. Then somebody that's got money can take that

over." The retail clothiers association tells me there's

a man in Trinidad [Colorado] who has just sold his store.

One good thing about the retail clothiers: they work

together all over the nation. They said, "This fellow is
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a reliable person who just sold his store in Trinidad,

Colorado. It is in escrow for something like ninety days.

He's looking for a store." They bring the two of us

together; the young fellow comes [to Fort Scott] . He likes

my store and he says, "I can pay you twenty thousand dol-

lars." It turns out in my inventory I had twenty thousand

dollars in merchandise after these ten or eleven years I

had been in this. I had twenty thousand dollars equity.

But here's my debts [also]. I can't pay these people in

merchandise. I used to tell them, "Well, I'll either have

the merchandise or the money; I'm honest." Of course, I

found out they wanted the money, not the merchandise they

had sold me. So this fellow and I make an agreement to

buy my store at a certain amount, and when he gets his

money I will get twenty thousand dollars. I am free then to

get out and to go into my advertising. First I get on the

train. I go down to Birmingham, Alabama, where my brother-

in-law John Turner and my wife's sister lived. They had

inherited cotton mills and stuff. His father had a cotton

mill in Georgia. I had never seen them. I go down there

to tell John Turner about it. I have a prospectus of my

ads and things and all that. I go down there, and I sell

J. Blach and Sons—that's the finest store in Birmingham.

They're going to use Tim's pup in their ads right straight

\
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through, and pay twenty dollars a month. It will cost

me just three dollars to give them the whole thing. Right

away, I have a prestige store for the South. John Turner

gets excited; he wants to get out of what he's in. He

says, "Listen, you are going to have to write this stuff,

and you have sold your store." "Yes, it's all signed up."

He said, "Listen, I know an advertising company here, an

old fellow who would like this. Let's see if we can't

start a company. I said, "John Turner, I will give you a

third interest in the whole thing if you can handle the

selling of the business." So they made a deal that they

would put up ten thousand dollars for this. I would get

so much a month; John Turner will get so much a month; and

we are going out and sell. By the way, I get out a campaign

by mail that started before I went down there; and

some orders by mail, [including] one [from a] store in

Illinois, a wonderful store in Peoria. When I left there,

things are rosy. I am going to get a drawing capital of

three hundred dollars a month. They are going to handle

all the selling, and John Turner is going to be sales

manager. The old advertising fellow has other accounts;

he is financing it. We've got J. Blach and Sons, and

another one, too, that I had sold by mail. And we're rich.

By the way, down there I learned a little bit about
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life. In my business, it was always just like blinders

on. Everything is just exactly what you think it is:

you tend to business; you are honest; and that is all that

is necessary. When social life comes, you hold hands with

one girl; you marry her; and that's it. Well, in this

Birmingham society, they put on a big party for me. It

starts at four o'clock in the afternoon. These southerners,

you know, they live a little. So around three-thirty or

four, here are bankers and people who come in to a party.

Why, I never heard of such a thing. The table is piled full

of hams and southern cooking, you know. I had never tasted

corn liquor, and I had never smoked a cigarette up to that

time. I had never tasted any kind of liquor, not even wine.

I stay there two or three or four days, I guess. And things

go on like that. They all want to give a party for me.

They all know Camille's sister, Addie, John Turner's wife.

Anyway, the first party they have, why, I get hungry; I

wonder when they are going to have dinner. The table is

full of stuff, and I notice people taking nibbles, but I

am still strange; I had never seen my brother-in-law and

sister-in-law down there. 'Long about six, I said, "Addie,

what time is dinner?" She said, "V^Je've been having it all

afternoon." Well, to eat like that and not sit down at a

table, that's news to me.
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And in the morning, when I'd get up, there would

be a colored person come and bring me black coffee. John

Turner said, "Streeter, you ought to have a little nip

before breakfast. Corn liquor." It smelled like a skunk;

it was only nine days old. It was bootlegged, of course,

because you never could sell liquor in Alabama because of

the colored people. It was against the law, but the white

folks all had it.

It was a big story down there. I even wrote a book

about it, called The Black Belt , later on. I paid Irving

Stone (the great writer today) , when he was a beginner in '

New York. I'm jumping ahead a little here, but I was told

he was the fellow who could edit it and knew publishers.

He went through that, and I paid him. He sent me two

copies , and we loaned them out and never got them back.

I don't know whatever became of the story called The Black

Belt . [tape recorder turned off]

John Turner says, "Streeter, we got to take a little

ride this afternoon," one of the days. He says, "We got to

cure some corn liquor. We're about out." He says, "You

know, I get a five-gallon keg, put it [in] the back of the

car, drive around and drive around--it's charcoal-lincd--

and we've got old liquor." We do that for a while, and he

takes me to places.
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Addie says, "Streeter, you don't smoke." "No, I don't

smoke." She says, "I smoke. Try one of mine." She had a

cigarette called a lilac, no, a Violet [Milo] , perfumed

cigarette, kind of oval-shaped. She got me to take a puff

or two, and well, here I am smoking my first cigarette. At

each meal and once in a while [I would] have a cigarette.

We'll jiamp ahead a little here. I think, "Well, here

I am; you can't buy cigarettes in Kansas; I've got cigarettes."

I knew that my mother-in-law smoked cupeds . Cupeds were a

combination of tobacco and something for a cold. I don't

know what it could have been, glycerin or something. She •

smoked those, but that was medicine in my mind. When I was

principal of the high school in Junction City, she was

staying with us, and she wanted some bourbon. You couldn't

buy it in Kansas at all, but I am going to Kansas City

[Missouri] for something, and she said, "Could you get me a

bottle of bourbon?" I was a little afraid to carry it on

the train, so I decided to have this drugstore I found down

in the Union Station to ship it to me. Well, of all things,

I was the new principal of the high school in Junction City,

the express man comes one day, and here, being delivered to

my office in the high school, is an express package of a

bottle of bourbon. So I suffered a lot of hell there, but

I get the bourbon home. She uses it more like medicine. I
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know the only medicine my dad ever took at Cadmus—he had a

bottle of rock candy and rye for colds. I think I told you

about the couple he gave some to. This couple was camping

in the wintertime on Elm Creek; it's snowing and a blizzard.

We always watch the people that have mover wagons camping

down there. We said, "Come up and keep warm and have

dinner." We had them up. They both had bad colds right at

that time, and Mother says, "Why, we have no beds, but we

can put [bedding] here on the floor. Want to sleep here on

the floor?" She gave them some rock and rye, and so they

stay there. When we got up the next morning, we find they

are gone early. The rock and rye is gone, too, and so is

the mover wagon. [tape recorder turned off]

Jumping ahead a little, I remember this. I bought four

or five little packages of Violet [Milo] cigarettes. I didn't

know the names of cigarettes, but that's what Addie smoked.

I don't know what John smoked; he never tried to get me to

smoke cigarettes. So I am on the train coming back [to Fort

Scott] with the contract signed up. I'm in business; there's

ten thousand dollars being put up, and I just have to write

thirty little things for Tim's pup to say a month. Well, on

the way back, I am on the smoker of the Pullman, and I feel

so great, I light a cigarette. A fellow comes in, and he

says, "My God, I don't have any cigarettes." I think, "Gee,
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I'm a real man." I offer him a cigarette. He looks at it

—

violet. He knocks them out of my hand, turns around and

goes back out of the car. He thinks I'm a fairy or some-

thing. Of course, during this three or four days, or maybe

a week, of this great success, we were organizing the

company and how we are going to work it. Addie says,

"Streeter, don't you like women?" I say, "Addie, what do

you mean?" She says, "Don't you know down here you don't

act like you like any of my friends? These southern women--

didn't some of them say honey?" "Yes," I say, "I know;

but that's just talk." "Yes," she says, "but you say

nothing. If you don't act like you like these women, why,

you're going to be a flop here; they won't like you." I

said, "Well, it's easy enough for me to like them, but I

don't know about saying it." Anyway, I got my first lessons

to talk in the southern language, honey this and dear this.

I can remember during that period, here is John Turner

sitting by one of the girls, one of the women, and here is

another one beside him. John Turner says something to the

one that he's next to. I didn't know what it was. And the

one on the outside turned and said to the other, "Don't

believe a thing he says. He's had a drink or two." She's

just kidding him; they're used to it, but you can't believe

a thing [they say] . I remember John Turner got up and he

cleared his throat, and he says, "Sarah, I want to tell you
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something. I never have to think of anything to say because

I had a drink. That's the time I can say what I have been

thinking all the time." [tape recorder turned off]

During this period, Carrol Steele and his wife—he's

a cotton broker—are at the party; they have a lot of money.

Closest friends John and Addie and I have. And here are a

bunch of women sitting around the table in the evening, and

they are writing a telegram. It seems that there is a

couple in New York has a fine dog, and they are giving it to

one of these couples in Birmingham. Well, the women are

writing a telegram. A telegram in those days was quite

unusual, you know. Generally, it was when somebody died

that you sent one. One of [the telegrams] read, "We have

the kennel all ready. We can receive Spotty anytime it is

convenient for you to ship. Please write us a letter and

tell us when you can ship the dog and what train, so we

will meet the train." One woman says, "Why, you've got more

than ten words there; you can't send that." I hear them

arguing. So another one writes it, and she ends up about

as bad. Now, Carrol Steele very seldom said any small

talk—but a wonderful fellow. Carrol comes by, and he had

heard some of that. So one of the women says, "Carrol, how

would you say to [word] this wire?" He says, "Ship bitch."

I get back to Fort Scott, and the young man has come
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to take charge of my store. He has somebody in charge of

his store, [who] is going to buy it. So I move out and I

get a little office in the top of the bank building. There

is a lawyer, Doug Hudson, who is one of my standbys, a

young lawyer from KU. I met him in the Rotary. Then

there's the secretary in the chamber of commerce, Harry

Russell, who has his office up here. Here I am writing

just things to put in the paper. I'm in business, syn-

dicating. Mind you, all this is based on men's clothing.

But we had the experience of a man having to come in the

store because his son wanted his dad to get his suit at

our store. [tape recorder turned off] I didn't have to

stay very long to write thirty of those. And I send my

first month ahead down to the company in Birmingham. I

decided I would get out of Fort Scott and work in some

big store. Well, for some reason, I go to St. Louis,

Boyd's and Company. I remember it is "Straw Hat Day" when

I get in there. They like this idea. I show them this,

and they say, "My goodness, we can use you right here." I

said, "Well, what I want, I want some kind of an income,

and I want to use your store as a laboratory, to write

and do anything I can. Boyd's made a deal with me, to pay

me two hundred and fifty dollars a month, which was a good

deal of money in those days, and I am to move to St. Louis,

\
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use Boyd's for my laboratory, and do as I please, on their

money

.

I come home elated; this is great. So I'm practically

ready to go down there. Mrs. Blair is going to move later;

I am going to find a place. I stop in Kansas City, and I

think I will see this wonderful store of Woolf Brothers,

Hickey-Freeman clothes and unusual advertising. I said

they had built a million-dollar business—two column sixes.

This cartoonist, the type of work he did (if I haven't told

you) went something like this: they featured Manhattan

shirts, J. and M. shoes, Hickey-Freeman clothes, and that's

all. They just kept selling their label all the time. This

leads up to my psychology of advertising, which later on

was a hobby. For instance, here is a little cartoon. (This

fellow [was] untaught. I suppose he wore a purple robe;

you know, he was a genius.) Here is a man walking down

the street, a Chinaman. Behind are two men. The copy at

the heading reads, "Well, look at that fellow with his shirt

out. Why, do you suppose?" "Well, it's probably a [Manhattan]

He's proud of it." It was that type of advertising that

built [Woolf Brothers].

Well, automatically, without my knowing it, you might

say, my attention-getter was my pup. Also, I had direct

mail experience; at Fort Scott, I mailed to a classified
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audience. Did I tell you about that? All right. So I am

to do that also at Boyd's. I stop in, and I happen to get

to talk to Herb Woolf. Woolf Brothers did have the most

beautiful store in America, [with] concave windows. You

could see the merchandise and reach to touch it, but there

is glass there and you can't see it. I talk to Herb Woolf.

And he says, "Do you like St. Louis better than Kansas City?"

I said, "No, you know Kansas City. My grandmother lives

here and all this." He says, "Why don't you do all that

here?" I said, "Woolf Brothers?" He said, "Yes." Put in

that direct-mail system. We have a piece of work right

now, and I wish you'd go up and look at it." Well, I said,

"What do you mean?" He said, "Go up and look at it; see

what you think about it." I came back down and said, "Mr.

Woolf, one thing: you're sending out a letter to all the

doctors in America." (They were having a national doctor's

association meeting in Kansas City.) "You've got first-

class letters up there by the thousands. I happened to

peek into two or three to check on them. Do you know, I

bet you there are four thousand being mailed in Kansas

City." "No." I said, "Yes. Do you know what the letter

says?" 'When you come to Kansas City, there will be a

treat for you if you will come into Woolf Brothers.' You

are telling these four thousand doctors here that they have
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never been at Woolf Brothers." He raised Cain about that.

He said, "I'll pay you your two hundred and fifty and all

that. You come in here. I've got three things I want you

to do: direct mail on your system--classified audience

—

and use your pup in the advertising to a certain extent,

but primarily as a direct mail. We've got this Mr. [George]

Cartlich , the advertising man. I'm going to tell you what

your third job is." I said, "What's that?" "Manage Cartlich."

Well, here is this man, George Cartlich, who had built their

business. I found out later that he was a carefree, typical

artist type. He'd go out and buy an automobile, pay down

something and drive it; and if something got wrong with it,

he'd come back and say, "Go get your car. I don't want it;

it's no good." That was it. And Woolf Brothers would dig

up a little money for him every time, but they never gave

him a raise in the fifteen years he had been there. But

they would do this: when he had to have more money, they

gave it to him and charged it to him. I found that out

later. [tape recorder turned off]

Now here, instead of going to St. Louis, I go back

elated to Fort Scott. I tell the 'people there we are going

to move to Kansas City and why. They all think it's great.

Then right away, some of them want to know if I will write

advertising for them. Anyway, the Rotary Club has a big
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farewell meeting. We are there, and there are tears shed

on both sides.

But we are moving to Kansas City, and I am going to

have Woolf Brothers—prestige store—their label. At KU

,

if one fellow had a suit from Woolf Brothers, he could sell

[the label] when the suit was old for four dollars to a

boy so he could put it in his suit. Woolf Brothers had

the prestige strictly on small advertising and great mer-

chandise.

So we have these different farewells. Where are we

going to live? We are going to move and all that sort of

thing. I have an idea that I want to use--I had found it

out and experimented on it before I left for Mr. Woolf

—

that is, advertising direct to the boy through Tim's pup.

That will come in later; it's going to be another hobby.

I think we can stop with Fort Scott here. They gave

us a wonderful clock, the Rotary Club did, as a memento.

In those days, there were no electric clocks. We had never

heard of them, but we were given a great clock, a beautiful

clock from the Rotary Club. We are only going to be about

ninety miles away. So we're packing up now and we're going

to Kansas City to find a place to live. And I'm going to

go into an office in Woolf Brothers to help manage the great

genius advertising man. (I hope I don't forget one of the
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first things I ran onto, which seems to me very humorous.)

But I am now ready to enter, you might say, the advertising

business.
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TAPE NUMBER: VII, SIDE ONE

July 2, 1965

BLAIR: Right after the First World War, when we had that

good business— the soldiers getting civilian clothes—there

was a big slump in business. Of course, at that time I was

still doing business on paying off the farmer who loaned me

the ten thousand [dollars] that the bank took upon itself

to pay off. I had to start paying him, so I wasn't much

better off, because I had bought these fixtures. Anyway,

there was a slump.

One day a fellow came along from New York selling hats,

a hat salesman. He introduced himself as being the most

homely man in America or something like that, but he was

one of the most likable and clever. Jumping ahead a little,

he would make statements that were original— at least to me,

it seemed—and his attitude in life was, "When you're in

Rome, do as the Romanians do." [laughter]

Well, anyway, I was fascinated with the line of hats

he had. Although business was bad, I bought a dozen grey

fedora hats. Fedoras then were just as popular as straight-

brimmed hats in Texas. Anyway, they had a wide black band.

I remember after he left that I had read in the paper that
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the king of Spain had bought a new hat which was a grey

fedora with a wide black band.

Well, these hats come in--I just got a dozen—and I

put them in the window. I made a sign that said, "The king

of Spain hat." I sold enough of those, that I ordered some

more from New York. Well, inside of two weeks after that,

in comes this same fellow again from New York. He said,

"You're the only man I sold any hats to all on my trip."

Business was so bad all through the Middle West. He said,

"How did you even get a dozen hats? You're the only one

who bought any. Now here you reorder. What did you do?"

Well, I told him about my publicity, and showed him the sign

and the ad, with the little pup writing my ads saying about

the king of Spain having a certain hat at Streeter Blair's

store or something like that. So this fellow took that

publicity and went on his way. Now later on— I'll jump

ahead—he told me that he sold every account at least a

dozen or more hats, based on my advertisement.

He was curious there about my type of advertising. At

that time, I had a term for it; I called it "romance your

merchandise." If you have a pile of suits, on the table,

you know, stacked instead of on hangers, if you pick up a

Hickey-Freeman suit, handle it like it was precious, it

makes a little impression.
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At that time in the Rotary Club, I happened to be,

in addition to holding some other offices, chairman of the

program committee. So I booked this fellow to come and talk

to the Rotary Club on hats, in particular, straw hats. He

had worked in sweatshops in New York as a small kid helping

make, braiding, straw hats. And so he did. He came and he

appeared for the Rotary Club, and he brought some hats,

partly in work and explained. It was a very interesting

meeting. Now we'll let this fellow, Kay Kamin, step aside

for a little while, because we must move on to Kansas City

pretty soon.

First thing we did, of course, was to find a place

to live. We rented a flat. Well, a flat in those days

seemed almost like a fine apartment today. You didn't have

to mow a yard; you didn't have to do this. You just lived.

I remember there was no garbage disposal; we went down a

stairway about fifteen steps and there were garbage cans.

The city picked it up. That was new; that was something

else. We had our own garbage cans at the bottom. We lived

on the first floor, but there was still one flat below us

that faced toward the garbage

.

Going to Woolf Brothers, naturally I was a little

timid. I was supposed to advertise by direct mail. I had

the permission to experiment with my advertising and even
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try to sell it from there—my advertising, which was being

syndicated out of Birmingham. Well, I hadn't been in Kansas

City but a little while, and the Birmingham bunch blew up.

Now they promised and signed to give me ten thousand

dollars for this thing and promote. But what they did:

this fellow promised himself he would and promised me; but

they paid me three hundred dollars a month, I think, for

three months. Then my brother-in-law got three hundred

dollars a month, and that was about the end of it. They

tried to sell by mail. This man that ran the business got

on the train and came up. He rode in the chair car up to

Kansas City, and I went around with him. He was dirty and

covered with coal dust. He had spent a lot of money on a

catalog telling all about this. [They] just mailed them out

and didn't get any answers, so they stopped.

Then I am left in Kansas City with two hundred and

fifty dollars a month, and the store is being run by the

fellow who had bought it from Trinidad. He is waiting

for his money, and I am supposed to get twenty thousand

dollars. So that's the picture right now. I have a mother-

in-law, wife, and two children, and we are living in this

flat.

The' first job, they said, was to keep tabs and try to

see that the wonderful genius George Cartlich—which they

couldn't get along without, it seemed--did get out his ad
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and do things like that. And I would sell by direct mail.

Along with that, I decided to have a boys' magazine in ad-

dition to using the Tim's pup ad, being syndicated supposedly,

for men's clothing. [It was] based on the fact that boys

(I think we said) made their dad come in and buy their

clothes at Tim's pup's store, where the pup was. So I had

this artist, Cartlich, draw a face of a youngster about

twelve years old; I was going to name him Tim. He's just a

little line drawing with a big smile and drawn very nicely.

We made a cut of that.

Now I am going to have a boys ' magazine edited by Tim

and Tim's pup. At home, I can remember, in this flat,

evenings, I would work on this thing. When first I got it

out, Woolf Brothers said I could mail it out. They had no

boys' list, but I went through the boys' department and

got names, because they kept the parents' names of every

suit sold, even like they did in the men's department. So

we had a mailing list, and we addressed it to the parents.

At this time, we didn't have a boys' list, but I intended,

of course, to have a boys' mailing list, so that the boy

would get direct mail, probably the first mail he ever got

in his life with his name on it. So I work at nights, and

I get a magazine out, eight pages on nice paper, just about

five-by-seven size, or maybe six-by-eight [inches]. I
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mailed it out to the Boys ' Outfitter publishing company in

New York. The Boys ' Outfitter was a magazine strictly sent

to boys' departments, the only one in America. I get a

letter back from them that they would like to buy this

whole idea. They [wanted to] syndicate the magazine. Well,

I thought it over--it was a compliment in a way--but the

Boys ' Outfitter goes to every clothing store that has a

boys' department in each town. This thing could only be

for one store. I don't know what ideas they had, but I

turned it down. Then I decide to get out a different

magazine. So I come up with one not much larger than a

little postcard size, eight pages on cheap paper. On the

cover, I call it The Knicker Magazine . Long pants for boys

then were not in. Inside [was] Tim, and a picture of [Tim's]

pup. Tim would say, "I am a famous editor, detective, spy,

sloganmaker, style coach, and champion pie eater of the

world. If you will sign a contract that you like pie, you

can get the magazine free." Well, we sent those out, then,

on the other mailing list to parents, and of course, sub-

scriptions came in; they signed up. So, I have that thing

started. We'll drop that for a moment. That was my own

laboratory work.

In direct mail, on the idea of romancing merchandise,

I first featured a cap made in England. I can't remember
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the name of it; could have been, it was as simple as Leeds,

but Leeds is a very early pottery made in England. But

anyway, this cap was imported and sold for five dollars.

First I get a mailing list out, of suit customers. For

every suit that had been sold, there was a ticket with

alterations. I mail that out, and we sell a good many.

They think that's fine there. Probably for this first

thing, I spent as much [as we made] on postage and mimeo-

graphing the letter. (They were good reproductions, with

a signed plate that looked almost like a personal letter.)

I announce at that time [that] we are going to render a

style service for Woolf Brothers, the foremost style

organization in America. If they would like, we would

continue to give them our style service every month, which

turned out to be, of course, featuring a certain type of

merchandise

.

Well, the next letter that got out was featuring a

white shirt. Now, Manhattan was the only shirt ever mentioned

by Woolf Brothers—Manhattan shirts, J & M shoes, and

Hickey-Freeman clothes. So they bought a hundred dozen of

the Manhattan shirts. But I gave them another name. The

Manhattan shirts they had in a sea island mercerized cotton

which sold for five-fifty. So we worked out to buy a

hundred dozen of the same shirts without the Manhattan label;

\
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and in that quantity, we can sell the same shirt for six

dollars. Now, it is my job to sell it. So I have them

get little inch-square swatches of the fabric that we can

clip to each letter. Here is our style service with the

blank order to buy new clothes. I mail out those; orders

come by the hundreds and hundreds; and we get out of

certain sizes.

Well, here comes an order from a Texas banker. And

he orders four of those shirts. I call the shirt Glow-

Twink. The letter was written by Glow-Twink, the shirt,

"I am so-and-so. I will come out of the laundry whiter

and brighter than any white silk," and all that sort of

thing. Well, here we are out of this Texas banker's size.

So here I get this order for four shirts at six dollars

{each] from this banker with his check. We are out of

his size. Then I write this letter to him, "It happens

that we have the same identical fabric made by Manhattan,

who made these shirts (this is sort of confidential, but

it is true); and if you don't mind, I will refund you the

difference and send you the four Manhattan shirts." Now,

to show you the power of romancing merchandise, the banker

wrote back and said, "No, I will wait until you get some more

Glow-Twinks .
" [laughter]

Now, that gets over into further expansion. The people
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who printed our letters were a mimeograph company. I can't

remember the name right now; it will come to me. They were

doing a good business there, but they didn't know how to

use their mailing list--I mean, not even their machines.

The mimeograph had little tabs you could put on the plates.

They first cut plates, you know. You're going to mail over

and over, or you wouldn't use these. You could put in, I

think, ten different classifications. So I decide to build

myself a real mailing list. I get the [ Rand McNally

International Bankers Directory ] and I take vice-presidents,

not presidents. I put every bank vice-president in America,

at least in the Midwest and East. Then I get all the

country club names I can from the secretary of the club or

the chamber of commerce in all the Midwest and East, clear

down into Florida and New York. Now, I put all of them on

one list; they are country club members. I know they have

a little money to spend and they dress. Now why did I use

the vice-president instead of the president? The president

generally wears a suit as long as he can; he just meets

with the board of directors. But the vice-president, he is

out acting. At the bank I did business with before, the

fellow that belonged to the Rotary Club was the vice-president,

but the president had other duties; he wasn't so social.

Then I get another idea. [I had] built a twenty-

thousand mailing list. Mr. Woolf okayed it all. We go back
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five years and take names of suit customers (they are filed

alphabetically) who have not bought a suit from Woolf

Brothers since five years, but had bought a suit then. I

had that group. Now with these tabs, I could write a letter

just on men's suits if I wanted to and send it just to these

men, by tab number three. Automatically, the machine went

through addresses and skipped envelopes that had that clas-

sification. Number six classification, maybe, would be the

bankers. Another would be the country club [members]. And

then I could send them to all if I wanted to, none of them

would trip in the machine.

I install this; they give me some help. Whenever we

got a mail order, we hunted the plate; we made a list; and

we would notify the addressograph company of every sale we

made when our month's mailing was over. If it was straw

hats, they would go and take the plate and run a tab through

there [to indicate] a straw hat customer, or a suit customer

over here, regardless of the name. Then we had another tab

on there that could be flipped at the same time; it would

only send letters south of Kansas--Oklahoma and south de-

pending on weather. We wouldn't feature a straw hat as

early in Kansas City and in the North and Midwest; except

from Oklahoma south, straw-hat day was earlier. We had all

those classifications. I could send a letter to a man who
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lived south of Kansas, in Oklahoma or Texas or wherever it

was, who had bought a suit, who had bought a straw hat, but

who had never bought a pair of shoes. I had all those

classifications. We kept detailed checking of n£unes; every

name that was deceased or moved and that returned [in the

mail] was pulled out. Probably it was the most complete

and the most scientific--at least practical--mailing list

ever developed. It was early in those days to have any

classified mailing list, or even to advertise by direct

mail. [tape recorder turned off]

Saulka had done some direct mailing advertising just

on neckwear. Saulka, I think, was in New York. I remember

I happened to get a banker or somebody in Florida on my

list, and I sent little pieces of silk in my version of our

neckwear. He ordered a half-dozen ties, and said it was

the first time in years he had bought anything except from

Saulka. So we cut in on that.

Another job I had—I'm going to try to cover the things

I did for Woolf Brothers before I get into the boys' maga-

zine—was to instruct the people, or hold classes, on the

psychology of selling and salesmanship. I had to be very

tactful, because they were wonderful salesmen; for years,

they had been with Woolf Brothers. But I kept them out;

I only invited the new ones. I explained to them the
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psychology of selling and the different types of customers

there are who buy clothing. We went into seven classes;

I'll only name two or three. One was the impulsive buyer.

Another one was the fellow who couldn't make up his mind.

The other was the fellow who came in and said, "I just want

to see you fellows. I heard a lot about you," or something,

you know. That gets over in the psychology of advertising.

Another class was the fellow who looks and spends his time

and wants to go out and look around, he says, before [he

buys]. I think I told you that in Fort Scott there was a

little fellow running a store there, and whenever anybody

sort of got that way, he'd call his partner and say, "Hey,

bring up the stepladder; the fellow wants to look around."

Anyway, people would puzzle what to do. You were generally

sure that if they went out to look around, you would lose

them; they wouldn't come back. So I went through all of

these things, and briefly . . . have I covered this

before?

DIXON: No.

BLAIR: All right. An impulsive buyer sees a tie in the

window. He comes in and he says, "I want that tie there."

He's impulsive. Now, what does the ordinary salesman do?

"Oh, which one?" And then he starts looking around in the

showcase. "You mean, is it this?" "No." Well, this
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fellow's enthusiasm is going right down just like a ski

down the slope. And the first thing you know, the fellow

decides to get the tie out of the window, but it doesn't

look the same in the showcase as it does in the window.

The thing to do is open the window, get in there, get the

tie, and say, "What else?" The man bought that tie before

he ever came in the store. He's impulsive. The result is

you monkey around and finally get the thing to show the

fellow, and he says, "Oh, well, I guess I'll think it over,"

And he goes. You should say, right there when he's in the

buying mood, "Want to look at some hosiery?" He's bought

the tie; don't tell him how good it is.

Then there's the type of fellow who can't make up his

mind. So you lay out some shirts, and nov/, to find out

something, just say something wrong. If you ask the fellow

what is his size, he might not even know. Just say, "You

wear a sixteen, don't you?" Well, if you're right, he'll

say so; if you're wrong, he'll say, "No, fifteen and a

half." Now he's contributed into the deal. You're acquainted

a little. You lay out a shirt, and you know he's going to

take a neckband with the bosom.

They had that style then, of course, and starched

collars. Arrow collars; everybody wore a starched collar.

The collar business was great. We just felt the world
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forever would have Arrow collars; I don't know where I'd

buy one today, if I had a neckband shirt. They had thirty-

four different styles, and Woolf Brothers had them all.

The price on them, all over the nation, was fifteen cents

apiece, or two for a quarter. Well, I've had fellows come

in and say, "I'll have the second one for twelve and a half

cents .

"

Anyway, you know that the man is going to buy a neck-

band, collar-attached [shirt]. You lay out one, and he

kind of looks at it; and you lay out another one, and this

one is so much and so on. You see his hands go back to the

second one while you're getting another one. Well, you can

show him too many. Anybody has trouble to make up his mind

if there [are too many choices] . The fewer you show, the

easier it is for the customer. Now, a lot of people say,

"I want that and that and that." But I'm talking about the

fellow now that you can lose a sale on. He can't make up

his mind. He'd be happy if he could, but he doesn't buy a

shirt every day; it's a major event. Well, once you find out

there's one shirt there that his hand has gone back to three

times, or twice at least, you say, "Well, you have made a

wonderful selection- I see you like this shirt the best."

Now, he didn't touch t±ie ones he didn't like. So you say

to him, "You have made a wonderful selection. Let's look
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at the hosiery and some neckwear." The fellow is happy.

"I'll take two of those." Talk about umbrellas and he'll

go from there on. Well, that was one little thing I told

those people about how to handle that type of customer. You

can tell [the type] when you go to wait on him; he's quib-

bling about his shirt , but I'm talking about the fellow .

Now we'll jump over a bunch of others to the fellow

who wants to go out and look around. He tries on suits,

tries on suits.

(Now, bear in mind, all the time I am working with

untrained new people, and I have got to be tactful because

the old-timers [would say], "Here's an upstart comes in

here telling us how to sell." I wasn't telling them any-

thing. I'm going to use them later. They are going to be

boosters .

)

So, take an overcoat: a man spends a half an hour or

an hour with his wife looking at an overcoat. You find out

which is really the one he likes the best. That's a major

event. Maybe they buy an overcoat every five years in those

days; you can't tell. They wore them until they wore out.

(That leads into something else: romancing merchandise and

selling where you don '

t

sell on how long they will wear.)

So this fellow says, "Well, we think we'll go out and look

around." Now, here is what you do. Call another salesman.
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because you may not beat him [if the customer returns]

.

Now, you say to this salesman, "Remember, pride of owner-

ship is an instinct. 'This is mine; that isn't. Don't

touch mine.' You capitalize on that." Now I say [so they

can hear] , "This is Mr. So-and-so [and his wife] . They are

going out to see what other styles of apparel are in town.

They've been here quite a while, and when they come back

they are going to be a little weary. This is the one he

likes right here. We don't want to have to take another

ten minutes to find which one, and where I am. Now Jake,

if I'm not here, you'll recognize him when he comes in.

They won't be gone too long. You hang that coat here, not

back in the rack." The fellow feels pretty good, and they

start out. Sometimes they kind of wish they weren't going

out to look around; "That's my coat," may be in his mind.

What do they do? They go across the street to Rothschild's

or somewhere, and some man says, "Well, what for you?" "Oh,

I kind of want to look at overcoats." He is weary. Now

this man begins all over. Here is this and this; he has

heard all of that from Woolf Brothers and maybe with the

same truth. Who knows? Pretty soon, really, in nine out of

ten cases, they will say, "Well, thanks." They come back;

they come in; and what do you do? Get the overcoat on the

guy who is [buying] it, and start wrapping it up.
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If it's a suit and he isn't going to look around, the

same thing comes in. Whenever a man looking at a suit

, stops resisting— I call it that—he keeps saying he doesn't

like this or that. That is an excuse; he is getting sold

on himself. Whenever he stops making what I call excuses,

call the tailor. If this fellow is going to buy any suit,

that's it; you know it. Call the tailor. This fellow

immediately is either going to walk right out and say, "I

don't want a suit today," or he is going to be glad, "That's

my suit." The tailor comes; you know how they can do. The

first thing they do is get him in the dressing room, get

his pants off, and start to get the measurements and every-

thing. Anyway, let the fellow have, as soon as possible,

the pride of owning his new suit.

I carried that on in different places. And I will tell

you that in Shreveport, Louisiana, in Chicago, in Cleveland,

we would tell the salespeople this, the whole salespeople

in the store. And I had been up the next morning in the

promotion manager's office of a big store. Maybe about

eleven o'clock, here would come a salesman with a check

—

I remember it was Shreveport— for ninety dollars. A fellow

looked at a fine overcoat around nine-thirty or ten and

went out to look around. By eleven, he was back in there;

and that was his coat, and here's the check.
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This was all practical. Now, where did the "natural-

born salesmen," as I used to call them, [get their knowledge]?

They were self-taught salesmen just like a self-taught

painter. Some were more naturally salesmen; I'd agree with

them on that. So while this [class] was going on, I went to

two of the top, oldest, and best salesmen there. "Would you

please come up and help me a little bit with these people

on salesmanship?" The class knew what I had told them.

When [the two salesmen] come up, they are kind of flattered.

I am not going to teach them anything. I wanted them to

help me, just common psychology or tactfulness. "Now, here

is our helper this morning, our advisor. V7e all know him

—

Jake. You know these things I have been telling you? I_

had to learn them. They've been doing it for years; they

do it in their own way, no two alike." I'd ask them a

question, maybe just one. "What do you do where you know

a man, if he is going to buy a suit, it's that one?" He'd

say, "I'd call the tailor." Well, that's enough of that;

but anyway, that's where I got the goodwill of these people.

Now then, the psychology of advertising. I developed

a service of that, and also this, where I sold it by mail

to the clothiers, just dollar mimeographed sheets; but that

was just on the side. The psychology of advertising is

based on the fact that the behavior of the human will is a
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variable with new evidence coming in. You can own 49 percent

of a man's mind, and someone else owns 51 percent; but keep

on sending mail to him. Have ads that are going to get his

attention; then you are only about fifty-fifty. And then

he goes to a party, and you've featured the prestige of

your clothes, and here is an overcoat with a VVoolf Brothers

label in it. Sure, that man is a little proud of a Woolf

Brothers suit. On the way home that night, maybe the little

woman says, "You know, you need an overcoat too." So that

extra one-tenth of 1 percent of that man's interest [influ-

ences] his will power, or the decision he makes. All im- •

pulses are in little bunches of nerve cells and groups. I

used to call them little bunches of grapes in the brain.

According to psychologists, they jar; you drop one shot in

the bottle, and the whole bottle has to [change]. Every

shot in there has to make some adjustment when the one shot

goes in, and that happens with all impulses. We don't tie

in ice cream sodas in the same area of the brain necessarily

as we do [when] buying a pair of snowshoes. (Maybe I am

wrong; maybe the ice cream soda being cold is like the snow-

shoes for the snow.) You can buy and sell, if you have the

correct advertising, a person's apparel mind, or any other

mind. And we are glad we like a certain one over another,

like a certain car and a certain type of horse. Anyway,

\
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that was a service. We had classes in advertising, just

in general, but I used that primarily as I went over the

country later, lecturing at advertising clubs and con-

ventions, at clothiers' conventions, and to store people.

I think I will jump ahead and finish that, because

this happens, really, after I get out of Woolf Brothers.

But I remember later on (in an advertising account which

developed around the boys' magazine), the Hub in Chicago,

the biggest clothing store in the world, knew about this.

They were using my service and boys' magazine, and Mr.

Lytton, the owner, said, "I want you to talk to every sales-

person we've got on advertising and selling, particularly

on selling." He keeps them after store hours for forty

minutes. And I tell them all this on selling. When I am

over, he gets up on the table-- the president, the owner, of

the big Hub in Chicago—and he says, "Goddamn it, here's

a fellow from the sticks" (anybody from Kansas City was

from the sticks) "comes in and tells us more about selling

than we have learned in sixty years--the oldest clothing

store in Chicago." [tape recorder turned off]

In this selling by direct mail, we would sell hundreds

of dozens of Mark Cross gloves made in England and all that

sort of thing, and in a way that was classified-audience

mailing. And I go ahead with my boys' magazine.
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Now, this fellow Cartlich, the great genius, really

was a genius. He was going on a vacation for two weeks,

which he had coming to him. They said, "George, write us

two ads a day before you leave—that would be twenty-eight

or thirty—and have them all here, so that when you're gone

we can have those ads run in the [ Kansas City ] Times , and

in the Kansas City Star . " Two-column-ten, no bigger than

that; they built a million-dollar business getting attention

through their advertising. They're unique. George does;

and Mr. Reed, the merchandising manager (he is a Canadian),

sees them; Herb Woolf sees them; and I see them. There

they are. George is going to leave in two weeks.

By the way, I love English and Canadians, but we all •

have different types of minds. But what I call a "Canadian"

mind is sort of . . . they have, not a block, but they have

a point of view. So all the time I am doing this. Herb

Woolf was pleased. We were getting people in there to buy

who hadn't bought at all; they hadn't bought a suit, and

now they were buying suits again. We checked all these

mailing lists against the suit tickets down there. I

wanted to know; I didn't want to just guess. Here's a man,

but here's a suit [ticket] that shows he hasn't bought any-

thing for four years. But Mr. Reed, the merchandising

manager, says, "Why do you keep sending these letters to

'\
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people who don't buy?" I said, "Mr. Reed, the first letter

sells so many, the second letter sells just as many. When

you started with three thousand names, you had no direct

mail; today you've got nine thousand. If I hadn't sent

them to anybody except the ones that buy, I wouldn't have

mailed any." But he still wondered why I kept sending them.

[It was] because the same list on the tenth letter would

sell as many as the first did. I kept owning more minds.

[tape recorder turned off]

Well, when George left on his vacation, they said, "Now,

each day you send one to the Times and one to the Star .

"

I couldn't find them. Mr. Reed couldn't find them. I got

to checking through the ads, and George Cartlich, not

worrying about other people's business much, had used these

thirty ads in the two weeks that he had left before he went

on "his vacation. [laughter] But they couldn't fire George;

he was too good, too great.

As I said, he could go out and buy a new car, pay down

a little and drive it. When something went bad, he'd say,

"Go and get it; I got my money's worth." Well, anyway, Mr.

Woolf says, "You're going to have to go through and write

it." So I went through and picked up drawings and mats

of former drawings of merchanidse to get the attention. He

romanced merchandise by selling the label and the name. So
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I had to write some copy. I saw a drawing pen, so I took

it and did this ad in ink—my copy, hand-lettered and

poorly written. Well, the next day Mr. Woolf comes up'

with a storm. At twelve o'clock the bulldog edition of

the Kansas City Star was out. Here's my ad, produced with

my hand-lettering, not typed. He called the Kansas City

Star , and they stopped the presses for him. George had an

understanding down there; anything he wrote in ink or did

in ink, they run, just a plate from that. But his was good

hand-lettering; it might be a little drawing. Anything

written in pencil was to be set in type. Well, here the

guys down there see the whole ad done in drawing ink (which

I didn't know), and the whole ad comes out that way. [tape

recorder turned off]

My boys' magazine is being used by Woolf Brothers but

not syndicated. During this time, I saw the possibility,

but I hadn't really syndicated my boys' magazine yet

nationally; I was working out of Woolf Brothers. This one

is my cheap edition about Tim and Tim's pup. George Cartlich

had never had a raise, by the way. Anytime he needed money,

they gave him money and charged it to him. And he always

needed money. So I wanted to syndicate George Cartlich 's

newspaper ads along with mine and start that. Mr. Woolf

said all right. I said, "What if I would take him away from
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you?" He said, "You won't do that. If he ever pays us all

he owes, he can leave. Maybe he could even work for you

and get out our ads." George didn't do anything else.

So I start selling those to merchants. You know what

I do? By mail, I sell enough of George Cartlich's old ads,

so much per month to other merchants over the nation, that

I pay George's salary, the five thousand dollars that he

owed Woolf Brothers, and my salary. By the way, they had

raised me to five thousand dollars [a year] on this basis,

[tape recorder turned off]

(I forget I'm not making a speech; I don't have to talk

so loud into that thing.)

About the time my three hundred dollars was cut off, •

and the fellow that was running the store [in Fort Scott]

hadn't gotten anything, I get a letter from a friend who

had lived in Spring Hill, Kansas, where I went to school.

He knew of my work; [he had] followed it through. He had

a furniture business in Okmulgee, Oklahoma. They are having

a war down there between the Catholics and the non-Catholics

in the chamber of commerce. The town is not getting any-

where. He thinks that I have done some good work in Fort

Scott, and the letter says, "Come down and apply." I'll

make it very short. I go down there, and I show the letter

from Mr. Woolf— I am getting two hundred and fifty dollars

\
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[a month] at Woolf Brothers—and I meet the board of directors,

They are sold on the fact of what I had done in Fort . Scott

—

you know, organizing a train to get cattle for a dairy busi-

ness and all that stuff. They question me more about re-

ligion. I say I don't belong to any church, but I taught

Sunday school at three churches. I tell them about my school

work. I had a basketball team of all Catholics and didn't

know it, and I got meat for them [on Friday] ; I had a foot-

ball team banquet and I don't know any better. I say,

"Gentlemen, I am not conscious of your religion, race or

politics." Well, they dismiss me, and they are going to

have a little meeting. My friend comes out and says, "They

want you to sign this contract." I said, "I can't sign it.

until I go home and tell my wife and tell Mr. Woolf." But

it was wonderful; they are going to pay me five thousand

dollars a year. Then he told me that the chairman of the

board of directors said, "That fellow is as keen as a scent

on the end of the nose of a bird dog," or something like

that. In other words, they knew I wasn't prejudiced; that's

all there is. I go home, and Herb Woolf says, "I'll pay

you five thousand dollars. Sign a three-year contract."

[tape recorder turned off]

So now I am thinking of a general syndicate business.

There is my newspaper stuff (but I kind of gave that up to
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write the boys' magazine; Woolf Brothers are using it, and

getting results); and I can syndicate George Cartlich's ads,

and he can write for other interests. I make arrangements

with Mr. Woolf so that Cartlich could leave— I had paid off

his five thousand—not said just quite that way, but that

George could write their ads, two a day, in an hour, and

why couldn't he work for me? And Mr. Woolf says, "That's

fine. He'll work here in the mornings, and you can pay him

something over there. Maybe that would be good for George."

It was all friendly. So then I decide to go into the

syndicate business, in which my boys' magazine would be one

thing and Cartlich's ads another. Cartlich would write

undertakers' ads (this fellow who got me down to Okmulgee,

you see, was an undertaker and furniture man) and insurance

[ads]. '

There was an insurance company in town there that

George wrote some ads for. It was something like this:

"Samson will always pay your rent." Well, he meant if you

were insured, you know. ' I remember one time, a colored

woman came into Woolf Brothers. She had heard that this

was the man who paid the rent, and she said, "I want you

all to pay my rent,* She just got it that here was some-

body who will pay her rent. This fellow had human interest

advertising; that's what the whole thing was.
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So I go to a printer, Ray Havens, who was International

Rotary president and was the one elected at the time that

^Irs . Blair and I at Fort Scott were sent as delegates to

Salt Lake [City] . Ray Havens was the printer in Kansas

City. He had been chief potentate of the shrine, and his

father before him [had been] — a unique thing. He was from

Fort Scott. By the way, he was a clever fellow; he made

a speech like this down at our Rotary Club in Fort Scott.

We got acquainted with him, you see, on this trip to Salt

Lake [City] when we were delegates from the Fort Scott

Rotary Club. And one of the first things he told the Rotary

Club when he came to talk to them, he said, "You know, I

appreciate greatly what Fort Scott has done to recognize

my great success in life. You know, maybe some of you don't

know this, but the city fathers have put a metal plaque

right on the corner where I was born and raised." Some-

body said, "Wonder why we didn't know about that?" And one

of them says, "Well, Ray Havens, we have visited that; what

does it say?" "It says Two East Fifty- fourth. " [laughter]

Anyway, I went to him, and I said, "I don't want to

guarantee you the printing, but it will be competitive.

You can have the printing--! assume you're competitive—and

if you put up twenty-five hundred dollars to start this

company, I'll give you a half-interest in this company. He
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thinks it is a great idea, and he sees printing possibilities.

I said, "I'm going to syndicate my boys' magazine." Well,

right away there it is. So I rent office space in his

building, where he does all his printing. He's a wonderful

fellow, and a singer; he's just an all-around wonderful

businessman and all that. But he uses sentiment in busi-

ness, romance in business. He just wasn't hardheaded, as

we'd call it. Maybe [he] wasn't getting rich too fast, but

[he was] very successful.

So George Cartlich comes over, and he is going to do

his drawing for the Tim magazine and write ads for insurance,

and we're going to get a salesman. And I get a man to go

out, who is the brother, it turns out, of the great Ober

of Ober's Clothing Company in Lawrence, Kansas. Well, the

first thing we do, he sells his brother my Tim magazine

there and carries all of these things. This fellow is a

good salesman, so we're in business.

We hire another fellow who was at Woolf Brothers who

is a good salesman. He wants to travel, and we give him

fifty dollars a week traveling expenses and, beyond that,

his commission. Well, about the first trip, we get a wire

from the fellow who had been a clothing salesman in Woolf

Brothers [saying] that he is stuck stranded in Canada. Now,

he had no business going to Canada but that he could buy

liquor up there. But he got up there and lost his dough.
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so we send him another fifty dollars. He sold; it came out

all right.

Well then, one of them goes up to the Nebraska Clothing

Company, the biggest clothing store in the Midwest outside

of Chicago. An advertising man there by the name of Louis

Lepky buys the boys' magazine. We are in business when

that store and Ober carried us. Ober had been president

of the retail clothiers association. We are in business,

because if the best clothing company uses it, they don't

even [have to] know; they'll buy it.

We're working along, and I am going down the street

to get a package of cigarettes, when I stumble into a fellow

carrying a bunch of hats. It's Kay Kamin, the fellow that

had sold me the kind of Spain idea. Well, you know, we

couldn't believe it. He says, "I'm not doing anything.

I'm trying to sell hats. Business is bad. When they can

make them fast enough, I can't sell them; when I can sell

them, they can't make them fast enough." I tell him about

my business, this boys' magazine. He says, "I am an ex-hat

salesman." Kay Kamin sends his line in. We give him a

deal. He doesn't have much either. And he is to get fifty

or sixty dollars a week drawing accounts.

Well, Kay Kamin goes first to California; he says,

"I know the prestige store in America in the West—Desmond's.
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He's gone a week; we don't hear anything from him. Pretty

soon comes a contract for five thousand dollars from

Desmond's, and he says, "We are now in big business

—

Desmond's, Nebraska Clothing Company, Ober's." Well, that's

great. Things are fine.

But here comes a telegram, "A clothier from Cincinnati

and the farmer who put up the ten thousand dollars that paid

off the bank debt are coming to see you." They come up

there; they are throwing me into bankruptcy. Now, not be-

cause they [wanted to] ; but a little old fellow we had

bought about two hundred dollars worth of trousers from,

somewhere in some eastern place, didn't get his money. He

sues for that and [needs] only two others to sign--three

[can force] bankruptcy—under my name. Now what happened?

The man running my store from Trinidad didn't get his money;

that man went under. They throw me in bankruptcy. My

twenty thousand dollars is gone.

I am in business, but no profit yet. I am not getting

fifty-seven dollars and a half [per week] from Woolf Brothers

now, mind you. I gambled on twenty-five hundred bucks, but

I was to continue for six months writing letters for Woolf

Brothers and directing the direct mail, which somebody else

was going to take over. But there was nothing more to do.

I said, "Mr. Woolf, I've got two years of contract here yet,

\
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but it's all in work. You have all my knowledge." He

says, "That's right." [tape recorder turned off] I am

frightened, of course. But I am going to get my five

thousand dollars a year [from Woolf Brothers]. Well, any-

way, I sign up, of course. I am glad to get rich. Every-

thing is going fine.

My name was used in bankruptcy; I had been out of the

store over six months when this poor fellow lost his store.

I know my mother-in-law, who had loaned me money at 10 per-

cent, she got eight hundred dollars, they paid about 10

percent [on the dollar] . At that time she had eight thousand

dollars in the business. And I guess the farmer of wheat

got a thousand dollars out of his ten. The bank, you know,

didn't lose anything.

We go ahead. I'm going to boil this all down. Mind

you, during this time I am beginning to travel and sell my

magazine. I didn't think I could sell on my own. I found

out I could. I would make these lectures on salesmanship,

and the others didn't. Even Kay Kamin, who turned out to

be a great salesman, would book me in some store to come in

and talk [on the] psychology of salesmanship.

We serviced our accounts. Now, my wife also traveled,

and another woman traveled a little. We had a good sales-

man who had been in the music business, Harold Knudtsen.
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He took to this, and he was a good salesman. So we had

Knudtsen. And then his wife would travel and service

[accounts] , and my wife would travel and service [accounts]

for a little while in this, going around and getting people

to use it. We had stores who would buy the magazine and

say it was no good. They never mailed them; they were

giving them away at the sales counter. Well, we kind of

covered those and held the accounts. We built that magazine

up to half a million circulation. [We had] a hundred of the

finest stores in America--Godchaux ' s in New Orleans and

people like that.

Anyway, during this period, Mickey Mouse is coming to

the forefront. Now, the Disneys were from Kansas City.

Kay Kamin knew a fellow who knew the Disneys . Kay Kamin

got the idea we should have Mickey Mouse write a magazine

for ..them. Well, we find out that Disneys will not deal with

Kay Kamin or anybody but me. So through me, we get the

rights to license merchandise with Mickey Mouse on it. So

we go into that, but I don't write a boys' magazine for

Mickey Mouse.

While traveling, selling the Tim magazine, they can

get exclusive orders for merchandise from these merchants,

one in a town and our account only.

Do you know that Kay Kamin then gets so excited that he
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quits selling Tim's magazine, but it's [all right]; we're

incorporated. He goes to London, though; he can't stand

it in America. He gets twenty-five thousand dollars

advance royalties on a dollar Mickey Mouse clock from the

people that made some clock called the dollar clock. It

was called The Tower of London, or the London clock, or

something.

DIXON: Big Ben.

BLAIR: Big Ben. Twenty-five thousand dollars. You know

what happens? He spends that money to open an office in

Paris. He's back, and we get a ten thousand advance, a

twenty-five thousand advance, and it's my company--from

Tim. He opens big offices in New York. He spends. He ' s
'

clever; he gets to New York. Can you believe this? If

anybody answers in certain places of business in New York,

they answer the phone "Mickey Mouse." He's that kind.

He wants to be a millionaire, but he spends. At the

end of the first year, we should have had twenty-five or

forty thousand dollars apiece from Mickey Mouse. You know

how much I got in my share? Twelve hundred dollars. And

he's not selling Tim. All right. I could have quit Tim

according to the money coming in; but not if Kay Kamin was

going to also spend it. He ' s a partner. Over the phone,

I make a deal with Kay. I said, "Kay, we are not keeping

\
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up our Tim magazine; you're not giving any attention to it.

I would like to trade you with some boot. I want some

money out of it. I'll trade you my half-interest in Mickey

Mouse for your half-interest in my company. I'll own my

company. We'll cooperate and bo friendly." Well, he says,

"How much do you want?" This guy saw the money, the big

money. First I said, "Oh, I don't know, a couple of thousand

dollars." He said, "Make up your mind." See, he got a

little rough. My dearest friend—oh God, these people who

are friends! Let a dollar come up--to hell with them!

There's no such thing as a friend if there ever is a dollar.

If there is an occasion to be, your friends are not going

to be the people where a dollar is related one way or

another; they are somebody else. You two right hero could

be closer friends than I ever had in this so-called big

thing. Oh, yes, we signed, "If you ever get hungry you can

come to me." I said, "Five thousand dollars." He said,

"Sold." I could have gotten twenty. I know I could.

All right, I own my company and I go ahead. I treat

my people [well] . One fellow has quit, Harold Knudtsen; I

paid him commissions on renewals for five years after he

quit. I'm that kind of a guy. Money wasn't so important

as success in a way. Seems like that.

Kay Kamin went ahead, and he was worth a million dollars

\
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if any other man but Kay had been running the business. He

and his wife were killed on an Air France airplane a few

years later, coming from France to this country.

Now listen to this: Kay didn't think too much of his

nephew who had worked for us for a little while selling Tim.

This nephew's father had had an antique shop in Chicago. So

in this company, Kay hires this nephew to work for Tim. All

right, that's fine. I get the phone call from the nephew--

he didn't call Kay, he called me. He says, "My father is

about to go blind. He's got to have five hundred dollars.

Would you send it?" I did. Kay wouldn't have. It goes

on like that, and Kay fires his own nephew. I hire him

back. Kay didn't tell him how to sell. Now mind you, Kay

is out of the picture. I take this young fellow, and I tell

him specifically six things to do. He goes out that week,

had never sold a contract; Kay--his own uncle—had fired him.

This fellow sells his first contract that week, after I

had worked with him for a day telling him what to do. He

sells it up in New England to a good store. Those are just

human interest things; they have nothing to do with history.

So, Kay is killed in this terrible catastrophe. The

nephew and his wife come. So the nephew figures, "Well,

Kay is worth a million dollars." He's going to be rich.

(At this time I have quit the advertising, you'll learn
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a little later. I am in California, in something else

—

antique business.) The nephew comes. He says, "Streeter,

so far we have had no record of where Kay left me anything

in his million dollars." I said, "Well, no wonder." He

said, "What do you mean?" I said, "Do you know what his

total estate is? Forty-six thousand dollars." He spent it

all being bigger. A million he had; it went through his

hands. The biggest thing of merchandise promotion in

America— through me. Kay Kamin [was] overaggressive. The

nephew got nothing; he wasn't even mentioned in the will.

SCHIPPERS: How did Tim's magazine work?

BLAIR: It was like this. I'm glad you mentioned it. Let's

forget now we've jumped ahead. Kay Kamin, a wonderful fel-

low, was so citified; he had never lived in the country.

And I camped out a lot. Camille and I one time got him to

go camping with us in Arkansas--Arkansas , where my dad had

forty acres of land slipped in on him for seven hundred

dollars; we have gone over that. We take Kay Kamin, who

had always been raised in the slums and an apartment in New

York, down there. That's perhaps why he loved success. I

was told by his friends anyway, that after he got this

Mickey Mouse thing [as] his own and was doing so well, his

best friend--a Jewish friend, Edgar Cohen, who had helped

him along--met him on a train; and Kay barely spoke to him.
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he was so inflated with success. Now I don't blame Kay;

that's human nature. Kay is a soul, a great one. His

friend lives in Malibu today. Now, we go camping. We want

Kay to get down to earth. He has a brand-new straw hat.

(He's still straw-hat minded; he used to make them.) He's

in the money, and yet, we are working cooperatively. My

company is going all right, and so is his; he hasn't spent

everything yet in his company. He gets out of the taxi and

looks around, at the beautiful stream of water flowing there

(I wish I were there today) and the mountains. And he says,

"Call me a yellow." He wants a cab to get out of there.

He wore a swimsuit and his new straw hat all the time he

was there. The wind blew the new sailor straw hat off, and

a little piece of straw slipped out. He was ruined.

That night, we are camping out, and we find a shed--

just a roof— and we build a fire for cooking out and coffee.

In the Ozarks. Mountain streams. A rain comes up and

hailstones. Mrs. Blair (Camille) gets up (we have the fire

going to make coffee) , and she grabs a bunch of newspapers

and puts them over the fire to keep the rain off the fire.'

[laughter] And they burn. We all get in this tin shed for

shelter. And it pounds down there; you think you're being

bombed by machine guns. Next morning Kay says, "Take me

to a yellow." We get in the car, and we take him to the
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nearest town so he can get on a train and go back to Kansas

City or wherever he's going.

Now, about the Tim magazine. We didn't care whether

merchants advertised merchandise or not on the back page,

but they had that right, and they did. When we'd go in to

sell it, the merchant would first say, "The mother buys the

clothes." We'd say, "Would you like to know where she is

going to buy them?" He says, "What do you mean?" I said,

"Listen. Tim, a hero in the mind of the boy— famous in-

ventor, detective, spy, style coach, champion pie-eater of

the world— says, 'This is your official magazine from my

official store, your clothes are not official.'" Leave it

to imagination. The boys' minds are way ahead of you lots

of times, even today. They can talk about atomic energy

more than I can.

We had case after case where the mother took the boy

to her regular department store or some other clothing

store to buy a suit. The boy would not try it on. We had

hundreds of cases of this. Why? The suit was not official

And the clerk there would get disturbed and would try to

force one on him. In Louisville, Kentucky, Colonel Levy

says the boy took the coat off, threw it on the floor and

kicked it. All right. What did the mother do? She went

to Tim's official store. The salesman wondered why. Now,
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would you believe it, that same store was one of the stores

that hadn't mailed them yet. When we got busy on servicing,

they did. That happened in Colonel Levy's store in Louisville,

So all that was why the Tim magazine worked. We took ad-

vantage, innocently, of a boy's heroism worship, or whatever

you want to call it. They would not permit the mother to

buy clothes anywhere else. Right here in Los Angeles,

Desmond's have about four or five branch stores. They opened

most of their boys' departments through Tim. They even

built a corral.

Tim had a fifty- thousand-acre rancho somewhere, and in

it was Echo Canyon. Tim would go down there, and it was

spooky. [A fellow named] Scotty ran the ranch for Tim.

This became a book by itself that the boys got at the store

by coming in. [Tim] went down there, and he was to get off

of the train at Hoot Holler Oak Trees. Alone. Scotty was

to meet him. Tim got off of the train alone, and Scotty

wasn't there. The chapter ended that issue. Later on, Tim

starts out to find the ranch housG--his rancho--and Scotty.

Finally he hollers, makes a noise, yells, "Scotty!" There's

an echo. He keeps on, and this echo canyon, instead of just

saying, "Scotty," the echo just said, "Who are you?" Well,

it was Scotty on the way. We had that suspense' and things.

Jessie Horowitz of Rochester, New York, put in a boys'

department in his fine clothing store in Rochester, a boys'
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department based on Tim. And he used it properly. He made

a great success as a clothier in Rochester against competi-

tion. I asked him one day, I said, "How does it feel to be

on top?" He says, "Tougher than getting there is to stay on

top." I learned something from him. But anyway, he went

ahead and built his whole boys' department around Tim's of-

ficial store. Here is a letter he received by a boy after

Christmas. The boy wrote, "Dear official store: I just

found out there ain't no Santa Claus, and I bet you there

ain't no Jesus nor Tim either!" [tape recorder turned off]

SCHIPPERS: There are about seven pages in each of these

little Tim magazines. The page is about three inches by

seven inches. Here is a typical poem:

"Pup Hunts for Tim"

Tim's store is a regular show;
That's the place I like to go.
Got my hat there and my cap;
Got my suit there, it had snap.
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TAPE NUMBER: VII, SIDE TWO

July 9, 1965

BLAIR: About 1928, when the Hub in Chicago (the largest

clothing store in the world, owned by Mr. Lytton) became

our prime account, I moved in there. In fact, we sold our

house in Kansas City. Mrs. Blair was going to travel some

and put the two youngsters, Sazette and Betz, in private

schools at the beginning, I think, of '29. And we have a

big studio room with a fireplace and a little kitchen and

bath off of it, because we are both going to travel in and

out. Mrs. Blair will service accounts, and I will be there

to take care of Lytton 's.

I also decided, while I was there, to enroll again in

the University of Chicago and complete a master's degree.

Well, to highlight that part of it, I chose business man-

agement or something of that kind, which was way off from

the classics and my main interest, education. But I chose

this, and inside of about five sessions, I realized you had

to remember trigonometry and a lot of things that had to do

with charts for business; and I just didn't appear any more

at the University of Chicago.

In the meantime, the two youngsters were in private

school. This was the fall of '29, I believe. They were
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very particular. I remember I wanted to take Betz, the

oldest daughter, out for dinner one evening, and they wouldn't

let me, because even a parent couldn't take out the daughter.

So it leads up to where we took them both out [of that

school] . Later on, we moved to California.

But in the meantime, I did lecture on the psychology

of salesmanship and advertising to the Hub in Chicago, and

at the University of Illinois, and later on [at the Univer-

sity of] Alabama and different places in addition to adver-

tising clubs and clothing conventions. When Mr. Lytton had

eight hundred of his employees stay after closing hours to

listen to my psychology of salesmanship, well, I felt that

was quite a step forward. It gave me the courage I guess,

to offer myself to other fields. Well, anyway, when I got

through my salesmanship talk—the same thing I had worked

out at Woolf Brothers—he got up on a table and swore a

little and said, "Here is a fellow from the sticks" (that

meant Kansas City; anybody from, you know, further west

than Chicago was from the sticks) "comes in here and tells

us more about running a clothier's business than we've

learned in fifty years."

DIXON: When you first went into the clothing business, did

you study selling, the psychology of it?

BLAIR: Oh, no. It's an odd thing, though, that maybe I was
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selling, yes; but I didn't know it. In other words, I had

never studied psychology at the University of Kansas, just

Schweigler, you know; I think we mentioned him. You know,

the behavior of the human will is a thing [like] a verdict

that can be changed each tenth of a second with new evi-

dence brought in on anything, just like in a court. [Schweigler]

said that every decision is momentary unless new evidence

comes in. New evidence is brought in only by environment,

something that happens that ties in with something in the

past. At that time, the decree was that every behavior

of the human will, every second of your life, is based on a

little bit of hereditary influence—not much—and past experi-

ence, plus environment, plus the divine urge to do something.

Of course, I had that understanding in mind when I went

to Fort Scott. But as far as having any psychology back of

it, or a purposeful thought, it was just a kind of a natural

thing, like the king of Spain hats I put in the window.

I just always tried to do things a little different.

In other words, my great problem was to not be a copycat.

Don't do this, and don't do this. It wasn't natural for

me. Don't copy, don't lie and do those things. At the

University of Kansas one time, I happened to look over the

shoulder of a fellow, and I saw an answer I already knew.

I put down the wrong answer. Otherwise, that damned con-

\
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science says it's copying, and yet I knew the answer before

I saw his.

Right here, I might tell a story. I'll get back to

the Lytton. There was a great star football player, and

a big game is coming up where he must play; and he is flunked.

One professor flunks him; he can't play. Well, the coaches

and other professors say, "What? You can't give him another

examination?" "No, I can't. He's not only copied, but

he's not dependable. He's a cheater." "Well, what do you

mean?" Well, he says, "He sits right behind my best student,

my A-plus student, and his answers are identical to this

fellow." Well, they said, "Were the answers right?" He

says, "Yes." "Well, how could they be different?" Well,

he says, "Listen to this. He's a liar in a way. The first

nine were answered identical. I admit that if there was

any variation, maybe he knew them. But on the tenth question,

this A-plus student put down, 'I do not know the answer

to this one.'" Well, they said, "What did he do?" He says,

•"I do not know the answer to this one either.'" [laughter]

SCHIPPERS: When was your first selling experience en-

countered? You said you worked for your father.

BLAIR: Oh, yes, in the country store. My dad didn't want

me around the store; [there was] a little jealousy there.

We lived in the town, but I worked on the farms because my
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dad didn't want the farmers to say, "Blair is promoting

his son." You know. But they would, on Saturday, get so

busy. The farmers would bring in crates of chickens and

eggs and all. So they let me count eggs for the first

thing, but no pay ever from the store. Then I got advanced

to where I could sell nails. Well, the nails were all there

in bins; you could weigh them out. And then thread: there

was a thread box, and I even got into selling like that.

Finally, I got to where I could help out on Saturdays in the

country store, both at Cadmus and later at Spring Hill.

I remember at Cadmus, there was one old lady named

Mrs. Kempton. She was a bother. The other clerks wouldn't

wait on her at all. She'd come down there just to kill time,

Her son, Mr. Kempton, was just less than a quarter of a

mile from the store, right up a hill west. I would get her,

of course, and then I would feel important that I had some-

body to wait on. One day, she wanted some perfume. I

said, "Well, here is the perfume. What kind [do you want]?"

She said, "I don't know. I want a certain smell." Well,

this old lady spent a long time smelling. She didn't quite

find it, and she said, "You ought to know. You ought to

know what smell I want. I can't find the one I want. I'll

tell you, if you'd come up home and smell my drawers and

things, you would know what perfume I wanted."
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SCHIPPERS: Looking back over your selling career, how much

of it was guided by theory, and how much of it was guided

by what you found out in practical experience?

BLAIR: Absolutely nothing from theory. The idea of the

behavior of the human will had nothing to do whatsoever

with selling. It's just that one thing. When I first went

for a master's degree at the University of Chicago, and I

wanted to study applied psychology, that didn't teach any-

thing. But they said I [couldn't take it] because I had

never had any psychology, even in high school. But [I

could] take an examination which [they thought] was hope-

less. They only asked one question, "Describe the behavior

of the human will." I got a hundred percent. But applied

psychology had nothing to do [with selling] . It was

mechanical like transferred learning.

Now, where it came from I think was this. When I went

into the clothing business, I think I mentioned one of the

merchants said, "Don't ever pay attention to old so-and-so.

He never [buys anything]. [He'll] just fill your time."

But I was so eager to sell something, that finally I paid

attention to him, this old fellow that came in and worried

everybody. I sold him a pair of socks, and he brought in

customers. So I began to study treatment of people with-

out any thought of developing salesmanship. I would see in
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the fine windows of Woolf Brothers and other places where

I worked, a man comes in wants a tie in the window. [He

looks at their ties] and he walks out. I knew that was a

problem. He was an impulsive buyer. That's one class. Then

I got to thinking about it, and I had had experiences where

certain men couldn't make up their minds. I found out they

were happy when I could make them think they made up their

minds by saying, "I noticed you picked up this shirt three

times and none of the others. That's your favorite. That's

a wonderful selection. Now, what about umbrellas?" Then

[there were] the people always going out to look around.

I've said about the old Jewish competitor I had there.

Somebody would come in and say, "I'm going to look at a

coat," or "I'm going out to look around." He would yell,

"Well, bring the stepladder; the man wants to look around."

Well, they insulted people, and I had merely found out.

Instinct of possession was the other thing [I worked on]

.

Collection is an instinct; that I did get in educational

classics. So that came ' in— the power [of possession] —you

didn't want to jump too soon and say, "Now wrap it up."

But when you know the fellow is resisting and this is his

favorite one, then the power of ownership, or possession,

is very close. That's where I worked out practically the

idea to put the coat [in front] , and say, "When you come

back for it." That assumes it's his, subtly, not too
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strong. There was nothing at all as to theory or trying

experiments. It just developed. [tape recorder turned off]

Going back to the Hub, when we took this studio place,

and the youngsters [were] in private school. Mrs. Blair

and the wife of our head salesman, Knudtsen, came to service

the [West] Coast in early December of '29. Well, out here

in California, everything is fine, you know. She got off

of the train when she came back to Chicago, and there was

a blizzard on. She said, "Since we're going to travel,

and since particularly you ' re going to travel, what dif-

ference does it make where we live? We have Desmond's

and stores up and down the coast."

We're going to move to California. Well, we get the

two youngsters, just before Christmas, in December, out of

the private school. We had sold our house in Kansas City;

although we hadn't gotten the money, really, but we had

gotten some down payment. Anyway, the man had bought it.

I had a fast car. In those days the Reo Flying Cloud

was the fastest car on the road. It was a six-cylinder. I

had a black and white coupe. In my traveling, I would not

race, but cars would race me. The Chrysler was supposed

to be fast, and it was. It seemed some young fellow, through

every village I'd go, would come out and drive up--there

were gravel roads mostly—and I knew he was going to test
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his Chrysler against the Reo Flying Cloud. I had a flag

on mine with Tim on it. (That's the editor, you know; on

the back was Tim's picture on the cover of the spare tire.

It was a smart thing; people noticed it.) Well, those

fellows would come out. I knew I had it on them, at least

in this way. They probably didn't have their car tuned up,

but mine was carefully oiled and everything, because I was

driving all day. I'd jump from Kansas City or Chicago to

New Orleans, and maybe out here and stop at San Antonio,

and all over. I camped out in about thirty-eight states.

Anyway, these fellows would come around and race. I would-

let them slip up on me; and then when we'd come to a little

wide place in the road, I'd pull over, and they'd keep

coming up beside me. I would just stay with them until they

burned out a bearing. I had a lot of fun doing that. But

when they really got alongside me, and when they are going

to make it, I always had more and more and more. In fact,

I raced against time from Kansas City, leaving in the evening

for St. Louis. The dealer in Kansas City, where I bought

this [car] , had sent [out] a bulletin, a telegram. In fact,

on my long trips, they used this daredevil driving to sell

Reos. I made the fastest time— faster than a train—between

Kansas City and St. Louis one time. I sent the wire in the

minute I got in the hotel. I even lost a few minutes there.

\ .
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other things were going on historically about cars

then. I don't know if I mentioned Jed Durkee or not, the

Buick dealer we knew later in Kansas City. Well, he raced

the Union Pacific train from Kansas City to Denver, and

they posted bands along the way to play as he came through.

He was going to try and beat the train; he beat it by an

hour. And he could turn corners. He could have been a

racer. He could turn these square corners; there were no

curves over those wagon roads. In one town in particular,

they had the band out. He was going to drive all day and

all night, and the next day as far as necessary. He was

to go through the town at eight o'clock in the morning.

Well, they had the band out and all, but the band got mixed

up on his time, and the band went into a restaurant to get

a little breakfast. Jed went through town and nobody saw

him. [laughter] [tape recorder turned off]

Kay Kamin was still with us then. I remember Kay didn't

like to drive fast, but he decided it was a great thing

for us to move to California. So in this same Flying Cloud,

Camille (Mrs. Blair), Kay Kamin, and I are going to drive

out in my flagship. The two girls were to leave at a certain

time on the train, because we had friends in Chicago [who

were] going to come within a few days to Los iKnqeles . So

they would be on the train, but the two girls would have
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their own money and tickets. This party is going to see

that they get on. We are going to get here ahead of them.

Well, on the way out, Kay Kamin was afraid of going across

the desert and all these things; we could get into terrible

trouble. So he bought a lot of sardines. He had sardines

and crackers and things that we could live on if we got

stranded in the desert. He had always gone by train, and

so had we up to that time. I remember the first day out,

he would open a can of sardines and hold it out the side.

(He sat on the outside, Camille between us.) And he would

get rid of the juice, the oil, of the sardines. When we

got to stop the first time for gas, there was sardine oil

all over my car--the wind blew it—and dust on it.

Anyway, we get into San Diego a night or two before

Christmas. Mrs. Blair never had her own car and things

are going pretty well. Ford has come out with a little

roadster that's got brass; it's got red; and the whole thing

was probably eight feet long. But at that day, it was the

top sports car. Just for fun, I went down to the dealer.

I knew a fellow there. Art Gaynes , who had bought my stuff.

We weren't too close, but he knew we were coming, moving

to California. The Ford dealer had one of these, and it

was seven hundred and forty-six dollars. I wrote a check

for that, and Camille didn't know it. It was going to be
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her Christmas present. I am going to be traveling, and she

is going to need a car out here anyway. It was an open

little phaeton I'm sure, and maybe a one-seater. We had

that dolled up and put right outside of the hotel where

we're staying. It's all out there, and we know it's there;

the doorman says it is. We were all pretty worn out and

not too happy being together. Kay and I had a few words,

and we were all worn out from having to drive and drive

across the desert and all. So anyway, we said, "Let's go

down and go somewhere." We went downstairs and into the

lobby. Camille sees that car, not knowing anything about

it. And, "Oh!" We handed her the key to it. Right there.

This nephew of Kay Kamin happened to be out there, too.

Kay had fired [him] a couple of times, and I had rehired

him. He sold the first week he went out after I told him

how to sell. He was there. It was all a great surprise

with this car and everything.

We are coming on to Los Angeles and get here, I guess,

the day before Christmas. George Kamin is the nephew's

name, and he is going to ride up in Camille 's car and Kay

and I will come in the flagship. Well, do you know, they

hadn't been out of San Diego over an hour and they smelled

smoke. This George Kamin had dropped a lighted cigarette

somewhere in the upholstery. That was the first proof it
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was a used car. Camille never could get over that to this

day.

We go on, and we locate out here in the Beverly Glen

Canyon, in a house built up a few steps, with one great big

room and a fireplace, not well painted or anything like that.

Just like a camp house. We rent that for about seventy-five

dollars a month.

Now, the girls are coming out on the train, and we had

told them to tip. I don't know how old Betz could have been,

maybe eight— she was the oldest one—and Sazette was probably

six. They had a great time on the diner. Well, tipping to

Betz--everybody that does anything for them, she gives them

a dollar. [laughter] [tape recorder turned off]

We hadn't stayed in this house in Beverly Glen too long,

when we got a chance to buy a house in Westwood on Tavistock

[Avenue] , right practically in the university--UCLA--now.

It was a brick building, English, and a wonderful place.

We buy it. They were asking twenty-two-five, and we bought

it for twenty thousand dollars. Just because it was less,

we thought we got a bargain, and I guess we did; if we had

it today, it [would be] worth plenty. So we move in there.

I'm traveling in and out. Desmond's, of course, was

my account here, and they had a big police parade. The

police out here all used Buicks. Every car in the parade
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on Sunday was to be police, and they all were Buicks. Well,

I got around and got in with my flagship. I was the only

car in the parade that wasn't a Buick. Tim was on the back,

on the [spare tire] cover, and the flag, and everything.

Desmond's liked that, because they had the exclusive [rights]

here on Tim's magazine.

Well, in traveling, many things happened. All over the

nation. I had to lecture on salesmanship at Godchaux's in

New Orleans at nine o'clock on a certain morning to all the

sales people. I was driving down from Cincinnati or some-

where, and just when I get within, oh, a few miles, of Lake

Pontchartrain (which they told me was the longest bridge in

the world at that time, a bridge right across Lake

Pontchartrain, Louisiana), all four tires go flat. It's

about eleven o'clock at night. There's a garage on [the

road], just a proper distance that when you find out they're

flat, there's somebody that can fix it. Well, whoever

heard of—maybe two tires--four at once within a minute, or

rather, a quarter-mile? Anyway, they fix me up and I get

on my way. Apparently, from then on, on the right-hand

side, there were no tacks in the road. But there were tacks

probably for people coming in the other way. I don't know.

I couldn't swear to this, but it was quite a thing.

Here is Lake Pontchartrain, and here a big strong
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fellow comes out with two guns on him and stops me. He

says, "It's a dollar." And I said, "Fine." I tried to talk

pretty nice to him. I said, "Listen, I've only got ninety-

eight cents in change." "Can't take it. It's a dollar."'

I said, "All right, here's a twenty-dollar bill." "Can't

change a twenty-dollar bill." Well, I said, "Now, just a

moment, I've got to lecture in the morning, and I've got to

get across this bridge." "It's a dollar; can't change a

twenty." "Oh," I said, "just a minute." I looked through

and I find a two-cent stamp. "Now, here is a stamp." "Can't

take stamps." This actually happened word for word, "Can't

take stamps." I thought, "Well, gee whiz, is there such a

thing as some way for the little--well , maybe, supposed

—

intelligence I had to overcome brute force? I had heard

about it." Well, I stop and I say, "Well, where are you

from?" He says, "loway." I said, "Well, I'm from Kansas.

Isn't that odd? You know, I had an uncle in the legis-

lature ..." I was going to get his mind clear off of the

dollar if I could. We talk a while, and I said, "My mother

still lives in Kansas. Do your folks still live there?"

"Yup." I said, "I travel all the. time. Do you ever write

your mother?" "Oh, every once in a while." "Does she

write?" "Oh, yeah, I hear from my mother." Well, I said,

"I am the same way. I am busy, busy, busy, and you know
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mothers. They like to know where their sons are. You know,

a letter is a great thing to them," I said, "Hey, I'll make

you a deal. If you will write a letter to your mother

tonight, I will write a letter to mine." He said, "That's

a deal." And we shook on it. I said, "Do you have any

stationery?" "Yeah, I got some things to write on." I said,

"How about stamps?" He says, "Ain't got no stamps." This

is what I can't believe myself. I said, "Well, by the way,

I'll sell you this stamp here." He gave me two pennies, he

took the stamp, and I handed him a dollar. His mouth dropped

open; he didn't know what had happened. [laughter] I just

drove away. [tape recorder turned off]

We hadn't lived on Tavistock very long (this was in '29)

when there was a market crash, as you know, the big collapse

in '29. That happened, I guess, before we moved out here,

earlier in '29.

Anyway, I remember seeing men carried out of the stock-

brokers' places. I had been buying stocks; I'd had a good

experience. I had bought some stocks in Kansas City. Fellow

said you ought to do it; I didn't know anything about it.

We moved to Chicago (this was before the market broke)

.

Men were paying five dollars for a belt and bragging. Every-

body had so much money and all that sort of thing. One man

said, "All you need to do to make a hundred dollars a week
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is just buy and sell a little." But in Kansas City, I had

bought some stocks. I didn't know how they bought it; some-

body said, "Here it is," and I gave them the money. Well,

when I get to Chicago—when we move there— I decide I will

find someplace there where you can do that. I wanted my

assets all in one town, so I had it transferred to a broker.

I go in for my check, and there is a hundred dollars more

than I had paid. Well, I said, "How's this?" He said,

"That's the dividend; that's the earnings. You made a pro-

fit on about a five-hundred-dollar investment. It's easy

to do. You do that once a week; what more do you need?

Your stocks are going up all the time." So I open up an

account and I put in a thousand dollars. I buy this and

buy that and what they recommend. I am not selling right

away, because the market seems to slip a little; it doesn't

seem to go up. But here's a bargain: the stock market went

down so here's another thousand. By the time I'm in five

thousand, they call me and say, "You're on margin, you know,

and you've got five thousand dollars up, but you've got

about fifteen thousand dollars worth of stock and it's

slipped. You've got to dig up another thousand to cover

that margin." And I said— luckily— "If I can't make any

money on five thousand dollars, how am I going to make any

on six thousand dollars?" Dumb or not, I didn't do it.

\
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Well, I keep the stock. But I remember when the crash came,

I was down there, and my stocks not only were wiped out but

they wanted another seven hundred dollars--the loss on it.

They sold it without order on the way down. And I don't

pay that. Well, that comes up a little later. I'll go on

through that. A year or so later, they were after me to pay

that seven hundred dollars, and the only threat they ever

made was that if I didn't [pay] , I never again could buy any

stocks from a broker. [laughter] That pleased me. But I

was kind, I said, "Now listen, things are real cheap. Maybe

you can give me one stock that I buy seven hundred dollars

worth and it's going to go up, bound to, why then you could

have your seven hundred dollars first. " And they named a

stock, by gosh, and bought it for me. And the market went

down again. They wanted some more money to cover that, and

I didn't send it. I found out that they had no right to

recommend a stock that I could buy to cover a debt which

they claimed I owed them. [tape recorder turned off]

We buy this big, wonderful house on Tavistock. We have

a real estate man, a friend—all California's pastime, you

know, is looking into real estate. Here is a fellow we like

very much. He knew somebody in Kansas City, and one evening

he says, "Come over home, we're going to have some homemade

beer." See, it was in prohibition. We go over, and over
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some homemade beer he says, "You know, tomorrow morning

the bank is throwing on the market a foreclosure: all of

that long block between San Vicente, on Canyon View Drive

clear up to Bristol." (That's Bristol Circle, which is,

you know. Sunset Boulevard.) And he said, "You can buy a

lot— they are beautiful— for four hundred dollars. You

can buy three of those right on the corner of one block,

one lot away from San Vicente, on Canyon View coming west."

So we said, "We'll take three of them." He said, "Don't

you want to go look at them?" I said, "No, not at that

price for goodness sake." So we buy those three lots sight

unseen; I write him a check for it.

The next morning we go over to look at it. A little

stream runs down through it, and there is only one house

between there and Sunset. [tape recorder turned off] This

is right in the hotbed of the Depression where people

couldn't get work. We go over next morning and look at out

lots, and here are two tramps with a little fire. Well, I

went over first, and I go back and tell Camille. [She said]

"We own ground. I'm not going to have tramps there. We're

not going to have that--a campsite for tramps." She goes

over there and she's going to tell them to get off you know.

We step up— I hadn't said anything to them--and the man says,

"I'm Scotty. Meet my chef, Joe." Well, here is a tramp with
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a chef. The Irishman, Joe, had big blue eyes, and Scotty

was sharp. He said, "You know, we came over here and [things

got] pretty bad, so we hocked all our tools. I'm a jointer,

an apprenticed jointer, and Joe here is my companion, but he

is a good cook. We get along fine. We hocked all of our

tools in New York, and we got out this far. It's kind of

nice here." And we said, "A jointer? You mean you build

the old-fashioned way?" He says, "Yes, I built these homes

in Scotland. There's no nails in a lot of them, just pegs

joined. You can join together two big beams, so you can't

pull them apart or crush them down— all that sort of thing."

We said, "By the way, we're thinking about building here

and selling the house we've got. We want to do an early

American house.

In the traveling, we get a little bit interested in

the Pilgrim houses and in the houses we saw in New England.

They were furnished, of course, in furniture that we knew

nothing about. The only thing we thought was an antique

was a little love seat, 'made, we found out later, about

1849, Victorian.

So it works out that Scotty says he will work if we

will buy the material. He says, "You ought to use used

material. It may take a long time, but [meanwhile] we'd

like to get something to live on. If we had a little place
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to stay here, we'd build any kind of a house you want.

Only thing you would have to hire would be a bricklayer.

You going to have a fireplace?" VJe said, "Yes, sure."

First thing we do, we get some new lumber. Tliat's the only

[new] thing there. Scotty builds a little bunk place with

a fireplace in it, right down by the little stream, where

they could live and do their own cooking. [It had] two

bunks, and they arc going to live there until we're

through building whatever house.

Well, we get excited. VJe know about fireplaces; I

had been looking at houses back East. I don't think we had

bought any antiques. No. Not anything; antiques were just

something that was old-fashioned. A friendship v/as almost

broken up in Spring Hill [over an antique] . An antique

to me was something that would break down if you sat on

it. There v;as this Billy Wilkerson that my dad went hiking

with in Arkansas. Well, [Mrs. VJilkerson] had a little rose

carved chair. Every time my dad v;ould sit in it, she'd

make him get up. She said, "That's precious; that's an

antique." Well, one time Dad sat back and leaned back and

cracked something and . . . well, the friendship lasted.

But that was antique . So v/e weren't antique-minded.

But what happens. There was an earthquake, and you

could get all the used brick you wanted in Long Beach.
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That was about '32.

DIXON: Nineteen thirty- three.

BLAIR: Thirty-three, all right. And you could get timber.

They were tearing down out here at the soldiers' place . . .

DIXON: Sawtelle [Boulevard]?

BLAIR: Some big buildings on Sawtelle. We got two-by-

twelves, old lumber; we got beams—twelve-by-twelves--any-

thing we wanted, at a song almost, and piled them out there.

And Scotty said it was just what we wanted. Here's what

we do. I'll leave out the details. We built a heavy board

fence around as a fence in front; it was built pretty close

to the street. A drive coming in. We built a six-bedroom,

six-bath, seven-fireplace house; it's out there today.

Shake shingles— I mean real ones—hand-split. Each fire-

place was a replica of one I had seen in the East. You

could stand up in certain ones. Every bedroom had one.

The floors were old plank material. We had an entrance

hall [with a] brick [floor] and stairs going up. We had

a keeping room and what you might call today a parlor. Now,

the keeping room was going to have furniture in it, old

furniture, we hoped. But there was a little kitchen off it.

Ida, our maid, could not cook right in the keeping room, as

it would have been in the early days. At the fireplace,

there you had a place where you could build a fire and bake
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bread. It had everything that any of the fireplaces had.

The bigger room across the hall was just a big entertain-

ment room, you might say, or parlor, if you think. It had

a fireplace you could stand up in, and room enough that you

could put a ladder-back chair in there. If you came in

from the blizzards outside during those days, you could

sit in the fireplace and warm your feet and get warm quicker

than if you came into a cold room.

Now we have the setting, and we have the buildings.

Across the place, we build a shake-shingle, covered bar-

becue, built out of brick. We get a horse or two, and we

have a little stable of our own. Of course, I am traveling

a great deal.

The architect was [Allen G.] Siple. He was new,

Siple had the same imagination. He drew the plans, and we

laid out what we wanted. He made it early American outside

and in. He put a dormer here and something there. A

beautiful thing. It's out there today. Some wild people . .

well, they don't own it today.

Anyway, Camille says, "You should begin to pick up some

old things to put in this house." Well, when I'm in New

England I decide I will, but I don't know anything about

them. I want to learn. I didn't see much of these fancy,

as I know now, Victorian things. They didn't pay any
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attention to that stuff; it was a dime a dozen in the

antique country, Pennsylvania and New England. They wouldn't

even haul them home. And so I didn't see any. But I would

see earlier things. I am driving along one day, getting

into Harrisburg [Pennsylvania], not far from Lebanon, in

that area. I see a sign. Marrow Sale. Well, that meant

an auction sale in the country. They were always [held on]

Saturdays everywhere. Just as I drive up, there is the

auctioneer, holding up a half-gallon jar of raspberries.

He's calling out bidding in [Pennsylvania] Dutch and English,

"Fiinf-five, fiinf-five." Well, I knew what that meant; I
.

bid six. I didn't know if it was thousands of dollars or

what it was. But I get it, and there's eighty of them;

they're bidding on eighty, but he's holding up one. So I

own eighty half-gallons of home-canned raspberries. Well,

the fellow collects; I owed four-eighty. And they load

them in the back of my Packard. I'm driving a Packard

then, a beautiful red— "silver wheels," we called it

—

red-everything phaeton.' The eighty [jars] go in there.

Well, I drive on a little further, and they are selling

a clock. I didn't know anything about clocks. I know now

it was a small grandfather's clock. Some call them a

grandmother's clock. But this was extra small. I remember

there were some pictures there that sold for sixty dollars.
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great big prints of all the race horses that had won in

America, full color. It was a Currier and Ives, but who

knew about Currier and Ives? I found out later that if I

had bought that I could have gotten a thousand dollars for

them from a fellow who collected and was looking for those.

That's part of the romance. But that encouraged me to

learn something about it.

I go on a little further, and here is another sale.

I go in, and they are bidding on a simple table. Camille

had said, "Get some early things that'll look good. I don't

want something that will look new." Well, here's a table

with four splay legs, just looked like [they were] cut out

by hand, and a two-board top. And across one end was a

smooth plank, morticed to hold the two ends, but not on the

other [end]. There, a cleat was underneath. Well, I thought

they had probably sawed the other end off. It looks pretty

good. We could put it out in the yard, and use it to put

pots on. Well, I get it for two dollars and a half. Of

course, it has to be hauled. It has four legs and a two-

board top—pretty crude.

Well, then, pretty soon they are shifted over around

behind the barn, selling stuff there. Before they go up

to the house and sell the dishes, they got rid of the barn

stuff. Well, they are up to— I thought I understood—fifty-
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. six on a thing so big I didn't know what it was. I said,

^ "What is it?" The man said, "I don't know. There's the

man who lives here." He said, "I don't know. My great-

grandfather said it was here when he moved in here." "Well,

what is^ it?" "I don't know." It was a great big wooden

wheel, probably four or five feet [across], solid wood and

beams, put together with pegs. There was a great big pedal

across the bit to move it. There [had been] a belt (but

it was gone) that would turn the big wheel, and that big

wheel would turn something else; and you could stretch out

and put things in there. It turned out, of course--but I

didn't know it— to be a lathe. It would take the footpower

of two or three men to run it. Well, they are bidding, and

I say to myself, "I'll go a hundred dollars on that thing,

just as a curio. That's really a curiosity." I get it at

fifty-seven. Well you know, they were up to fifty-six, and

I feel great. That's wonderful. So I'm not there long,

and a big Dutch boy comes along with pretzels and a leather

pouch, and he says, "I want to collect for the machine you

bought." (They didn't know what to call it; none of them

knew it was a lathe.) Well, I said, "I am a little embar-

rassed. You know, I am traveling and all that, and I have

credit everywhere in hotels, but I don't really have enough

to pay cash. Who could I talk to . . .?" He says, "You're
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from California, ain't you?" I said, "Yes, I am." And

so he says, "You mean to tell me you're all the way from

California, and you don't even have fifty-seven cents?"

[laughter] I couldn't believe it, I paid him.

There was a man there, of course, with a team--very few

automobiles. And I said, "I want to get these things shipped

to California. I thought it would be nice to have them out in

the yard somewhere." So he said, "I know a fellow in

Hummelstown down there, C.B. Smith. He is in the antique

business. He would [help you] crate it or ship it." I

said, "Well, what would you charge to haul this on to

Hummelstown?" He said, "Well, I'd have to have about five

dollars." I said, "All right," and I paid him.

I followed him, and we stopped someplace. He went in

and out comes C.B. C.B. looks, and he says, "Where did you

find the first Pilgrim table ever found in the state of

Pennsylvania?" He said, "Where did you get the first

Pilgrim-century lathe that they could turn bedposts on for

the tall beds?" Well. 'He crates them; he takes it all.

I still don't realize what they are: both of them Pilgrim-

century pieces. There's a bank holiday and I have them

crated. Like a fool, I don't even know about freight rates.

If you're shipping old things, you know, there's a limit

to liability. Well anyway, I had invested two, two-fifty,

t\ . •
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five dollars, seven-fifty, [a total of] eight dollars and

seven cents in those things up to date.

So this C.B. has a lot of things to sell, too. I go

in and they began to teach me and tell me these are good

and that's not good. Mrs. Smith and all of them were col-

lectors; that was their business. She was a sharp one, Mrs.

Smith, and C.B. was the ruler of the place. But they turn

out to be great friends. Anyway, I bought some things from

them. Now, what I got, I just took their word for it. I

got sets of chairs; I found cherry drop-leaf tables, of

which he said, "These with the turned legs are not quite

as good as the tapered. " They had them for twenty-five or

thirty dollars. I bought two or three corner cupboards.

They [pointed out] the different mouldings and said, "This

is made in the Sheraton period." That didn't mean a thing

to me; all I ever heard of was Grand Rapids.

So I spent eight hundred dollars on stuff in addition

to these pieces and go happily on my way, wishing I knew

what I had bought and how did they know. She'd say, "This

is better; this is good." Now those people knew it, but

they knew nothing about years, particularly. "This is good;

this is better; this is good . " That was their grading.

Well, I decide I am going to learn something there. But

I have to travel and get on. And I said, "Where can you
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find out how to tell what's good? I'm driving all the time

and I might pick up something." Well, he said, "If you

really want to [learn], get some books."

Well, to make this other story short, Mrs. Blair is

out there alone, you know, and our house is just about

finished after almost two years in building. Joe, the chef,

after the earthquake, he says, "I'm getting out of here."

I remember I wasn't home, but Camille gave him some money,

and she took him to a railroad over in the [San Fernando]

Valley; and Joe, the last she saw him, was with a stick

with his pouch. He went up the rail. But Scotty stayed.

He quoted Shakespeare. The neighbors invited him to dinner.

Scotty was the socialite of the time. He lived there, you

know. And finally the house is done. Scotty goes out, too.

[tape recorder turned off]

By the way, the stuff is on the road from Pennsylvania

now, crated, and C.B. sent it. I think Camille is going to

be so happy. Our total investment in that house was some-

thing like sixteen thousand dollars. It was all cash, of

course. Couldn't get a mortgage on it. I went to the bank;

they wouldn't loan a dime on the house. It didn't fit the

Los Angeles architecture; who could say what it was worth?

Wouldn't loan a dime— that's the Security First National

[Bank] . I had personal credit. I could go in and borrow a
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thousand dollars. But no, they wouldn't loan anything on

that house.

I had a spring come out of it. I did things like this.

In the fireplace in the living room, I had a little pipe

come out of the stone-- [the fireplace] was part stonc--and

it looked like a little spring. This pipe with water

turned on would drip out of the rock into a little pot, and

then drop down and run through a little stream right along

the floor. You could walk over it; you could sleep over it.

Here's running water running right through the stone floor

in the living room and going out right through the flower-

beds. Then, in the keeping house, I had an old Pennsylvania

Dutch sink, a dry sink, they called it. I had a pump put

in that, and you could pump city water right there, just

like in the early days, in that keeping room.

Anyway, the stuff arrives out there and there is a

bank holiday; all assets of the bank are frozen. There is

due five hundred dollars freight on my purchase of all the

stuff, which ran around a thousand dollars. Couldn't get

a dime anywhere. But a fellow came out, a friend from Kansas

City who was in business and pretty slick, and he was loaded

with silver and bills. He didn't leave his money in the bank.

So Camille gave him a check, knowing that our check would be

good eventually, and he gave her money in cash to pay the

\
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.freight. But she was sick. It looked like junk: nothing

refinished, old paint, maybe a leg loose. She had told me

to get old things, and here I ship a thousand dollars worth

of [junk] with five hundred dollars freight. She could have

killed me. She doesn't know where I am.

In the meantime, I begin to see what things bring back

there at country auctions. I decide to learn; I buy books

now to learn about how to tell good things. And I spend

a hundred dollars on ten- and fifteen-dollar books. And

you know, they all have the same damn pictures out of the

Metropolitan Museum [of Art] of the originals, I mean the

original design made out of mahogany, some of them made in

England, from which Americans, out of native wood—tulip-

wood, pine, cherry, maple, tiger maple, bird's-eye [maple]

—

jfmade their furniture] . And walnut, but not black walnut.

Here's the difference. I found that out; you learn.

Virginia red walnut— that's different. It looks like

mahogany, but it's more beautiful. These tables we have are

that. They are not black walnut like they are in the Middle

West. That was Victorianism, you see; that stuff didn't

come out until 1849 or later.

Anyway, I decide to learn. I find out in the back of

these books, there's about four pages on early American

furniture. Well, why isn't there more? Somebody said.
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."Well, what you do, go to Mrs. Leete on Leete's Island up

in Connecticut. Her family was the governor—Governor

Leete. She is the first one that collected for the Metro-

politan Museum [of Art] in New York, for the American

wing"--which was put in about 1911 or '12, I think.

Well, I go there, and she says, "Yes, you can have a

room across the street where my daughter lives if you want

to. I have a room of Hepplewhite, Queen Anne, Sheraton,

Chippendale, and Victorian. These I have collected by

myself. I have a room of each, ready to use, and I use

them for guests. You can room over there. You come in,

and I will help you." I stayed four days, and on the fourth

day I can go and say, "This is a Hepplewhite room," and tell

her why. And then I say, "This is Sheraton," and tell her

why. [tape recorder turned off] When I left there, I

could tell one room from another, and I had my identifica-

tion. So I feel fine

•

I start out driving on my accounts, doing advertising,

weekends and all. And I run onto things at good prices at

auctions. Not a thing like what's in any of those rooms

or books. I know later that Mrs. Leete collected some

English and some American [furniture] made in mahogany, but

she selected those that were made for the wealthy class,

inlaid all over. There was inlay in Sheraton and in
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Hepplewhite; never, of course, in Chippendale. They didn't

do that, and they weren't made in those dark woods. They

left out [these pieces]. I didn't know that at the time,

and I was so discouraged, after being there and buying

these books, that I don't see anything like Mrs. Leete had.

Of course, she had the same things approximately in the

Metropolitan Museum, American wing; she was the first col-

lector for them.

(By the way, her father was an undertaker. How they

got into it: people couldn't pay their debts when some-

body died, so he'd take furniture out of their house to pay

the debts of the funeral. That's the way Mrs. Leete got

interested in it.)

So one night I am driving through Maryland. There's

a snowstorm, and I see a sign that says Antique Show.

And it's in a church. Well. I stop. It's blizzardy; it

was quite stormy. I go in there. It's well lighted, and

there are booths all around the walls in this ... I guess

it was a schoolhouse instead of a church, or maybe a big

dance hall connected with something. [There are] antique

booths on the first floor. There. are the things I had

been buying and wanting to know [about]. I don't see any

of the dark pieces inlaid at that time. Of course, there

were some, but I just wasn't conscious of them.
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So I just said to somebody, "Is there anybody here

can tell me how to know what kind of furniture that is?"

"Yes. That man right over there with the whiskers." I go

over there and it's Joe Kindig. Now Joe Kindig, of Lan-

caster--no, York [Pennsylvania] --for the last forty years,

Joe Kindig has bought the [inside front] page on Antiques

magazine. He has sold an American piece as high as fifty

thousand dollars--found in America. He was the one author-

ity, and there he was. I shuddered when I found out. No,

I didn't even know he was in the antique business and was

the top one in America for fine things, and was in the

Antiques magazine always.

Well, he says, "It's very simple to tell what it is.

Just look at the legs on it and at the mouldings. You'll

learn to see some tool marks later, and whether it's a

wide dovetail or narrow. And look at a drawer. Run your

hand underneath, and see if it's rough or smooth. You'll

know if it's handmade. It's easy." I said, "Well, I'm

going to have to really' learn a little." He said, "Well,

learn the different legs. Didn't you see up at Mrs. Leete's

that the round legs were Sheraton? T^d some of them had a

spade at the bottom with a kind of a round rim that would

be a little foot. The Hepplewhites were all square-legged

and tapered, and then had maybe a little spade on the fore-

sides." "Yes, that's right." Well, he said, "Forget about
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the detail and the carving of the wood. Look at the legs.

If it's a chair, look at the back and at the seat." He

went through those things, and he said, "You'll have to

learn the different turnings for the different centuries.

"Now, this may surprise you. You think turnings, like

we see in the Victorian period, where you see a lot of

turnings clear across, why, you'd think that maybe would be

Victorian." (Well, I realized that these Victorian what-

nots were all turnings.) "But those can go back to the

earliest building—Elizabethan. The first chairs made in Americ

[were turned], the Carver chair." He explained all this.

He said, "Don't be fooled. Anything you see in furniture

of the Victorian [period] can be machine-made, but the idea

and the design could have come from the Elizabethan or later

period, particularly the Jacobean [period]. King James."

Right away I began to learn history: who was king

and what years. I learned that if I was going to teach

history today, I would teach antiques, because they all

follow. And whatever fashion King James was, they were

headed in other places, even in this country. That's when

we were first getting started. I knew for the first time

that Queen Anne only reigned a few years right after 1700.

I didn't get that in history; it was just a date. Anyway

—

again anyway— I decide that I am going to learn this.

[tape recorder turned off]
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I'll tell you one thing: the New England and eastern

accounts got good servicing because I was getting the

antique fever and I was beginning to learn.

Now, you take a little candlestand, with a birdcage

and a dish top. Well, you wouldn't see them often; but at

little country sales, you might see something made out of

maple or pine. Well, I began to find out that I had [already]

seen the elaborate ones somewhere, and here is such a

version of it. That's where I really began to get the hang

of this thing--with Joe Kindig.

By the way, before we got all of this eight-hundred-

dollar shipment, except the lathe and the table, refinished,

a woman came by. Scotty was right in the glory of it. He

said, "Oh I know how to refinish these things." He was

going to do it. "You have to take the paint off, but don't

take off too much wood. Those things you learn. You can

kill the very thing that gives it the beauty— the patina."

A woman comes along and says, "Say, these are . . . what

is this?" I wasn't there at the time. But she came there

first, and Camille said, "My husband is coming back next

week from the East." And she said, "I think I would like

to have these things." Well, she bought them all--Mrs.

Belzer, the mother of Loretta Young. Mrs. Belzer has made

plenty of money up to this day, I understand, by taking old
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houses and old apartments, and redecorating and furnishing

them in genuine early American antiques. She rented them

during the Depression at low rent. She took everything we

had. But when I get home, I think, "Well, we sold it, at

a profit, too." She had practically stolen them. She

knew it. I had stolen them in a way. And I think I doxobled

my money. That was easier than selling a contract in ad-

vertising. But from then on, for some time, I was as

antique-conscious as I was advertising-conscious. [tape

recorder turned off]

Naturally, the next trip out I began to buy. I had

confidence; I had learned. You take a Pennsylvania, pine

dry sink. The dry sink was used to put the dishpan in; it

had the water [not the sink] . And then they had a "wasser"

well. The water well was very similar. A water well was

something that looked like a pine dry sink with a drawer

and a cupboard underneath where they poured water and dipped

out of there. So I begin to learn these things. Traveling

around, I made some wonderful nests I'd uncover, where I

could buy ten dry sinks if I wanted, all at once for maybe

two dollars apiece or five dollars apiece. So I have stuff

bought and stored in different places in the East.

I [ship it] and when [it arrives] we find out what it

is, and then we and Scotty do some refinishing at home.
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We have shipments come out. We furnished that whole house. •

[For instance], rope beds—with rails. There was no

such thing as a single bed. People say, "I've got an'

antique single bed." No they haven't. Maybe it's been

cut down, but they were two inches shorter than normal beds.

Some were what we might call full double [beds] . But the

three-quarter [width bed] was used in a small room as a

double bed. I think they [were the] same width over the

rails. You see, the rope pegs were along the rails, which

were about four-by-fours, hand-done and all that. There

were pegs every few inches, and ropes stretched across.

The straw tick went on there, and then the feather bed,

and you had a high bed. And then we'd find trundle beds.

Well, anyway, anything that there was, we had. We furnished

that whole house. We had corner cupboards; we had our

Pilgrim table; and the old wood lathe was kept outside.

By the way, when we decided once that we wanted to go

back East to live and collect antiques for a while, [Norman]

Wilcox [from the Los Angeles County Museum of Art] and his

wife came along and lived in this Pilgrim house. When we

got back from our few months, we thought we would buy a

farm, maybe, and stay back there and travel out of Maryland,

to be where the antique country is, and yet still adver-

tising. But when they moved, he made arrangements for my

\
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wood lathe to be put in the Los Angeles museum. They

borrowed it for five years.

To follow that on through, they returned it, because

they didn't have room. But just recently, a year or two

ago, they knew they were going to have this new art section

on Wilshire [Boulevard] and they sent word they would like

to have that permanently. In the meantime I had given it

to a friend who did wonderful refinishing out here. I

might say now that we eventually got into the antique busi-

ness [together] . Art Arnstsen, one of the finest fellows

to refinish and appreciate and all, had the wood lathe.

Then about three years ago, the museum came along and said,

"We would like to have that permanently." I called up [Art]

and we had it appraised for over five hundred dollars mini-

mum. I said, "Art, it's yours." He said, "No, it's yours;

I've kept it for you." So I said, "All right. We'll let

them have it in your name and mine, and we'll each take

two hundred and fifty dollars off our income tax." And

that's what happened. The wood lathe is out here forever

now, at the big Los Angeles County Museum [of Art]

.

Our house became a showplace> Ole Olsen, of Olsen and

Johnson, liked it so much that he wanted to buy it. Two or

three of the actors wanted to buy it, but their business

managers talked them out of it. That was in '32, and you
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see, we lived in it until about '37. Now the children were

in high school, and we didn't need this big place. Olsen

of Olsen and Johnson would come down with people and knock

on the door and have all the food there and say, "We came

here to have the party here instead of at our house." He

was that kind of a fellow, this hiomorist. He wanted to buy

the place. Moira, the daughter, loved it, too. We were

invited up to his place, and we got acquainted that way.

And do you know, he spent a whole evening showing me his

joke books, just volumes of them. [laughter] Then at the

dinner table, everything was quiet--we were kind of formal

—

and he's down at the head. We were just ready to start

eating, and we are kind of uneasy, being in a celebrity's

place like Olsen of Olsen and Johnson. Pretty soon he says,

"PASS THE BREAD!" Things were informal from that time.

He was just that kind of a guy.

Anyway, we lived there, and we did get the idea to go

back East and collect antiques. We'd buy a farm in Maryland.

We'd go back there and rent the house to Norman Wilcox. By

the way, Ogden Nash lived there the first time we took a

trip. He rented it, and when I got back there was a lot of

mail and stuff. (This is jumping back a little.) We did

rent it to him a little while when we left on a trip. In

the fireplace was his mail, and I picked up his royalty
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account for April, so and so and so. I looked at it. They

had paid him that month six dollars, and he was fifty-eight

cents overdrawn. That's the kind of royalties Ogden Nash

was getting, at that time at least.

So we go back to Maryland, and we want to buy a farm.

We stay at the Arcadia Manor, a forty-five-room brick place.

I have done an oil painting of it. It was one of the first

major things I tackled, and it's crude. And the McKinneys

lived there. He was the director of a bank and the assessor.

They inherited this ground. But this manor in Frederick,

Arcadia Manor, was built by an Englishman. He had brought

all yellow brick over from England for ballast to build

this home for his bride— she never came— a forty-five-room

house. That's where we stayed and tried to buy a farm.

So we'd go out and look, and you could buy--with a

stone barn, a stone house, a stream running through, and

forest—eighty acres or one hundred and sixty acres of won-

derful ground, some of it white fenced. You could buy it

for nine thousand dollars, ten thousand dollars, so we

bought three of them. In this way: "We'll take this one."

The real estate man out of Frederick, Maryland, would say,

"All right, I'll get in contact with the people." He would

call up and say, "You know, that was sold four years ago."

So we picked out another one. That happened three times.
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We're staying there the six months. I'm doing my

traveling, and we're collecting antiques and having a great

time, because we think we are going to get into the busi-

ness. I find a fellow back there who would repair; he could

take something to repair and do it there, so we wouldn't

have to get it done out here. We stay there through

Christinas. They serve tea on silver plate, just like the

early days, at four o'clock. They have colored help, and,

well, it was just living the old plantation life over.
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